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AboutAbout ThisThis GuideGuide

This Arbortext IsoDraw User's Reference describes how to use the menus, tools,
and windows in Arbortext IsoDraw Foundation and
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess.

PrerequisitePrerequisite KnowledgeKnowledge
Before starting to produce technical illustrations, you should familiarize yourself
with the information presented in the Drawing Basics Tutorial, and, if you have
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess, the 3D Mode Tutorial.

OrganizationOrganization ofof ThisThis GuideGuide
This Arbortext IsoDraw User's Reference is divided into three parts:

Menus on page 13 Covers all menu commands in the menu bar at the top
of the Arbortext IsoDraw window.

Palette Window Toolbox
on page 471

Explains how to use each tool in the palette window.

3D Mode on page 669 (Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only) Shows you how
to import 3D CAD data, manipulate your view of it in
the 3D mode window using special 3D mode tools and
menu commands, then project your 3D view into a 2D
technical illustration for further editing.

Each part includes examples and descriptions of the dialog boxes and graphical
effects that appear when you use menus, tool buttons, and other controls in the
Arbortext IsoDraw window.
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RelatedRelated DocumentationDocumentation
For more information on Arbortext IsoDraw products refer to the following
documentation found in the Arbortext IsoDraw Help Center. Help Center includes
both HTML and PDF versions of the documentation. Choose HelpHelp ▶▶ Help CenterHelp Centerto
access it.

DocumentationDocumentation DescriptionDescription

Arbortext IsoDraw Release Notes Information about new, changed, and
deleted features in this
Arbortext IsoDraw release.

Installing Arbortext IsoDraw Installation and licensing information
for Arbortext IsoDraw.

Drawing Basics Tutorial Hands-on examples for learning
Arbortext IsoDraw basic functions.

3D Mode Tutorial Hands-on examples for learning 3D
CAD data editing functions using
Arbortext IsoDraw.

Arbortext IsoDraw User's Reference (This guide) Comprehensive guide to
using the tools and functions in
Arbortext IsoDraw products.

Arbortext IsoDraw Macro Language
Reference

Reference for writing macros that you
can run in Arbortext IsoDraw.

Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange
Reference

Instructions for importing and
exporting graphics data in various
formats to and from Arbortext IsoDraw.

TechnicalTechnical SupportSupport
Contact PTC Technical Support via the PTC Web site, phone, fax, or e-mail if you
encounter problems using your product or the product documentation.

For complete details, refer to Contacting Technical Support in the PTC Customer
Service Guide. This guide can be found under the Related Resources section of the
PTC Web site at:

http://www.ptc.com/support/

The PTC Web site also provides a search facility for technical documentation of
particular interest. To access this search facility, use the URL above and select
Search the Knowledge Base.

You must have a Service Contract Number (SCN) before you can receive technical
support. If you do not have an SCN, contact PTC Maintenance Department using
the instructions found in your PTC Customer Service Guide under Contacting
Your Maintenance Support Representative.
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DocumentationDocumentation forfor PTCPTC ProductsProducts
You can access PTC product documentation using the following resources:

• Online Help

Click HelpHelp from the user interface for online help available for the product.

• Reference Documents

Individual product manuals are available from the Reference Documents link
of the PTC Web site at the following URL:

http://www.ptc.com/support/

• Help Center

A searchable product documentation knowledge base is available from the
Help Center link of the PTC Web site at the following URL:

http://www.ptc.com/support/

You must have a Service Contract Number (SCN) before you can access the
Reference Documents or Help Center Web site. If you do not have an SCN, contact
PTC Maintenance Department using the instructions found in your PTC Customer
Service Guide under Contacting Your Maintenance Support Representative.

GlobalGlobal ServicesServices
PTC Global Services delivers the highest quality, most efficient and most
comprehensive deployments of the PTC Product Development System including
Pro/ENGINEER, Windchill, Arbortext and Mathcad. PTC’s Implementation and
Expansion solutions integrate the process consulting, technology implementation,
education and value management activities customers need to be successful.
Customers are led through Solution Design, Solution Development and Solution
Deployment phases with the continuous driving objective of maximizing value
from their investment.

Contact your PTC sales representative for more information on Global Services.

CommentsComments
PTC welcomes your suggestions and comments on our documentation. You can
submit your feedback to the following email address:

arbortext-documentation@ptc.com

Please include the following information in your email:

• Name

• Company

• Product

Documentation for PTC Products 11
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• Product Version

• Document or Online Help Topic Title

• Level of Expertise in the Product (Beginning, Intermediate, Advanced)

• Comments (including page numbers where applicable)

DocumentationDocumentation ConventionsConventions
This guide uses the following notational conventions:

• Bold textBold text represents exact text that appears in the program's user interface. This
includes items such as button text, menu selections, and dialog box elements.
For example,

Click OKOK to begin the operation.

• A right arrow represents successive menu selections. For example,

Choose FileFile ▶▶ PrintPrint to print the document.

• Monospaced text represents code, command names, file paths, or other
text that you would type exactly as described. For example,

At the command line, type version to display version information.

• Italicized monospaced text represents variable text that you would
type. For example,

installation-dir\custom\scripts\

• Italicized text represents a reference to other published material. For example,

If you are new to the product, refer to the Getting Started Guide for basic
interface information.
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Most commands in the FileFile menu can be selected by keyboard commands. If there
is a key combination command code, it is indicated next to the command text.
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The figure shows which commands in the FileFile menu can be selected using a
command code.
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NewNew
The commands in the NewNew menu allow you to create a new Arbortext IsoDraw
document or open a drawing template.

EmptyEmpty PagePage

If you select Empty pageEmpty page in the submenu, a new window with the name Untitled -1Untitled -1

appears on the screen. Each additional new window you open in a session will be
designated UntitledUntitled and a number incremented by one.

The designation UntitledUntitled reminds you that the document you have created still has
to be saved. When you save a window for the first time you give it a name. The
name of the file is indicated in the title bar and in the WindowWindow menu (for switching
between documents).

NoteNote

Each new file is created in accordance with the set program preferences. These
include e.g. information about the size of the drawing area, the defined pens and
colors and various other aspects. You can always change these settings at a later
date. (See Preferences on page 108 for further information on preferences)

TemplatesTemplates

Listed below Empty pageEmpty page in the submenu are all the template files saved in the
Templates folder.

Templates are files which feature basic settings and attributes that are frequently
used. In addition to the basic settings for the Arbortext IsoDraw file, you can also
use a drawing template to create basic attributes such as drawing frame, drawing
head or a part list field. You can also arrange frequently recurring elements (e.g.
library parts, symbols, texts) around the drawing area. Files such as this which
have been prepared in advance allows you to start work straightaway.

Select the required template file from the submenu. A new window appears with
the name Untitled –Untitled – XX. The content and settings for the window correspond to the
selected template file.

NoteNote

Preferences on page 108 contains information about where the Templates folder
is located.
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The number of files you can have open at the same time depends on available
working memory only.

OpenOpen
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The FileFile ▶▶ OpenOpen command displays a pop-up menu you can use to open existing
Arbortext IsoDraw documents and files stored in certain foreign formats.

Open File fromOpen File from Arbortext IsoDrawArbortext IsoDraw and Other 2Dand Other 2D
FilesFiles
After the OpenOpen command has been selected the following dialog box is displayed:

Select a file by clicking it with the mouse. A preview of the selected
Arbortext IsoDraw file will appear if the PreviewPreview box is checked. In addition to
files in Arbortext IsoDraw format, raster formats (TIFF, BMP etc.) are also
previewed. Arbortext IsoDraw files are only stored with a preview if the
corresponding option is set in the preferences (see Preferences on page 108). Open
the file by clicking OKOK.
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All the folders and Arbortext IsoDraw files are displayed in the selection area. If
you wish to read in a file in a foreign format, you may do so by using the list FileFile
FormatFormat to control exactly which files are displayed in the selection area.

NoteNote

If you are running Windchill Workgroup Manager (WGM) for Arbortext IsoDraw
and you want to open a document or file that is managed in Windchill, you must
click the WindchillWindchill button in the OpenOpen dialog box. For further instructions, choose
HelpHelp ▶▶ Windchill Workgroup Manager HelpWindchill Workgroup Manager Help. In the Workgroup Manager Help
Center, navigate to the Workgroup Manager for IsoDraw GuideWorkgroup Manager for IsoDraw Guide topic. You can also
find an overview of Windchill PDM actions in the Arbortext IsoDraw Help Center.
Choose HelpHelp ▶▶ Help CenterHelp Center. In the Arbortext IsoDraw Help Center window,
navigate to ExtensionsExtensions ▶▶ Windchill PDM Actions OverviewWindchill PDM Actions Overview.

ArbortextArbortext IsoDrawIsoDraw FilesFiles

If you have selected IsoDraw files, only those files will be displayed which
have been created in an Arbortext IsoDraw format.

NoteNote

If you are using CGM as the standard file format, this will also be displayed.

ForeignForeign FormatFormat FilesFiles

If you select one of these options the selection window shows files of the type in
question. These documents include e.g. drawings from CAD programs that you
want to edit or scanned photos which you can use as templates for tracing.

In the case of raster files, the contents of the file are created as an image element in
a new document with the original name and the extension .iso. This image
element can then be edited (see Edit Image on page 198 for further information).

AllAll FilesFiles

The All filesAll files setting displays all the files contained in the folder you have selected,
regardless of their format. You can also select files which have been generated by
other programs or whose format cannot be clearly identified.

Arbortext IsoDraw can recognize a number of different file formats and is able to
convert these files into the Arbortext IsoDraw format. If you select and open a file,
Arbortext IsoDraw automatically examines the content and begins the conversion
to its own data format. If the format of the selected file is unknown, a
corresponding error message will be displayed.

If the file format can be read, additional dialog boxes will appear, depending on the
format, which will enable you to control data import.
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NoteNote

The separate Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference deals with this subject
in greater detail. It describes the various formats and relevant options.

CurrentCurrent DocumentsDocuments

The entries below the separator in pop-up menu Open fileOpen file contain the names of the
last files which have been saved. When you select the name in the menu, the file is
opened without a dialog box being displayed.

OpenOpen FileFile fromfrom 3D3D FilesFiles
The import process for 3D files is initiated using the same approach as when
opening 2D files. Use the FileFile ▶▶ OpenOpen command to open a dialog box showing the
folders or files on your data medium.

Select All filesAll files from the pop-up menu. This setting displays all files in the selected
folder irrespective of their format. This allows you to select all files generated by
other programs. If you know the file format, you can select this under File formatFile format.
All the files of this format type in the selected folder are then displayed. Click the
mouse to select the required file. Open the file by clicking OpenOpen.
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ReadRead FileFile
While the file is being opened, Arbortext IsoDraw automatically examines the
content and begins converting it to its own data format.

NoteNote

If Arbortext IsoDraw aborts the file import, this is because either the data format is
unknown or the file is faulty. In the latter case, a log file may be generated which
has the same name as the import file and the extension .log. This file is saved in
the same folder as the source file. The log file contains information in text form as
to why the file could not be loaded. Further information on what causes errors
during loading can be found in the 3D Mode Tutorial.

When loading the file format, additional dialog boxes will appear (depending on
the particular format) which allow you to control the data import process. The
dialog boxes always open with the same settings that were used the last time the
file format was opened.

ReadRead FileFile forfor IGES,IGES, VRML,VRML, andand WavefrontWavefront
With a number of formats such as IGES, VRML and Wavefront, a structured
import process is used for the 3D data. Because of this additional functionality, the
dialog boxes for the structured import are described below using the example of
format IGES. All dialog boxes for these formats and the dialog boxes for the other
two formats AutoCAD DWG and DXF are described in the sections on these
formats in the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.

When a file is selected in IGES format, the following dialog box opens for
importing IGES files:
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SelectSelect AssembliesAssemblies

If you select this option, the Selection of StructuresSelection of Structures dialog box appears when the
file is opened. You can use this to select, which assemblies are to be imported. If
you do not select this option, all assemblies in the file will be imported.

CreateCreate ObjectObject InformationInformation forfor AssembliesAssemblies

The pop-up menu allows you to select one of the two setting options.

If you select No hotspotNo hotspot, object infoobject info is created for each assembly. The name in each
case corresponds to the designation assigned in the CAD system for the particular
assembly.

If you select Lines of objectLines of object, a hotspot will be generated in addition to the object
info. This allows you to trigger an action later by simply clicking the object.

If you do not select the option, the name GroupGroup will appear in the object window
for each assembly once import has been completed.

Since only surface elements and solids (entity 186) are required for automatic
conversion of 3D data to a technical illustration, it is possible with data in IGES
format to ignore a large number of other elements during conversion.
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To make the appropriate setting, click OptionsOptions. A further dialog box appears:

If you click Solids + SurfacesSolids + Surfaces, only the elements actually required for conversion
will be selected. All elements preceded by a tick have been selected. Click OKOK to
confirm your setting. You are returned to the initial dialog box for importing the
format (here IGES).

NoteNote

If you want to import multiple 3D files of the same format with the same
specifications for processing assemblies, you can select the settings as a general
default. Choose EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences, then click the import symbol for the format.
The dialog page for the format then appears. Select the required setting and
deselect Show dialogShow dialog. Click OKOK. The settings are then applied automatically when
importing files.

Clicking CancelCancel in the opening dialog box cancels the import process. Clicking OKOK

confirms that you are happy with your entries. Even without selecting the SelectSelect
assembliesassemblies option, the file is converted and is available for further processing in
3D mode.
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If you have chosen Select assembliesSelect assemblies, a further window opens.

FindFind StructuresStructures inin DataData

If you select this option, all specified assemblies or elements will be recorded
together with their names and structures. Clicking OKOK in the dialog box opens a
further dialog box entitled Selection of StructuresSelection of Structures. This displays the recorded
assemblies and elements of the file in structured form. If the file appears in 3D
mode after import is complete, you will find the same structures in the object
window.

ReadRead StructuresStructures fromfrom igs.igs.xmlxml

If the file already has a structure file, the name of the file will be displayed here.
(See Export on page 27.) Selecting this option results in
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess accessing a file already saved in XML format for
selection of the structures. This cuts import time quite considerably, particularly
when files are very large. In situations where the option cannot be selected despite
there being a structure file (grayed out), the latter will no longer be located at the
original storage location. You can search the file by clicking FileFile.
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The following dialog box appears:

Click the file you require. Clicking OpenOpen returns you to the Read StructuresRead Structures dialog
box. The file name is displayed. The file is used for the structure display.

If the file name has been changed, the wrong file selected or the contents do not
agree with the current file, the structure file will be rejected. The option can then
no longer be selected (grayed out). Repeat the search or recreate the structure via
FindFind structuresstructures inin datadata.

Clicking CancelCancel returns you to the opening dialog box for the import process.
Clicking OKOK confirms that you are happy with your entries.
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A further dialog box opens:

SelectionSelection ofof StructuresStructures shows the assemblies and elements together with their
names in a tree structure. Clicking the ++ symbol in front of the file name opens the
top level of the structure. Holding down the CTRL key and clicking the ++ symbol,
reveals the entire tree structure of the assemblies. One click on the ++ symbol turns
it into a -- symbol. Clicking the -- symbol in front of the file name closes the
structure display. You can use the structure display to specify which assemblies are
to be imported. Clicking the name selects an assembly. Holding down the CTRL
key while clicking names enables you to select several assemblies in succession. If
you hold down the SHIFT key, all the assemblies between the one, which is
already selected, and the one you are currently clicking will be selected. Clicking
on the far right, behind the name of the assembly, tells you whether an assembly
will be imported or not. A tick indicates that the assembly will be imported.

The functions of the five keys below the structure display will help you to specify
which assemblies or elements are to be imported.
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SelectSelect AllAll

Click this button if you wish to select all assemblies. This function is useful if you
only want to import individual assemblies. Once you have made your selection,
click the IgnoreIgnore button. Then select the desired assemblies one after the other while
holding down the CTRL key. Select the assemblies by clicking SelectSelect.

RemoveRemove SelectionSelection

Clicking this button removes the selection. Whether an assembly in the selection
has been selected or ignored remains unaffected by the removal.

InvertInvert SelectionSelection

Clicking this button cancels selection of the selected assemblies and, at the same
time, selects all other assemblies in the structure. Like Select AllSelect All, this function is
useful if you only want to import individual assemblies. Select the assemblies you
want to import. Then click the Invert SelectionInvert Selection button. All assemblies in the
structure that you do not want to import are now selected. Then click the IgnoreIgnore

button.

IgnoreIgnore

All assemblies, which are displayed without a tick, are not imported. You can
cancel selection of assemblies. Select the assemblies you do not want to import.
Click the IgnoreIgnore button. The tick behind the name disappears. If an assembly that
contains subassemblies is not ticked, all the subassemblies will also be ignored.

SelectingSelecting

If you have selected Find structures in dataFind structures in data a tick indicates all assemblies and/or
elements in the file. The tick indicates that the assemblies will be imported.

If you use the saved structure file (XML format), for example, you can also select
assemblies or elements without ticks. Select all the assemblies you require. Click
the SelectSelect button. A tick appears after all the names. If an assembly has been
selected which contains subassemblies, these are also selected automatically.

ExportExport

Selecting ExportExport lets you save the file structures.

If you want to import a file for the first time, you should save the file structures
first, which is particularly important with large files. You can use this structure file
for recent imports of the file (see Read StructuresRead Structures dialog box). This not only saves
time, but is also useful if you want to always ignore specific assemblies or
elements. Clicking ExportExport opens the following dialog box:
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The file name is already defaulted. Clicking SaveSave saves the file in XML format.
Clicking CancelCancel exits the dialog box without saving the file.

Once you have completed your settings in the Selection of StructuresSelection of Structures dialog box,
click OKOK. The file is converted and appears in 3D mode for further processing.
Clicking CancelCancel returns you to the Read StructuresRead Structures dialog box.

CloseClose
Activating this command causes the active window to be closed. You get the same
effect if you click the CloseClose box in the title bar of the current window.

If you have not yet saved your document since making changes to it, the program
will inquire whether you wish to do so before the document is actually closed.
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NoteNote

Selecting the ExitExit command closes all windows. You can also close all windows
(without exiting the program) by double-clicking the close box of a window while
holding down the ALTALTkeykey. You will, however, be asked in each case whether you
wish to save unsaved changes

SaveSave
Selecting SaveSave saves the active file in its current form.

In Windows, the following dialog box appears when a drawing is saved for the first
time:

This dialog box is similar to ones you will find in other programs and allows you
to define a folder and a name for your file. The file name is then displayed in the
window’s title bar. It also appears in the WindowWindow menu.

Click SaveSave to create the file.

You can save any subsequent changes to your illustration by selecting the SaveSave

command at regular intervals. The dialog box no longer appears.

You can specify the following options when saving a file:

FormatFormat

This option can only be accessed if you select the Save asSave as command.
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Using the SaveSave command will create a file in Arbortext IsoDraw format. This file
can only be read using version 7.0 and above of Arbortext IsoDraw. The Save asSave as

command allows you to save in formats used by older versions of
Arbortext IsoDraw.

NoteNote

If you use CGM as the standard format, you will create a CGM file during saving
which is based on the settings defined in the preferences (see information on the
CGM format in the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.

SaveSave AsAs
Use Save asSave as on the FileFile menu to open the Save asSave as dialog box and then save a copy
of a file with a different name, in a different location, or in a different
Arbortext IsoDraw format.

SaveSave As:As: DifferentDifferent LocationLocation oror FileFile NameName
When you save a file in a different location or with a different file name, it is saved
in the latest Arbortext IsoDraw native file format by default.
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NoteNote

ISO is the native file format unless Use CGM as native file formatUse CGM as native file format is selected on the
CGM ExportCGM Export preferences panel. If CGM is the native file format, the Save asSave as

command is not available in 3D mode because CGM is a 2D format. (See CGM in
the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.)

1. On the FileFile menu, click Save asSave as.

2. In the Save inSave in list, click the drive or folder where you want to save the file. The
location you choose becomes the default SaveSave location. If the file was
previously saved in a different location, that version will remain unchanged.

3. Type a new or different name in the File nameFile name box. If the file was previously
saved with a different name, that version will remain unchanged.

4. Click SaveSave.

SaveSave As:As: OlderOlder ISOISO FileFile FormatFormat
If you need save a file for use in a older version of Arbortext IsoDraw, select the
older ISO file format in the Save as typeSave as type list.

CautionCaution

Some newer features are not saved when you save a file in an older ISO format.
Therefore, before you save a file in an older format, save it in the latest format first,
and then save it with a different file name in the older format.

1. On the FileFile menu, click Save asSave as.

2. If you want to rename the file (recommended), in the File nameFile name box, type a
new name. If the file was previously saved with a different name, that version
will remain unchanged.

3. In the Save as typeSave as type list, click the older ISO file format that you want to save
the file in. For example, click IsoDraw 7.1 Files (*.iso)IsoDraw 7.1 Files (*.iso), IsoDraw 7.0 Files (*.IsoDraw 7.0 Files (*.
iso)iso), or IsoDraw 6 Files (*.iso)IsoDraw 6 Files (*.iso).

NoteNote
IsoDraw 6 Files (*.iso)IsoDraw 6 Files (*.iso) is not available if the file you are saving contains 3D
data.

4. Click SaveSave. The file is saved in the older format.
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SaveSave As:As: PackedPacked ISOZISOZ FileFile FormatFormat
If you want to publish ISO files, you can save them in IsoDraw Files (packed) (*.IsoDraw Files (packed) (*.
isoz)isoz) (ISOZ) format. ISOZ files can be viewed and manipulated in
Arbortext IsoView the same as ISO files. ISOZ files require less storage space than
ISO files—especially 3D ISO files.

CautionCaution

Do not use ISOZ as an archive format for ISO files. Arbortext IsoDraw does not
save all the data in an ISO file when you save it as an ISOZ file. For example,
thumbnail previews are not saved in ISOZ and the amount of 3D data retained in
ISOZ is much less than ISO.

To save an ISO or CGM (2D only) file in ISOZ format:

1. On the FileFile menu, click Save asSave as. The Save asSave as dialog box opens.

2. If you want to rename the file, in the File nameFile name box, type a new name for the
file. If the file was previously saved with a different name or format, that
version will remain unchanged.

3. In the Save as typeSave as type list, click the ISOZ file format that you want to save the file
in; for example, the latest version, IsoDraw Files (packed) (*.isoz)IsoDraw Files (packed) (*.isoz), or an older
version; IsoDraw 7.1 Files (packed) (*.isoz)IsoDraw 7.1 Files (packed) (*.isoz) or IsoDraw 7.0 Files (packed) (*.IsoDraw 7.0 Files (packed) (*.
isoz)isoz).

NoteNote

If you have unsaved changes in your file, you must save it in native ISO or
CGM (2D only) format before the ISOZ format will appear on the Save as typeSave as type

list.

4. Click SaveSave to save a reduced-size version of the ISO or CGM file in the
selected ISOZ format.

RevertRevert
The RevertRevert command allows you to display the document in the version you last
saved it in. The content and settings for the window correspond to the selected
template file.
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You cannot undo this command. Therefore, you must confirm whether you really
do wish to cancel all the changes in the dialog box which appears next:

CompareCompare FilesFiles
The Compare filesCompare files command can be used to compare the content of two files, e.g.
if you have used an existing drawing in order to create a new drawing from it. If
you want to check what changes have been made compared with the existing
drawing, selecting this command allows you to easily recognize the changes. All
the deleted, changed and new elements are shown and a different color is used for
each of these three categories.

Open the file (in this case BA2) in which you want to see the changes. Now select
the command CompareCompare filesfiles.

The following dialog box appears:

Select the file (in this case BA1) with which you want to make the comparison.
Confirm your selection by clicking OpenOpen.
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All the changes in relation to the comparison file then appear in the open file. The
changes are highlighted in color both in drawing mode and in preview mode. A
change type is assigned to each of the three colors. A distinction is made between
deleted, changed and new elements. The colors can be set using menu command
EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences. To do this, call up the CompareCompare dialog page (see also
Preferences on page 108).

The examples show file BA1 and file BA2 before and after the command has been
selected. To make the changes easier for you to see, the grid in the background is
omitted from the illustrations.

All deleted elements are on new layers. The number of new layers depends on
which layers the deleted elements in the comparison file are assigned to. Each new
layer has the same name as the layer in the comparison file with the addition of _C.

You can check the new layers in the same way as normal layers.

You can print and export the file with the changes displayed.

NoteNote

The comparison colors for the assigned pens cannot be changed. Therefore, if you
want to save the file with the changes displayed for further use, you should save
the file under a new name.
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ImportImport LayersLayers
The Import LayersImport Layers command allows you to import individual layers of a stored
Arbortext IsoDraw file into the current illustration. The following dialog box will
appear when this command is selected:

Select the illustration containing the layers you wish to import and confirm by
clicking OpenOpen.

Awindow now appears listing the layers this file contains:

Use the mouse to select the layers you want to import. By holding down the
SHIFT key at the same time, you can select a series of layers. By pressing the
CTRL key, you can select individual layers from those you have selected.
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The AllAll and NoneNone fields are designed to aid you in your selection.

If you select the Import empty layersImport empty layers check box, you will also import layers
containing no elements. If you do not select this check box, these layers will be
skipped.

Clicking ImportImport confirms your selection, clicking CancelCancel aborts the procedure.

After import has been completed, you can use the layer window to check which
layers have been imported.

NoteNote

If the current illustration already contains a layer having the same name as one of
the layers to be imported, the name of the layer to be imported is extended by the
word copy. This is designed to prevent existing elements from being overwritten.

SaveSave LayersLayers
The Save LayersSave Layers command allows you to save one or more layers from an
illustration that has been opened. Selecting this command causes the following
dialog box to appear which we have already met in conjunction with the SaveSave

command:
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The name of the open file is automatically displayed. If you would like to rename
it, enter the new name for the file here. Click SaveSave. The following window
appears:

The list shows you all the layers of the active illustration. Select the layers you
want to save. By holding down the SHIFT key at the same time, you can select a
series of layers. By pressing the CTRL key, you can select individual layers from
those you have selected.

The AllAll and NoneNone fields are designed to aid you in your selection.

If you select the Save empty layersSave empty layers check box, you will also save layers containing
no elements. If you do not select this check box, these layers will be skipped.

There are two ways of saving the layers. Click SaveSave if you want all selected layers
to be saved in a single file. You can also save each individual layer in its own file,
however. In this case, click SplitSplit.

You can end the procedure without saving by selecting CancelCancel.

If all layers are to be written to a single file, a single file will be created bearing the
name you have entered.

If you wish to distribute the layers to individual files, this is done in the following
way: For each layer, a file is created whose name is a combination of the name you
have entered and the name of the layer saved in this file.

To illustrate this point, let us assume you have entered and confirmed the name
Axis. After that you have selected layers 33 and 44 and clicked SplitSplit. Two files will
be created with the names Axis.Layer 3 and Axis.Layer 4.
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NoteNote

If you use CGM as the standard format, you will create a CGM file during saving
which is based on the settings defined in the preferences (see information on the
CGM format in the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.

ExportExport
The SaveSave command allows you to save an illustration in Arbortext IsoDraw
format. This format can only be read by Arbortext IsoDraw. The ExportExport command,
on the other hand, can be used to save Arbortext IsoDraw documents so that they
can be read and edited by other programs. A number of different formats are
available for this purpose.

The following dialog box will appear when this command is selected:

Select the required format from the list. Arbortext IsoDraw will attach some
characters to the suggested file name depending on the format you select. The file
extension is required for the Windows platform. If the exported file is moved to a
different hardware platform, this extension may also be required there.

FileFile FormatFormat

Every file format you select is saved in accordance with the settings in the
PreferencesPreferences command.
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In addition to choosing the target format, you also have the following options:

OptionsOptions

Click the OptionsOptions button if you want to check the preferences before saving. A
dialog box will appear which shows you the current settings for the selected
format. You can change these settings here without having to select the EditEdit ▶▶
PreferencesPreferences command. Your changes will then be made the new standard
preferences for this format.

ScaleScale

A click on the ScalingScaling button opens the following dialog box:

In practice, you will often create illustrations in Arbortext IsoDraw which are in a
larger format than you will actually need in print. The printout will rarely be in a
format larger than letter format, however.
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The dialog box allows you to set the scale of the illustration you want to export.
Arbortext IsoDraw calculates the area which your drawn elements take up. If this
area is greater than letter format the scaling button flashes when the export dialog
is opened. This is intended to remind you that it may be best to reduce the output
size.

ScaleScale

The scale in the scaling dialog box is automatically set to the value which would
be needed to scale the output to letter format size. As with ScaleScale you can set the
required size by entering a scale in the entry field. If you confirm with OKOK the scale
is applied, it is not applied if you select CancelCancel.

Alternatively, you can also enter the value using a mathematical formula. This may
save you having to work out a percentage value. When entering values, observe the
calculation rules. Information on how to enter values can be found in the
Drawing Basics Tutorial.

DimensionsDimensions

In the fields next to hor:hor: or ver:ver:, the corresponding values appear for the extent of
the selection when the percentage values are entered under ScaleScale. If you want to
define an exact extent for the selection, you can enter this extent here directly in
the entry fields. The actual values are indicated to the left of the entry fields.

The original drawing is not changed by your entries.

NoteNote

Of course, you can also change the scale if the button is not flashing.

If you ignore the flashing button or do not enter any scale, the illustration will be
exported at a scale of 100%.

ExportExport FormatsFormats

The list of file formats supported by Arbortext IsoDraw has grown steadily and
now includes all important standard and exchange formats in the graphic and CAD
sectors. New versions of programs or revisions of standards mean that the filters
for these formats need to be constantly updated. To enable us to document these
changes quickly and effectively, we have compiled descriptions of the individual
formats and relevant dialog boxes in the
Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.
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NoteNote

It is only possible to export elements of those layers which are identified in the
layer window as being exportable. All other layers are skipped.

Please note that it is often impossible to export an illustration to another format and
retain the same quality and detail. . You can find more about this subject in the
Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.

ExportingExporting fromfrom 3D3D ModeMode
You can export from 3D mode into a range of formats. In principle, the ExportExport

command is used in the same way as described earlier.

Various raster formats are available for export. In Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess,
VRML and Wavefront formats are also available

Exporting out of 3D mode is particularly interesting when you want to make use of
a colored drawing.

VRMLVRML andand WavefrontWavefront

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

Colored drawings exported into VRML or Wavefront can then be edited with
special rendering software.

There are no special preferences for exporting into VRML and Wavefront. There
are therefore no dialog boxes relating to options for these formats. Surface
elements are exported.

General notes on exporting from Arbortext IsoDraw can be found in the Arbortext
IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.

NoteNote

It is better to export into VRML format. When working in this format, object
names and the object structure are also exported. This object information is
retained for any editing work that follows.
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RasterRaster FormatsFormats

Which raster format you should use depends primarily on how the file is to be used
or edited.

NoteNote

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

Imagine that you have prepared an imported 3D file for export and that the file
contains surfaces with color rendering which you want to use for e.g. a product
brochure. You have changed colors and optimized the depiction of the colors in
SmoothSmooth renderingrendering display mode, as necessary.

Before selecting the FileFile ▶▶ ExportExport menu command, you must ensure that you have
set the display mode in which the drawing is to be exported. For export purposes, a
drawing optimized in Smooth renderingSmooth rendering mode must be depicted on the screen in
this display mode.

After selecting the desired raster format, there are various options in the export
dialog box relating to editing and settings. You can find further information on the
setting options of raster formats in the
Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference under the individual formats.

NoteNote

When working with extensive 3D data, you should first scale the drawing to
reduce storage requirement. If you would like to see the drawing in its scaled size,
temporarily scale it in 3D mode. Otherwise, set scaling in the export dialog.

PlacePlace
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

PlacePlace allows you to position all files with 2D and 3D data in file formats supported
by Arbortext IsoDraw on an illustration.

Link2Source™ technology can be used to adjust attributes during placing
operations. You can also freely choose the orientation on the drawing. Since
Link2Source™ creates a live link to the source file, changes in the source file are
automatically updated in the placed file.

OpeningOpening aa FileFile inin whichwhich DataData isis toto bebe PlacedPlaced
Open the Arbortext IsoDraw file where you want to place the drawing using FileFile ▶▶
OpenOpen. If you want to create a new document for the drawing, use FileFile ▶▶ NewNew. Save
the new file in Arbortext IsoDraw format. You can now place the selected file.
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NoteNote

Further information on the OpenOpen, NewNew and SaveSave commands can be found in the
relevant sections on the menu commands.

NoteNote

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

If you want to place files with 3D data, turn to the description of Placing 3D Files
on page 50. If you want to place files with 2D or raster data, read the following
section.

NoteNote

If you are running Windchill Workgroup Manager (WGM) for Arbortext IsoDraw
and you want to open or place file that is managed in Windchill, you must click the
WindchillWindchill button in the OpenOpen dialog box. For further instructions, choose HelpHelp ▶▶
Windchill Workgroup Manager HelpWindchill Workgroup Manager Help. In the Workgroup Manager Help Center,
navigate to the Workgroup Manager for IsoDraw GuideWorkgroup Manager for IsoDraw Guide topic. You can also find an
overview of Windchill PDM actions in the Arbortext IsoDraw Help Center.
Choose HelpHelp ▶▶ Help CenterHelp Center. In the Arbortext IsoDraw Help Center window,
navigate to ExtensionsExtensions ▶▶ Windchill PDM Actions OverviewWindchill PDM Actions Overview.

PlacingPlacing 2D2D FilesFiles andand RasterRaster DataData
NoteNote

If you use the CGM as the standard format, you will not be able to place files,
since CGM does not support this.

SettingsSettings forfor PlacementPlacement

When performing placing operations, the settings used for importing the data
format are those set on the dialog page for the relevant data format under
PreferencesPreferences.
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If you choose EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences and then click the symbol for the file format on
the left side of the PreferencesPreferences window, the dialog page for that file format will
appear. The dialog page for DXFDXF format is shown here by way of example.

This dialog page allows you to change the settings. The new settings will be
applied the next time files containing data in this format are placed.
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Placing files is always started in the same way. After selecting the menu command,
the following dialog box appears showing the folders and files on your data
medium.

Select All filesAll files from the pop-up menu. This setting displays all files in the selected
folder irrespective of their format. This allows you to select all files generated by
other programs. If you know the file format, you can select this under File formatFile format.
Only the files of this file type in the selected folder are then displayed. Click the
mouse to select the required file. Start placing the file by clicking OpenOpen.

While the file is being placed, Arbortext IsoDraw automatically examines the
content and begins converting it to its own data format.

When converting the file format, additional dialog boxes will appear (depending
on the particular format) which allow you to control the data loading process. The
dialog boxes are always opened with the settings made under EditEdit ▶▶ Preferences...Preferences...

menu.

NoteNote

If Arbortext IsoDraw aborts the file import, this is because either the data format is
unknown or the file is faulty. In the latter case, a log file may be generated which
has the same name as the import file and the extension .log. This file is saved in
the same folder as the source file. The log file contains information in text form as
to why the file could not be loaded.

NoteNote

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

Further information on what causes errors during loading can be found in the
3D Mode Tutorial.
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Once the file has been completely loaded, the drawing appears in the
Arbortext IsoDraw window. What is more, the link to the file is maintained via the
Link2Source™ technology.

The file name appears in the Placed filesPlaced files window of the attribute window along
with the path to the storage location. Double clicking on the entry calls up
information on the placed file (see section Placed Files Window on page 61 and
Show Attribute Window on page 352).

The file name also appears in the object window. The light blue square in front of
the name indicates that it is a placed file (see section Object Window on page 63
and Show Object Window on page 427).

NotesNotes onon FileFile FormatsFormats

EPSEPS FormatFormat

EPS files generally contain a TIFF preview which is used to display the graphic on
the screen. This preview serves solely as a reference for the graphic and has no
effect on printing quality on PostScript™-compatible printers.

If the EPS file contains no preview, a rectangle will be displayed which is the same
size as the placed graphic.

NoteNote

EPS files from Arbortext IsoDraw or Adobe Illustrator can also be imported.

Arbortext IsoDraw files which include placed EPS files can only be exported in
EPS format. The placed EPS file will be lost in the case of other file formats.

ProcessingProcessing PlacedPlaced FilesFiles

A placed drawing/illustration from 2D data or raster images appears as a single
entity in the Arbortext IsoDraw window. Individual elements cannot be selected.
As a result, only a few functions are available for editing in the Arbortext IsoDraw
window.

These are: Delete, move and the three transformations (scale, rotate and reflect).

ExportingExporting Arbortext IsoDrawArbortext IsoDraw Files with Placed FilesFiles with Placed Files

An Arbortext IsoDraw file containing placed files can be exported in all export
formats supported by Arbortext IsoDraw . Since other formats are generally unable
to support placed files, the resulting elements are converted individually.
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NoteNote

Refer to the special features of EPS, WMF, and PICT formats in Notes on File
Formats on page 46.

ElementElement InfoInfo

You can specify whether or not you want to retain the connection with the 2D data
in Element infoElement info. Select the placed file and choose ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info. The
following dialog box appears:

On opening the dialog you will see information on the file name, format and status.
You cannot select the OKOK button. Clicking CancelCancel exits the dialog box without any
changes being made. If you have executed the Update nowUpdate now command, you can
confirm this by clicking OKOK. The CancelCancel button is no longer active. Clicking BreakBreak
linklink automatically closes the dialog box.

UpdateUpdate NowNow

If you click this button, the file will immediately be updated.

BreakBreak LinkLink

Clicking this button breaks the link to the original file. The data is imported into
the current illustration. The link cannot be restored.

NoteNote

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

The File structureFile structure button can only be selected in the case of 3D files with existing
structures.
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PlacedPlaced FilesFiles WindowWindow

If you click the symbol button for Placed filesPlaced files at the far right of the AttributesAttributes

window, the Placed FilesPlaced Files window appears. The window shows the names of the
placed files for the current Arbortext IsoDraw file with their path to the storage
location and the file format.

Double clicking the entry or selecting the EditEdit command (click on the arrow in the
top right-hand corner of the window) calls up the following dialog box.

This allows you to specify whether the link to the 2D data is to be preserved and
how the data is to be updated.

On opening the dialog you will see information on the file name, format and size,
the date the file was last updated and the status of the file. You cannot select the OKOK

button. Clicking CancelCancel exits the dialog box without any changes being made. If
you have changed any settings, you can only confirm these with OKOK. The CancelCancel

button is no longer active.
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NoteNote

Entries and changes in the dialog for placed files often cause the original file to be
reloaded. Since this changes the data considerably, these entries cannot be undone.
Instead, re-open the dialog and restore the settings to their old values.

UpdateUpdate

There are three ways in which you can update the file. If you select AutomaticAutomatic, the
representation of the placed file will be updated as soon as the original file
changes. If Notify when changedNotify when changed is selected, you will be informed when the
original file is changed. You can then decide whether you wish to perform an
update. If you select No updateNo update, any changes, which are made to the original file,
will be ignored. You can change this setting at any time.

FileFile

If the file cannot be accessed at the current time, you will see a corresponding entry
in the StatusStatus field. Clicking the FileFile button opens a dialog box where you can
search for the file. You can also select another file, which is to replace the existing
one.

UpdateUpdate NowNow

If you click this button, the file will immediately be updated.

BreakBreak LinkLink

Clicking this button breaks the link to the original file. The data is imported into
the current illustration. The link cannot be restored.
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OptionsOptions

With some data formats, clicking OptionsOptions displays the dialog box for the options of
the format for the placed file. This is illustrated below by the dialog box for DXF
format:

Information on the setting options for individual formats can be found in the
Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference. Clicking OKOK implements the
changes, clicking CancelCancel discards the changes.

Click OKOK if you have completed the settings for the placed file.

PlacingPlacing 3D3D FilesFiles
Instead of importing the 3D data, Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess also allows you
to place it directly on the drawing sheet in the Arbortext IsoDraw window. The
data is loaded as during the import process and appears in 3D mode with the
coordinate system. The placed drawing can then be edited with the tools in 3D
mode. Clicking OKOK in the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box displays the drawing as a single
entity in the Arbortext IsoDraw window. The drawing can then be converted back
to 3D mode at any point using the 3D Transformation3D Transformation menu command and edited
there using the tools.
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The advantage over importing lies in the fact that the Link2Source™ technology
used for placing retains the link to the 3D file. If the 3D file is replaced by an
updated version, the placed drawing is also updated accordingly, irrespective of the
perspective or orientation you have selected in 3D mode. When you edit a placed
file with the tools in 3D mode, the update may be subject to restrictions. All
settings you have selected for the projection will be applied for the update.

PlacingPlacing InsteadInstead ofof ImportingImporting

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Even if the settings for PlacePlace and ImportImport in the dialog boxes are the same, there are
still considerable differences in arriving at an optimum technical illustration and
the way in which you use this.

ImportingImporting

Structured import with assemblies and object information can be used to influence
and change the data at both the import stage and in 3D mode. For example, data
can be prepared in 3D mode in the form of a spare parts diagram or additional
views can be generated from a selection of assemblies. All these manipulations to
the original data are adopted in the 2D illustration.

A new projection of the converted 3D data is created every time OKOK is clicked in
the 3D projection3D projection dialog box. The projection appears as a 2D illustration in an
untitled Arbortext IsoDraw window. This means that the link to the 3D data has
been broken. All the elements in the illustration can be selected individually and
edited with the Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess tools.

PlacingPlacing

As is the case when importing, a file can also be loaded in structured form when it
is being placed. As a result, the same 3D-mode data editing options that are
available when importing are also available when placing. In the case of a placed
drawing/illustration however, clicking OKOK in the 3D projection3D projection dialog box displays
the projection again, in its entirety, in the Arbortext IsoDraw window. Given the
same projection and the same setting in 3D mode, the result looks the same. The
difference from the import process lies in the fact that the link to the converted 3D
data is still intact. The representation is therefore based solely on this data. As a
result, only a few functions are available for editing in the Arbortext IsoDraw
window.

These are: Delete, move, the three transformations (scale, rotate and reflect) and
changes to existing attributes such as PensPens.
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Unlike during the import process, you can edit a placed CAD drawing repeatedly
in 3D mode.

You can place several 3D or 2D files on one drawing sheet. You can also add
further 3D files to a placed file in 3D mode. You can learn more about this in this
section, in the part entitled Several Placed Files in One Arbortext IsoDraw File on
page 65. 3D-mode editing for each placed file is carried out individually in one 3D
set.

To sum up:

If a CAD file is to be extensively edited both in 3D mode and then in the
Arbortext IsoDraw 2D window, the file should be imported. This is particularly
important when an update is unlikely.

If, for example, you are using CAD data to create a spare parts catalog, where the
data does not require much further editing apart from being exploded, then you
should PlacePlace the data. The fact that files can be continuously updated saves a great
deal of time without the quality of the illustrations suffering in relation to the
import option.

PlacingPlacing UsingUsing SameSame MethodMethod asas ImportingImporting

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

While the file is being loaded, Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess automatically
examines the content as during import and begins converting it to its own data
format.

When converting the file format, additional dialog boxes will appear (depending
on the particular format) which allow you to control the data loading process. The
dialog boxes are always opened with the settings made under PreferencesPreferences in the
EditEdit menu. With a number of formats such as IGES, VRML, and Wavefront, a
structured conversion process is used for the 3D data. Because of this additional
functionality, the placement of IGES format data is described below by way of
example. All dialog boxes for these formats and the dialog boxes for the other two
formats AutoCAD DWG and DXF are described in the
Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.
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PlacingPlacing anan IGESIGES FileFile

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Placing files is always started in the same way. The FileFile ▶▶ PlacePlace command opens a
dialog box showing the folders or files on your data medium.

Select All filesAll files from the pop-up menu. This setting displays all files in the selected
folder irrespective of their format. This allows you to select all files generated by
other programs. If you know the file format, you can select this under File formatFile format.
Only the files of this file type in the selected folder are then displayed.

Click the mouse to select the required file. Start placing the file by clicking OpenOpen.
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While the file is being placed, Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess automatically
examines the content and begins converting it to its own data format.

NoteNote

If Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess aborts the file import, this is because either the
data format is unknown or the file is faulty. In the latter case, a log file may be
generated which has the same name as the import file and the extension (*.log)
file. This file is saved in the same folder as the source file. The log file contains
information in text form as to why the file could not be loaded. Further information
on what causes errors during loading can be found in the 3D Mode Tutorial.

When a file is selected in IGES format, the same dialog box opens during
placement as the window for importing IGES files:

Here you can use Select assembliesSelect assemblies to set whether the Selection of StructuresSelection of Structures

dialog box is to be displayed or not and what object information is to be created.
As during import, you can use the Selection of StructuresSelection of Structures window to define what
objects (assemblies) are to be placed.

When you click on OptionsOptions, the dialog box for IGES options appears. Here you
can change the settings for the import.

When you exit the dialog box with OKOK, the other dialog boxes appear for loading
the structures and for selecting the structures in the same way as during import. A
detailed description of all import dialogs can be found in the Open on page 18.

Once the file has been completely loaded, the drawing appears in the 3D mode3D mode of
the open Arbortext IsoDraw window. Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess has adopted
all 3D information from the converted 3D file. What is more, the link to the 3D file
is maintained via the Link2Source™ technology.
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WorkingWorking inin 3D3D ModeMode

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You can use this window to determine the perspective and orientation of the
drawing and can change the drawing using the tools provided. Working in 3D
Mode on page 671 describes the tools. The options for editing using menu
commands and the object window when importing structured data can also be used
when placing data, provided you have object information (as is usually the case).

NoteNote

It is important to remember that the following limitations apply to the 3D mode
functionality when working with placed files:

• The Direct SelectionDirect Selection arrow cursor tool cannot be used for individual surface
elements in placed files.

• Layer options are unavailable. The drawing lies on the standard layer.

• Elements within objects cannot be identified during an update.

The drawing may be placed far outside the coordinate system if it has been created
in its installation position in the CAD system. It is also possible that additional
scattered elements from the CAD system have been saved in the 3D data and
loaded into Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess . In this case, click the CenteringCentering tool.

If you have finished editing the drawing in 3D mode, click the Convert to 2DConvert to 2D

illustrationillustration button in the toolbar.

If the option has been selected in the preferences, as when importing 3D data, the
3D projection3D projection dialog box appears with the options for setting the style attributes for
a technical illustration.
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The setting options in this dialog box and in the OptionsOptions dialog box are the same as
for imported files (FileFile ▶▶ OpenOpen command). All the settings are described in detail in
the Working in 3D Mode on page 671.

NoteNote

Please note that, unlike during the import process, you cannot delete the lines
generated by selecting option Create surface bordersCreate surface borders in the 2D window. If there
are too many additional elements visible on the placed file, switch back to 3D
mode and disable the option while terminating the 3D transformation.
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OptimizingOptimizing withwith PlacedPlaced IllustrationsIllustrations

Click remove hidden linesremove hidden lines in the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box, then OptionsOptions. The
following dialog box appears as when importing:

The individual setting options are described in Working in 3D Mode on page 671.
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ThinThin LineLine ThresholdThreshold

Since you are unable to edit individual elements in placed illustrations in the 2D
window of Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess , it is particularly important to find the
optimum setting for the Thin line thresholdThin line threshold function. The inner edges (thin lines)
inserted during projection cannot be removed.

First, select Factory settingsFactory settings (50) for the threshold and take a close look at the
result in the Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess window. If the result is not accurate
enough, change back to 3D mode3D mode and adjust the Thin line thresholdThin line threshold setting. You
can change to 3D mode and adjust settings as often as necessary.

Particularly when working with large amounts of data, you can see the results of
your settings in the current drawing in 3D mode before initiating the conversion
process. This allows you to see a preview of the converted drawing without
needing to delay the conversion process. The drawing must be depicted in HLRHLR

display mode to do this.

To view the preview, select EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences, then the 3D Options3D Options dialog page.
Change the Thin line thresholdThin line threshold on this dialog page. To make the new setting visible
on the drawing in 3D mode, close the 3D Options3D Options dialog page by clicking OKOK.

NoteNote

Particularly when working with IGES files, you can specify the number of
triangles that are to be created by adjusting tessellation accuracy. This in turn
affects the result of the inner edges that are applied. If you want to change
tessellation accuracy you must re-place the 3D data after making the relevant
adjustments.

PensPens

If you subsequently want to change the attributes of the penspens, change to 3D mode.
All the pens for the placed file will be available there.

OptimizeOptimize

Under OptimizeOptimize, set as Bézier pathsas Bézier paths. This gives the best result.

After completing 3D-mode editing by clicking OKOK in the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box,
the placed file appears as edited on the drawing sheet in the open file.

If you select the drawing, you will see that the marking consists of four red dots.
You will not be able to select individual elements of the drawing and will therefore
be unable to edit them with the Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess tools. This is also
not necessary, since you can use the technology of Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess
to generate a technical illustration for your spare parts catalog or operating
instructions.
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If the drawing has to be adjusted further, choose ElementElement ▶▶ 3D Transformation3D Transformation. The
placed drawing then appears – as when importing 3D data – in 3D mode3D mode.

ElementElement InfoInfo

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You can specify whether or not you want to retain the connection with the 3D data
in Element infoElement info. You can also call up the Selection of StructuresSelection of Structures dialog box and
implement changes. Select the placed file and choose ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info. The
following dialog box appears:

On opening the dialog you will see information on the file name, format and status.
You cannot select the OKOK button. Clicking CancelCancel exits the dialog box without any
changes being made. If you have executed the Update nowUpdate now or File structureFile structure

commands, you can confirm this by clicking OKOK. The CancelCancel button is no longer
active. Clicking Break linkBreak link automatically closes the dialog box.

UpdateUpdate NowNow

If you click this button, the file will immediately be updated.

BreakBreak LinkLink

Clicking this button breaks the link to the original file. The data is imported into
the current illustration. The link cannot be restored.

NoteNote

While a placed 3D file is in 3D mode, the button is grayed out. The link to the
original file cannot be broken.
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FileFile StructureStructure

When you click this button the Selection of StructuresSelection of Structures dialog box appears:

Here you can specify which objects (assemblies) are to be placed. As long as the
link to the original file is intact, you can implement changes to the placed structure
at any point.

This dialog box is described in the Open on page 18.

NoteNote

The File structureFile structure button can only be selected if the Select assembliesSelect assemblies option has
been selected under the data format options. You can select this option at any time
in the Placed FilePlaced File dialog box (see Show Attribute Window on page 352).
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PlacedPlaced FilesFiles WindowWindow

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

If you click the symbol button at the far right of the AttributesAttributes window, the placedplaced
files windowfiles window appears. The window shows the names of the placed files for the
current Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess file with their path to the storage location
and the file format.

Double clicking the entry or selecting the EditEdit command (click on the arrow in the
top right-hand corner of the window) calls up the following dialog box.

This allows you to specify whether the link to the 3D data is to be preserved and
how the data is to be updated.
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On opening the dialog you will see information on the file name, format and size,
the date the file was last updated and the status of the original file. You cannot
select the OKOK button. Clicking CancelCancel exits the dialog box without any changes
being made. If you have changed any settings, you can only confirm these with
OKOK. The CancelCancel button is no longer active.

NoteNote

Entries and changes in the dialog for placed files often cause the original file to be
reloaded. Since this changes the data considerably, these entries cannot be undone.
Instead, re-open the dialog and restore the settings to their old values.

FileFile

If the file cannot be accessed at the current time, you will see a corresponding entry
in the StatusStatus field. Clicking the FileFile button opens a dialog box where you can
search for the file. You can also select another file, which is to replace the existing
one.

UpdateUpdate NowNow

If you click this button, the file will immediately be updated.

BreakBreak LinkLink

Clicking this button breaks the link to the original file. The data is imported into
the current illustration. The link cannot be restored.

OptionsOptions

With some data formats, clicking OptionsOptions displays the dialog box for the options of
the format for the placed file. With a number of formats such as IGES, VRML, and
Wavefront, the first dialog box for format options appears. You can use this dialog
box to influence the structured import of the data. This is illustrated below by the
dialog box for format IGES:
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This dialog box is described in the Open on page 18. Further information on the
setting options can also be found in the
Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference. Clicking OKOK implements the
changes, clicking CancelCancel discards the changes.

Click OKOK if you have completed the settings for the placed file.

ObjectObject WindowWindow

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw FoundationArbortext IsoDraw Foundation only.only.

Open the ObjectObject window using the WindowWindow ▶▶ Show object windowShow object window menu command.
The name of the placed file appears underneath the file name of the
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess file and the standard layer. You can edit the placed
file using the functions and commands in the ObjectObject window (see Show Object
Window on page 427). The only area where it is not possible to make changes is in
the ObjectObject InfoInfo dialog box.

All the objects or groups contained in the original file appear below the filename of
the placed file.

Additional groups can appear for each object, depending on the format of the
source file. Each of these groups equates to a defined element within the object.

You can use the functions and commands in the object window. You can also select
each file that you are placing in its entirety by clicking its name. The structure’s
objects and groups cannot be selected.

The figures show an object window containing a placed file. The name of the
placed file and the objects are identified by a light-blue colored cube. There are
additional groups of defined elements within the objects with a -- or ++ symbol. The
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pen symbol next to the name of the placed file indicates that the drawing contains
an animation. You can see an additional four element symbols in the figure on the
right. The symbols stand for callouts that have been generated in the drawing
(Generate callouts for objectsGenerate callouts for objects command from the object window’s pop-up menu).

Various file types can be placed in an IsoDraw file. Further information on this can
be found in the following paragraphs.

Object Window inObject Window in Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

InIn 3D3D ModeMode
Open the ObjectObject window using the WindowWindow ▶▶ Show object windowShow object window menu command.
The name of the placed file appears underneath the file name of the
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess file and the standard layer. You can edit the placed
file using the functions and commands in the ObjectObject window (see Show Object
Window on page 427). The only area where it is not possible to make changes is in
the ObjectObject InfoInfo dialog box.

Underneath the placed file’s name are all the objects or groups contained in the
original file and/or that have been selected from the assembly structure. If you
change back into 3D mode with a placed file, new IDs are allocated in the object
window, the information displayed under the option NameName does not change.
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InIn 2D2D ModeMode

The information displayed in the object window remains unchanged after
projection. You can use the functions and commands in the object window. You
can also select each file that you are placing in its entirety by clicking its name.
The structure’s objects and groups cannot be selected.

As you can see in the sample object window depicted here, a range of file types
can be placed in an Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess file. Further information on
this can be found in the following paragraphs.

Several Placed Files in OneSeveral Placed Files in One Arbortext IsoDrawArbortext IsoDraw FileFile
You can place various files with 2D and/or 3D data (with
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess) on the drawing sheet in an Arbortext IsoDraw
file.

Use the PlacePlace command or the browser window to place a number of files. When
using the browser window to place files, click the button for placing. Then click
the name of the relevant file from the selection displayed in the browser window.
Drag the file onto the drawing sheet.

2D files are placed in 2D mode and can now be edited.
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PlacingPlacing 3D3D FilesFiles

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

3D files appear in 3D mode and can be edited in this mode using the relevant tools.
They are then projected into a 2D drawing. Placed 3D files can be returned to 3D
mode and edited further at any point using the ElementElement ▶▶ 3D Transformation3D Transformation menu
command. Each individual placed 3D file is edited in its own 3D set.

Furthermore, when a placed file is in 3D mode, it is possible to add more 3D files
(but no 2D files) to it via the browser window. The additional placed files can be
edited separately in 3D mode. Following projection into 2D mode, the files form a
single placing unit but can still be selected on an individual basis (see previous
section on the object window). When reverting back to 3D mode, they again form
a single placing unit and are edited in one combined set. This changes if a file in
the set is edited in 2D mode.

For example, if you move a file within the unit, the following note appears:

After clicking OKOK to confirm, this file is separated from the unit. The file can then
be edited further in 3D mode and in its own set.

WhatWhat DoDo YouYou NeedNeed toto NoteNote forfor thethe UpdateUpdate Process?Process?
If a link exists to the original file, Arbortext IsoDraw notes the name of the file and
the path together with the storage location on the data medium. You therefore must
not change the file name or save the file elsewhere on your data medium. The path
must also remain unchanged. You must not add folders or change folder names. A
new version of the 3D file must have the same name and replace the old file. If you
follow these rules, Arbortext IsoDraw will always be able to locate the file. You
should preferably always save the original file in the same folder as the
Arbortext IsoDraw file, and you will then not need to concern yourself with the
path.
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If a placed file has been unintentionally saved in another folder, you can update the
path in the Placed FilePlaced File dialog box under FileFile.

BatchBatch ProcessProcess
Use the Batch ProcessBatch Process command on the FileFile menu to set up and run file printing or
conversion tasks on a batch of files; i.e., all the files of one type, in one folder.

You can batch-print or batch-convert any type of file Arbortext IsoDraw supports.
The list of available file types includes Arbortext IsoDraw ISO files (*.iso),
packed ISO files (*.isoz), and several non-ISO 2D and 3D formats. You can
also make non-ISO file types available to Arbortext IsoDraw by installing PTC
ProductView Adapters on your system. (See the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange
Reference for more information on file formats supported through ProductView
Adapters.)

AboutAbout Batch-Batch-PrintingPrinting andand Batch-Batch-ConversionConversion

Batch-printing opens or imports a batch of files and sends them to any printer you
select. Batch-conversion opens or imports a batch of files, then saves or exports
them to an output folder you select.

Batch-conversion can do any of the import/export operations below on a batch of
files:

• Import: Open non-ISO files and save them as ISO files

• Export: Open ISO files and save them as non-ISO files

• Import and Export: Open non-ISO files and save them in a different non-ISO
format

You can also modify each file in a batch between input and output (to a printer or
file) by changing file settings such as scale factors and preferences, or by running a
macro on each file. These two methods of modifying files during batch processing
are described next.

ChangingChanging SettingsSettings forfor AllAll FilesFiles inin BatchBatch

When you run a batch process, Arbortext IsoDraw applies settings, such as scale
factors, import and export preferences, and/or print setup entries, to each file in the
batch. You can change these settings in the PreferencesPreferences and Printer SetupPrinter Setup dialog
boxes before you choose FileFile ▶▶ Batch ProcessBatch Process, or you can access these dialog
boxes while you are setting up a batch process.

Any changes you make in the PreferencesPreferences and Printer SetupPrinter Setup dialog boxes while
the Batch process wizard dialog box is open will remain intact after you close.
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ModifyingModifying AllAll FilesFiles inin BatchBatch

If you want to edit all files in a batch the same way, you can add an existing
Arbortext IsoDraw macro to your batch process. When you run the batch, the
macro will execute on each file in the batch before it is printed, saved, or exported.

SettingSetting upup andand RunningRunning aa Batch ProcessBatch Process
NoteNote

Save all open Arbortext IsoDraw files before you start setting up a batch process.
When you run a batch process, all open Arbortext IsoDraw files in the current
session are automatically closed.

To set up and run a batch process, choose FileFile ▶▶ Batch processBatch process. The Batch processBatch process
wizardwizard dialog opens as shown:

BatchBatch ProcessProcess WizardWizard DialogDialog BoxBox

Complete the four setup steps in the Batch process wizardBatch process wizard dialog box, then click
RunRun. These steps are summarized below:

BatchBatch ProcessProcess SetupSetup StepsSteps –– SummarySummary

StepStep 1:1: WhatWhat dodo youyou wantwant toto do?do? Select the type of batch process you
want to run; printing or conversion.

StepStep 2:2: SpecifySpecify inputinput sourcesource Select the input batch folder and file
format. (Optional) Change scaling and,
for non-ISO input files, import
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BatchBatch ProcessProcess SetupSetup StepsSteps –– SummarySummary (continued)(continued)

preferences (if available).
StepStep 3:3: SpecifySpecify existingexisting macromacro (optional)(optional) (Optional) Choose an existing macro to

execute on each file in the batch.
StepStep 4:4: SpecifySpecify destinationdestination

• For batch-printing, specify a printer.
(Optional) change print settings.

• For batch-conversion, specify an
output folder and output file format.
(Optional) Change scaling, and, for
non-ISO output files, export
preferences (if available).

The next four topics provide detailed instructions for completing each of these
steps.

BatchBatch ProcessProcess WizardWizard StepStep 11 –– Print or Convert?Print or Convert?
Start by selecting the type of batch process you want to set up and run.

In the Batch process wizardBatch process wizard dialog box, under Step 1: What do you want to do?Step 1: What do you want to do?,
click one of the two options:

• Print filesPrint files to send a batch of files to a printer.

• Convert filesConvert files to import or export a batch of files, or to change a batch of files
from one format to another.

NoteNote

You can also modify files with a macro during either batch-printing or batch-
conversion. See Batch Process Wizard Step 3 – Specify Macro (Optional) on page
71.

BatchBatch ProcessProcess SetupSetup StepStep 22 –– SpecifySpecify InputInput
Do the following to specify the source folder, input file format, and (optionally)
any input file settings for the batch of files you want to process:
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1. Under Step 2: Specify input sourceStep 2: Specify input source, click FolderFolder. The Browse for FolderBrowse for Folder dialog
box opens.

2. Browse to select the source folder then click OKOK. The folder path appears in the
box below Step 2: Specify input sourceStep 2: Specify input source.

3. To specify the input file format and (optionally) change input file settings, such
as scaling and import preferences, click FormatFormat. The OptionsOptions dialog box opens.

4. In the OptionsOptions dialog, do the following:

a. Click a file type in the FormatFormat list to select the input file format.

b. (Optional) Click the ScalingScaling button in the OptionsOptions dialog box. Enter a
value for Scale in %Scale in % then click OKOK. Each file in the batch will be
proportionally enlarged or reduced by the percentage you entered. If you do
not want change the scaling of each input file, leave Scale in %Scale in % at 100
(default).

c. (Optional) If you selected a non-ISO format, click OptionsOptions in the OptionsOptions

dialog box to change import preference settings for that format. If the
OptionsOptions button is unavailable, there are no import preference settings for
the selected format. (See the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference
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for recommended and optional import preference settings for non-ISO file
types.)

NoteNote

When you run a batch process on non-ISO input files, each file is imported
into ISO format first—before any changes are applied—even if the output
format is not ISO.

BatchBatch ProcessProcess WizardWizard StepStep 33 –– SpecifySpecify MacroMacro
(Optional)(Optional)
You can execute an Arbortext IsoDraw macro on each input file during a batch run.
A macro enables you to apply the same change(s) to each input file in a batch
before they are printed or saved to an output file.

NoteNote

For instructions on how to create macros in Arbortext IsoDraw, see Macros on
page 460 in this guide and the Arbortext IsoDraw Macro Language Reference.

If you want to add a macro to your batch process, select a macro name from the list
under Step 3: Specify existing macro (optional)Step 3: Specify existing macro (optional) in the Batch process wizardBatch process wizard dialog
box.

The list shows the names of all macros that were recorded in the current
Arbortext IsoDraw session. It also includes any macros in Arbortext IsoDraw
macro files (*.ism) stored in the Macros folder, Arbortext-IsoDraw-
install-path\User Profiles\username\Application Data\PTC
\IsoDraw\Macros. (The folder username matches your current Windows
logon ID.)

HowHow aa MacroMacro RunsRuns inin aa BatchBatch ProcessProcess

Macro commands run on each file between input and output. Non-ISO input files
are imported to ISO before macro commands execute on them. Any scaling you
specified in Step 2: Specify input sourceStep 2: Specify input source is applied before the macro commands.

After the macro executes, any changes it made are reflected in the printed output or
the output file (even if the output file is exported to a non-ISO format).
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BatchBatch ProcessProcess WizardWizard StepStep 44 –– Specify OutputSpecify Output
(for Printing)(for Printing)
If you selected Print filesPrint files under Step 1: What do you want to do?Step 1: What do you want to do? in the BatchBatch
process wizardprocess wizard dialog box, specify the output printer and printer settings for the
batch as follows:

1. Under Step 4: Specify DestinationStep 4: Specify Destination, click OptionsOptions. The Print SetupPrint Setup dialog box
opens.

2. Under PrinterPrinter, select the printer NameName.

If the name of the shared network printer you want to use is not on the list,
click the NetworkNetwork button in the lower left corner to open the Connect to PrinterConnect to Printer

dialog box. Under Shared printersShared printers, browse to select the printer you want to
connect, then click OKOK to return to the Print SetupPrint Setup dialog box.

3. (Optional) Click PropertiesProperties to open the Printer_NamePrinter_Name Document PropertiesDocument Properties

dialog box and change the selected printer’s document properties; for example,
LayoutLayout, Paper/QualityPaper/Quality, and ColorColor. Different printers have different properties
and default property settings. Click OKOK to save your changes and close this
dialog box.

4. (Optional) In the Print SetupPrint Setup dialog box, change printer settings under PaperPaper,
OrientationOrientation, Print OverlapPrint Overlap, and ScalingScaling.

• The default SizeSize and SourceSource settings under PaperPaper depend on the currently
selected printer.

• Print overlapPrint overlap lets you print oversize drawings on multiple adjacent sheets
that you can assemble seamlessly.

To enable Print overlapPrint overlap, type width values for HorizontalHorizontal, VerticalVertical, or both.
(For more information on Print overlapPrint overlap, see Printer Setup on page 75.)

5. Click OKOK to save your settings and close the Print SetupPrint Setup dialog box.

In the Batch process wizardBatch process wizard dialog box, under Step 4: Specify DestinationStep 4: Specify Destination, the
name of the selected printer appears above Output: PrinterOutput: Printer.

6. Click RunRun at the bottom of the Batch process wizardBatch process wizard dialog box to send each
file in the batch to the output printer.
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Each batch-printed file reflects the following:

• Default or changed input file settings under Step 2: Specify input sourceStep 2: Specify input source,
such as Scale in %Scale in % and import preferences (for non-ISO input file types).

• Macro commands executed on the file (if you selected a macro in Step 3:Step 3:
SpecifySpecify existingexisting macromacro (optional)(optional)).

BatchBatch ProcessProcess WizardWizard StepStep 44 –– SpecifySpecify OutputOutput (for(for
Converting)Converting)
If you selected Convert filesConvert files under Step 1: What do you want to do?Step 1: What do you want to do? in the BatchBatch
process wizardprocess wizard dialog box, specify the destination folder, output file format, and
(optionally) any output file settings for the batch as follows:

1. Under Step 4: Specify DestinationStep 4: Specify Destination, click FolderFolder. The Browse for FolderBrowse for Folder dialog
box opens.

2. Browse to select the output folder then click OKOK. In the Batch process wizardBatch process wizard

dialog box, the folder path appears in the box above OutputOutput.

3. To specify the output file format and (optionally) change output file settings,
such as scaling and export preferences, click OptionsOptions. The OptionsOptions dialog box
opens.

4. In the OptionsOptions dialog, do the following:

a. Click a file type in the FormatFormat list to select the output file format.
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b. (Optional) Click the ScalingScaling button in the OptionsOptions dialog box. Enter a
value for Scale in %Scale in % then click OKOK. Each file in the batch will be
proportionally enlarged or reduced by the percentage you entered. If you do
not want change the scaling of each output file, leave Scale in %Scale in % at 100
(default).

c. (Optional) If you selected a non-ISO format, click OptionsOptions in the OptionsOptions

dialog box to change export preference settings for that format. If the
OptionsOptions button is unavailable, there are no export preference settings for the
selected format. (See the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference for
recommended and optional export preference settings for non-ISO file
types.)

NoteNote

If you select a non-ISO output format, any changes you make to output file
settings, such as scaling and export preferences, are applied before the file
is saved in the non-ISO output format; i.e., while the file is still in ISO
format. (Recall from Batch Process Setup Step 2 – Specify Input on page
69 that, when you run a batch process on non-ISO input files, each file is
imported into ISO format first.)

5. Click RunRun at the bottom of the Batch process wizardBatch process wizard dialog box to convert each
file in the batch and save it in the output folder.

Each converted output file in the output folder reflects the following:

• Default or changed input file settings under Step 2: Specify input sourceStep 2: Specify input source,
such as Scale in %Scale in % and import preferences (for non-ISO input file types).

• Macro commands executed on the file (if you selected a macro in Step 3:Step 3:
SpecifySpecify existingexisting macromacro (optional)(optional)).

• Default or changed output file settings for Step 4: Specify input sourceStep 4: Specify input source,
such as Scale in %Scale in % and export preferences (for non-ISO input file types).
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PrinterPrinter SetupSetup
The Printer SetupPrinter Setup command allows you to enter settings to control how your
Arbortext IsoDraw documents are printed out. The setting options of the dialog
boxes depend on which printer is connected.

In addition to the setting options you are already familiar with, Arbortext IsoDraw
now features two additional input fields for specifying the print overlapprint overlap.

Your drawings will often be larger than the paper or film format which the
connected printer can handle. Even if the formats do agree in size in theory, it may
be the case that, due to the physical attributes of the printer you are using, the
printable areaprintable area of the sheet is smaller than the actual paper format. In such case,
there will be a margin along the edge of the sheet which cannot be printed on.

With a LaserWriter, for example, the values for an A4 sheet (width x height) are as
follows:

Paper size: 210.0 mm x 297.0 mm

Printable area: 189.8 mm x 275.5 mm

There are two ways you can print out the complete drawing:
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1. By entering an appropriate reduction factor in the dialog box shown above (e.g.
70% for reduction from A3 to A4).

2. By printing out in 1:1 scale (100%) and thus spreading your drawing over
several sheets.

In the latter instance, you can assemble the individual sheets into a complete
drawing (e.g. on a base film). The assembly work is made easier if the individual
sheets are printed out with overlaps.

When printing out with overlaps, only the printable area is taken into account. A
horizontal overlap of 5 mm thus means that the printable areas of two adjacent
pages overlap by 5 mm.

You can also enter different values for the horizontal and vertical overlaps.

NoteNote

You can use the WindowWindow ▶▶ Show printing pagesShow printing pages command to display how the
drawing is split into individual printing pages. The dividing rules mark the exact
center of the specified overlap.

You can set values for the print overlap if no document window is open. The
settings then apply for all newly created documents.

PrintPrint
The PrintPrint command allows you to output the active document on the connected
printer.
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A dialog box appears when this command is selected. Its appearance will depend
on which printer is connected. The dialog box for an HP printer currently looks as
follows.

Arbortext IsoDraw adds further two options to the usual print settings which allow
you to select the pages you want to print:

FitFit toto OneOne PagePage

This is the default setting and reduces the illustration so that it fits on a single page.

PrintPrint PagesPages

If this option is enabled, you can specify the pages you want to print.
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If you click SelectSelect a further dialog box will appear for selecting the pages to be
printed out.

This display shows you the number of pages you will require in order to print out
your document in its entirety. The total area will be the same as the drawing size
you created (refer to Drawing on page 113 in the Preferences section). The split
into individual printing pages depends on the paper format of the printer and the
print overlapprint overlap setting (see Printer Setup on page 75).

You can make your selections in any order by clicking the relevant pages. SelectSelect
allall selects all pages containing drawing elements.
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Confirm your selection with OKOK. The pages you select will appear in the print
dialog box.

NoteNote

The division of the drawing into individual printing pages or the assignment of the
individual drawing elements to the various printing pages can be displayed by
means of the WindowWindow ▶▶ Show printing pagesShow printing pages command.

Only elements of layers marked as printable in the layer window will be printed.

QuitQuit
The FileFile ▶▶ QuitQuit menu command allows you to exit the program. All opened
documents are closed automatically. If you have not saved your changes, the
program will request you to do so.
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If you click YesYes the SaveSave command will be executed, if you click NoNo, all windows
will be closed without the contents being saved. You can change your mind to
leave the program by clicking CancelCancel.

StartStart IsoComposeIsoCompose
This command only appears when Arbortext IsoCompose– a product which is
available separately – is installed.

It is used to start the Arbortext IsoCompose program for creating electronic parts
catalogs. Instructions on how to use Arbortext IsoCompose and information on
installing the program are found in the Arbortext IsoCompose documentation.

If the program is not installed or not installed correctly, the following warning
appears when Arbortext IsoDraw is started.

If this warning appears, selecting the command has no effect.
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EditEdit MenuMenu

Undo ........................................................................................................................83
Redo ........................................................................................................................83
Cut ...........................................................................................................................83
Copy ........................................................................................................................84
Paste........................................................................................................................87
Duplicate ..................................................................................................................90
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Delete Part................................................................................................................92
Split..........................................................................................................................95
Select All ..................................................................................................................96
Select .......................................................................................................................97
Move ...................................................................................................................... 103
Align....................................................................................................................... 106
Distribute ................................................................................................................ 107
Preferences ............................................................................................................ 108

Most commands in the EditEdit menu can be selected by keyboard commands. If there
is a key combination command code, it is indicated next to the command text.
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The figure shows which commands in the EditEdit menu can be selected using a
command code.
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UndoUndo
The UndoUndo command on the EditEdit menu enables you to undo the last operating step.

Depending on the type of operation you performed last, the menu will display
different commands, e.g. Undo draw rectangleUndo draw rectangle or Undo moveUndo move. If there is nothing to
undo, the command is Nothing to undoNothing to undo and cannot be selected.

Arbortext IsoDraw can save several operations. Consequently, you can also undo
several actions in the reverse order by selecting the command the appropriate
number of times. The maximum number of steps you can undo can be set in the
miscmisc dialog page under PreferencesPreferences.

You can execute undone actions again by means of menu command RedoRedo.

Keyboard command: F1

NoteNote

Various actions cannot be undone.

UndoingUndoing inin 3D3D ModeMode
This tool allows you to undo recently executed operations, exactly as in 2D mode.
When working in the 3D mode of Arbortext IsoDraw this affects essentially the 3D
tools, all the transformation commands and various menu commands.

RedoRedo
The RedoRedo command on the EditEdit menu allows you to redo the last operation you
undid.

Depending on the type of operation you last undid, the menu will display different
commands, e.g. Redo draw rectangleRedo draw rectangle or Redo moveRedo move. If there is nothing to redo, the
command is Nothing to redoNothing to redo and cannot be selected.

If you need to redo several successive operations, you can restore these by calling
up the command repeatedly in the reverse sequence of steps.

CutCut
The EditEdit ▶▶ CutCut menu removes selected elements. The elements are deleted and
saved in the program’s clipboard. The cut elements replace the former contents of
the clipboard.
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These elements can be retrieved from the clipboard at any time by means of the
PastePaste command on the EditEdit menu, provided that the contents of the clipboard have
not been overwritten by subsequent operations (such as other elements being cut or
copied).

If you are editing text elements, use this command to cut out the selected text. You
can then reinsert it at any text position using the EditEdit ▶▶ PastePaste menu.

If you are editing image elements, use this command to cut out the selected pixels.
You can then reinsert the pixels at any point using the EditEdit ▶▶ PastePaste menu. Image
editing must be activated for pasting operations.

Keyboard command: F2

NoteNote

Arbortext IsoDraw has its own clipboard. This means that elements cannot be
copied into other programs via the Windows clipboard.

Unlike with entire elements, cut-out texts and bitmaps are placed in the Windows
clipboard and can thus be exchanged between programs. The contents of the
Arbortext IsoDraw clipboard remain unchanged.

CopyCopy
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The EditEdit ▶▶ CopyCopy menu allows you to copy selected elements in the program’s
clipboard. These elements replace the previous contents of the clipboard.
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You can use the EditEdit ▶▶ PastePaste menu to insert these elements into the drawing from
the clipboard if the contents of the clipboard have not been overwritten by
subsequent operations (copying or cutting of other elements).

If you are editing text elements, use this command to copy the selected text. You
can then reinsert the text at any text position using the EditEdit ▶▶ PastePaste menu.

If you are editing image elements, use this command to copy the selected pixels.
You can then reinsert the pixels at any point using the EditEdit ▶▶ PastePaste menu. Image
editing must be activated for pasting operations.

Keyboard command: F3

NoteNote

Arbortext IsoDraw has its own clipboard. This means that elements cannot be
copied into other programs via the Windows clipboard.

Unlike with entire elements, cut-out texts and parts of image elements are placed in
the Windows clipboard and can thus be exchanged between programs. The
contents of the Arbortext IsoDraw clipboard remain unchanged.

CopyingCopying inin 3D3D ModeMode withwith
ArbortextArbortext IsoDrawIsoDraw CADprocessCADprocess
The copy command works in exactly the same way in 3D mode as it does in the
2D mode of Arbortext IsoDraw.

All selected objects, groups, and elements are copied. The following description
shows how you can use the copy command in 3D mode.

You have imported an assembly unit with numerous assemblies in order to create a
spare parts catalog. Parallel to this, you want to use certain assemblies for e.g.
operating instructions.
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TakeTake thisthis ExampleExample

Open a new document and save the file under a new name.

Select the assemblies you wish to continue using. Do this either in the drawing or
in the object window using the arrow cursor, then choose EditEdit ▶▶ CopyCopy.

Now change to the new document. Choose EditEdit ▶▶ PastePaste. You will see that the 3D
mode window changes, All information including the object information for the
copied assemblies remains available. Click the CenteringCentering tool. All assemblies can
now be seen clearly on the coordinate system. You can now use all the tools and
menu commands to edit the assemblies before you convert them to a 2D
illustration.

The figure on the left depicts the copied assemblies that have been pasted into the
new Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess document. The figure on the right shows the
assemblies in a different projection.
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CopyingCopying inin 3D3D ModeMode

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw FoundationArbortext IsoDraw Foundation only.only.

The copy command works in exactly the same way in 3D mode as it does in the
2D mode of Arbortext IsoDraw.

The loaded drawing is copied.

You can then paste the copied drawing into the current file or into another open
file. If you copy into another file, the item being copied appears in 3D mode. The
center of the item is positioned over the origin of the coordinates.

PastePaste
You can only choose the PastePaste command on the EditEdit menu if you have previously
cut out or copied elements, text sections, or pixels. The cut elements (text sections
or pixels) are saved in the clipboard and can be pasted into the drawing as often as
necessary by means of this menu command. You can select from three pasting
options in the submenu.

PastingPasting inin 2D2D ModeMode
After choosing EditEdit ▶▶ PastePaste, the elements are pasted into the middle of the screen
window. Even after you have activated another Arbortext IsoDraw file, the
elements are still pasted into the center of the window for the new file.
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MaintainMaintain PositionPosition

After selecting PastePaste ▶▶ at same positionat same position, the elements are inserted at the precise
position where they were cut or copied, even if you have changed the screen
section in the meantime. Even after you have activated another Arbortext IsoDraw
file, the elements are still pasted at the precise position where they were cut or
copied in the original document.

PastePaste withwith OptionsOptions

After selecting PastePaste ▶▶ with optionswith options, the following dialog box appears.

When you check the first box by clicking it with the mouse, the elements will be
pasted to the precise position they were cut or copied from, as with the command
PastePaste ▶▶ at same positionat same position.
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If you check the second box, the standard attributes of the elements (pens, styles,
halos, colors) in the original document will be retained when pasting. Standard
attributes which have been adopted through pasting are entered into the relevant
attribute list preceded by an asterisk.

Elements are always pasted in the layer which is currently active.

If you are editing text elements, the text from the clipboard is pasted at the
insertion cursor. When you paste the text it adopts the characteristics of the existing
text.

If you are editing image elements, you will paste the pixels from the clipboard into
the image element.

Keyboard command: Pasting F4

Keyboard command: Maintain position SHIFT+F4

NoteNote

Arbortext IsoDrawhas its own clipboard. Consequently, elements placed in the
Windows clipboard by other programs cannot be pasted into an Arbortext IsoDraw
drawing.

Unlike with entire elements, the Windows clipboard is used when editing text
elements or bitmaps. Text elements or bitmaps you have copied or cut from other
programs can thus be pasted into your illustration. The contents of the
Arbortext IsoDraw clipboard remain unchanged.

PastingPasting inin 3D3D ModeMode
The paste command works in exactly the same way in 3D mode as it does in the
2D mode.

The PastePaste ▶▶ with optionswith options command cannot be selected in 3D mode.

All copied objects, groups, and elements are pasted into the same or a different file.
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You can read how the CopyCopy and PastePaste commands are used in 3D mode in Copy on
page 84.

DuplicateDuplicate
This command duplicates selected elements.

The DuplicateDuplicate command on the EditEdit menu is a combination of the commands CopyCopy

and PastePaste ▶▶ at same positionat same position with one exception: the selected elements are not
saved to the clipboard. Consequently, they cannot be pasted into a drawing later
using the PastePaste command.

This nevertheless has the advantage that the old contents of the clipboard are
retained. The new elements are created on the active layer and lie at exactly the
same position as the original elements.

If you are editing image elements, you can use this command to duplicate the
selected pixels.

DuplicatingDuplicating inin 3D3D ModeMode
The DuplicateDuplicate command works in exactly the same way in 3D mode as it does in
the 2D mode of Arbortext IsoDraw.

The loaded drawing is duplicated. The duplicated drawing is positioned directly
over the selected item.

3D3D ModeMode ExampleExample

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

All selected objects, groups, and elements are duplicated. The following
description shows how you can use the duplicate command in 3D mode.
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For an assembly unit consisting of numerous assemblies, you have selected a
projection that enables most components to be identified with ease. However, you
are unable to see either all or part of a number of important assembles when
displaying these without hidden lines. To show these components, they would need
to be viewed from a different direction.

The contour of the assembly (in this case, the front contour of the guide piece at
the top of the lever) cannot be identified easily in the projection. However, the
illustration needs to be able to show this contour in order to describe how the unit
works.

Select the assemblies (in this case, the lever with add-on parts) using the arrow
cursor in the drawing or in the object window, then choose EditEdit ▶▶ DuplicateDuplicate. The
duplicated assemblies remain selected.

They must now be moved into an empty part of the drawing. Choose EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove

and select the direction of movement. Once the command has been completed, the
components are located next to the original drawing. Click the RotationRotation tool in the
toolbox. Select the axis in order to rotate the components in the required direction
(in this case, the Y axis). Enter the rotation angle in the dialog box (in this case,
90). After you have confirmed your entry, the components will be displayed so
that the contours (in this case, the contour of the guide piece) are clearly visible.

You can use the DuplicateDuplicate function and the tools in 3D mode to generate as many
additional views you require.

DeleteDelete
The EditEdit ▶▶ DeleteDelete menu can be used to delete selected elements.

When editing text elements, this command allows you to delete the selected text
section. If you are editing image elements, it deletes the selected pixels.
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Unlike the EditEdit ▶▶ CutCut menu, the deleted objects are not included in the clipboard.
As a result, they cannot be pasted back into an Arbortext IsoDraw drawing at a
later time with the EditEdit ▶▶ PastePaste menu.

Keyboard command: LEFTARROW

DeleteDelete PartPart
The EditEdit ▶▶ Delete partDelete part menu can be used to delete parts of an element.

NoteNote

This command cannot be used with threads unless they have been edited first using
the ConvertConvert command on the ElementElement menu.

Select the element you want to partially delete. Then click with the arrow cursor on
the part of the element to be deleted. Now choose between two alternatives from
the submenu: AutoAuto results in the immediate automatic deletion of a part, while
Select pointsSelect points allows you to influence the definition of the part to be deleted.
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DeleteDelete partpart withwith AutoAuto

After selecting AutoAuto, Arbortext IsoDraw automatically deletes a part of the selected
element provided that the element has common intersection points with other
elements. The part you click on will be deleted up to the two nearest intersection
points.

DeleteDelete partpart withwith SelectSelect pointspoints

If you choose Select pointsSelect points, the arrowarrow cursor changes to a delete cursor and
you will see a number of points marked in various ways.

These consist in part of deletion points which you can subsequently select from.
The deletion points include all intersection points where the element intersects with
other elements and the element points themselves. The point where you clicked the
element is also still selected. This is the selection point.

The selection point is always located on the part of the element to be deleted.

Now click two deletion points in succession in order to delete parts of an element.
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You have two options: By selecting two deletion points you can select either the
part of the element to be deleted or the part which is not to be deleted. The
question of whether the part between the selected points is to be deleted or retained
depends on whether the selection point lies between these two points or outside
them.

The deletion points selected in the figure enclose the selection point. This part will
therefore be deleted.

Here, the selection point lies outside the line defined by the deletion points. The
segment between the deletion points is retained.

NoteNote

You can cancel the deletion procedure provided you have not yet selected the
second deletion point required to perform the deletion. Simply click the arrow
cursor in the toolbox.

You can select free deletion points, i.e. points other than the marked element points
and intersection points, by clicking the element while holding down the SHIFT
key.

NoteNote

In order to execute the Delete partDelete part command, the element has to be selected and a
selection point is required. If, for example, you have pasted an element from the
clipboard, the element will be selected, but it will nevertheless be impossible to
execute the command since the selection point which the program needs in order to
delete the part has not yet been specified. In this event, you will need to click the
element again with the arrow cursor to specify the selection point.
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SplitSplit
You can use the SplitSplit ▶▶ EditEdit menu to split elements. You can choose from two
options in the submenu: Split one element with the aid of another or split a line
into equal parts.

SplitSplit byby ElementElement

EditEdit ▶▶ SplitSplit ▶▶ by elementby element is used to split an element by means of another element.
Select the elements you want to split. After selecting the command the cursor turns

into a SplitSplit cursor . Now click the element which is to function as the splitting
mask. The selected elements are split at the intersection line determined by the
splitting mask.

NoteNote

Texts, placed graphics and image elements cannot be split. Threads can only be
split if you have converted them first to individual elements with the ConvertConvert

command on the ElementElement menu.
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SplitSplit intointo PartsParts

The EditEdit ▶▶ SplitSplit ▶▶ into partsinto parts command can be used to divide lines into segments of
equal length. Select one or more lines and call up the command. The following
dialog box appears. You can use this to specify how many parts the selected line
elements are to be split into.

SelectSelect AllAll
The EditEdit ▶▶ Select allSelect all menu activates all the elements and groups in your drawing.

Elements located on locked layers and elements which have been individually
locked with the LockLock command on the ElementElement menu are not activated.

If you are editing text elements, the command will select the entire text in the
active text element.

When editing an image element, use this command to select the entire contents of
the image, i.e. all pixels in the element.
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SelectSelect
You can use the SelectSelect command on the EditEdit menu to select items in the drawing,
such as elements, objects, and groups, that satisfy an ifif statement you define in the
SelectSelect elementselements dialog box.

ToTo SelectSelect inin thethe SelectSelect ElementsElements DialogDialog BoxBox
1. On the menu bar, click EditEdit, and then SelectSelect.

2. In the Select elementsSelect elements dialog box, click from current selectionfrom current selection or from allfrom all
elementselements to define the search scope.

fromfrom currentcurrent selectionselection Searches for matches within the
current selection of elements and
objects.

fromfrom allall elementselements Searches all elements and objects,
whether they are currently selected or
not.

3. In the boxes under ifif, define the search terms:

a. In the left box, click the item to search for, such as the attribute, PatternPattern.

b. In the middle box, click a condition, such as is equal tois equal to.

c. In the right box, click a description of the item to search for, such as GreyGrey
15%15%. If the box has no list, type a description in the box.

4. (Optional) In the left (item) box:

IfIf youyou clickclick thethe item…item… Then…Then…
ObjectObject attributeattribute valuevalue The ObjectObject attributeattribute valuevalue dialog box

opens. Type the attribute name in the
box and then click OKOK.

ObjectObject (IDID | namename | tiptip | attributeattribute |
attribute valueattribute value), TextText, or CalloutCallout

Select the CaseCase sensitivesensitive check box to
search for an exact match to the text
you typed in the right (description)
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IfIf youyou clickclick thethe item…item… Then…Then…

box.

Clear CaseCase sensitivesensitive if you do not
want to distinguish between upper and
lower case letters in the search.

ElementElement or GroupGroup Select the completelycompletely check box if
you only want to select elements or
groups that are completely inside or
outside of the drawing sheet (pagepage).

Clear the completelycompletely check box if the
selection can include elements and
groups that are on the drawing sheet
border; i.e., partially inside and
outside the drawing sheet.

5. Click SelectSelect to perform the search and select all items that satisfy the ifif

statement. The selection results appear in the drawing. (To close the SelectSelect
elementselements dialog box without making a new selection, click CancelCancel before you
click SelectSelect.)

6. To change the selection, change one or more search terms in the boxes under ifif,
and then click the SelectSelect button again. (The Select elementsSelect elements dialog box
remains open after you click SelectSelect.)

7. When you are satisfied with the selection, click CloseClose or CancelCancel to close the
Select elementsSelect elements dialog box. The selected items remain selected after you close
the dialog box.

SearchSearch OptionsOptions inin thethe SelectSelect ElementsElements DialogDialog BoxBox
All the items, conditions, and descriptions you can use to build a search ifif

statement in the Select elementsSelect elements dialog box are summarized below. You select the
item in the left box, the condition in the middle box, and the description in the right
box. If the description is a user-defined value, such as a name, ID, or length, you
will have to type the value in the box.

ItemItem ConditionCondition DescriptionDescription
TypeType isis equalequal toto | isis

notnot equalequal toto
Element types, markers, placed file, image
element, callout

PenPen isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto

List of the standard pens and the pens
additionally defined for the current file in the
PensPens attribute window

LinestyleLinestyle isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto

List of the standard linestyles and the linestyles
additionally defined for the current file in the
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ItemItem ConditionCondition DescriptionDescription

StylesStyles attribute window
HaloHalo isis equalequal toto | isis

notnot equalequal toto
List of the standard halos and the halos
additionally defined for the current file in the
HalosHalos attribute window

ColorColor isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto

List of all named colors for the current file
from the FillFill window, the colors WhiteWhite and
BlackBlack, and nono fillfill

HatchingHatching isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto

List of hatchings from the FillsFills window of the
current file

PatternPattern isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto

List of patterns from the FillsFills window of the
current file

ObjectObject infoinfo existsexists | existsexists
notnot

None. (Object info exists if information was
assigned in the ObjectObject infoinfo dialog box.)

ObjectObject IDID isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains

Text entry matching the IDID field in the ObjectObject
infoinfo dialog box.

ObjectObject namename isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains |
existsexists | existsexists
notnot

Text entry matching the NameName field in the
ObjectObject infoinfo dialog box.

ObjectObject tiptip isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains |
existsexists | existsexists
notnot

Text entry matching the Object tipObject tip field in the
ObjectObject infoinfo dialog box.

ObjectObject attributeattribute isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains |
existsexists | existsexists
notnot

Text entry matching an object attribute in the
currently selected DTD. (See Select DTD on
page 294.)

ObjectObject attributeattribute
valuevalue

isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains |
existsexists | existsexists
notnot

Text entry matching the value of an object
attribute in the currently selected DTD. (See
Select DTD on page 294.)

TextText isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains

Text entry matching the content of a text
element.

FontFont isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains

List of fonts installed on the operating system

FontFont SizeSize isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains

List of all values for font sizes as for the SizeSize

command on the TextText menu. By selecting otherother,
customized entry of the value in the subsequent
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ItemItem ConditionCondition DescriptionDescription

dialog box.
LeadingLeading isis equalequal toto | isis

notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains

List of all leading values as for the LeadingLeading

command on the TextText menu. By selecting otherother,
customized entry of the value in the subsequent
dialog box.

KerningKerning isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains

List of all kerning values as for the KerningKerning

command on the TextText menu. By selecting otherother,
customized entry of the value in the subsequent
dialog box.

Superscript/Superscript/
SubscriptSubscript

isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains

List of all values for the superscript/subscript
distances as for the Superscript/Superscript/SubscriptSubscript

command on the TextText menu. By selecting otherother,
customized entry of the value in the subsequent
dialog box.

FaceFace isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains

Selection from the four font face variants as for
the FaceFace command on the TextText menu.

TextText alignmentalignment isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto

List of text alignment options (see also
Alignment on page 315).

CalloutCallout isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto |
containscontains

Text entry matching the callout StartingStarting
numbernumber, PrefixPrefix or, PostfixPostfix as entered in the EditEdit
calloutcallout stylestyle dialog box.

ElementElement isis outsideoutside | isis
insideinside

Drawing sheet (pagepage) border.

NoteNote

In 3D mode, ElementElement selects 3D surfaces.

(is outsideis outside | is insideis inside)
with completelycompletely

selected

Only selects elements
that are completely
(inside | outside) of
the drawing sheet
(pagepage) border.

(is outsideis outside | is insideis inside)
with completelycompletely

cleared

Selects elements that
are either completely
or partially (inside |
outside) the drawing
sheet (pagepage) border.
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ItemItem ConditionCondition DescriptionDescription
GroupGroup isis outsideoutside | isis

insideinside
Drawing sheet (pagepage) border.

NoteNote
GroupGroup cannot select nested groups. It only
selects the outermost, or top, group.

(is outsideis outside | is insideis inside)
with completelycompletely

selected

Only selects groups
that are completely
(inside | outside) of
the drawing sheet
(pagepage) border.

(is outsideis outside | is insideis inside)
with completelycompletely

cleared

Selects groups that are
either completely or
partially (inside |
outside) the drawing
sheet (pagepage) border.

BoundingBounding boxbox isis smallersmaller thanthan |
isis equalequal toto | isis
largerlarger thanthan

Bounding box edge length in mmmm, inin, or ptpt.
(Units are set in the preferences panel for
Drawing on page 113.)

isis smallersmaller thanthan Selects a bounding
box if its longest edge
is less than the length
entered.

isis equalequal toto Selects a bounding
box if all its edges are
of equal length and
also equal to the
length entered.

isis largerlarger thanthan Selects a bounding
box if its shortest edge
is greater than the
length entered.

LayerLayer isis equalequal toto | isis
notnot equalequal toto

Name of the layer that contains the elements or
objects to select; for example, (Standard layerStandard layer |
BackgroundBackground | Layer 1Layer 1 … |… LayerLayer nn).

NoteNote
LayerLayer selection only works in 2D mode.
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ToTo RefineRefine thethe CurrentCurrent SelectionSelection
If there is a current selection, you can do a series of selections in the SelectSelect
elementselements dialog box to refine it (i.e., select a subset of items in it).

1. In the Select elementsSelect elements dialog box, click from current selectionfrom current selection.

2. Select search terms that will make the ifif statement true for at least one item in
the current selection.

3. Click SelectSelect to select a subset of items in the current selection. If the ifif

statement was true for all items in the current selection, the current selection
will not change.

TipTip

When refining the current selection, make sure at least one item in the current
selection satisfies the ifif statement before you click SelectSelect. Otherwise, when you
click SelectSelect, no items will be selected.

ExampleExample

Suppose your drawing contains ellipse and Bézier path elements with various PenPen

attribute settings. If you want to select all ellipse elements that have their PenPen

attribute set to MediumMedium:

1. In the Select elementsSelect elements dialog box, click from all elementsfrom all elements.

2. In the boxes under ifif, click PenPen, is equal tois equal to, and MediumMedium, and then click SelectSelect.
This creates a current selection of all elements in the drawing that have their
PenPen attribute set to MediumMedium.

3. Now refine the selection to include only the currently selected ellipse elements.
You can do this by removing Bézier path elements from the current selection.

a. In the Select elementsSelect elements dialog box, click from current selectionfrom current selection.
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b. In the boxes under ifif, click TypeType, is not equal tois not equal to, and Bézier pathBézier path, and then
click SelectSelect. This removes all Bézier path elements from the current
selection and leaves the currently selected ellipse elements selected.

MoveMove
The EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove menu is used to move or align elements.

MoveMove
Elements can be moved in several ways. One of these is to call up the MoveMove dialog
box with the EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove ▶▶ Move...Move...menu and enter the desired values.

This procedure is described in Move on page 622.

CenterCenter onon LineLine
The EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove ▶▶ Center on lineCenter on line menu allows you to align ellipses, threads,
polygons or text elements. The elements are moved so that their center points, or
with text elements the starting point, lie on the line.
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Select a line and any number of ellipses, threads, polygons or text elements, then
choose EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove ▶▶ Center on lineCenter on line.

All elements are centered on the line.

RotateRotate toto LineLine
The EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove ▶▶ Rotate to lineRotate to line menu aligns ellipses, threads and text elements to
lines. The elements are rotated so that they are perpendicular to a line. Text
elements are rotated in the direction of the line.

Select a line and any number of ellipses, threads and text elements, then choose
EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove ▶▶ Rotate to lineRotate to line.

FitFit elementselements
With the EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove ▶▶ Fit elementsFit elements menu, you can fit selected elements or the
whole drawing into the page (drawing area) or into a specified frame. The elements
are scaled accordingly.

Select the elements you want to fit in, then choose EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove ▶▶ Fit elementsFit elements.
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The following dialog box appears:

FitFit ToTo

Here you select whether the elements are to be fitted into the pagepage or into an
elementelement boxbox (frame).

BorderBorder

In this entry field, specify at what distance from the edge the elements are to be
fitted in.

AlignmentAlignment

You can use the hor.hor. (horizontal) AlignmentAlignment and the ver.ver. (vertical) AlignmentAlignment to
determine the orientation of the elements on the fit-in template. If MediumMedium and
MiddleMiddle are set for the horizontal and vertical alignments respectively, the elements
will be centered on the template. If you set other alignments by clicking the button,
the elements will appear aligned accordingly on the template.

Depending on the height/width relationship between the elements and the fit-in
template, the alignments may not have an effect. If the height extent is greater than
the height of the template for all elements, selecting a ver.ver. (vertical) AlignmentAlignment

option will not affect the alignment of the elements. The orientation of the
elements in the fit-in template remains the same. This also applies to the hor.hor.

(horizontal) AlignmentAlignment options if the width of the element group is larger than the
fit-in template.
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AlignAlign
The EditEdit ▶▶ AlignAlign menu allows you to align elements. The selected elements are
moved horizontally or vertically to align them with each other. With this command
you can, for example, arrange text elements flush underneath each other with a
single command. You can also use it to align symbols.

Select the elements you want to align, then choose EditEdit ▶▶ AlignAlign and select an
alignment option. The elements are moved into the alignment position.

The final alignment position is determined by the contour and orientation of the
elements. If you select LeftLeft alignment, as shown in the left-hand figure, the
elements are aligned with the contour point lying furthest to the left. This means
that all elements from the top element in the figure downwards are aligned
vertically with an imaginary line underneath the top element (see right-hand
figure). For RightRight, TopTop and BottomBottom alignments, the elements are moved
accordingly.

For center alignment, the elements are moved to the center of the extent of all
elements. Depending on which center you choose, MediumMedium or MiddleMiddle, the elements
are moved to the center either horizontally (MediumMedium) or vertically (MiddleMiddle) relative
to the extent.

Elements that are composed of several parts must be grouped. If they are not
grouped, each part will be aligned separately.
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NoteNote

Ensure that the elements are a certain distance apart for the chosen alignment
option. Otherwise they will be on top of each other after the alignment.

You can use the command to move the elements an even distance apart before
aligning (for description see Distribute on page 107).

DistributeDistribute
The EditEdit ▶▶ DistributeDistribute menu is used to align elements at the same distance from each
other. The selected elements are moved either horizontally or vertically. You can
use this command to, for example, arrange text elements easily at an even distance
from each other. Symbols for electric or pneumatic circuit diagrams can also be
positioned at regular intervals from each other in the drawing. The EditEdit ▶▶ AlignAlign

menu can then be used to bring them into line.

Select the elements you want to distribute. Click the menu command and select
one of the distribution options. The elements are redistributed in relation to each
other. The two outermost elements remain in the selected distribution direction at
their original positions.

The new position of the other elements is determined by the contour and
orientation of the elements. For instance, when you select LeftLeft distribution, the
inner elements are evenly distributed over the section between the furthest left-
hand contour points of the outermost elements. In the example, all the left contour
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points of the triangles are located at regular intervals from each other following the
distribution. This also applies accordingly to RightRight, TopTop and BottomBottom distribution.
The elements are each distributed relative to the right, top or bottom contour point.

A center distribution makes the distances between the center points of the elements
the same. Depending on which center you choose, MediumMedium or MiddleMiddle, the distances
between the element center points are distributed horizontally (MediumMedium) or
vertically (MiddleMiddle) in relation to each other.

Elements that are composed of several parts must be grouped. If they are not
grouped, each part will be distributed separately.

NoteNote

Ensure that the elements to be distributed are a certain distance apart. Otherwise
they will be on top of each other after the distribution.

You can use the AlignAlign command to align the elements evenly in relation to each
other after distributing them (description see Align on page 106).

PreferencesPreferences
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Preferences are groups of related settings that change how Arbortext IsoDraw
appears and functions. The application installs with a set of default preferences you
can use to get started. You can change any or all of these settings later to meet your
needs. You can also reset preferences to their defaults after you change them.

This section describes preferences that affect the tools and working environment in
Arbortext IsoDraw. Other preferences (not covered in this section) affect how
Arbortext IsoDraw imports and exports various file formats. File format
preferences are described separately in the
Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.

In any dialog box that contains preference settings, you will find the buttons
CancelCancel and OKOK. If you change preference settings in a dialog box, clicking OKOK

saves your changes in the active file. If you do not want to save changes, click
CancelCancel.

The PreferencesPreferences command on the EditEdit menu opens the PreferencesPreferences dialog box.
This dialog box contains several preferences panels and a list of corresponding
symbols on the left side. To display a panel, you click its symbol.

Each panel in the PreferencesPreferences dialog box contains one or more groups of related
preferences. These include:
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• Grids and elements (…displayed first when you open the PreferencesPreferences dialog
box)

• Document format, dimensions

• Threads

• Using thick/thin pen technique

• Standard attributes

• Text format

• Dimension preferences

• Screen redraw

• Background display

• Enabling macro commands

• Highlighting during file comparison

• 3D options for 3D import, projection, and editing

• Browser window contents

• Animation

• Miscellaneous preferences

• Security

• Different file formats

• Administrator

Each panel in the PreferencesPreferences dialog box contains the buttons Factory settingsFactory settings and
UndoUndo. Clicking Factory settingsFactory settings sets all preferences in the active panel to their
default values. Clicking UndoUndo causes any preferences you changed in the active
panel to revert to their previously saved values.

The changes you make on the individual panels are not saved until you exit the
dialog box with OKOK. None of the changes will be applied if you click CancelCancel.

ChangeChange ProgramProgram PreferencesPreferences
However, you can also change the preferences in general. Close all windows and
then select EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences. If you now confirm your changes with OKOK, these
will be saved in a file. These preferences will be written to a file named IsoDraw
Preferences. Details of where you can find this file on your computer are
given at the end of this section.
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GridGrid

GridGrid

ShowShow GridGrid

You can use this to specify whether or not the grid is to be visible in the drawing.
This setting does not affect the grid snap.

GridGrid inin FrontFront

This lets you specify whether the grid is to be in front of or behind the drawing. If
you select Grid in frontGrid in front, the grid is shown in front of an image element, for
example.

GridGrid AlignmentAlignment

If the Grid alignmentGrid alignment option is selected, elements align automatically to the
major axes of the grid used for drawing. This setting can also be toggled in the
window bar at the bottom.

NoNo IsometricIsometric ForeshorteningForeshortening

As in isometric perspective the same perspective foreshortening factor applies on
all major axes it may be ignored. The drawing will be slightly larger then. This
technique is based on techniques used for manual drawing.
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GridGrid SnapSnap

You can also specify whether the grid points are to be magnetic. If they are, each
point you set with the cursor is set to the nearest grid point. It is irrelevant in this
regard whether you are redrawing an element or, for example, are modifying an

existing one. Grid SnapGrid Snap can also be toggled in the window bar at the bottom.

DistanceDistance

This field can be used to enter the distance between the grid lines in the set unit of
measurement.

ColorColor

The ColorsColors edit dialog box is called up by clicking the ColorColor field. Select the color
for the grid lines using the standard color picker and the contrast selector.

Clicking the StandardStandard button sets the standard program color (yellow).

GridsGrids

The GridsGrids button opens the dialog box Edit gridEdit grid which allows you to edit and
define grids. Use of this dialog is described in the section under the Edit gridEdit grid

command in Show Attribute Window on page 352.

This button is only available when changing the program preferences. You can
then define an additional grid, for example, that you want to use in all illustrations.

NoteNote

Use the Edit gridEdit grid command in the WindowWindow menu to edit grids in the current file.

ElementsElements

DynamicDynamic DimensionsDimensions

Dynamic dimensionsDynamic dimensions is used for displaying dimensions during dragging or
when changing the sizes of elements. It is based on the current system of units and
the scale.

This setting can also be toggled in the window bar at the bottom.

ShowShow CursorCursor InfoInfo

With this setting, a small cross appears next to the cursor, along with information
about the position of the cursor relative to the grid or an element.

The small blue cross close to the cursor indicates the exact position of the cursor.
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Information appears to the right of the cursor. If the cursor is over an element,
information corresponding to that element is displayed. Depending on the setting
of Element SnapElement Snap, the display shows whether the cursor is located exactly on an
element point, on the center point or on a point where elements intersect.

If the cursor is outside the magnetic radius of element lines and points, the
information shows that the cursor is on a grid point.

Cursor info is only active when Draw elements in backgroundDraw elements in background has been selected on
the RedrawRedraw preferences panel. Grid snap and element snap must also be enabled.
To ensure that all information is displayed, all three element point types must be
selected under element snap.

ElementElement SnapSnap

The magnetic effect of element points, intersection points and all points on the

element path is controlled by Element SnapElement Snap . If you select these options, points
of other elements will be attracted when they are set or moved if they fall within
the magnetic radius.

This setting can also be toggled in the window bar at the bottom.

If you have decided for both a Grid SnapGrid Snap and Element SnapElement Snap, this has the following
effect on the drawing sheet. When redrawing, you must move the cursor or an
element point within the magnetic range of an existing element, i.e. in the radius
defined by you around an element point. The element point you wish to approach
will then exert its magnetic effect. Otherwise, the new point will be attracted by the
nearest grid point.

MagneticMagnetic RadiusRadius

This is used to enter the magnetic radius for element points in pixels (screen
points).

ClickClick onon FillFill SelectsSelects ObjectObject

When this option is selected, a filled element can be selected by clicking with the
arrow cursor or the direct selection cursor in the filled area.

1st1st ColorColor

The 1st color is used by the screen display to identify selected element points.

It can be set by clicking the color field in the ColorsColors dialog box.

The StandardStandard button selects the standard program color (red).
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2nd2nd ColorColor

The 2nd color is used by the screen display to identify special points. These are
thread points, selected Bézier points and deletion points. Elements without a
visible contour are also displayed in this color in drawing mode.

It can be set by clicking the color field in the ColorsColors dialog box.

The StandardStandard button selects the standard program color (red).

DrawingDrawing

This DrawingDrawing preferences panel contains preferences for creating drawings.

A pop-up menu offers you various predefined formats. The dimensions will be
displayed in the WidthWidth and HeightHeight fields. If you define a customized format by
entering numerical values in these fields, the Free formatFree format entry is activated
automatically in the pop-up menu.

The orientation of the drawing sheet is specified by clicking the appropriate
symbol.

The UnitsUnits field in the pop-up menu can be used to select the system of units to be
applied throughout the document. You can choose from mm, inch and points.
The system of units for text, however, is based on points.
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The ScaleScale field allows you to set a conversion factor. All dimensions which are
entered and displayed are converted automatically to the correct scale. Values
larger than 1 result in a reduction, values smaller than 1 in an enlargement.

This panel allows you to specify the format and orientation of the drawing area, the
system of units used and the scale.

ThreadsThreads

The ThreadsThreads preferences panel contains preferences for threads. Threads are
generally only shown in simplified form in perspective illustration. Parallel ellipse
arcs are used to simulate actual threads.

The DistanceDistance between these arcs represents a kind of thread pitch but is larger.
Using a pitch which is correct from a technical standpoint would lead to printing
problems in a perspective presentation since the individual threads would run
together. Larger distances are therefore used.

Arbortext IsoDraw allows you to specify the distance as a function of the diameter
of the threaded bore or the thread edge. You can enter values for three ThreadThread
diameterdiameter ranges, as shown on the ThreadsThreads preferences panel.
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NoteNote

You should note two points when selecting values:

1. If you reduce the drawing for printout or exporting, the distances should be
selected larger.

2. If you want to print the drawing on a high-resolution output device instead of
on a laser printer, the distances can be smaller.

Thick/Thick/ThinThin

The Thick/thinThick/thin preferences panel contains preferences for using the thick/thinthick/thin
techniquetechnique, together with specific preferences for using pens with ellipses and
threads depending on their diameter.

UseUse Thick/Thick/ThinThin TechniqueTechnique

Technical illustrations generally use two different line thicknesses in order to
enhance the spatial effect of the presentation for inner and outer edges. If this
technique is to be used, the appropriate pen can be defined using the pop-up menus
under Thick penThick pen and Thin penThin pen respectively.

If this technique is not to be used for the pens, the pen currently selected in the PenPen

window will be used for all elements.
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SpecifySpecify PensPens forfor EllipsesEllipses andand ThreadsThreads

For parts catalogs with parts of very different sizes or extensive assembly
drawings, the broad lines produced by thick pens would run together when
drawing e.g. small ellipses. To prevent this, it is possible to set increments for the
pens you use. The first two setting options define the diameter up to which the
selected pens are to be used. Under all three settings, selections can be made from
the current pen list to match the application.

NoteNote

Pen selection for ellipses and threads is only possible when the thick/thin technique
has been selected first.

AttributesAttributes

This panel contains AttributesAttributes preferences for pens, styles, halos, colors,
callouts, options for line ends and corners and printing options for ellipses.

EditEdit StandardStandard AttributesAttributes

Clicking on one of the buttons calls up the relevant edit dialog box. Here you can
modify existing standard attributes and define additional ones.
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The buttons are only available when you change the program preferences. You can
then define additional pens or styles, for example, that you want to use in all
illustrations.

For the currently active file, the settings for pens, styles, halos, colors, callouts and
options are made in the relevant edit dialog boxes.

For working with dialogs, refer to Edit pen, Edit style, Edit halos, and Edit callout
style in Show Attribute Window on page 352. For the Edit colorsEdit colors dialog refer to
Show Fill Window on page 408. The dialog for options is described in Show
Attribute Window on page 352 in the Show Attribute Window section.

AutomaticAutomatic HaloHalo WidthWidth

WidthWidth ofof PenPen xx

A standard halo is normally drawn in triple the thickness of the line it is assigned
to. You can change this factor in the input field.

MinMin

This input field is used for defining the minimum thickness.

PrintingPrinting ofof EllipsesEllipses

Ellipses are generally drawn with two different line thicknesses in order to enhance
the spatial effect of the presentation. Half of the ellipse is drawn with the ThickThick

pen, the other half with the ThinThin pen.

Two options are available for ellipses and threads which can be used for defining
the form of transition from one line thickness to another.

When the first option is chosen, a gradual transition is made at the changeover
point in the printout, as would usually be the case with manual drawing.

No gradual transitionNo gradual transition is made with the second option, the transition is abrupt. This
option can be preferable if you want to edit the drawing later in another program.

AttributeAttribute WindowWindow

The attribute window allows you to select the line styles. If the box is selected, the
line style will also be depicted graphically along with the name. Otherwise only the
name of the line style will appear.
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TextText

The Text Format preferences panel is used to define the standard text format.
This format is used for all text elements provided you do not select any other
format.

TextText FormatFormat

This allows you to define which text format is to be applied for all texts. The
Normal format appears in the pop-up menu as the default setting. Clicking the
FormatsFormats button displays the Text formatText format edit dialog box. Here you can select the
new attributes for the Normal format or create a new format. The new format then
appears automatically in the pop-up menu.

This button is only available when changing the program preferences. You can
then define additional formats that you want to use in all illustrations.

For the currently active file, the settings for the text formats are made in the
relevant Text formatText format edit dialog box. For working with the dialog, refer to Edit
format in Show Attribute Window on page 352.
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DimensionsDimensions

On the DimensionsDimensions preferences panel, the offsets and lengths, together with
the pens, styles and halos of dimension arrows and leader lines, are defined as
standard for the dimension tools. The text attributes are also set for the dimensions.

OffsetsOffsets

Under Base offsetBase offset, you can define how large the offset should be between the
element edge and the leader line.

Under Extend offsetExtend offset, you can set how far a leader line should extend over the
dimension arrow.

The Minimum lengthMinimum length indicates the minimum length that a dimension arrow should
be. For small dimensions, if the dimension value no longer fits between the two
dimension arrows, the dimension arrows with the dimension are automatically
positioned from outside to lie against the leader lines or the contour of the
dimensioned element.

The entry in the Vertical offsetVertical offset field defines how the dimensions are positioned
relative to the dimension arrow. If 0 is set, the bottom edge of the text element
(dimensions) is at the same height as the dimension arrow. When the value is
greater than 0, the text element is above the dimension arrow. This also affects the
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result for setting the minimum length. If the text element is above the dimension
arrow, the dimension arrows can still be between the leader lines. If the vertical
offset for the text element is 0 they are moved outwards.

An entry less than 0 is not permitted, as with all previous entries.

Pens,Pens, Styles,Styles, HalosHalos forfor LinesLines

In the field at the bottom right you can assign pens, styles and halos to the
dimension arrows and leader lines.

In the pen, style and halo dialog boxes, you can choose any options from the
selection provided. Any additional pens, styles and halos that have been created are
included in the current document.

The setting for the leader lines applies for the dimension leader lines.

The Start arrowStart arrow and End arrowEnd arrow settings apply for the dimension arrows, their starts
and their ends.

TextText

The attributes for the Text element (dimensions) are defined under FormatFormat in the
dialog box. One of the available text formats is selected. Font, font size, font face
and character fill can all be set at will. Descriptions of the dialogs can be found in
the sections on text menu commands.
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RedrawRedraw

The RedrawRedraw preferences panel contains preferences allow you to define the
type of screen redraw employed and to set out the options for influencing the
screen redraw process during operation.

NoteNote

Screen redraw preferences are treated as program preferences. The current setting
always applies.

DrawingDrawing ofof ObjectsObjects

You can define here how the screen is to be redrawn.

DrawDraw ObjectsObjects IndividuallyIndividually

When this option is selected, all elements are drawn on the screen in succession.
This method requires more time but less memory than the background redraw.

DrawDraw ObjectsObjects inin BackgroundBackground

With complex drawings in particular, screen redraw is performed much faster if
this option is chosen. The file is drawn in full in the background and only then is it
copied in a single action onto the screen. This method is therefore memory-
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intensive. With the Use Anti-AliasingUse Anti-Aliasing option you can optimize the screen
representation of vector elements. Especially slanted elements in high zooming
stages are shown in a smoother way. Anti-Aliasing requires a minimum resolution
of 24 bit. 24 bit.

NoteNote

Screen redraw in the background may perhaps seem to be slower since you cannot
see the process happening. Measurements do show this option to be faster,
however.

ScreenScreen RedrawRedraw

ScreenScreen RedrawRedraw willwill bebe Interrupted,Interrupted, IfIf

In selecting this option, you authorize that screen redraw can be interrupted by
specific actions. You can select only one of the two quoted options by checking the
appropriate box (using mouse button or keyboard). Screen redraw is repeated in
full after the interruption.

NoteNote

For example, you do not need to wait for your drawing to be displayed in full in
one magnification scale before enlarging it further.

ScreenScreen RedrawRedraw willwill notnot bebe InterruptedInterrupted

With this option you can prevent screen redraw being interrupted at all.

NoteNote

Regardless of the settings you have selected, you can completely cancel screen
redraw at any time by entering the keyboard command CTRL+. (period character).
The RedrawRedraw command lets you update the screen after canceling.

TooltipsTooltips

Tooltips is explanatory text which appears when you move the mouse over the
toolbar symbols. If this box is not checked, tooltips will not be shown.
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BackgroundBackground

The settings on the BackgroundBackground preferences panel affect how the image
elements placed on the background layer are displayed.

You can choose between two display options:

The first displays the placed elements in a color freely selected by yourself, but
does not depict tonal values (1-bit depth). This mode is particularly useful for line-
art templates scanned in black/white.

You can define the display color by clicking the color field. You can choose the
display color in the ColorsColors edit dialog box.
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Select the second option if, for example, you are working with photographs with
tones (color or grayscale). The image elements are then displayed in their colors or
grayscales. You can reduce the intensity by entering a percentage value (1% to
100%). A reduction in intensity may be useful, for example, if you want to use
image elements as templates for tracing purposes.

NoteNote

Image elements on the background layer are always printed in their original status
regardless of the display mode selected.

The dialog box for specifying the background display can also be called up by
means of the layer window by double clicking the background layer entry.

TracingTracing ofof TemplatesTemplates
NoteNote

In older versions of Arbortext IsoDraw it was possible to open PICT files which
were to be used as templates for tracing. This procedure became superfluous in
Arbortext IsoDraw 3.0 due to the introduction of image elements. If you now need
to trace photographs or other templates, you should proceed as follows:

Open the file saved in a raster format (e.g. TIFF or BMP) which you want to use as
the template. A document is generated which contains the content of the file in the
form of an image element. Open the layer window and click in front of the word
BackgroundBackground in order to make the background layer the active layer. Now select the
image element and choose command Selection to active layerSelection to active layer in the LayersLayers menu.

The image element is now located on the background layer and is monitored by the
display options described earlier. You can now use the layer options to specify that
the background layer cannot be printed or exported. You should also lock either the
entire background layer or the image element.

This function also allows you to use several documents as templates
simultaneously.
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MacrosMacros

The settings on this MacrosMacros preferences panel define whether the commands
listed in the MacrosMacros menu can be selected or not.

You can enable or disable each of the commands individually.

When all the commands are disabled, the macros menu only allows you to start
generated macros directly and select the command more macrosmore macros.

NoteNote

These settings can prevent important macros from being deleted unintentionally.
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CompareCompare
The colors for highlighting the changed elements during file comparisons are set

on this CompareCompare preferences panel.

You can set the colors by clicking on the color field in the ColorColor dialog box.

Select strong colors that contrast with each other as much as possible so that the
different element types stand out from each other clearly.

3D3D OptionsOptions

The 3D Options3D Options preferences panel contains settings that affect:

• The smoothness and accuracy of imported 3D contours and surfaces.

• 3D projection into a 2D illustration.

• The ability to transform invisible parts in 3D mode.

• The visibility of 3D set bounding boxes in 2D mode.
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SmoothSmooth RenderingRendering

This is where you can specify the smoothness for the Smooth renderingSmooth rendering display
option. The value entered for the smoothing angle affects the color grading
between colored pixels. You can enter a value between 0 and 120. Using the
default setting usually produces a good result in terms of depicting the color of
your drawing. The higher the value, the softer the transitions between surface
triangles are depicted. If a drawing contains several curved surfaces (cylindrical or
spherical), a higher value for the angle produces a better result in the drawing. If
the value is too high, this can lead to unwanted effects on straight surfaces. In
certain circumstances, lines that are to be viewed as edges are also smoothed (e.g. a
chamfer on a part). When deviating from the default settings, change the value
little by little and monitor the effect on the drawing.
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The examples illustrate the difference between Rendering and Smooth rendering.
The figure on the left in rendering display mode depicts the curved surface with a
stepped color blend. When smooth rendering is used, as in the figure on the right,
the transitions between colors are barely visible.

TessellationTessellation AccuracyAccuracy

When importing IGES files Arbortext IsoDraw breaks up the surfaces it has loaded
into triangles. This process is known as tessellation. The number of triangles
created is determined by the setting. The setting allows you to specify how
accurately the surfaces in the 2D illustration are to correspond to those of the 3D
data. The rendering process as applied to the depiction of colors in 3D mode is also
influenced by this setting. The value in the entry field has no unit. It ranges from 1
to 100 and tells you how coarse or fine the deviation of a surface will be after
converting 3D data to a 2D illustration. The lower (finer) you set the value, the
more accurately the surface will be adjusted. You can enter the value directly or
use the slider.

The setting is particularly useful in the case of free-form contours and in the case
of surface elements which touch at acute angles if no outer edges are involved. If
the setting is very coarse and if two surfaces contact at too large an angle or if
surfaces are curved, it is possible that no lines for the inner edges will be found.
Since the generation of inner edges also always depends on the setting of the ThinThin
line thresholdline threshold function, the interplay between the two settings is important.

When the setting is finer, Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess creates more triangles.
This means that more inner edges can also be implemented. Since the setting is
used for the entire drawing, a very fine setting coupled with a fine setting for the
ThinThin lineline thresholdthreshold can result in unwanted inner edges.

NoteNote

The default setting 50 usually provides good results. If you wish to try a different
setting, you must change the value before importing the 3D data.

The following three examples illustrate the effect of tessellation settings. To make
the effect clear, the Thin line thresholdThin line threshold has been set to 0 in each case. This means
that all possible inner edges are depicted following projection. The example on the
left shows the result with a very fine setting (value 1). The triangles that are created
are very small and the contour is very accurate. The default value of 50 has been
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used in the example in the center. The coarsest value 100 has been set in the
example on the right. Few triangles have been created and the contour deviates
more significantly from the 3D data settings.

NoteNote

The finer the setting, the more accurately the contour is depicted. However, at the
same time, the amount of data increases due to the large number of elements. This
influences the calculation time during work in 3D mode and during projection. The
files also take up greater storage space.

The settings for tessellation accuracy (splitting surfaces into triangles) are only
applied when importing or placing IGES files. If 3D data already consists of
tessellated data – as in the case of e.g. VRML and Wavefront formats – these
cannot be affected by the setting.

3D3D OptionsOptions

Clicking the 3D Options3D Options button opens the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box with the
settings for projecting the 3D data into a 2D illustration. You can preset the settings
for all projections in the preferences. If the box next to Show options dialog beforeShow options dialog before
converting to 2Dconverting to 2D is not checked, the settings are applied during projection.

NoteNote

Working in 3D Mode on page 671 covers all the 3D options settings in detail with
sample drawings. The following description is therefore restricted to only the most
important information.
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The 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box appears as follows:

KeepKeep 3D3D DataData

If you select keep 3D datakeep 3D data, the drawing is depicted in 2D mode using the display
mode that was last selected in 3D mode. You cannot edit the drawing. You can
make individual objects invisible using the object window. As this type of
projection preserves all 3D information, you can change to 3D mode at any time
using the 3D Transformation3D Transformation command in the ElementElement menu. You can then edit the
drawing in 3D mode.

NoteNote

If animations have been created for objects in 3D mode prior to projection, only
the following projection types can be selected in the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box.

ShadedShaded

If you select shadedshaded, the drawing appears in the Arbortext IsoDraw window as a
raster image according to the display type selected in 3D mode. This type of
projection is primarily intended for use with the RenderingRendering and Smooth renderingSmooth rendering

display types in 3D mode. The drawing is converted as a raster image containing
all the colors specified in 3D mode. After conversion, the drawing can be changed
using the image editing tools.

AsAs WireframeWireframe

If you select as wireframeas wireframe, all the elements in the 3D file will be transferred to the
2D illustration. The pens with their attributes from the 3D file are retained. The
result of your 3D projection therefore corresponds to the original drawing from the
CAD system.
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RemoveRemove HiddenHidden LinesLines

If you select remove hidden linesremove hidden lines, the illustration will be displayed in your chosen
perspective and orientation without hidden lines. This means that all elements are
removed, which are invisible to the observer.

CreateCreate Thick/Thick/ThinThin LinesLines

If you click the create thick/thin linescreate thick/thin lines box, the illustration will show the distribution
of thick and thin lines for outer and inner edges, which is typical for technical
illustration. The pens for thick and thin lines can be assigned in the OptionsOptions dialog
box.

CreateCreate SurfaceSurface BordersBorders

When importing 3D data, a large number of individual surface elements are
loaded, particularly with the IGES format. If a file appears in 3D mode, you can
easily recognize the surfaces with their delimiting lines as created in the CAD file.

If you select the create surface borderscreate surface borders box, the missing inner edges are also
converted from the delimiting lines. These lines are assigned a pen of their own in
the 2D illustration.

Clicking CancelCancel allows you to exit the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box. All changes are
rejected. Clicking OKOK applies the current setting status to the projection. The
settings are applied until the next change is made.

OptionsOptions forfor ProjectionProjection TypeType ofof ShadedShaded

If you have selected shadedshaded for the 3D Projection3D Projection, you can select various criteria in
the shadedshaded dialog box that can be used to save the raster image in
Arbortext IsoDraw format.

Click OptionsOptions in the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box. The shadedshaded dialog box appears as
depicted below:
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ResolutionResolution

Enter the required resolution here. The resolution defines how many pixels are
present per inch (dpi = dots per inch). The higher the resolution, the better the
quality. This however, also rapidly increases the size of the file at the same time.

ImageImage DepthDepth

Select here whether the drawing is to be converted into black/white or one of the
color modes. The image depth (bit depth) option essentially allows you to control
how many different colors the Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess file can contain. A
line-art drawing can only contain black or white pixels. Color images are limited to
256 colors (8 bits) or any of the settings up to and including 16.7 million colors.

LayerLayer

Specify here whether object information is to be taken over during conversion. The
LayerLayer that is to be entered here refers to the layers where objects within the file
structure are located. Assemblies (objects) can contain subassemblies etc. Every
icon in front of an object indicates a layer.

If 1 is entered next to LayerLayer, all object information is discarded. All the objects are
located on one layer. If you wish to preserve object information including all layers
from the 3D-mode file, you must count the layers in the object window and enter
the total next to LayerLayer.

NoteNote

Once the file has been converted with a sufficient number of layers, each object in
the raster image can be individually selected and edited.
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OptionsOptions forfor ProjectionProjection TypeType ofof RemoveRemove HiddenHidden LinesLines

If you have selected remove hidden linesremove hidden lines for 3D Projection3D Projection, you can select the pens
to be used for the lines in the OptionsOptions dialog box next to the setting for the
insertion of inner edges. Under OptimizeOptimize you can specify the type of elements with
which the illustration is to be saved in Arbortext IsoDraw format. Click OptionsOptions in
the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box. The following dialog box appears:
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ThinThin LineLine ThresholdThreshold

This is where you can specify at which transitions between the triangular surfaces
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess is to set thin lines, or inner edges.

NoteNote

If you are importing or placing IGES files, the number of possible inner edges is
also determined by the Tessellation AccuracyTessellation Accuracy setting.

The value in the display box has no unit and is used as a preference for internal
calculations. You can enter values between 1 and 100. The higher (coarser) the
value is set, the fewer inner edges are inserted. You can enter the value directly or
use the slider.

You can see the results of your settings in the current drawing in 3D mode before
initiating the conversion process. Particularly when working with large amounts of
data, this has the advantage that you can see a preview of the converted drawing
without needing to delay the conversion process. The drawing must be depicted in
HLRHLR display mode to do this. To make the new setting visible on the drawing, close
the OptionsOptions dialog box by clicking OKOK.

PensPens

This allows you to select the penspens to be used for outer and inner edges. Select the
pen for the outer edges in the for thick linesfor thick lines pop-up menu. Select the pen for the
inner edges in the for thin linesfor thin lines pop-up menu.

OptimizeOptimize

There are three ways of selecting how elements from 3D data are to be defined as
elements in Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess.

If you select as linesas lines, the 2D illustration will only contain lines in the form of
unconnected elements. If you select as polylinesas polylines, several lines which follow on
from each other are grouped together into polylines. Selecting as Bézier pathsas Bézier paths

converts those elements of the 3D data, which follow on from each other into a
Bézier path. Conversion to Bézier paths gives you the best results in terms of
contour accuracy for the illustration. What is more, the number of elements is far
lower than for line elements, what facilitates subsequent operation and also reduces
storage requirements.

If you click the generate ellipses box, the elements that together make up an ellipse
form are converted into an ellipse. The ellipses generated in this way optimize the
2D illustration and are easier to use subsequently.
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OptimizeOptimize forfor SpeedSpeed

If you click the Optimize for speedOptimize for speed button, simplified calculations are carried out in
some cases during conversion. This accelerates the conversion process.

FactoryFactory SettingsSettings

If you click the Factory settingsFactory settings button in the OptionsOptions dialog box, the settings in
this window will be set to the selections recommended by the manufacturer.
Experience has shown that these factory settings will deliver excellent Technical
Illustrations for most 3D data.

Clicking CancelCancel exits the OptionsOptions dialog box. All changes are rejected. Clicking
OKOK applies the current setting status to the projection. The settings are applied until
the next change is made.

ShowShow OptionsOptions DialogDialog BeforeBefore ConvertingConverting toto 2D2D

Selecting this box calls up the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box for the projection to a 2D
illustration when you click the camera button in the toolbar. There you can change
the settings for the current projection as specified in the 3D Options3D Options preferences
dialog.

NoteNote

You should select the dialog display if you wish to import unknown 3D data or
need to convert very extensive data into 2D. This allows you to change the setting
preferences prior to projection.

3D3D EditingEditing PreferencesPreferences

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The 3D Options3D Options panel in the PreferencesPreferences dialog box includes the 3D editing
preferences, Transformations include invisible partsTransformations include invisible parts and Show bounding boxShow bounding box (for
3D sets in 2D mode).
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3D3D ModeMode TransformationsTransformations IncludeInclude InvisibleInvisible PartsParts

Select Transformations include invisible partsTransformations include invisible parts if you want to 3D mode
transformations applied to both selected visible parts and any invisible parts they
contain. Supported 3D transformations include: 3D Move3D Move, RotationRotation, ReflectionReflection, and
ScaleScale. If this setting is cleared (default), invisible parts inside of transformed 3D
objects will not be transformed.

NoteNote
ScaleScale transformations of hidden parts also apply to placed 3D objects that were
projected into 2D with keep 3D datakeep 3D data selected in the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box. (See
Projection into an Illustration on page 695.)

ShowShow BoundingBounding BoxBox forfor 3D3D SetsSets

Select Show bounding boxShow bounding box under 3D sets3D sets if you a want to display a bounding box
for each placed 3D set in 2D mode. The bounding box line color matches the 1.1.
colorcolor setting in the GridGrid preferences panel. (See Grid on page 110.)

NoteNote

3D set bounding boxes are not displayed in 2D PreviewPreview mode.

If Show bounding boxShow bounding box is cleared (default), bounding boxes for 3D sets are not
shown in 2D mode.

The example below shows two placed 3D sets with bounding boxes in 2D mode
after 3D projection into 2D with keep 3D datakeep 3D data and Show bounding boxShow bounding box selected.
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ChangingChanging 3D3D EditingEditing PreferencesPreferences inin thethe PreferencesPreferences FileFile

You can optionally change Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess 3D editing preferences
by editing the Arbortext IsoDraw preferences file, IsoDraw 7.2
Preferences.prf. This file contains your preference settings in text format.
Arbortext IsoDraw saves this file with your current preference settings each time
you exit the application. The file is saved in the Application Data folder for
your user name by default; for example, d:\User Profiles\username
\Application Data\PTC\IsoDraw\Preferences\IsoDraw 7.2
Preferences.prf.

To change 3D editing preference settings, open the IsoDraw 7.2
Preferences.prf file with a text editor and find the setting you want to
change under CADprocess Preferences, then change its value.

For example, to change the settings for 3D editing preferences, TransformationsTransformations
include invisible partsinclude invisible parts and Show bounding boxShow bounding box, open IsoDraw 7.2
Preferences.prf and edit the values for
CADprocess_TransformInvisible3DSubObjects and
CADprocess_Show3DsetBoundingBox.

Allowed values for these settings are 0 and 1.

For CADprocess_TransformInvisible3DSubObjects:

00 (Default) Invisible parts inside of transformed objects will
not be transformed.

11 Invisible parts inside of transformed objects will be
transformed.

For CADprocess_Show3DsetBoundingBox:

00 (Default) bounding boxes for 3D sets are not shown in 2D
mode.

11 Bounding boxes for 3D sets are shown in 2D mode (when
not in PreviewPreview mode).

The preferences file excerpt below shows these preference settings in the last two
lines of the CADprocess Preferences section.

############################################
# CADprocess Preferences:
CADprocess_3DProjectionFlags: 16962
CADprocess_SmoothValue: 50
CADprocess_ThickPen: 1
CADprocess_ThinPen: 3
CADprocess_Resolution: 72
CADprocess_ShadedLevel: 1
CADprocess_RenderSmoothAngle: 60
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CADprocess_TesselAccuracy: 50
CADprocess_Show3DProjectionDialog: 1
CADprocess_TransformInvisible3DSubObjects: 0
CADprocess_Show3DsetBoundingBox: 0
############################################

BrowserBrowser WindowWindow

The Browser WindowBrowser Window preferences panel allows you to specify which folders
are to appear in the browser window. You can set the folder selection for the
browser window using the options.

OptionsOptions

InputInput FoldersFolders

All selected folders appear in the display box along with their storage location
path.
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AddAdd

Clicking this button opens the following Browse for FolderBrowse for Folder dialog box:

Select a folder from here. The folder is displayed in the browser window along
with all subfolders and files. When OKOK is clicked, the selected folder is adopted
into the list of input folders. Click CancelCancel to quit the dialog box without adopting a
new selection.

EditEdit

Select an entry in the display box for Input foldersInput folders. Clicking the EditEdit button opens
the same Browse for FolderBrowse for Folder dialog box as when AddAdd is clicked. If the selected
folder is currently saved in another location you can search the folder. Clicking OKOK

updates the link to the folder.

DeleteDelete

Select an entry in the display box for Input foldersInput folders. Clicking the DeleteDelete button
removes the folder from the list in the display box.

TimeoutTimeout

The value next to TimeoutTimeout specifies the interval at which the selected input folders
are to be searched and updated.
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RecurseRecurse SubdirsSubdirs

Selecting this option specifies that the files in all the subfolders within the selected
input folders are also to be displayed in the browser window.

AnimationAnimation

The settings on this AnimationAnimation preferences panel affect animations.

StepsSteps

DefaultDefault DurationDuration

The value that is entered specifies how long an animation is to last. The default
duration thus specifies the amount of time it takes to execute the step. The value
also applies to pauses within an animation. If you are editing an animation, the
value shown here is preset. You can change the value for each step and pause as
you like in the animation dialog.
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TimelineTimeline

ScaleScale

The timeline is divided into seconds. The graduation of the timeline are stretched
or drawn together depending on the value entered here. The TimelineTimeline dialog box
enables you to alter the preset value according to the requirements of your
animation.

MiscellaneousMiscellaneous

The settings on this miscmisc preferences panel influence different areas in
Arbortext IsoDraw. All settings are treated as program preferences.

StepsSteps forfor UndoUndo

Here you enter the max. number of operations which can be undone.

NoteNote

The number of operations which can be undone is treated as a program preference.
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Arbortext IsoDraw saves as many operations as you specify at this point. You can
use the menu commands UndoUndo and RedoRedo to undo these operations in the reverse
sequence or steps or to redo them after they have been undone (for further
information refer to the descriptions in these sections).

NoteNote

Increasing the number of operations does not have any retroactive effect. In other
words, you cannot cause operations to be saved which are older than the number of
steps originally set.

Since saving earlier operations can be very memory-intensive, you should not set
the number too high. It is generally advisable to limit the number of steps to be
undone to three.

AutomaticAutomatic SaveSave

This lets you define whether you want to allow automatic saving or not. If the box
is checked, use the PeriodPeriod box to enter the interval at which automatic saving is to
be performed.

NoteNote

Regular automatic saving is treated as a program preference.

PreviewPreview

The settings under PreviewPreview determine if ISO drawing files are saved with an
embedded (TIFF bitmap) preview image or not. They also let you adjust the values
of TIFF preview image properties.

If an ISO file has an embedded preview, the preview image will appear:

• In the OpenOpen dialog box when PreviewPreview is selected and you click the ISO file
name. (To display the OpenOpen dialog box, choose FileFile ▶▶ OpenOpen ▶▶ Open FileOpen File.)

• In Windows Explorer when you choose ViewView ▶▶ ThumbnailsThumbnails and open the folder
that contains the ISO file

PreviewPreview preference settings are described below:
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GenerateGenerate previewpreview
• When selected, Arbortext IsoDraw generates a TIFF

preview image of your drawing and saves it in the
drawing ISO file. The preview updates whenever you
save changes to your drawing.

• When cleared, no preview is generated. Saving an ISO
file that has a preview while Generate previewGenerate preview is cleared
removes the existing preview.

FixedFixed widthwidth
(This setting is only available when Generate previewGenerate preview is
selected.)

• When selected, you can type a width for the TIFF
preview image and select the width units. The height is
set proportionally. (Previews are typically displayed as
thumbnails or in small frames, so the default width is
256 pixels.)

• When Fixed widthFixed width is cleared, the preview image will fit
the width of the frame it is displayed in, with a height
proportional to the displayed width.

TIFFTIFF previewpreview
imageimage settingssettings

Click OptionsOptions to open the TIFFTIFF dialog box and adjust image
settings for the TIFF preview. These are the same image
settings as those under ExportExport on the TIFFTIFF preferences panel.
The factory settings in this dialog box are different, however.

For example, the default ResolutionResolution is 72 dpidpi for TIFF
previews and 200 dpidpi for (typically larger) exported TIFF
files. The factory settings for TIFF previews are also
optimized for black and white line art rather than color
renderings.

For TIFF image setting descriptions and instructions, see the
TIFF section in your Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange
Reference.

Embedding a preview image will increase the size of an ISO drawing file. File size
is most affected by the dimensions and complexity of the ISO drawing and the
value of the preview image’s ResolutionResolution (dpidpi) setting.

NoteNote

To find out how much an embedded preview increases the size of an ISO file, save
the ISO file without a preview, then save it with a preview under a different file
name. Compare the sizes of the two files.
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InternetInternet

Here you can set the time interval for automatically checking whether a new
program version is available. This setting is enabled when the program is next
started up. If a new program version is available, a message appears when starting
the program.

When you click the Check now!Check now! button, the program checks immediately whether a
new program version is available.

SecuritySecurity

The Security preferences panel contains preferences for securing your files.

You may sometimes not want other Arbortext IsoDraw users to read or edit your
files. In this case, you can protect your files with a password. Files that are
protected with a PasswordPassword can only be opened with an Arbortext IsoDraw version
which uses the same password.

For a password-protected file, a closed red padlock symbol appears in the bottom
window bar, on the left next to the size selection menu.
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NoteNote

Only make an entry at this point if you actually want to use a password! Note the
password somewhere safe. If you want to open a protected Arbortext IsoDraw file
later, you will first need to enter the password.

To protect your files, enter the password in the dialog box. If you confirm with OKOK,
the password will become effective. If you click CancelCancel, the dialog box is closed
and no changes are performed. Once the password is in place, all subsequent
Arbortext IsoDraw files will be password-protected. You will also open
Arbortext IsoDraw files saved with this password.

To cancel password protection, delete the entry in the dialog box.
Arbortext IsoDraw files will then be saved without password protection. However,
you can then be unable to open any Arbortext IsoDraw files which are password-
protected.

PreferencesPreferences forfor FileFile FormatsFormats
There are various options you can set when importing different formats. For this
reason, a dialog box will appear every time you open an IGES file, for instance.
This lets you check your preferences and change them if necessary.

If you want to load several files in the same format using the same settings, you
can bypass this window. The preferences panel of the format in question contains a
check box Show dialogShow dialog. If this box is checked, the dialog box will be displayed,
otherwise not.

Options are also available when exporting files. These are set on the preferences
panel. You can also change these options by clicking the OptionsOptions box in the FileFile

menu in the ExportExport dialog box.
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The CGM Export preferences panel shows the settings for exporting files
in CGM format.

You can find a description of the import and export preferences for the individual
formats in the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.
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ObjectObject ListList

In this Object listObject list preferences panel you can define the preferences for
exporting object lists. You can also change the settings defined here by clicking on
the OptionsOptions box in the FileFile menu in the ExportExport dialog box.

WriteWrite asas Tab-Tab-DelimitedDelimited FileFile

Selecting this option exports the object list of the current file with the selected
attributes as a tab-delimited text file. For instance, the file can be used again for a
database. You can also use an object list to prepare the generation of callouts in the
object window.

The settings for element names cannot be selected with this option.

The filename extension .txt is added.

WriteWrite asas XMLXML FileFile

With this setting, an XML file with the selected attributes and element names is
exported for the objects. An XML file of this type provides the option of saving
data regarding graphic objects outside the graphic. The files generated can be used
in XML companion files and opened and edited by all XML-compatible programs.
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The filename extension .xml is added.

AttributesAttributes

Along with the IDs, names and object tips, additional attributes can also be saved
for the object list in both file types.

AttributesAttributes asas XMLXML Attributes/Attributes/AttributesAttributes asas XMLXML ElementsElements

Object attributes can be copied as XML attributes or as elements in their own right.

ElementElement NamesNames

The object typeobject type is generally used as the element name. However, you can also
enter your own element designations for name elements, layer elements and file
elements under UseUse otherother.

AdministratorAdministrator

The Administrator preferences panel enables you to lock each preferences
panel individually.

Settings on a locked preferences panel cannot be changed until the panel is
unlocked through this AdministratorAdministrator preferences panel. If you select PasswordPassword
protect the 'Administrator' panelprotect the 'Administrator' panel on the AdministratorAdministrator preferences panel, this panel
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can only be opened by entering the password. This prevents impermissible changes
to the defined settings on the preferences panels by program users not authorized to
make those changes.

LockLock PanelsPanels

The symbols for all preferences panels appear in the symbols list with a padlock in
front of them. When you click on LockLock, the preferences panel selected in the
symbol bar can no longer be accessed. The padlock then appears closed. To open
the padlock, select UnlockUnlock. Locking and unlocking can also be performed with a
mouse click.

When a locked preferences panel is selected, Arbortext IsoDraw jumps
automatically to the AdministratorAdministrator panel. The locked preferences panel can be
unlocked here directly, without having to enter a password. However, if the
AdministratorAdministrator panel itself is protected with a password, this must first be entered in
the dialog box. Only then does the AdministratorAdministrator panel appear.

PasswordPassword ProtectProtect thethe AdministratorAdministrator PanelPanel

When this option is selected, a dialog box appears.

When you enter a password here and confirm with OKOK, the AdministratorAdministrator

preferences panel can no longer be accessed without a password. If this panel
needs to be called up again later by clicking on the symbol, the password entry
dialog box appears again. When the password has been entered, the preferences
panel appears as normal.

The password is stored in a separate file in the Program\Preferences folder.

NoteNote

Only select the password option when you particularly want to protect preferences
panels! Note the password somewhere safe. If you want to open the protected
AdministratorAdministrator panel later, you will first need to enter the password.
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AdministrationAdministration ofof PreferencesPreferences

All preferences are saved in several files. Some files are created while installing the
program, others are defined by Arbortext IsoDraw or yourself.

There are two directories where you can find preferences files:

• The program directory: Arbortext-IsoDraw-install-path\PTC
\Arbortext IsoDraw X.X\Program\… of Arbortext IsoDraw

• Your user directory: Arbortext-IsoDraw-install-path\PTC
\Arbortext IsoDraw X.X\…

The Arbortext IsoDraw \Program folder is created during installation. The
program file IsoDraw.exe is located in the Program folder. In this folder you
will find several subfolders which you must not delete. These subfolders include
the preferences files among other things.

The user directory can be found in different locations depending on the operating
system you are using. It can normally be found in the area where your user profile
is saved.

NoteNote

The easiest way to find the location is to start Arbortext IsoDraw once and shut it
down again, so that the files will be created. Then search for the Arbortext-
IsoDraw-install-path\PTC\ folder.

The PTC folder also contains several subfolders, which correspond to the ones in
the Program folder.

NoteNote

You can find a detailed description of all folders and files in the guide, Installing
Arbortext IsoDraw.

There now follows a summarized description of the folders with important notes.

PreferencesPreferences DirectoryDirectory

In this user directory folder you will find the file IsoDraw Preferences.prf.
It contains the user settings which you have defined with the command
PreferencesPreferences. You must not change this file, it is recreated by Arbortext IsoDraw
each time the program is quit.

The folder of the same name in the program directory contains the definition files
for object information These files are installed along with various DTDs.

NoteNote

The files webcgm.dtd and grexchange.dtd must not be changed because
they contain the descriptions of the defined object models of the corresponding
standard.
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There might be more DTDs, which have been installed by you. More details on
how to define DTDs can be found in Select DTD on page 294.

Arbortext IsoDraw defines special preference files for different formats. In these,
complex or rarely used preferences are described. This includes for example the
color tables for DXF and DWG or the font tables for different formats. These files
are only created in the Preferences folder of the user directory if you have
clicked the Create PRF fileCreate PRF file button for the relevant format in the PreferencesPreferences dialog
box. The files can be modified with a text editing program. The file names begin
with Opt and end with .prf, e.g. OptCGM.prf for CGM.

PatternsPatterns DirectoryDirectory

In this directory the Arbortext IsoDraw files are saved which contain the
definitions for hatchings and bitmap patterns. Together with the program the files
Standardhatchings.iso and Standardpatterns.iso are installed.

NoteNote

The standard hatchings must not be modified, as they are required for the CGM
data exchange.

There might be more files with hatchings or bitmap patterns, which have been
created by you. More details on how to define hatchings and bitmap patterns can
be found in Show Fill Window on page 408. Some files can be archived in both the
user directory and program directory.

TemplatesTemplates DirectoryDirectory

In this directory Arbortext IsoDraw files are saved which are used as templates.
Further information on template files can be found in New on page 17. Some
template files can be archived in both the user directory and program directory.

ExtensionsExtensions DirectoryDirectory

Arbortext IsoDraw plugins are saved in this directory. For example the file for the
Batch ToolBatch Tool is installed here (in the program directory). The functionality of
Arbortext IsoDraw can be enhanced with plugins such as these.

DocumentsDocuments DirectoryDirectory

You can find the online documentation for Arbortext IsoDraw in this directory (in
the program directory).

LibraryLibrary windowwindow DirectoryDirectory

All Arbortext IsoDraw files that contain library drawings are saved in this
directory. The prepared library files are installed along with the program.
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There might be more files with library drawings that have been added by you.
More details on how to create library files can be found in Show Library on page
440. Some library files can also be archived in the user directory.

MacrosMacros DirectoryDirectory

All files that contain macros are saved in this directory (in the user directory).
These files are saved in the user directory folder when the program is exited.

More details on creating macros can be found in Macros on page 460 and in the
separate Arbortext IsoDraw Macro Language Reference.

Which Folder Comes First?

When installing Arbortext IsoDraw the preferences are created in the PTC program
directory. These preferences are available for all users that launch this program
version. The PTC directory is created after the software is first launched. It
contains the preferences files and user-specific files saved by the program.

If Arbortext IsoDraw does not have access to a user directory, the preferences in
the program folder are used. This is especially important if Arbortext IsoDraw is
installed on a server. In this case, you should install all DTDs, preferences files,
templates, bitmap patterns, hatchings and Plug-ins which you want to make
available to all users in the program directory.

Only the preferences of the individual user are saved in the PTC user directory.
This is where you can archive templates or patterns that can only be accessed by
this user.

During startup Arbortext IsoDraw reads the preferences from the user directory
first and then the preferences from the program directory.
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ElementElement MenuMenu

Element Info............................................................................................................ 155
Arrange .................................................................................................................. 158
Convert................................................................................................................... 160
Optimize ................................................................................................................. 162
Paths...................................................................................................................... 165
Advanced Tools....................................................................................................... 172
Find Ellipse ............................................................................................................. 184
Close Ellipse ........................................................................................................... 186
Group ..................................................................................................................... 187
Ungroup ................................................................................................................. 188
Mask ...................................................................................................................... 189
Release Mask ......................................................................................................... 190
Lock ....................................................................................................................... 190
Unlock All ............................................................................................................... 191
Hide ....................................................................................................................... 191
Repeat (Repeat Command)...................................................................................... 191
Delete Transformation.............................................................................................. 192
3D Transformation ................................................................................................... 193
Edit Image .............................................................................................................. 198
Transparency .......................................................................................................... 216

Most commands in the ElementElement menu can be selected by keyboard commands. If
there is a key combination command code, it is indicated next to the command
text.
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The figure shows which commands in the ElementElement menu can be selected using a
command code.
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ElementElement InfoInfo
You can use this dialog box to read the orientation and extent of the elements.
There are also specific Element infoElement info dialog boxes for callout elements, element
groups, placed elements and objects. The displays in the Element infoElement info window can
be viewed. The element settings can be changed.

ElementElement InfoInfo forfor anan ElementElement
Select an element and choose EditEdit ▶▶ Element infoElement info:

NoteNote

Information on the orientation and extent can only be called up for an individual
element.

The extent of the elements can also be read directly from the dimensions bar at the
bottom of the window. If an element is active, up to four dimensions will be
displayed. The active element type determines which, and how many, dimensions
appear in the dimensions bar.

Each element type has a specific dialog box. Refer to the relevant descriptions in
the sections on elements to see how these dialog boxes are structured and what
setting options are available for the various element types.
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ElementElement InfoInfo forfor aa CalloutCallout ElementElement
Select a Callout element and choose EditEdit ▶▶ Element infoElement info:

The style used and the style options for the element are shown here. You can
change the settings of the text options. When you change settings, the style of the
invoked element is overwritten.

The general settings for a style are performed in the attribute window. You can find
a description of the setting options in Show Attribute Window on page 352.
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If the Callout element is a connected callout, you can view information about its
connected objects, such as Object IDObject ID and Object NameObject Name, under Connected ObjectsConnected Objects.
If multiple objects are connected to this callout, click the arrow buttons under
Connected ObjectsConnected Objects to view information for the next or previous connected object.
(See Callouts Connected to Objects on page 568.)

NoteNote

You cannot edit the object information under Connected ObjectsConnected Objects in this ElementElement
infoinfo dialog box. If you want to change connected object information, see Object
Info on page 223 and Editing Objects with Connected Callouts on page 570.)

ElementElement InfoInfo forfor GroupsGroups
For groups, the following information is displayed:
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DialogDialog BoxBox forfor ElementsElements withoutwithout theirtheir OwnOwn ElementElement
InfoInfo
Text elements do not have their own element info. In this case, you will see the
following dialog box:

ArrangeArrange
Each element you create is allocated to the currently active layer. It is positioned in
front of all other elements on this layer. The elements created first are always
located at the back, with the more recent ones at the front. It is often the case that
older elements are hidden either partially or completely by newer ones.
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Use the four submenu commands to change the sequence of the elements within
the layer. Use Bring to frontBring to front and Send to backSend to back to move the selected element(s) -
including groups - in front of or behind all the other elements in the layer,
depending on the command chosen.

If you select Bring forwardBring forward or Send backwardSend backward, the selection will be positioned in
front of or behind the next element of the layer, depending on the command
chosen. You can scroll using these commands until the selected element is at the
required position between the other elements. This is particularly useful where
there are a number of overlapping elements.

This repositioning procedure does not affect the assignment of the elements to their
various layers. This naturally also applies if several elements belonging to different
layers are repositioned relative to the other elements in a single operation. In each
case, the sequence changes separately within the layers concerned.

NoteNote

The position of the layers relative to each other influences the appearance of the
drawing but is not changed by the commands. You can move entire layers with the
commands in the WindowsWindows menu using the LayersLayers window.
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ConvertConvert
The commands available in submenu ConvertConvert allow you to convert elements into
their component parts. The submenu offers three conversion options: intointo
elementselements, into Bézier partsinto Bézier parts, or into polylinesinto polylines.

ConvertConvert intointo ElementsElements

The command ConvertConvert ▶▶ into elementsinto elements converts elements into their component
parts. The element types that can be converted using this command are polylines,
rectangles, inner threads, outer threads, polygons and callouts.

Select the element you want to convert and call up the command. You will now get
a series of individual elements which initially are grouped together after
conversion. If you ungroup these by selecting menu command UngroupUngroup, you can
then edit the individual elements. The descriptions of the relevant elements will tell
you which individual elements will be obtained from the original elements.

This function can be useful, for example, if you want to remove part of a thread
with the Delete partDelete part command. A thread cannot be edited in this form. Therefore it
is necessary to convert it first into individual elements.

NoteNote

Once you have converted an element you cannot restore it to its original state.
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ConvertConvert intointo BézierBézier PartsParts

All elements can be broken down or converted into Bézier parts. Do this by
selecting an element and then choosing ConvertConvert ▶▶ into Bézier partsinto Bézier parts. You will get
elements consisting of Bézier paths.

ConvertConvert intointo PolylinesPolylines

You can also convert Bézier paths to polylines. Select one or more Bézier paths
and then choose ConvertConvert ▶▶ into polylinesinto polylines.

A further dialog box appears before the conversion:

If you confirm with YesYes, all Bézier paths will be converted to polylines. Any
handle points are disregarded during the conversion.

If you click NoNo, Bézier paths with handles will not be converted. Consequently,
where several selected Bézier paths are converted simultaneously, only those
Bézier paths containing no handles are converted to polylines.

The CancelCancel button allows you to exit the command without making any changes.

NoteNote

Additional conversion options exist for ellipses, inner threads and outer threads.
The Element infoElement info dialog box lets you convert any element from this group into any
other element of the same group. (See Element Info on page 155.)
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OptimizeOptimize
The problem which often occurs when importing CAD data is the poorly suited
structure of the drawing for the illustration. Polylines are often used to represent
circles, ellipses or curves. Polylines are adjoining line segments which are intended
to approximate a curve. They are imported as polylines if they consist solely of
straight segments. Otherwise, they are converted into Bézier paths. Elements of
this type are naturally much more complex to edit than, for example, ellipses
drawn in Arbortext IsoDraw . An additional disadvantage is the large volume of
data involved.

For cases of this type, Arbortext IsoDraw offers five optimization functions which
attempt to generate better elements from polylines.

The Remove covered elementsRemove covered elements command will help you reduce the size of the file.

CircleCircle

Select a polyline or a Bézier path which looks like a circle or part of a circle, then
choose ElementElement ▶▶ OptimizeOptimize ▶▶ CircleCircle. Arbortext IsoDraw now calculates whether all
element points of the selected element lie close enough to an arc. If this is the case,
the circle is generated. Several polylines or Bézier paths can also be optimized
simultaneously. After optimization has been performed, the old elements lie
grouped in front of the circles. Check that the contours of the new circles lie
precisely enough on the old elements. Delete the group if they do. Only the circles
then remain on the illustration.
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EllipseEllipse

The EllipseEllipse variant functions in a similar way to the circle optimization. In this
case, of course, ellipse-shaped polylines or Bézier paths need to be selected before
you call up the command.

NoteNote

Optimization to an ellipse can only be performed if the selected polylines or Bézier
paths are closed.

SmoothSmooth

The smoothing function is applied to polylines or Bézier paths which cannot be
converted to circles or ellipses. First select the polylines or Bézier paths, then
choose ElementElement ▶▶ OptimizeOptimize ▶▶ SmoothSmooth. For each selected element,
Arbortext IsoDraw now calculates a curve which approximates the element as
smoothly as possible and uses the fewest number of points. Here, too, the old
elements are grouped together in front of the newly generated Bézier curves.

OptionsOptions (for(for Smoothing)Smoothing)

Use the OptionsOptions command in the submenu to specify how strongly the elements are
to be smoothed. The default tolerance is 0.1 mm. If you select a larger value, the
smoothing function is more vigorous. With a smaller value, a smoothing function
takes place which is more precise and in line with the contour flow. The tolerance
value specifies how far the smoothed curve may be from the original polyline.

Enter the required value. If you click ResetReset, the default value is restored.
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The CancelCancel button allows you to exit the command without making any changes.
If you confirm your entry with OKOK, the value will be used for the smoothing
function.

NoteNote

The smoothing function employs an approximation procedure for the calculation.
The result may therefore not agree with your expectations, especially for rough
smoothness tolerance values. Sharp corners in the curve profile may be quite
desirable, they may nevertheless be smoothed out. Remember: The lower the value
you select for the tolerance, the more elements the drawing will contain. Typical
values lie in the range 0.5 mm to 0.01 mm / 0.02 to 0.001 inches.

AutomaticAutomatic

The fourth function in the OptimizeOptimize submenu attempts to generate enhanced results
from selected polylines or Bézier paths by repeated optimization. The following
successive steps are performed:

Firstly, successive checks are made to determine whether circles, parts of circles or
ellipses can be generated from the selected elements. The remaining polylines are
then smoothed.

DeleteDelete CoveredCovered ElementsElements

The last function in the OptimizeOptimize submenu deletes elements which are covered by
filled areas and are therefore hidden. This is the case, for example, if you use white
areas to cover specific parts of an illustration.

Select the filled elements hiding the elements you want to delete. Select all the
elements if you want to optimize the entire illustration. If you now apply the
RemoveRemove coveredcovered elementselements command, all the elements are checked to determine
whether they are covered in full or in part by one of the selected areas. If this is the
case, the element will be deleted either entirely or in part.
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This is not the case with elements which have been locked or are located on locked
layers. The procedure is different for elements which themselves are filled. These
are only deleted if they are covered completely (see graphic at bottom right of
preceding page).

NoteNote

Before applying the function, you should save the file under a new name, since
Arbortext IsoDraw will be unable to reconstruct the deleted areas of your
illustration afterwards.

PathsPaths
In the PathsPaths submenu, you will find four commands. Using the commands JoinJoin
polylinespolylines and Join BéziersJoin Béziers, you can join several polylines or Bézier paths to form a
single path. The Generate contourGenerate contour command generates an outer contour from
selected elements. The Create compound pathCreate compound path command allows you to punch holes
in filled areas.

JoinJoin PolylinesPolylines

This command allows you to combine several lines or polylines to a single line.
Various starting scenarios are possible:

1. You want to join two lines to create a single polyline which is not closed. To do
this, use the arrow cursor to click first one end of one line and then one end of
the other line. The two points will appear selected (in the second selection
color in color mode, in black on a monochrome screen). The two lines are
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interlinked automatically at these two end points when you choose ElementElement ▶▶
PathsPaths ▶▶ Join polylinesJoin polylines.

2. You want to join two or more lines to produce a single line path which is
closed. To do this, select the required lines and choose ElementElement ▶▶ PathsPaths ▶▶ JoinJoin
polylinespolylines.

If you click OKOK in the dialog box which then appears you will generate a closed
line path.
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NoteNote

It is advisable when joining several lines to apply the procedure set out under 1.
several times in succession. Only then can you unambiguously determine which
ends are joined to each other.

The new elements produced by connecting lines are always assigned to the layer
which is currently active.

Bézier paths are not taken into account when a line path is being created.

JoinJoin BéziersBéziers

This command lets you combine several Bézier paths to form a single path.
Various starting scenarios are possible:

1. You want to join two Bézier curves to create a single Bézier path which is not
closed. To do this, use the arrow cursor to click first one end of one Bézier
curve and then one end of the other Bézier curve. The two points will appear
selected (in the second selection color in color mode, in black on a
monochrome screen). The two curves are interlinked automatically at these two
end points when you choose ElementElement ▶▶ PathsPaths ▶▶ Join BéziersJoin Béziers.

2. You want to join two or more Bézier curves to produce a single Bézier path
which is closed. To do this, select the required Bézier curves and choose menu
command ElementElement ▶▶ PathsPaths ▶▶ Join BéziersJoin Béziers.
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If you click OKOK in the dialog box which then appears you will generate a closed
Bézier path.

NoteNote

It is advisable when joining several Bézier curves to apply the procedure set
out under 1. several times in succession. Only then can you unambiguously
determine which ends are joined to each other.

3. You have (also) selected elements which are not Bézier paths. After choosing
menu command Join BéziersJoin Béziers you will be reminded that no points of a Bézier
path have been selected.
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If you want to have a closed Bézier path as the outcome, click button OKOK. A
new dialog box will appear which will ask you whether you want to convert
the selected elements into Bézier paths.

If you confirm here with YesYes, all elements affected are converted to Bézier
curves. An attempt is then made to close the curves. Several closed paths may
result depending on the form of the individual elements.

If you click NoNo, only the selected Bézier parts are joined. The non-Bézier
elements remain unaffected. Several closed paths can also result here.

The CancelCancel button allows you to exit the command without making any
changes.

NoteNote

The new elements produced by connecting Bézier paths are always assigned to
the layer which is currently active.

GenerateGenerate ContourContour

This command lets you generate the outer contour for selected elements. The result
is a Bézier path which forms the boundary of the area enclosed by the elements.
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The contour can only be located if the selected elements enclose an area. The
following examples show the elements and the resulting areas:

The illustrations which follow show typical cases where the contour cannot be
located.

To generate a contour, select the required elements, then choose ElementElement ▶▶ PathsPaths ▶▶
Generate contourGenerate contour. Arbortext IsoDraw automatically generates the outer contour as
a Bézier path. If a fill has been chosen, the path will be displayed with this fill. The
path lies in front of the selected elements. To display the lines of the original
elements, move the contour path into the background using ElementElement ▶▶ ArrangeArrange ▶▶
SendSend toto backback.
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The located outer contour is ideal for isolating a group of elements against the
background. Fill the contour with the color white and position it behind the
elements in the group. Now group the contour and the elements lying in front of it.
You can now place the group in front of other elements in your illustration without
these being visible.

You often may not want the lines of other objects in your illustration to extend
right up to the lines of the group you want to isolate against the background. In this
case, create a new pen of color white and approximate thickness 2 mm. Assign this
pen to the outer contour. The two graphics show how this pen covers elements
behind it.

CreateCreate CompoundCompound PathPath

Use this command to punch holes in filled areas. All starting elements are
converted into a single Bézier path which describes the entire filled area.
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Select a filled element and one or several smaller elements which lie in the filled
area. It must be possible to fill these elements, i.e. they must be able to have their
own fill. Then select the command from the menu.

The filled area now consists of a Bézier path which encloses all contours. By
connecting the interior contours with the external contour, the holes are produced.

AdvancedAdvanced ToolsTools
In the ElementElement ▶▶ Advanced toolsAdvanced tools submenu, Arbortext IsoDraw provides two
special tools which facilitate completely new ways of working. The displayed
solids have a depth until they are finished; you are therefore no longer working
only in 2D planes.

Using Advanced toolsAdvanced tools ▶▶ Shaft toolShaft tool, you can create complex shafts and gear parts
easily and quickly. The drawing is made up of segments, or drawing sections. Each
segment has a depth and should therefore be regarded as a solid during creation.
The form of each shaft segment can be selected directly. There are different
variations available as segments, such as gear wheel or key. This means that you
can put the drawing together segment by segment. All dimensions can be inspected
and changed in entry fields at any time.

Using Advanced toolsAdvanced tools ▶▶ Extrusion toolExtrusion tool automatically generates a 3D body from a
2D view. Using the 3D transformation function, the display can be changed like a
3D object. While you are working with the tool on the drawing, you can make as
many changes as you like and use the 3D transformation function. This tool
enables profile types, e.g. from a 2D CAD file, to be converted very easily into
perspective solid views.

ShaftShaft ToolTool
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If you select the Shaft toolShaft tool command in the submenu, a dialog box appears.

At the top of the window, you will find information on the shaft. At the bottom,
you can select the form of the shaft segments in the pop-up menu. The dimensions
which can be modified appear next to the pop-up menu, depending on your
selection.

Click on CancelCancel to leave the dialog box. All drawn segments will be lost. A click
on OKOK finishes the work with the Shaft toolShaft tool. The drawing now consists of the
typical 2D elements in Arbortext IsoDraw . The ThickThick and ThinThin pens are
automatically assigned to the inner and outer edges. After leaving the dialog you
can no longer modify this drawing with the Shaft toolShaft tool.

StartingStarting thethe DrawingDrawing

You have chosen ElementElement ▶▶ Advanced toolsAdvanced tools ▶▶ Shaft toolShaft tool. The cursor changes into a

DrawingDrawing cursor. Drag an ellipse. This ellipse is the starting element for your
drawing.

NoteNote

Since the angle and the size of the ellipse cannot be changed subsequently, make
sure you consider the orientation of the drawing and which diameter the shaft is to
start with.
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You will now see an ellipse on the drawing sheet with three dragging points. The
outer points are used to change the diameter. By dragging the dragging point in the
center, you can give the segment depth.

UseUse ShaftShaft ToolTool toto CreateCreate DrawingDrawing fromfrom SegmentsSegments

Each ellipse with its three dragging points represents a shaft segment. You can
change the diameter and drag the ellipse perspectively into a solid (segment).
When you click on the button next to the entry field for the diameter, the diameter
of the ellipse is reset to that of the last segment. When you click on NewNew, the work
on the segment is complete. The DeleteDelete button deletes the most recently created
segment. Every time the button is clicked a further segment is deleted.

The variation of the segment can be selected from the pop-up menu. As long as the
segment is active, you can change the dimensions as much as you like. Most of the
segment's dimensions can be changed directly via the dragging points. These and
all other dimension changes can be entered in the entry fields. On the active
segment, you also have the option of changing from one variation to another.

If you have clicked on NewNew, the ellipse with the dragging points becomes a new
shaft segment.

On the next few pages, you will find the variations.

Using the technical drawing, you will see easily which letters belong to which
dimensions in the associated entry field.

ShaftShaft SegmentSegment –– Standard,Standard, asas aa ShaftShaft EndEnd

You have selected the Shaft toolShaft tool. Drag an ellipse of diameter 20 mm. The first shaft
segment has a diameter of 20 mm, as can be seen in the entry box next to
DiameterDiameter. Click on the central dragging point. The drawing cursor turns into an

arrow tip . Holding down the mouse button, drag the mouse over the drawing
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area. The segment is dragged. At the same time, a dynamic dimension display
appears and the LengthLength value in the shaft entry field changes. Release the mouse
once the dimension is shown as 30 mm. The StandardStandard shaft segment is finished.

If you wish to draw a shaft end, drag the central dragging point to e.g. 10 mm and
change the diameter to 30 mm using one of the external points. The connection
lines between the ellipses run obliquely. The end of the shaft is finished. Click NewNew

to start a new segment.
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ShaftShaft SegmentSegment –– Key,Key, RoundRound

You have selected the Shaft toolShaft tool and drawn an ellipse of diameter 30 mm. Drag the
segment from the central dragging point to 40 mm. Select Key, roundKey, round from the pop-
up menu. A keyway with several dragging points appears on the shaft segment.
The center of the keyway lies laterally at 45°. The angle depends on the
perspective plane of the ellipse. At the same time, the entry fields with the
changeable dimensions for the Key, roundKey, round variation appear.

The changeable dimensions of the keyway are shown in the front plane drawing.

Dimension L1L1 gives the start of the keyway in relation to the starting ellipse.

Dimension L2L2 gives the total length of the keyway.

The width of the keyway is determined by dimension WW.

The depth of the keyway can be changed in the entry field for dimension TT.
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Use the angle aa to rotate the keyway around the circumference of the shaft
segment. If you enter a positive value, the keyway will rotate counterclockwise,
while a negative value will rotate the keyway in clockwise direction. The effect of
your angle entry depends on the major axis on which you have created your
drawing. The effect of your angle entry depends on the major axis on which you
have created your drawing.

Except for the keyway depth TT, you can also change all dimensions using the
dragging points. To do this, click on a dragging point. The drawing cursor turns

into an arrow tip . Holding down the mouse button, drag the mouse over the
drawing area. Once you have reached the desired position, release the mouse
button. While you are moving the dragging point, the current dimension is shown
in the associated entry field. Use the foremost dragging point on the keyway to
change the keyway's starting position (L1L1). If you move the point, you will see a
dynamic auxiliary ellipse. Using the rearmost dragging point, you can change the
total length of the keyway (L2L2). Here too, a dynamic auxiliary ellipse accompanies
the movement.

If you drag from the central point, you will see a line representing the angle of
rotation, alongside an angle value. The angle value initially shows 0 and lies at
45°. Use the handle on the outer edge of the keyway to change the keyway's width
(WW).
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ShaftShaft SegmentSegment –– GearGear WheelWheel

You have selected the Shaft toolShaft tool and drawn an ellipse of diameter 30 mm. Drag the
segment by the central point to 40 mm. Select Gear wheelGear wheel from the pop-up menu.
The shaft segment turns into a gear wheel. At the same time, the entry fields for the
changeable dimensions of the Gear wheelGear wheel variation appear.

The changeable dimensions of the gear wheel are shown in the first front plane
view. In both other drawings, the effect of the angle aa is displayed symbolically.

Dimension DD specifies the root circle on the gear wheel. This diameter corresponds
to that of the shaft segment.

Dimension DD specifies the root circle on the gear wheel. This diameter corresponds
to that of the shaft segment.

The entry in the entry field next to nn specifies the number of teeth at the
circumference.

Dimension hh specifies the height of the teeth (2 X h + D = outer diameter of the
gear wheel).

The value at aa specifies by how many degrees the rear gear wheel is rotated in
relation to the front gear wheel. This corresponds to the angle of inclination for
helical gear wheels. If you enter a positive value, the rear gear wheel is rotated
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counter-clockwise. This gives a helical gear wheel with counter-clockwise twist. If
you enter a negative value, the rear gear wheel rotates clockwise. This gives a
helical gear wheel with clockwise twist.

The first example shows a helical gear wheel with counter-clockwise twist, the
second a helical gear wheel with clockwise twist.

For the gear wheelgear wheel shaft segment, all the dimensions are changed in the entry
fields. On the drawing, you will only find the handles familiar from the StandardStandard

shaft segment for the diameter and the length of the shaft segment.

ExtrusionExtrusion ToolTool
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The Extrusion toolExtrusion tool automatically generates a 3D solid from a 2D view. You can
then change the extent and use the command 3D Transformation3D Transformation to select any
perspective you like for the solid. The tool is ideal for profile-type solids, which
exhibit the same contour over their entire length.

With this tool, all elements in the 2D view have the same depth.

GenerationGeneration

Select all elements in the 2D view that you wish to convert into a solid.

Select the command Extrusion toolExtrusion tool in the pop-up menu. The view appears with a
depth as the solid on the Z-axis of the current grid. The solid is displayed hollow.
Using the two handles front and back, you can change the depth of the solid. If you
zoom in closer, you will see that the edges of the solid are shown in the correct
distribution of inner and outer edges using thick/thin lines. It does not matter which
pens were assigned to the 2D view before editing.
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If you wish to change the length of the solid to the rear, click on the rear move

point. The drawing cursor turns into an arrow tip . Holding down the mouse
button, drag the mouse over the drawing area. The length of the solid changes
depending on the direction in which you move the mouse. The solid becomes
longer or shorter. The area with the front move point does not change orientation.
You can use the front move point to change the length of the solid in the same way.
The area with the rear move point does not change orientation.

If you hold down the SHIFT key and click the free drawing area with your mouse,
the following dialog box appears:

Here, you can change the settings. If the ShowShow box is checked, each change will be
applied immediately so that you can check the effect of the change.
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The DepthDepth field displays the current value of the solid’s depth. Negative values
appear if the solid has been dragged backwards. Positive values appear if it has
been dragged forwards. You can subsequently change the value for the solid’s
depth in the entry field and by using the handles, provided that the Extrusion toolExtrusion tool is
active.

If you check the Closed cutsClosed cuts box, all covered corners on the solid are hidden.
Provided the Extrusion toolExtrusion tool is active, you can undo the Closed cutsClosed cuts option at any
time. After the projection has been completed, the option last selected will be
displayed. If the depth value is positive, the solid will only be closed at the rear
end.

The entries will be applied if you click OKOK. Click CancelCancel if you wish to use the
settings which were in use before the dialog box was opened.

ChangingChanging thethe PerspectivePerspective inin 3D3D ModeMode

As long as work with the Extrusion toolExtrusion tool has not been concluded, it is possible to
switch to 3D mode3D mode and use the tools and menu commands that are available in 3D
mode. Descriptions of the 3D-mode functions can be found in 3D Transformation
on page 193.
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Select menu command 3D transformation3D transformation in the ElementElement menu. The body appears
in 3D mode on the three axes of the coordinate system.

If you have completed the change and wish to go back to using the Extrusion toolExtrusion tool,

press the CameraCamera button.

NoteNote

You can then continue to perform any changes and also return to 3D mode before
exiting the projection.

QuittingQuitting thethe ProjectionProjection

Click an empty part of the drawing area. The following dialog box appears:

If you click the box next to Find elliptical arcsFind elliptical arcs, all Bézier paths with an elliptical
form appear as segments of an ellipse.
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NoteNote

If you want to add to a drawing of a rotational body, you should select this option.
Working with elliptical elements is easier and more precise.

Clicking NoNo lets you quit this dialog box and continue editing the projection.

Clicking YesYes terminates the projection process. The elements are then projected
into their final positions.

FindFind EllipseEllipse
This command allows you to generate the ellipses which match a plane and an
angle in this plane.

Select an ellipse or ellipse segment in the original plane and also select a line
pointing in the direction of the required minor axis (smallest diameter of an
ellipse). Then select the command. Enter the desired diameter in the dialog box
which appears.
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Holding down the SHIFT key when selecting the menu command in this situation
will generate an ellipse lying perpendicular to the direction specified by the line. At
the same time, short line segments appear which are set at a right angle to the
starting line.

A third option is also available to you. If you select the command while holding
down the ALT key, three ellipses and two line segments will be generated. The line
segments indicate the right angle suitable for the starting line, while the ellipses are
the precise ellipses for these angles.

The ellipses in the illustration have been moved so as to show their relationship
with the axes more clearly.

The newly generated elements such as ellipses and line segments are assigned to
the layer which is currently active.

NoteNote

The rules used for specifying ellipses are defined by the geometric relationships in
the parallel perspective. However, the Find EllipseFind Ellipse function can also be applied
when you are working with other perspectives, e.g. when tracing photographs.
While a photograph uses the central perspective, the various items depicted
generally lie so close together that the automatically generated ellipses can be
tolerated.
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The command ElementElement ▶▶ Find EllipseFind Ellipse allows you to immediately generate virtually
all the ellipses you require for drawing in parallel perspectives. The following
examples show typical situations in which ellipses have to be found. For greater
clarity, the original ellipse and the line creating the angle are shown in dark gray
while the resulting ellipses and axis segments appear in light gray. The button used
for the created ellipse can be seen next to the figures.

FindFind EllipseEllipse or F11

SHIFT+FindFind EllipseEllipse

ALT+FindFind EllipseEllipse

CloseClose EllipseEllipse
You can use this command to turn ellipse segments back into complete ellipses.

The complete ellipse once again has the line thicknesses characteristic of a new
ellipse.
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Select the ellipse segments and then call up the command.

GroupGroup
You can combine as many elements as you like into a group.

Select the elements you want to include in the group by holding down the SHIFT
key while you click the elements one by one or use the selection rectangle. Then
select the command.
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Arbortext IsoDraw treats groups as a single unit. As soon as you select an element
of the group, the entire group will be activated and can thus, for example, be
moved en bloc.

Groups can also be combined with other elements or groups to form new groups.

NoteNote

When created, a group is always assigned to the layer which is currently active.

UngroupUngroup
The menu command UngroupUngroup is the opposite of the GroupGroup command.

A number of elements or groups which have been combined into a single group are
treated as a single element. However, if you later want to edit individual elements
of this group, the group must first be ungrouped.

To do this, select the group in question and call up the command. The elements
contained in the group can then be accessed individually.
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NoteNote
UngroupUngroup releases only the last grouping level. If a group which is to be ungrouped
contains other nested groups, these will be retained.

When ungrouping a group note that any existing Object info will be lost. If you
only want to change elements in a group, you do not need to ungroup them first.
You can select an element from a group using the Direct selectionDirect selection tool.

You will often have to work with nested groups. In these cases, a group contains
various additional subgroups. If you hold down the SHIFT key when selecting the
UngroupUngroup command, both the selected group and all its subgroups will be
ungrouped.

MaskMask
You can use the contour of an existing element to hide other elements either in full
or in part. This procedure is called masking and the contour used becomes the
mask. Only those parts of a masked element are shown which lie inside the mask.
All elements that can be filled can be used as masks.

Select all the elements you want to mask by holding down the SHIFT key while
you click them one after the other, or use the selection rectangle. Then select the
command.

The cursor changes into a maskmask cursor. Now click the element you want to use
as a mask. All element parts which do not lie within the area of the mask are
hidden. All masked elements are assigned automatically to the layer in which the
mask is located.

You can also insert elements into the mask subsequently. Select the elements in
question and then perform the steps described above.
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NoteNote

Only a small number of file formats support the use of masks. If you want to
export your illustration to a format other than EPSF, you should not use masks.
You can find further information on this subject by referring to the explanations of
the various file formats in the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.

ReleaseRelease MaskMask
The menu command Release MaskRelease Mask is the opposite of the MaskMask command.

A number of elements which have been masked are treated as a single unit.
However, if you later want to edit individual elements of this mask group, you
must first release the mask.

To do this, select the mask and call up the command. The elements contained in
the mask can now be accessed individually.

NoteNote
Release MaskRelease Mask releases only the last masking level. If a mask which is to be
released contains other nested masks, these will be retained.

LockLock
You can use this menu command to lock individual objects on a layer. The locked
objects remain visible on the screen but can no longer be activated or edited.

Where drawings are complex and involve numerous individual elements, it can be
extremely useful if some of the elements are made inaccessible to the arrow cursor,
thereby preventing them from being moved inadvertently, for example.

NoteNote

If you have organized your drawing into layers, you can easily lock all the
elements on a given layer in a single operation by using the setting options offered
by the layer window (see Show Layer Window on page 345.
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UnlockUnlock AllAll
This command allows you to unlock elements in a drawing. Selecting Unlock allUnlock all

means that all elements you locked earlier are once again fully accessible for
editing.

If command HideHide had been selected, the elements will become visible again.

NoteNote
Unlock allUnlock all only unlocks those elements which have been locked with the LockLock

command. Elements on locked layers are not affected.

HideHide
The HideHide command allows you to blend out elements which have been locked
before (see Lock on page 190). The elements naturally remain part of the drawing.

If HideHide is selected, this is indicated by a check mark in front of the menu
command. By selecting the command again you can make the hidden objects
reappear on the screen and the mark disappears in the menu.

One advantage of this function is that hidden elements do not need to be included
in the screen redraw. This saves time where complex drawings are involved.

NoteNote

If you have organized your drawing into layers, you can easily hide all the
elements on a given layer in a single operation by using the setting options offered
by the layer window.

HideHide only conceals those elements which have been locked with the LockLock

command. Elements on locked layers are not affected.

The HideHide option is disregarded when saving a file. When you re-open a file, all the
elements are displayed on the screen regardless of the settings in the last working
session.

RepeatRepeat (Repeat(Repeat Command)Command)
The RepeatRepeat command which can take various designations can be used to repeat
the last command.

The menu entry is termed Nothing to repeatNothing to repeat after Arbortext IsoDraw is started and
cannot be selected.
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As soon as you have performed one of the transformations; movemove, rotaterotate, reflectreflect or
scalescale, or have generated a parallel path, this command is renamed accordingly:

Select an element and call up the command. The command performed earlier is
repeated on the selected element (which can be different to the original element).

When repeating transformations, it is unimportant how you performed the original
transformation. An element can be moved, for example, with the mouse, keyboard
or the MoveMove dialog box. Repeat moveRepeat move results in the transformation being repeated
precisely on the selected element.

This repeat function is saved until you perform one of the commands again. The
last command performed is always provided for the repeat function.

NoteNote

If you have performed a transformation and have created a copy of the transformed
element at the same time, a copy is also created when the repeat is performed.

You can define the number of transformations to be performed by calling up the
menu command while holding down the SHIFT key. Enter the frequency in the
following dialog box and confirm your entry with OKOK.

The transformation will be repeated the specified number of times. A copy of the
elements initially selected will be transformed with each repeat.

DeleteDelete TransformationTransformation
This command can be used to return text elements or placed documents edited with
transformation tools to a straight front view.
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Select the elements concerned and then call up the menu command.

3D3D TransformationTransformation
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

When working in 3D mode, you can use both the projection tools RotationalRotational
surfacessurfaces in the toolbox and Extrusion toolExtrusion tool in the ElementElement ▶▶ Advanced toolsAdvanced tools

submenu. Selecting the 3D Transformation3D Transformation menu command switches to 3D mode.
You can use the tools and commands to change elements in 3D mode. The tools
and commands that are available are described in brief here.

NoteNote

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

Further information on the tools that are mentioned can be found in Working in 3D
Mode on page 671).

NotesNotes onon ImportingImporting andand PlacingPlacing 3D3D DataData
NoteNote

Imported 3D data that has been converted into a 2D Arbortext IsoDraw file using
the keep 3D datakeep 3D data projection type can be returned to 3D mode via the 3D3D
TransformationTransformation command.

Placed 3D files can also be returned to 3D mode and edited further there using the
3D Transformation3D Transformation menu command. The different ways that placed 3D CAD data
can be edited are described in detail in Place on page 42.

All the tools and commands available in 3D mode can be used in both cases (see
Working in 3D Mode on page 671).
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UsingUsing ProjectionProjection ToolsTools andand 3D3D TransformationTransformation
TogetherTogether
Provided the transformation is not complete, you can switch to 3D mode from one
of the tools named above. The switch between 3D mode and a projection tool can
be made as many times as you like. First, select the elements you wish to edit.
Then select either Rotational SurfacesRotational Surfaces or Extrusion ToolExtrusion Tool. You can now edit the
elements using these tools. Provided this tool is still active, you can select
command 3D Transformation3D Transformation. You will see this from the green points which you
use to manipulate the elements.

Choose ElementElement ▶▶ 3D Transformation3D Transformation. The elements appears in 3D mode on the
three axes of the coordinate system. You can now perform changes in 3D mode
using the tools. The functionality of these tools will be explained in full below. If
you have finished editing the drawing in 3D mode, switch back to the active
projection tool and you can carry out further changes to the drawing. A description
of the projection tools can be found in Advanced Tools on page 172 and Rotational
Surfaces on page 613.
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ToolsTools inin 3D3D ModeMode
The projection tools work in the background with 3D data. To enable you to
harness all the possibilities offered by 3D data, 3D mode3D mode appears when you select
3D Transformation3D Transformation, just as it does when importing 3D data. You then have the
option to change the perspective and position of the elements.

3D mode differs from the normal window in that a coordinate cross appears in the
center of the drawing area. The axes are labeled X, Y and Z and represent the
coordinate system for the loaded elements.

Unlike with a normal Arbortext IsoDraw drawing, which is 2D and cannot
therefore be moved in space, elements which have been generated using the
projection tool can now be edited in 3D. Various tools and commands are available
to do this.

ToolsTools fromfrom thethe ToolboxToolbox
As you can see, most of the tools are unavailable in 3D mode. The arrow cursor
(without the direct selection arrow cursor) and the three transformation tools are
available for editing the drawing.
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You can find descriptions on how these tools are used in 3D mode in the sections
devoted to the individual tools, located after the descriptions of their usage outside
3D mode.

MenuMenu CommandsCommands
In principal, all menu commands that are not unavailable can be used. In 3D mode
in particular, you can use the ProjectionProjection and DisplayDisplay commands from the WindowWindow

menu These menu commands are described in separate chapters.

You can find information on the changing functionality of certain menu commands
when used in 3D mode in the sections that deal with those commands.

ToolsTools inin thethe ToolbarToolbar

CenteringCentering ToolTool

Clicking the CenteringCentering tool aligns the elements so that the coordinate origin is
at the center point of all elements.

ExtentExtent ToolTool

To obtain an overview of all the elements, the entire drawing can be brought into

the field of vision. Clicking the ExtentExtent tool displays the entire drawing on the
screen.

If you first align the drawing on the coordinate system with the CenteringCentering tool you
can easily create an overview during your work.
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3D3D MoveMove ToolTool

This tool allows you to rotate the drawing manually. After selecting the 3D Move3D Move

tool click on the drawing area. If you move your mouse while holding down
the mouse button, you can rotate the drawing around all the axes of the coordinate
system simultaneously. Imagine your hand is lying on a ball that you are rolling
over a table. If you move the mouse in the same way, the elements will be rotated
in the same way as the ball. You do not have to select a specific axis if you want to
rotate freely in space in this way.

ThreeThree 3D3D AxisAxis SelectorsSelectors

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You can use the three 3D axis selectors to create a free axis in the coordinate
system in addition to the X, Y and Z axes. For example, this is very helpful if you
want to bring the drawing into a defined position.

3D3D SelectSelect axisaxis (through(through thethe origin)origin)

3D3D SelectSelect axisaxis (based(based onon aa path)path)

3D3D SelectSelect axisaxis

NoteNote

Detailed information on the three 3D axis selectors and particularly on how the
generated axis is defined for the drawing can be found in Working in 3D Mode on
page 671.

Select a 3D axis selector3D axis selector. Now click on an element in the drawing. When you have
hit the element, an additional blue axis appears. The direction of this axis
corresponds to that of the selected element. The arrow indicates the positive
direction of the axis.

If you now select elements on the drawing with the arrow cursor, you can then
move the selected elements on the free axis you created.

Alternatively, you can edit the selected elements with the transformation tools from
the toolbox.

A free axis remains enabled and visible until an axis in the coordinate system has
been selected or another free axis has been specified.
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DisplayDisplay OptionsOptions

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You can use the two selectable symbols to select both display modes from the
toolbar instead of using the DisplayDisplay menu command in the WindowWindow menu. The

symbols refer to: WireframeWireframe and HLRHLR . Display on page 457
describes how these display modes differ.

CameraCamera ButtonButton forfor 2D2D ProjectionProjection

When you have completed your work in 3D mode, return to the active projection

tool using the CameraCamera button. Click the CameraCamera button. You can now continue
working on the projection.

EditEdit ImageImage
The Edit imageEdit image command allows you to edit image elements. Image elements are
created if you open a file containing a pixel graphic (e.g. a TIFF file).

Select an image element and call up the command.

After calling up the command, the selected image element is given a thick border
and a mark appears in front of the command in the menu. This shows that you are
now in image editing mode for the selected image element.
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At the same time, the toolbox disappears from the screen, and the pixel palette is
displayed instead. The additional ColorsColors window also appears. Using the tools
provided in the pixel palette, the colors in the ColorsColors window and the commands in
the pop-up menu of the ColorsColors window, you can now edit the image.

While you are in image editing mode, you cannot edit any other elements. Select
the Edit imageEdit image command again to terminate editing of the image element. Image
editing is terminated automatically if you switch to another program.

NoteNote

To use one or more image elements as a tracing template, assign the elements in
question to the background layer. You can influence the appearance of these
templates by using the background display options (see Preferences on page 108).
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DescriptionDescription
Unlike most of the other elements in Arbortext IsoDraw , image elements contain
raster data, as described earlier. These are usually the result of a manual illustration
or a photo being scanned in and saved as a TIFF or BMP file, for example. They
may, however, originate from a drawing or image processing program.

Image elements are distinguished by the attributes of their pixel data. In other
words, the appearance and quality of the printout are defined by the image typeimage type,
resolutionresolution and sizesize.

ImageImage TypeType

There are three different types of image elements which you generally specify
during the scanning stage. These are

Line-Line-artart imagesimages
Line-art images contain only black and white pixels. They are best suited for
scanned illustrations which are to be electronically processed at a later stage.

GrayscaleGrayscale imagesimages
Grayscale imagescan only contain pixels with gray values. It is possible to
have up to 256 different gray values. Photos are normally scanned as grayscale
images.

ColorColor imagesimages
In color images, the number of colors that can be used depends on the bit
depth. The bit depth governs how much memory an individual pixel can
occupy. 8-bit images can generate 256 colors, while 16-bit or 24-bit images can
generate from several thousand to 16.7 million different colors.
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ResolutionResolution andand SizeSize

When you scan an image, you define the quality of the scan in terms of its detail by
the resolution you choose. The resolution specifies how many dots are scanned per
inch (dpi = dots per inch). The higher the resolution, the better the quality of the
printout - but only if the printer is capable of producing this high resolution on
paper.

The size of the file increases rapidly as you increase the resolution. For this reason,
you should make sure that you choose an appropriate resolution for the quality you
require.

Take, for example, a photograph 100 mm wide scanned at 300 dpi. If you change
the resolution subsequently, the size will also change and vice versa. It is thus
possible to enlarge the size of the displayed image to a width of 200 mm, for
example. Doubling the width halves the resolution to 150 dpi.

GenerationGeneration
Image elements cannot be generated in Arbortext IsoDraw itself but can be
introduced by opening a file in a specific pixel format or by copying the element
from another Arbortext IsoDraw illustration.

After being opened, the pixel graphic is positioned as an image element in a new
window. It can be imported into other drawings without any difficulties. To do so,
select the image element with the arrow cursor. Then choose CopyCopy or CutCut from the
EditEdit menu. Open the file into which you want to paste the image element. Then
select the PastePaste command there.

SelectingSelecting
You select image elements by clicking the element.

ModifyingModifying withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor
You can move image elements anywhere in your drawing with the arrow cursor by
first clicking the element and then moving it to a new position while holding down
the mouse button.

If you hold down the SHIFT key during this process, the direction in which you
can move the element is restricted to the major axes of the current grid and the
horizontal axis.

If Grid SnapGrid Snap or Element SnapElement Snap has been activated, the element points snap to the
nearest element points or grid points.
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FormForm
An image element possesses no contour or fill that can be changed by using the
commands in the AttributesAttributes window.

ElementElement InfoInfo
The Element infoElement info dialog box allows you to change all of the settings relating to an
image element. Select an image element and call up the Element infoElement info command in
the ElementElement menu.

NoteNote

The Element infoElement info dialog box can only be called up for a single element.

You can perform changes by making entries in the respective fields or by making
selections from the pop-up menus. These changes will be displayed roughly in the
preview box at the upper right.

CurrentCurrent

This section displays the current width, height and resolution of the image element.
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NewNew

You can enter new values for the width, height and resolution in this section. The
changes are always made in proportion to each other, i.e. if you change the width,
the height and resolution will change accordingly. The pop-up menus allow you to
set the unit of measurement of your choice.

ImageImage TypeType

You can change the type and depth of the image in this section.

Dither/Dither/ThresholdThreshold

If you have changed either the type or bit depth of the image element, you can
specify how this conversion is to be implemented by clicking one of the two
buttons. This is important since, after you have made a number of changes, you
will no longer be able to display all the color information contained in the original
image element, e.g. if you switch from grayscale to line art.
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If you select the Threshold 50%Threshold 50% option, the program assigns each color value or
gray value of the old image element to a value which is available in the new image
element. This means that, for example, when converting from grayscale to line art,
each pixel of a photo can only be either black or white.

The DitherDither option uses a different technique. After selecting this option,
Arbortext IsoDraw attempts to retain the impression of the grayscale by using pixel
patterns. Generally speaking, you obtain better results with the DitherDither option.
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QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

You can confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Clicking the CancelCancel button quits the
dialog box without applying any changes you have made.

You need special tools for this type of image editing which you can find in the
pixel palette and the pop-up menu of the ColorsColors window.

First, select a single image element with the arrow cursor and then choose ElementElement
▶▶ Edit imageEdit image. The image element is placed inside a black frame. You are in image
editing mode as long as this frame is visible.

You can exit image editing mode by choosing ElementElement ▶▶ Edit imageEdit image again.
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NoteNote

You can only apply the UndoUndo function to the entire image editing session and not to
individual actions you perform during image editing.

ImageImage EditingEditing
The method used for editing raster (pixel) data differs greatly from that used for
editing vector data such as lines or ellipses. Whereas you can change the path of a
line by moving an end point, in an image element you need to delete the old line
pixel by pixel in order to add a new line.

PixelPixel PalettePalette

SelectingSelecting PixelPixel AreasAreas

You also have a selection rectangle and a lasso at your disposal in image editing
mode. Choose the SelectionSelection tool from the pixel palette. Now click the image

element and drag the selection rectangleselection rectangle . As soon as you release the mouse
button, you will see a floatingselection. This is an area of pixels which is
highlighted by an outline. This area can now be moved with the cursor or edited in
other ways. For example, you can copy the selection onto the clipboard or modify
it using the rotation, reflection and scale functions.

You can call up the lasso by holding down the ALT key while selecting the pixels.
As soon as you click an image element outside the selection, the selection is
deselected again. The pixels are then pasted into the actual image.

PixelPixel PenPen

You can use the Pixel PenPixel Pen for performing minor repairs to image elements.
Select this tool from the pixel palette and click the image element concerned. Move
the mouse as you wish. While doing so, you will see the individual pixels being
colored in with the active pixel color. Now release the mouse button.
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Double-clicking on the Pixel PenPixel Pen in the pixel palette opens up the following dialog
box:

Here, you can change the width of the Pixel PenPixel Pen. Click OKOK to confirm your entry
or CancelCancel to close the dialog box without making any changes.

LineLine ToolTool

You can use the LineLine tool to draw a straight line on the image element. Select
the tool from the pixel palette and click on the image element. Move the mouse in
the required direction. While you are moving the mouse, you will see that a
straight line is being dragged in the direction of movement. The line will be drawn
in the active pixel color. Release the mouse button when the line has reached the
required length.

The orientation of the line you are dragging depends on whether grid alignment is
switched on or not. This method of working corresponds to the LineLine tool in the
toolbox. This also applies for grid snap and element snap, and the dynamic
dimension display when dragging the line. You can find a detailed description of
this in Line on page 484.

Double-clicking the LineLine tool in the pixel palette opens up the following dialog
box:

Here, you can change the width of the line. Click OKOK to confirm your entry or
CancelCancel to close the dialog box without making any changes.

EraserEraser ToolTool

You can use the EraserEraser tool to delete pixel areas at will. Select this tool from
the pixel palette and click the image element concerned. As you move the mouse,
all the pixels located below the EraserEraser tool will be deleted.
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Double-clicking the EraserEraser tool in the pixel palette opens up the following dialog
box:

Here, you can change the width of the EraserEraser tool. Click OKOK to confirm your entry
or CancelCancel to close the dialog box without making any changes.

NoteNote

Zooming in to magnify your illustration allows you to delete with greater
precision, whereas the further you zoom out from the image, the larger the area
becomes which you can delete in one movement.

BucketBucket ToolTool

The BucketBucket tool allows you to apply the active pixel color to pixel areas with
the same color values. Select this tool from the pixel palette and click the area
which you would like to color in. The new color will be poured into the selected
area. For this reason, you must also make sure that the area to be filled is closed on
all sides, otherwise the color will also run into areas you don't want to color.

PipettePipette

The PipettePipette tool is used for measuring the color value of a pixel. Select this
tool from the pixel palette and click the image element concerned. This will make
the color value of this pixel the active pixel color. The color will be shown as the
active color in the ColorsColors window.

When using the pixel PenPen, LineLine tool and BucketBucket tool, you can switch temporarily
to the PipettePipette by holding down the ALT key. This enables you to select a new pixel
color without having to quit the tool. As soon as you release the key, the tool
becomes active once again.

RotationRotation

Image elements are rotated in the same way as other elements with the RotationRotation

tool. You must first select the element to be rotated. You can then proceed to
rotate the selected element as described in Rotation on page 630.

NoteNote

Perspective rotation of pixels is not possible.

Rotating pixel areas gives rise to white areas which enlarge the floating selection.
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ReflectionReflection

Image elements are reflected in the same way as other elements with the ReflectionReflection

tool. You must first select the element to be reflected. You can then proceed to
reflect it as described in Reflection on page 635.

NoteNote

Perspective reflection of pixels is not possible.

ScaleScale

Image elements are also scaled in the same way as other elements with the Scale

tool. You must first select an element which is to be scaled, before you can
proceed to scale it. You can then proceed to scale it as described in Scaling on page
639.

ColorsColors WindowWindow
The ColorsColors window appears as soon as you start editing an image.

Throughout this process, you are provided with the colors from the RGB space.
You can use the color slider to set your desired color.

If you have selected a color, this selection will become the active pixel color. This
color is used by the Pixel PenPixel Pen, the LineLine tool and the BucketBucket tool.

If you click on the arrow at the right-hand side of the box, a pop-up menu appears
with commands for creating additional effects when editing images.
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Pop-Pop-upup MenuMenu forfor ImageImage EffectsEffects inin thethe ColorsColors
WindowWindow

ChoosingChoosing CommandsCommands fromfrom thethe Pop-Pop-upup MenuMenu forfor ImageImage EffectsEffects

The commands in this menu give you additional options for editing the raster
image. The command is always applied to the selected area.

InvertInvert

This command inverts the pixel values over either an entire image or a selected
area. This lets you convert a positive image to a negative one or to turn a scanned
negative into a positive.
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Brightness/Brightness/ContrastContrast

This command allows you to change the overall values for brightness and contrast
over either an entire image or a selected area. The following dialog box appears
when this command is selected:

The current values are displayed in numerical form and can be changed by means
of the sliders. You can check your setting in the preview box on the right. Positive
values increase brightness and contrast, negative values reduce them. Clicking
UndoUndo resets the value changes to 0. Confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Click
CancelCancel to quit the dialog box.
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FindFind ContoursContours

This command detects the contours of an image or image section. The program
searches for marked differences in brightness and outlines these with lines. This
function will help you in tracing contours.

NoteNote

You can improve the quality of the generated contour by defining a higher
resolution for the image element.

SoftenSoften

The SoftenSoften function softens excessively prominent contours. It reduces the contrast
between the pixels to produce a smooth overall impression. This command too can
be applied to either the entire image or an image section.
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SharpenSharpen

The SharpenSharpen function has the opposite effect of the SoftenSoften function in order to
create a better contrast or lend greater clarity to an image. It increases the contrast
between the pixels to produce a sharper overall impression. This command too can
be applied to either the entire image or an image section.
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CropCrop

This command allows you to cut out a section of an image. Select the required
image section using the selection rectangle and call up the command. The required
section will be cut out and appear on the screen, the rest of the original image
disappears. The new image size depends on the cropped area.

PastePaste TransparentTransparent

When this command is activated the floating selection will become transparent, in
other words, all the white pixels will appear transparent. You can thus paste copied
parts without the white background of the selection hiding the rest of the image.
The command remains active until you select it again to deactivate it. A check
mark indicates the command is active.
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SomeSome HintsHints
At this point, we would like to give you a few tips on handling scanned
illustrations and photos. These are probably the most common reasons for working
with image elements.

IntegratingIntegrating ScannedScanned IllustrationsIllustrations

In most cases, ink drawings of old illustrations will be available in formats which
are far larger than the formats normal scanners can handle. In this case, it is
advisable to make a paper print which has already been reduced in size. When
scanning the drawing, you should be aiming to achieve the size you want for your
printout. If, for example, you are scanning a line-art graphic with a scale of 1:1 and
want to print it out again afterwards in the same scale, you should then select a
resolution of 300 to 400 dpi. On the other hand, you can reduce the resolution if
you are scanning with a larger scale than you actually want to print out later.

TemplatesTemplates

Templates are placed on the background layer where they are displayed in the
selected background color (see Preferences on page 108). Generally speaking, a
150-dpi resolution - and often even less - is adequate for tracing. Earlier versions
of Arbortext IsoDraw only displayed templates with 72 dpi.

Particular care should be taken not to choose a resolution which is higher than
necessary, as this will slow down the screen redrawing process.

ExportingExporting IllustrationsIllustrations withwith ImageImage ElementsElements

The combined use of raster and vector graphics in the same file is only possible in
a small number of formats (e.g. EPS, MIF, Interleaf ASCII and CGM). If you are
unable to use these, export the file in TIFF format. This format can be read by most
programs.
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NoteNote

You will find information about the individual formats in the
Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.

TransparencyTransparency
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You will find two commands in the TransparencyTransparency submenu. Using the ImageImage
transparencytransparency command, you can set image elements or areas of image elements to
transparent. The Remove 3D transparencyRemove 3D transparency command is used in 3D mode to remove
transparent areas of objects.

ImageImage TransparencyTransparency
Image elements are created if you open a file containing a pixel graphic (e.g. a
TIFF file).

Select an image element for the application of image transparency and call up the
command. The following dialog box appears once you have selected this
command:

You have the option of selecting whether the raster image is to be set to
transparent. Confirm your selection by clicking OKOK. Click CancelCancel to quit the dialog
box.
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For a raster image, the background generally consists of white pixels. If you wish
to colorize certain areas, e.g. in a scanned raster image, the white pixels hide the
color. If you then move the colored area forward, areas which should be visible
will be hidden.

The examples above shows the raster image with white and transparent
backgrounds. The gray bushing is visible without any of the outer edges of the
bushing being hidden.

NoteNote

The transparency will always be taken into account on the screen and when
printing out. If you export a file, the transparency is lost in most formats.

The following formats take the transparency into account:

• EPS

• Adobe Illustrator

• CGM

Information on the setting options can be found in the
Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.

RemoveRemove 3D3D TransparencyTransparency (in(in 3D3D Mode)Mode)
The 3D transparency tools can be used to make freely selectable areas of selected
objects or surfaces transparent. They can be used to make areas (objects or
surfaces) that lie behind other areas visible too.

3D3D transparenttransparent rectanglerectangle

3D3D transparenttransparent freefree shapeshape
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If you want to make transparent areas of objects or surfaces visible again, select the
relevant objects or surfaces. Select the Remove 3D transparencyRemove 3D transparency command. All the
transparent sections of the selected objects or surfaces are then immediately
removed.
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A number of commands in the ObjectsObjects menu can be selected by means of
keyboard commands. If there is a key combination command code, it is indicated
next to the command text.
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The figure shows which commands in the ObjectsObjects menu can be selected using a
command code.

NoteNote

Menu Lock 3D interactionLock 3D interaction applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

The commands in the ObjectsObjects menu allow you to assign specific information to an
element and to prepare an illustration for use in interactive catalogs or manuals.
The term object stands for an individual element or a group of elements which
have a special meaning for your work.

Before we look at the individual commands, let us first take a look at what this
information is used for.
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WhatWhat areare Objects?Objects?
When you draw with Arbortext IsoDraw , you generate individual elements such
as lines and ellipses etc. You can group these together to simplify the process of
working with large numbers of elements. If you draw a page of a spare parts
catalog, you will generally create a group for each individual spare part containing
all the elements belonging to this group.

These groups are not named, however, due to their large numbers.
Arbortext IsoDraw is therefore unable to identify a specific group.

For this reason, Arbortext IsoDraw allows you to assign a name or identification to
this group. This allows you to search for this group and identify it unambiguously.
An element or a group to which you have assigned such additional information is
known as an object.

WhyWhy DoDo WeWe NeedNeed Objects?Objects?
Let's assume you have created an exploded view illustration for a spare parts
catalog. Now you assign a name to each spare part drawn. You use the spare parts
number of the part concerned for the name.

This provides a basis for managing this data in a database. How you can do this
will be dealt with later. Let us first take a look at how you can use this data.

You could, for example, write this information to a text file which would then
contain a list of all the parts drawn on the illustration. This list could then be
loaded into a database which manages your archive. This allows you to search
your database for specific terms.

ManagementManagement withwith DatabasesDatabases
Let us assume that you have assigned additional information to all your
illustrations in this way and you have then loaded this information into a database.
You could then search for a specific spare parts number to determine the
illustrations it appears on. Or you could create lists of illustrations containing all
the spare parts numbers occurring on the relevant illustrations.

InteractiveInteractive DocumentsDocuments
”Interactive documents” are another area in which objects can be used. These are
illustrations which are employed in electronic spare parts catalogs or manuals.
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When a document of this type is displayed on the screen, the user can click on
specific areas to request the information he needs. As a general rule, every
document is therefore provided with buttons for paging or with menus containing
the relevant commands. Numerous applications also include hyperlinks. These are
cross-references to other parts of the manual. If a user clicks on a certain area of
the illustration or text, the hyperlink will be executed. This can have the effect, for
example, of retrieving another page onto the monitor or executing a predefined
action. The areas where the user clicks to execute an action are known as hotspots.

HotspotsHotspots
Illustrations or documents are said to be interactive when the user can click on
specific areas of the screen to initiate an action himself. This could involve being
switched to another page of a spare parts catalog, for example, or interrogating a
central computer to determine whether a certain part is still in stock. The
possibilities for actions are extremely numerous and diverse and are geared very
closely to the specific needs of the enterprise in question.

In all cases, however, the area the user clicks needs to be identified unambiguously.
To trigger a very specific action, he needs to click within a precisely defined area.
This area of the illustration is known as a hotspot. If the user clicks outside this
area nothing will happen.

This area must be defined exactly when the illustration is created to ensure that the
user can later execute the precise action he has in mind.

UsingUsing ObjectObject InformationInformation
The object information can be used in Arbortext IsoDraw for orientation or
identification purposes. This information becomes even more interesting, however,
if it is used in conjunction with other programs.

All object information, including the hotspot contour, can be used in a variety of
ways. When exporting to CGM, this information will be written to the CGM file
provided that the CGM Version 4 is used as a minimum.

Other possibilities are opened up by the API (Application Programming Interface).
This Arbortext IsoDraw programming interface allows direct access to this
information.

NoteNote

If you would like to use the programming interface of Arbortext IsoDraw, please
contact your PTC sales representative.
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ObjectObject InfoInfo
Object infoObject info can be assigned to each individual element or group of elements. Since
information is only recorded for one object at a time, several individual elements
have to be grouped together (see Group on page 187).

CreatingCreating ObjectObject InfoInfo
The Object infoObject info command is only available if the current file has already been
saved with a name.

Select the element or group for which you want to create object info, then choose
ObjectsObjects ▶▶ Object infoObject info. The following dialog box appears:

There are several boxes where values can be entered. These values are reserved for
your exclusive use and do not influence how Arbortext IsoDraw functions.
Arbortext IsoDraw will simply manage these values for your information.
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ObjectObject TypeType

Arbortext IsoDraw allows you to work with different object types. An object type
could be called spare part or assembly. Such object types need to be defined before
you can use them. More information on this subject can be found in Select DTD on
page 294.

The default object type in Arbortext IsoDraw is known as Graphical object. If you
have used the Select DTDSelect DTD command on the ObjectsObjects menu to select a definition file
supporting several object types, you can select these from this pop-up menu. When
choosing the object type, other entry fields may be visible in the dialog box.

IDID andand NameName

The IDID and NameName boxes allow you to name and identify the object. The ID is a
unique designation which is only used once on an illustration. Arbortext IsoDraw
automatically suggests a unique ID when you create the object info. This consists
of the characters AUTOID_ and a number. You can change this unique ID at any
time if you choose. Your entry will be checked to ensure it is unique. It will only
be accepted if it has not been used for another object. Initially, the NameName box will
be empty. You can enter your own name in this box - it needs not necessarily be
unique.

It is up to you what form these entries take. The ID, for example, could be a unique
number which identifies a particular object. The name could be e.g. the spare parts
number of the object. If you use this system, you can identify every object
uniquely, even if one spare part occurs several times with the same number.

ID and name are used later to identify the object or evaluate clicks in an interactive
environment. These entries must therefore correspond to specific rules to ensure
that no problems arise later.

RulesRules forfor IDID EntriesEntries

Use only lower case (a–z) or upper case (A–Z) letters, numbers (0–9) or one of
the symbols; $ (dollar sign), - (minus), + (plus), or _ (underscore) for an ID. This
ensures that your ID can be used in all major environments, e.g. HTML, XML and
SGML. Other characters and symbols, e.g. spaces, may result in your ID not being
accepted in these environments.

RulesRules forfor NamesNames

The rules for names are comparable with those for IDs. Here it is particularly
important where you wish to use a name. Below are a few examples:

WebCGM Only a–z, A–Z, 0–9 and $-+_ are permitted. All other
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characters and symbols will mean that the name cannot be
used in a link.

CGM Avoid the following symbols:
, comma
. point

()

brackets

´“ quotes
spaces

Arbortext IsoDraw Same as CGM above.

The Validate objectsValidate objects command on the ObjectsObjects menu allows you to check and
correct existing ID entries and names.

HotspotHotspot

A hotspot is required if you later wish to trigger an action as soon as the user clicks
on this area. The Show objectsShow objects command in the WindowsWindows menu allows you to
display hotspots. If the Activate hotspotsActivate hotspots option is enabled, you can try out this
command. If you click a hotspot with the arrow cursor, it will be color-highlighted.
There are three ways of defining hotspots.

NoNo HotspotHotspot

The object has no hotspot characteristics. No action is triggered if the user clicks
on this object later.
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SurfaceSurface

The area which the object occupies is defined as the hotspot. Arbortext IsoDraw
automatically determines the contour of the object in the background and manages
it. This contour can only be found if the elements selected form a closed area.
Below are two examples. The illustration on the left shows you a closed area,
while the illustration on the right is a typical case where no hotspot can be found.
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LinesLines ofof ObjectObject

In a number of cases, the object does not enclose a closed area, as in the case of a
line in a circuit diagram. Here it is advisable instead to use the object itself as a
hotspot. The user can then click on the lines of the object in order to trigger the
action. The following illustration shows a typical case of where such a setting is
preferred.

ViewView ContextContext

A graphical object can also be used as the target of an action. For example, you
may often want to click on one object in order to move to another one. The target
object is then displayed in the window. The setting in the View contextView context field
influences the area displayed around the target object. Choose a setting from the
ViewView contextcontext drop-down list.

NoneNone

No special target area is defined for the object. The object is enlarged so that it fills
the screen section.
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CurrentCurrent WindowWindow

With this command, the part of the illustration which is currently visible can be
defined as the extent. By enlarging or reducing the scale and moving as necessary,
you can define the section that you wish to assign to the object. Then open the
Object infoObject info dialog box and choose current window from the View contextView context drop-
down list. The coordinates that are found are displayed next to View contextView context.

ExtentExtent ofof ObjectObject

This allows you to specify that the size of the object is to be used to define the
extent. If you choose this setting, the extent will automatically be adapted to the
size of the object if the latter changes.

SizeSize

Selecting this command will open another dialog box where you can enter the
width and height of the extent. The dimensions of the object will be shown as a
recommendation.

ObjectObject TipTip

An object tip is a text string which is displayed when the user moves the mouse
over an object. It can be compared with the tips you see if you move the mouse
over one of the symbols in the toolbox.

If you want to use multiline object tips, end each line with the two characters \r.

Example: This is the first line.\rThis is the second line.

CalloutsCallouts

If an object has connected callouts, the CalloutsCallouts field in the Object infoObject info dialog box
shows the callout text value for each connected callout, separated by a semicolon.
For example, if an object has connected callouts with callout text values of 1, 2,
and 3, the CalloutsCallouts field shows:

If an object does not have connected callouts, the CalloutsCallouts field is blank. (For more
information, see Callouts Connected to Objects on page 568.)

NoteNote

You cannot edit the CalloutsCallouts field in the Object infoObject info dialog box. If you want to
change connected callout text values, see Editing Objects with Connected Callouts
on page 570.)
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HyperlinkHyperlink

This allows you to define what will happen if the user clicks on this object. In most
cases, you will jump (link) to a specific target.

There are many targets that you can address from a graphical object. Choose a
target from the HyperlinkHyperlink drop-down list. These are described in detail below.

NoNo LinkLink

This setting results in no link being assigned to the object. Any link which has
already been entered will be deleted.

ViewportViewport

You can assign a view to the object (see Show Attribute Window on page 352). In
this case, the view in question will be called up as soon as the user clicks the active
hotspot.

Do this by selecting the ViewportViewport command from the pop-up menu. The following
dialog box appears:

The FileFile list box displays all the viewports which have been created for the current
file. Select one of these viewports and click OKOK. This links the viewport to the
object.
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You can also select a viewport which is not located in the current file. Do this by
clicking the FileFile button. The dialog box from the FileFile ▶▶ OpenOpen ▶▶ Open fileOpen file command
appears. Select the required file and confirm by clicking OKOK.

The path for this file is now shown in the dialog box. The list shows all viewports
created for this file. Click one of the viewports to link it with the object.

You can now use the settings in the ActionAction area to specify what exactly is to
happen if the object jumps to this viewport. These settings relate to subsequent
usage in interactive environments. They are described in further detail inActions
for Viewports and Objects on page 231.

Clicking CancelCancel terminates selection of the viewport without performing any
changes. Clicking OKOK confirms your selection. The selected viewport will be
displayed in the object info.

ObjectObject

You can jump from one object to another. Clicking the current object will move
you to the target object. Do this by selecting the ObjectObject command from the pop-up
menu. The following dialog box appears:

The name and path of the current file are displayed in this dialog. The list shows all
objects created in this file. You can select whether the objects are to be listed
according to ID or name. Select one of these objects and click OKOK. You have now
selected this object as a target for the current object.

You can also select an object which is not located in the current file. Do this by
clicking FileFile. The dialog box that you will already know from the Open fileOpen file

command appears. Select the required file and confirm by clicking OKOK.
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The path for this file is now shown in the dialog box. The list shows all objects
created for this file. Click on one of the objects in order to link it to the current
object.

You can now use the settings in the ActionAction area to specify what exactly is to
happen if the object jumps to this viewport. These settings relate to subsequent
usage in interactive environments. They are described in further detail below in the
next section.

Clicking CancelCancel terminates selection of the object without performing any
changes. Clicking OKOK confirms your selection. The selected object will be
displayed in the object info.

ActionsActions forfor ViewportsViewports andand ObjectsObjects

You can try out some links in Arbortext IsoDraw by enabling the Activate hotspotsActivate hotspots

option. In practice, however, most links can only be executed in an interactive
environment, generally a Web browser. By way of example, you can integrate the
illustration into an HTML page. An appropriate plugin will then be required for the
Web browser in order to display the file.

For Arbortext IsoDraw and CGM files, you will require Arbortext IsoView, a
separate product available from PTC. This not only displays the illustration, but
also allows you to change the scale and . Arbortext IsoView also monitors the
hotspots in the illustration. If you click on one of these hotspots,
Arbortext IsoView executes the link relating to the object. There are various
options which can be selected relating to both the behavior of the target object and
to the target environment.

BehaviorBehavior ofof ObjectsObjects andand ViewsViews

For objects and views, you can select how the jump is to be made to such a target.
There are a range of options available for this:

full view All objects in the file are displayed centered in the
Arbortext IsoView window.

zoom to
object

The target object is displayed centered in the
Arbortext IsoView window. The precise area is displayed
which was defined earlier for the extent.

move to
object

The target object is displayed centered in the
Arbortext IsoView window, its size is unaffected.

new highlight The contour of the target object is highlighted in color, so
that the user knows which object has been jumped to.
Previous highlights are replaced.

add highlight The contour of the target object is highlighted in color, so
that the user knows which object has been jumped to.
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Previous highlights are retained.
full view +
new highlight

All objects in the file are displayed centered in the
Arbortext IsoView window. The contour of the target object
is also highlighted in color, so that the user knows which
object has been jumped to. Previous highlights are replaced.

zoom + new
highlight

The target object is displayed centered in the
Arbortext IsoView window. The precise area is displayed
which was defined earlier for the extent. The contour of the
target object is also highlighted in color, so that the user
knows which object has been jumped to. Previous highlights
are replaced.

move + new
highlight

The target object is displayed centered in the
Arbortext IsoView window, its size is unaffected. The
contour of the target object is also highlighted in color, so
that the user knows which object has been jumped to.
Previous highlights are replaced.

full view +
add highlight

All objects in the file are displayed centered in the
Arbortext IsoView window. The contour of the target object
is also highlighted in color, so that the user knows which
object has been jumped to. Previous highlights are retained.

zoom + add
highlight

The target object is displayed centered in the
Arbortext IsoView window. The precise area is displayed
which was defined earlier for the extent. The contour of the
target object is also highlighted in color, so that the user
knows which object has been jumped to. Previous highlights
are retained.

move + add
highlight

The target object is displayed centered in the
Arbortext IsoView window, its size is unaffected. The
contour of the target object is also highlighted in color, so
that the user knows which object has been jumped to.
Previous highlights are retained.

TargetsTargets

As with normal Internet pages, you can also define a target from a link in an
illustration. A container is defined as the target. Containers include windows,
frames or Arbortext IsoView itself. There are several options:

Standard The target is displayed in the same container in which the
link was activated.

IsoView The target is displayed in Arbortext IsoView if possible. This
replaces the current illustration.

Frame The target is displayed in the HTML frame containing
Arbortext IsoView.
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Parent Frame The target is displayed in the parent of the HTML frame
containing Arbortext IsoView.

Whole Page The target is displayed in the window containing
Arbortext IsoView. The contents of the window, together
with any existing frames, are replaced.

New Window The target is displayed in a new window.
Frame… The target is displayed in an existing frame. If you select this

option, a dialog box will appear where you can enter the
name of the required frame.

URIURI

You can also click an object to jump to any address on the Internet. This is done by
means of a URI (Unique Resource Identifier) which you might be familiar with
from Web browsers. A typical examples is http://www.ptc.com/de/
index.htm. The URI consists of the following components:

http:// Specifies the protocol, http:// for normal Web addresses,
ftp:// for FTP servers

www.ptc.com Specifies the server on which the file being searched for is
located.

/de/ Specifies a subdirectory
index.htm An HTML file to be displayed.

A special form of URI is the file:// protocol. This is used to select files on
your own hard disk; e.g., file://D:/web/index.htm. The individual
components are as follows:

file:// Specifies the protocol

D:/ Drive letter
/web/ Specifies a subdirectory
index.htm An HTML file in this directory.

Specifying the protocol is optional - it will be added if required. Any type of file
that you can display on your Internet browser can be specified, e.g. HTML or PDF
files.
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In the Object infoObject info dialog box, choose HyperlinkHyperlink ▶▶ URIURI. The following dialog box
appears:

Enter the chosen address in the URIURI field. If you want to jump to a file on your
local disk, click FileFile. You can then select the file you require.

Setting the target allows you to define what exactly is to happen if the object jumps
to this viewport. These settings relate to subsequent usage in interactive
environments.

Clicking CancelCancel terminates the URI entry without performing any changes.
Clicking OKOK confirms your selection. The selected URI is displayed in the object
info.

AnimationAnimation

You can use an object to start and stop another object’s animation. Clicking the
current object will control the target object’s animation. To select the target object:
In the Object infoObject info dialog box, choose HyperlinkHyperlink ▶▶ AnimationAnimation. The Select AnimationSelect Animation

dialog box appears:
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ObjectsObjects

All animated objects are displayed in the left display window. You can specify
whether object IDs or names appear in the display window by clicking on the
button next to by idby id or by nameby name respectively.

When you click on an entry, the object’s animation sequences appear in the display
window on the right.

StartStart AnimationAnimation

This option is the default setting. If you select one of the displayed sequences,
playback of this target object sequence is started via the current object.

The selected object must be prepared for remote start. Further information on this
can be found in Edit Animation on page 241.

StopStop AllAll AnimationsAnimations onon ObjectObject

If you select this option, the entire target object animation is stopped during
playback via the current object.

If target object actions have been selected for the current object, the names of the
target objects and the relevant sequences appear under HyperlinkHyperlink.

OtherOther AttributesAttributes

If you use the Select DTDSelect DTD command on the ObjectsObjects menu to select a different
document type definition file, different or additional object types and attributes
may appear in the Object infoObject info dialog box. (See Select DTD on page 294.)

For example:
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If you select webcgm21webcgm21 in the Select DTDSelect DTD dialog box, the additional visibilityvisibility and
interactivityinteractivity attributes appear.
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If you select catalogcatalog in the Select DTDSelect DTD dialog box, and then select partpart in the
Object typeObject type field in the Object infoObject info dialog box, a list of several additional attributes
appears.

To enter a value for an attribute in the list, click the attribute name and then enter
the value in the box to the right of the list.

DeleteDelete

Clicking DeleteDelete removes object info. Any hotspots and their links and animations
created for the object are also deleted. If animations are in place, a caution window
appears, where you must confirm that the object info is to be deleted.

NoteNote

If you ungroup a group to which object info has been assigned, this object info will
also be lost. If you only want to make minor changes in the group, use the DirectDirect
SelectionSelection tool without ungrouping the group.

Confirm all changes made in the Object infoObject info window by clicking OKOK. Clicking
CancelCancel closes the dialog box without making any changes.
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ShowShow inin ObjectObject WindowWindow
This ObjectsObjects menu command is used to highlight a selected object in the object
window. It enables you to find the name or ID of an object easily, particularly for
drawings with many objects.

Select the required object. Select the command. The IDID or NameName of the object is
then highlighted in the object window in accordance with the setting.

If the selected object contains other objects (groups or elements), the whole object
structure of the selected object is shown. You can see all the nested subordinate
objects in the object window.
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If you want to find the name of an element or a group with object information that
is located within an object group, select the direct selection cursor. Click inside the
object group. An element is selected. If you then hold down the CTRL key while
clicking again at the same place, the lowest group is selected. Each click after that
selects the next highest group. When red selection rectangles appear instead of the
empty rectangles, you have reached the highest level of the group hierarchy.

You can display every selected subgroup in the object window with this command.

If you know the name of a component but not where it is located on the drawing,
click on the name in the object window. The object is selected in the drawing. For
a description of these and all other functions relating to the object window, see
Show Object Window on page 427.

DeleteDelete ObjectObject InfoInfo
This command allows you to delete any existing object info for the selected
elements.

Do this by selecting the elements whose object info you want to delete. Then select
the Delete object infoDelete object info command. The following dialog box appears:

This shows how many elements have been changed by this command.

Clicking DeleteDelete removes object info. The hotspot and its links are also deleted.

NoteNote

If you ungroup a group to which object info has been assigned, this object info will
also be lost. If you only want to make minor changes in the group, use the DirectDirect
SelectionSelection tool without ungrouping the group.

CreateCreate HotspotsHotspots
This ObjectsObjects menu command allows you to generate hotspots automatically for
text elements. This can be useful, for example, if you want to use part numbers on
a spare parts diagram as hotspots.
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This function searches for selected text elements. If these do not yet have object
info, new object info will be created. The content of the text element is used as the
name for the objects you create in this way. The hotspot area for this object will
also be generated.

First select the elements which you want to assign hotspots to. This function only
takes into account text elements, other selected elements will be ignored. If you
want to process all text elements, simply use the Select allSelect all command. Then select
the Create hotspotsCreate hotspots command. The following dialog box appears:

MaximumMaximum CharacterCharacter CountCount

Here you can specify the maximum number of characters of the text element you
want to use for the name. With a complete text section, for example, only the first
characters will be used to form the name.

ConvertConvert NumbersNumbers OnlyOnly

In addition to part numbers, many illustrations also have texts which contain other
references. If you enable this box, only those text elements which only contain
numbers will be processed. If the box is not enabled, all text elements will be
processed.

ConvertConvert SpacesSpaces toto UnderscoresUnderscores

Many text elements contain spaces. If these spaces are used in a name, this can
result in problems later if the file is used in an interactive environment. If you
enable this box, all spaces will be converted to underscores. Otherwise, the text
will not be changed.
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Clicking CancelCancel terminates the function. Click OKOK to execute the function. The
following dialog box appears after processing has been completed:

This shows how many text elements have been processed.

EditEdit AnimationAnimation
You can animate 2D and 3D objects in your drawing, including:

• Element objects

• Surface objects

• Group objects

If you want to animate elements in your drawing, convert them to objects first by
assigning object information to them.

NoteNote

You can animate a group object even if it contains elements that are not objects.

AboutAbout EditingEditing AnimationsAnimations
To edit animation for objects in your drawing, click the ObjectsObjects menu, and then
click Edit animationEdit animation. After you click Edit AnimationEdit Animation:
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• All selected elements (that are not objects) are de-selected.

• All selected objects remain selected.

• The Edit AnimationEdit Animation and TimelineTimeline dialog boxes both open as shown below.

○ The Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box lets you edit animated sequences applied to
objects.

○ The TimelineTimeline dialog box shows the animation sequences for each object in
chronological order.

While the Edit AnimationEdit Animation and TimelineTimeline dialog boxes are open:

• You can only select objects in the drawing. You cannot select non-objects.

• You can only select tools and commands that affect the animation. All other
(2D mode or 3D mode) tools and commands are unavailable.
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As mentioned above, an animation is made up of sequences. You can have as
many sequences as you want. Each sequence can incorporate pauses and steps.
You can have as many pauses and steps within a sequence as you want. Each step
contains 0 to n actions that are executed simultaneously. Actions are
transformations or attribute changes applied to an object.

The following description covers the dialog box options that you can use when
creating your animation. The exercises in Drawing Basics Tutorial and
3D Mode Tutorial provide a useful starting point for getting to know the tools and
setting options in the dialog boxes.

The last part of this section provides further information on special points that
should be noted when creating 2D and 3D animations for an object.

StartingStarting thethe AnimationAnimation ProcessProcess
When the Edit animationEdit animation command is selected, the Edit AnimationEdit Animation and TimelineTimeline

dialog boxes appear and are empty.

To begin creating an animation, you must first select an object. To do this, click the
object with the arrow cursor, or click on the object’s ID or name in the object
window.

If you now select one of the available transformations, the dialog boxes appear as
illustrated here:
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The upper field of the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box shows either the ID or name of
the animated object. (What is shown depends on the current ObjectsObjects window
setting; IDID or NameName .) Below this is the first sequence that has been created, along
with the first step. The step contains the action of the transformation that was
selected – in this case, rotating the object.

Click the ++ or -- symbol next to a sequence or step to expand or collapse it.
Expanding a sequence shows all the steps it contains. Expanding a step shows all
the actions it contains.

If you make changes to the setting options for sequences, steps, or actions, the
ApplyApply button becomes available. Changes are only applied when you click ApplyApply.

The name or ID of the object appears on the left in the TimelineTimeline dialog box. The
field next to this shows the timeline at a specified scale. The sequence that has
been created appears as a bar with a name. The length of the bar corresponds to the
sequence duration. The red timeline indicates the current time and, therefore, the
point when the next animation begins.
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SequenceSequence SettingSetting OptionsOptions

SequenceSequence NameName

The name of the selected sequence appears here. You can change this name. If you
change it, the ApplyApply button becomes available.

StartStart AfterAfter

When you have created a sequence, this is where you can specify when the
sequence is to begin during the animation’s playback. The sequence will start at the
point in time that is entered. It is possible to change this start time. When it has
been changed, the ApplyApply button becomes available. The amended start time is
indicated in the TimelineTimeline dialog box. The sequence bar is moved accordingly on
the axis.

The start time for the first sequence can be set as you wish. When entering start
times for any subsequent sequences you must ensure that no other sequence exists
for the desired start time. The sequences created for an object cannot overlap. A
sequence must end before the next sequence can start.

RemoteRemote EventEvent

This option should be selected when the animation is to be started via another
object or from a different application. To do this you must create a link. You can
specify a link from an object to the target object with animation using the setting
under HyperlinkHyperlink ▶▶ AnimationAnimation in the Object infoObject info dialog box. You can read more on
this in Object Info on page 223. An example of a remote-operated animation can
be found in the Drawing Basics Tutorial.
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DisabledDisabled

This option disables the selected animation sequence, or sequences. If you select
disableddisabled, the sequence cannot be part of a master sequence. (See Remote Start
Master Sequences on page 291.)

RepeatRepeat

If the selected sequence is to be repeated, check the box next to this option and
enter the number of repetitions in the entry field. When the option has been
selected, the ApplyApply button becomes available.

The repetition is indicated in the TimelineTimeline dialog box. The sequence bar is
extended to incorporate the prolonged duration of the sequence caused by the
repetition. This part of the sequence bar is highlighted in light gray on the axis.

RestoreRestore atat EndEnd

When selected, this option means that, at the end of the current sequence, the
object is restored to the position it occupied at the start of the sequence. When the
option has been selected, the ApplyApply button becomes available.

DeletingDeleting andand ApplyingApplying ChangesChanges toto SequencesSequences

DeleteDelete

If you click this button, the selected sequence is deleted along with all its steps and
pauses. This command cannot be undone.

ApplyApply

If you click this button, the change made to the selected sequence is adopted.

NoteNote

The program automatically adopts a newly created sequence. The ApplyApply button
becomes available each time a sequence is changed. Changes are only adopted
when this button is clicked. It is then grayed out again and becomes inactive. If
you have not confirmed that a change is to be adopted, a message dialog appears,
asking you to decide whether the change is to be adopted or not.
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CommandsCommands inin thethe EditEdit AnimationAnimation MenuMenu

If you click on the arrow at the top right, the Edit AnimationEdit Animation menu appears. The
commands in this pop-up menu can be used to influence the animation in a number
of ways.

Animate Attributes

When you select this option, the following dialog box appears:

The pop-up menu offers a range of attributes that can be applied to an animated
object. Each attribute that is selected is an action within a step. The action is
implemented in the active sequence as a new step in line with the current time (the
position of the timeline).

If the timeline is positioned at an existing step, the action is added on to this step.
In this case, the attribute is animated. In other words, an area is gradually filled
with a color throughout the duration of the step, for example.
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If the timeline is outside the existing sequences, the action sets a new step as part
of a new sequence.

Clicking OKOK confirms and adopts the attribute setting. Clicking CancelCancel returns you
to the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box without any changes being adopted.

VisibilityVisibility

In principle, an animated object is visible. If this attribute is implemented as an
action when the VisibilityVisibility box is unchecked, the object in question becomes
invisible from the point during playback when the attribute was set. The
invisible attribute continues to apply until a new action is generated with the
attribute for visibility. If the box next to VisibilityVisibility is checked, visibility has been
selected.

While editing in Arbortext IsoDraw , the contour lines and the colors of filled areas
that belong to invisible objects are depicted in the selected grid color.

NoteNote

Any elements on the drawing sheet that have been hidden using the HideHide command
in the ElementElement menu are also depicted in the selected grid color.

InteractivityInteractivity

If a link exists for the animated object, this attribute can be used to switch the link
on and off.

In principle, interactivity is applied to an animated object. If this attribute is
implemented as an action when the InteractivityInteractivity box is unchecked, interactivity for
the object in question is switched off from the point during playback when the
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attribute was set. This attribute continues to apply until a new action is generated
with the attribute for interactivity. If the box next to InteractivityInteractivity is checked, the
attribute will switch interactivity back on.

StrokeStroke WidthWidth

This option involves converting the selected object’s original contour line widths
to a new value. Enter the value for the width of the contour lines next to ValueValue in
the dialog box. The width of all the lines are converted to the value entered here. If
you click the box next to as percentageas percentage, the setting next to ValueValue changes from mmmm

to %%. The numerical value entered indicates the percentage change of each original
line width.
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StrokeStroke ColorColor

This option involves converting the original color(s) of the object’s contour lines to
one new color. Click on the color field in the dialog box. Select the color from the
subsequent ColorColor dialog box. If no color is selected, the original color(s) are
retained. If you click the box next to as percentageas percentage, you can specify the color’s
tone. Enter the percentage value in the entry field next to the color field.

FillFill ColorColor

This option involves converting the original color(s) of the object’s filled areas to
one new color. Click on the color field in the dialog box. Select the color from the
subsequent ColorColor dialog box. If no color is selected, the original color(s) are
retained. If you click the box next to as percentageas percentage, you can specify the color’s
tone. Enter the percentage value in the entry field next to the color field.
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TextText ColorColor

This option involves converting the original color(s) of the object’s text elements
to one new color. Click on the color field in the dialog box. Select the color from
the subsequent ColorColor dialog box. If no color is selected, the original color(s) are
retained. If you click the box next to as percentageas percentage, you can specify the color’s
tone. Enter the percentage value in the entry field next to the color field.

FontFont SizeSize

This option involves converting the selected object’s original font sizes to a new
value. Enter the value for the font size next to ValueValue in the dialog box. The font
sizes of all the text elements are converted to the value entered here. If you click
the box next to as percentageas percentage, the setting next to ValueValue changes from ptpt to %%. The
numerical value that is entered will then set the percentage change of the original
font size(s) of the text elements in the object.
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RasterRaster IntensityIntensity

In the case of objects with raster data, this option can be used to reduce intensity.
Enter the degree to which intensity is to be reduced as a percentage in the entry
field next to ValueValue. Intensity is reduced in line with the percentage entered. Entries
exceeding 100 (%%) are not adopted.

Add Pause

Select this command to insert a pause into the active sequence. To do this, it is
important that the current time timeline (TimelineTimeline dialog box) is within the
sequence and that the unoccupied period until the beginning of a subsequent
sequence is available for the pause.

The current time setting determines where the pause occurs within the sequence.
The duration of the pause is preset in line with the step duration settings on the
dialog page for the EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences menu. When you click on a pause that has
been generated, you can select from the pause options (see Setting Options for
Steps and Pauses on page 257).

Arranging Animation Items

Use the CutCut, CopyCopy, PastePaste, and DuplicateDuplicate commands on the Edit AnimationsEdit Animations dialog
box menu to apply sequences, steps, actions, or pauses for one object to another, or
to quickly create a duplicate sequence, step, action, or pause for the current object.

NoteNote

If you are only editing sequences, you can use the Cut sequencesCut sequences, CopyCopy
sequencessequences, Paste to current timePaste to current time, and Duplicate sequencesDuplicate sequences commands on the
TimelineTimeline dialog box context menu. (See Arranging Sequences on page 283.)
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DuplicateDuplicate SequencesSequences

This command is used to duplicate the selected sequence. If you click the relevant
sequence then select this command, a duplicate appears below it with the suffix
“Copy” added to the sequence name.

In order that a sequence can be duplicated, the timeline in the TimelineTimeline dialog box
must be set so that the sequence is starting at an unoccupied point in time and so
that the duration of the sequence is also unoccupied. If necessary, a new start time
will need to be set for the subsequent sequence.

The following figure depicts the timeline at the end of SEQUENCE_1SEQUENCE_1. Prior to
duplication, the time zone after SEQUENCE_1SEQUENCE_1 was unoccupied. This means that
the conditions for duplication were met. Following duplication the sequence bar
for the copy is set.

Find Equal or Find Similar Animation Items

While (exactly) one animation item (sequence, step, or action) is selected, you can
click the Find equalFind equal or Find similarFind similar command on the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box
menu to extend the selection to all equal or similar animation items of the same
type (sequence, step, or action).

NoteNote

The Find equalFind equal and Find similarFind similar commands are not available while multiple
animation items are selected.

• Find equalFind equal selects all animation items that have exactly the same settings as the
animation item you selected.

• Find similarFind similar opens the Find SimilarFind Similar dialog box so you can specify which
settings to match for the animation item you selected. After you specify the
settings to match and click OKOK, Find similarFind similar selects all animation items (of the
same type) that have the specified matching settings.

For example, use Find EqualFind Equal and Find similarFind similar if you want to concurrently peforrm
any of the following tasks on multiple equal or similar animation items:
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• Assign one attribute or setting value to multiple equal or similar animation
items (sequences, steps, or actions).

• Select multiple equal or similar sequences, steps, or actions to cut, copy, move,
or delete.

• Create a collection of equal or similar sequences.

DeterminingDetermining ifif AnimationAnimation ItemsItems areare EqualEqual oror SimilarSimilar

In general, two or more animation items are:

• “Equal” if they are all the same type and all their settings match. (See Find
Equal Animation Items on page 254.)

• “Similar” if they are all the same type and all settings selected in the FindFind
SimilarSimilar dialog box match. (Settings that are cleared in the Find SimilarFind Similar dialog
box are ignored. See Find Similar Animation Items on page 255.)

Find Equal Animation Items

To find equal sequences, steps, or actions (animation items):

1. In the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box animation item tree, click the animation item
you want to find equals for.

2. Click the arrow in the top right corner of the dialog box to open the EditEdit
AnimationAnimation menu.

3. Click Find EqualFind Equal. The selection is extended to all equal animation items. (The
number of selected items is shown in the box above the tree.)

ExampleExample

ConditionsConditions forfor EqualEqual SequencesSequences

A sequence is equal to another sequence if all of these sequence values and settings
match:

• start afterstart after time value (for on loadon load sequences)

• DurationDuration

• Sequence nameSequence name (the names must match exactly)

• Sequence type: on loadon load, remote eventremote event, or disableddisabled; 2D or 3D; placed or not

• restore at endrestore at end (selected or cleared)

• repeatrepeat value
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ExampleExample

ConditionsConditions forfor EqualEqual StepsSteps

A step is equal to another step if all of these step values and settings match:

• start afterstart after time value for the parent sequence (for on loadon load sequences)

• DurationDuration value

• Step nameStep name (the names must match exactly)

• Step type: setset, animateanimate or pausepause

• Parent sequence type: 2D or 3D; placed or not

ExampleExample

ConditionsConditions forfor EqualEqual ActionsActions

An action is equal to another action if all of these action values and settings match:

• start afterstart after time value for the parent sequence/step (for on loadon load sequences)

• DurationDuration value for the parent step (even if DurationDuration value is zero)

• Action type: attribute or transformation

○ Attribute or transformation type

○ Attribute or transformation values and settings

Find Similar Animation Items

Find similarFind similar opens a dialog box that lets you specify which values and settings to
match for the animation item you selected. After you specify the values and
settings to match and click OKOK, Arbortext IsoDraw selects all animation items that
have the specified matching values and settings.

To find similar sequences, steps, or actions (animation items):

1. In the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box animation item tree, click the animation item
you want to find similar animation items for.

2. Click the arrow in the top right corner of the dialog box to open the EditEdit
AnimationAnimation menu.

3. Click Find SimilarFind Similar. The Find SimilarFind Similar dialog box appears with values and
settings for the animation item type you selected.

4. In the Find SimilarFind Similar dialog box:

• Select the check boxes for values and settings you want to match.

• Clear the check boxes for values and settings you want to ignore.
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(See Find Equal Animation Items on page 254 for the conditions used to match
specified values and settings in the Find SimilarFind Similar dialog box.)

ExampleExample

FindFind SimilarSimilar dialog box for sequences (default):

ExampleExample

FindFind SimilarSimilar dialog box for steps (default):
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ExampleExample

FindFind SimilarSimilar dialog box for actions (default):

CreatingCreating SequencesSequences
The first sequence of an animation is generated when the first action is created. A
new sequence is always generated when an action is set and the timeline (current
time) is at least at the end of an inactive sequence.

SettingSetting OptionsOptions forfor StepsSteps andand PausesPauses

ForFor StepsSteps
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StepStep NameName

The name of the selected step appears here. It is possible to change this name.
When it has been changed, the ApplyApply button becomes available.

SetSet

Selecting this option means that the step and its actions are executed directly when
the animation is played back. When the option has been selected, the ApplyApply button
becomes available.

Animate/Animate/DurationDuration

In contrast to the setset option, when animateanimate is selected, the step’s animation and its
actions are implemented over a specific period. The period is specified by the value
next to DurationDuration. This animateanimate option is the default setting. When a step is created,
the default duration value is applied, in line with the entries on the AnimationAnimation

dialog page under the PreferencesPreferences menu command. You can alter the value in the
entry field. When it has been changed, the ApplyApply button becomes available. The
step duration value you enter must not exceed the period of unoccupied time that is
available.

ForFor PausesPauses

StepStep NameName

The name of the selected pause appears here. It is possible to change this name.
When it has been changed, the ApplyApply button becomes available.
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SetSet

When this option is selected, the pausepause and DurationDuration options are inactive. When
dealing with a pause, it is not recommended to use setset, as a pause is usually
intended to occupy a period without any actions.

AnimateAnimate

In contrast to the setset option, when animateanimate is selected the animation runs for a
specified period. As a pause does not contain an action, selecting animateanimate by
clicking ApplyApply converts it back to PausePause.

Pause/Pause/DurationDuration

A pause is usually inserted into a sequence to occupy a period without any actions.
However, as in the case of a step, actions can be set in a pause.

When a pause is created, the default duration value is applied as specified on the
AnimationAnimation dialog page under the PreferencesPreferences menu command. You can alter the
value in the entry field. When it has been changed, the ApplyApply button becomes
available. The pause duration value you enter must not exceed the period of
unoccupied time that is available. A figure must be entered for the pause duration.
When it has been changed, the ApplyApply button becomes available.

ExecutionExecution OptionsOptions forfor StepsSteps andand PausesPauses

DeleteDelete

Clicking this button deletes the selected step or pause. This command cannot be
undone.

ApplyApply

If you click this button, the change made to the selected step or pause is adopted.

NoteNote

The program automatically adopts a newly created pause or step. The ApplyApply button
becomes available each time a change is made. Changes are only adopted when
this button is clicked. It is then grayed out again and becomes inactive. If you have
not confirmed that a change is to be adopted, a message dialog appears, asking you
to decide whether the change is to be adopted or not.
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CreatingCreating StepsSteps andand PausesPauses

StepsSteps

A new step is created with a new action. You can read about the conditions under
which a new step is created with a new action in Creating Actions on page 273.

PausesPauses

The point at which a pause is inserted is determined by the current time setting.
Furthermore, the sequence for the current time setting must be active. A pause
usually comes at the end of a sequence. If the current time is set at the end of the
last sequence step, the pause is appended to it.

InsertingInserting StepsSteps andand PausesPauses inin anan ActiveActive SequenceSequence

InsertingInserting aa StepStep intointo anan ActiveActive SequenceSequence

The current time determines whether a step is inserted. If the timeline is at the end
of the last step of a sequence, a step is added as a new action is created. If the
timeline is at any other point within the sequence duration a new action is assigned
to an existing step.

InsertingInserting aa PausePause intointo anan ActiveActive SequenceSequence

The point at which a pause is inserted is determined by the current time setting. If
the timeline is at the beginning of a step, the pause is inserted in front of this step.
If the current time setting is at the end of one step and the beginning of another, the
pause is inserted between the two steps. If the timeline is at the end of the last step
of a sequence, the pause is appended there.

NoteNote

In order to be able to insert steps and pauses there must be a sufficiently long
section of the timeline that is unoccupied. You will be warned if there is not
enough unoccupied space. The action or pause will not be implemented.

ArrangingArranging StepsSteps andand PausesPauses

ArrangingArranging StepsSteps withinwithin aa SequenceSequence
NoteNote

Steps and pauses are arranged in exactly the same way.
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You can move a step or a pause within a sequence, thereby altering the order of the
steps. To do this, click the name of the step, hold down the mouse button and drag
the step over any other step. Now release the mouse button. The selected step is
moved ahead of the step over which you positioned it.

If you drag a step over a sequence, it becomes the last step of the sequence.

In the following example, step 1 has been dragged over step 4. As a result, step 1 is
then positioned in front of step 4.

AssigningAssigning StepsSteps toto AnotherAnother SequenceSequence

You can also move steps and pauses to another sequence. When doing this, as
explained above, you can also specify where in its new sequence the step should be
placed in relation to the other steps. To do this, click the name of the step, hold
down the mouse button and drag the step over any other step in any other
sequence. Now release the mouse button. The selected step is now positioned in
the desired sequence, ahead of the step over which you positioned it. If you release
the mouse button over the sequence name, the step is inserted at the end of the
sequence.

NoteNote

When moving a step or pause to another sequence, none of the steps or pauses in
the new sequence can have the same name as the step or pause you are moving.
You must first change its name.
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In the example, step 4 has been dragged from sequence 2 over step 1 in sequence
1. As a result, step 4 is then positioned in front of step 1.

SettingSetting OptionsOptions forfor ActionsActions withwith TransformationsTransformations

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You can implement the following transformations for animations:

• Moving with the arrow cursor

• Moving with the MoveMove menu command

• Rotating

• Scaling

• Shearing (only possible in 2D animations)

The tools work the same way as under normal conditions. This applies for both 2D
and 3D animations.

If you click an action with a transformation, the dialog box for this transformation
appears. The current setting values are displayed. You can alter these values.
Clicking the moremore button opens the dialog box for the relevant transformation. You
can change the transformation values here, too. In the case of the RotateRotate, ScaleScale,
and ShearShear transformations, you can specify the center point for the transformation
via the centercenter button.
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MovingMoving inin 2D2D AnimationAnimation

StartStart ValueValue –– EndEnd ValueValue

Clicking on the relevant tab activates the displays for start or end values. You can
change the values indicated in the entry field for moving in direction xx and
direction yy.

MoreMore

Selecting this button opens the MoveMove dialog box you are already familiar with. The
relevant values (start or end value) are displayed. You can alter these values in this
dialog box.

Clicking OKOK returns you to the original move dialog box. The new values you
entered in the MoveMove dialog box are now indicated here.

MovingMoving inin 3D3D AnimationAnimation
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StartStart ValueValue –– EndEnd ValueValue

Clicking on the relevant tab activates the displays for start or end values. You can
change the values indicated in the entry field for moving on the 3 coordinate
system axes xx, yy, and zz.

MoreMore

Selecting this button opens the MoveMove dialog box you are already familiar with. The
relevant values (start or end value) are displayed. You can alter these values in this
dialog box.

Clicking OKOK returns you to the original move dialog box. The new values you
entered in the MoveMove dialog box are now indicated here.

RotatingRotating inin 2D2D AnimationAnimation

StartStart ValueValue –– EndEnd ValueValue

Clicking on the relevant tab activates the displays for start or end angle. You can
change the rotation angle indicated in the relevant entry field.

MoreMore

Selecting this button opens the RotateRotate dialog box you are already familiar with.
The relevant angle (start or end value) is displayed. You can alter this angle in this
dialog box.

Clicking OKOK returns you to the original rotate dialog box. The new angle you
entered in the RotateRotate dialog box is now indicated here.

CenterCenter

When creating the animation using the dialog box, the point in the drawing where
you clicked is used as the center point. If you click anywhere on the drawing sheet
a center point is generated at this point.
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Clicking on the centercenter button opens the following dialog box:

You can specify the coordinate values for the center point of rotation here. As the xx

and yy coordinates have their origin at the bottom left of the drawing sheet, you can
specify the center point precisely.

RotatingRotating inin 3D3D AnimationAnimation

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

StartStart ValueValue –– EndEnd ValueValue

Clicking on the relevant tab activates the displays for start or end angle. As well as
indicating the rotation angle, the dialog box also indicates the coordinate system
axis or free axis around which the object has been rotated.

NoteNote

The free axis is active when it has been used for the RotateRotate action. The three
coordinate axes are then grayed out. It is not possible to change to one of these
three axes. If one of the three coordinate axes has been selected, you can switch to
another coordinate axis. The free axis is then grayed out and cannot be selected.
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You can change the rotation angle indicated in the relevant entry field. If you select
an alternative rotation axis for the start or end angle, this newly specified axis is
also adopted for the inactive angle (the start or end angle).

ScalingScaling inin 2D2D AnimationAnimation

StartStart ValueValue –– EndEnd ValueValue

Clicking on the relevant tab activates the displays for start or end values. You can
change the values indicated in the entry field for scaling in direction xx and
direction yy. If you want to scale proportionally, the values for both axes must be
identical.

MoreMore

Selecting this button opens the ScaleScale dialog box you are already familiar with. The
relevant values (start or end value) are displayed. You can alter these values in this
dialog box.

Clicking OKOK returns you to the original scale dialog box. The new values you
entered in the ScaleScale dialog box are now indicated here.

CenterCenter

When creating the animation using the dialog box, the point in the drawing where
you clicked is used as the center point. If you click anywhere on the drawing sheet
a center point is generated at this point.
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Clicking on the centercenter button opens the following dialog box:

You can specify the coordinate values for the center point of scaling here. As the xx

and yy coordinates have their origin at the bottom left of the drawing sheet, you can
specify the center point precisely.

ScalingScaling inin 3D3D AnimationAnimation

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

StartStart ValueValue –– EndEnd ValueValue

Clicking on the relevant tab activates the displays for start or end values. You can
change the scale value indicated in the relevant entry field.

MoreMore

Selecting this button opens the ScaleScale dialog box you are already familiar with. The
relevant value (start or end value) is displayed. You can alter this value in this
dialog box.

Clicking OKOK returns you to the original scale dialog box. The new value you
entered in the ScaleScale dialog box is now indicated here.
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CenterCenter

When creating the animation using the dialog box, the point in the drawing where
you clicked is used as the center point. If you click anywhere on the drawing sheet
a center point is generated at this point.

Clicking on the centercenter button opens the following dialog box:

You can specify the coordinate values for the center point of scaling here.

ShearingShearing inin 2D2D AnimationAnimation

StartStart ValueValue –– EndEnd ValueValue

Clicking on the relevant tab activates the displays for start or end values. You can
change the angle indicated in the relevant entry field for shearing horizontally (hh)
and vertically (vv).

MoreMore

Selecting this button opens the ShearShear dialog box you are already familiar with. The
relevant angles (start or end value) are displayed. You can alter these angles in this
dialog box.
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Clicking OKOK returns you to the original shear dialog box. The new values you
entered in the ScaleScale dialog box are now indicated here.

CenterCenter

When creating the animation using the dialog box, the point in the drawing where
you clicked is used as the center point. If you click anywhere on the drawing sheet
a center point is generated at this point.

Clicking on the centercenter button opens the following dialog box:

You can specify the coordinate values for the center point of scaling here.

SettingSetting OptionsOptions forfor ActionsActions withwith AttributesAttributes
If you click an action with an attribute, the dialog box for this attribute appears.
The current setting values are displayed. Clicking the moremore button opens the dialog
box for the relevant attribute. You can implement changes here. You can find
descriptions of the attribute dialog boxes in section CommandsCommands in the pop-up
menu, Animate attributes”.

NoteNote

The Animate attributesAnimate attributes command is only available for 2D objects.
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VisibilityVisibility AttributesAttributes

If a 1 is shown in the field next to VisibilityVisibility the object is visible. If a 0 is shown, the
object is invisible in the animation.

InteractivityInteractivity AttributesAttributes

If a 1 is shown in the field next to InteractivityInteractivity the object’s interactivity is active. If
a 0 is shown, the object’s interactivity has been switched off.

StrokeStroke WidthWidth AttributesAttributes
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The current value for stroke width is indicated in the field next to Stroke widthStroke width in
mmmm or %%. A value in mmmm applies to all of the object’s lines. A value in %% relates to
the original width of the lines.

StrokeStroke ColorColor AttributesAttributes

The current color that is applied to the object’s lines is depicted in the field next to
StrokeStroke colorcolor.

FillFill ColorColor AttributesAttributes

The current color that is applied to the object’s filled areas is depicted in the field
next to FillFill colorcolor.
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TextText ColorColor AttributesAttributes

The current color that is applied to text within the object is depicted in the field
next to TextText colorcolor.

FontFont SizeSize AttributesAttributes

The current value for font size is indicated in the field next to Font sizeFont size in ptpt or %%.
A value in ptpt applies to all text elements in the object. A value in %% relates to the
original font size of the text elements.
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RasterRaster IntensityIntensity AttributesAttributes

The current degree to which intensity has been reduced is indicated in %% in the
field next to RasterRaster intensityintensity.

ApplyingApplying andand DeletingDeleting ActionsActions

ApplyApply

Once you have selected the moremore or centercenter button in a setting options dialog box,
the ApplyApply button becomes available. You must click the ApplyApply button, even if you
have not made any changes to the attribute. Clicking ApplyApply means that changes are
adopted in the selected action.

DeleteDelete

Clicking this button deletes the selected action. This command cannot be undone.

CreatingCreating ActionsActions
When you start the animation process, the first action is assigned to the first step of
the first sequence. If this sequence is active and the current time is at the end of the
first step, the next action is assigned to a new step of the sequence. If the sequence
is not active, the next action is assigned to a new step in a new sequence at the
same current time. The next action is also assigned to a new step in a new
sequence if the current time has been set to an unoccupied section. This applies
irrespective of whether a sequence is active.

InsertingInserting ActionsActions inin anan ActiveActive SequenceSequence

The point at which an action is inserted into an active sequence is determined by
the current time setting. If an existing step begins at the selected time, the new
action is assigned to the step. The same applies if an animated step is still taking
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place at the selected time. In both instances, the new action is positioned as the last
action in the step. If the last step in a sequence ends at the selected current time, the
action created retrospectively is assigned to a new step.

ArrangingArranging ActionsActions

ArrangingArranging ActionsActions withinwithin aa SequenceSequence

You can move an action within a step in a sequence and from one step to another,
thereby changing the order of the actions. To do this, click the name of the action,
hold down the mouse button and drag the action over any other step. Now release
the mouse button. The selected action is now inserted as the final action within the
step. You can also drag the selected action over any other action within the
sequence. When you release the mouse button, the selected action will be
positioned ahead of the action over which you released the mouse button.

In the example, the action Text colorText color has been moved over the action Font sizeFont size. The
action Text colorText color is then positioned in front of the action Font sizeFont size.

AssigningAssigning ActionsActions toto AnotherAnother SequenceSequence

You can also move an action to a different sequence. When doing this, as
explained above, you can also specify where the action should be placed in relation
to the other actions there. To do this, click the name of the action, hold down the
mouse button and drag the action over any other step or any other action in any
other sequence. Now release the mouse button. The selected action is now
positioned at the intended place in the other sequence. As when moving within a
sequence, where the action is inserted depends on whether you release the mouse
button over a step or an action.
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In the example, the action Font sizeFont size from step 1 of sequence 2 has been dragged to
the action RotateRotate in step 1 of the preceding sequence, SEQUENCE_1. The action
Font sizeFont size is then positioned in front of the action RotateRotate.

NoteNote

When an action with an attribute is moved from a set step (no duration) to an
animated step (with a duration), the attribute too becomes animated.

TimelineTimeline DialogDialog BoxBox

LayoutLayout andand SettingSetting OptionsOptions

This dialog box displays the current status of the animation as it has been created
in the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box. Each time a change is made in the Edit AnimationEdit Animation

dialog box, the timeline is automatically updated.

There is a pop-up menu with two options in the top left-hand corner of the box.
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OnOn LoadLoad

When this option is selected all object sequences that are played back by selecting
the Show in IsoViewShow in IsoView command are displayed.

RemoteRemote EventEvent

When this option is selected all object sequences that are initiated via an external
link are displayed.

ObjectObject ListList

All animated objects are displayed in the left-hand column. The arrow buttons at
the top of this column allow you to scroll through the object list.

TimelineTimeline

The right-hand column represents the timeline. This is where the animation
sequences for all the file’s objects are depicted in chronological order.

The timeline is divided into seconds. The scale for the timeline divisions is
depicted on default as specified on the AnimationAnimation dialog page for the PreferencesPreferences

menu command.

If you click on the arrow to the right, four commands appear in the pop-up menu:

• Set timeline scaleSet timeline scale

• Adjust sequencesAdjust sequences

• Activate selectedActivate selected

• Deactivate selectedDeactivate selected

SetSet TimelineTimeline ScaleScale

When Set timeline scaleSet timeline scale is selected, the following dialog box appears:
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You can change the default setting here. The appearance of the timeline can be
contracted or stretched out. If you increase the number of pixels, the timeline is
stretched, if you enter a lower value, the timeline is contracted.

AdjustAdjust SequencesSequences

The Adjust sequencesAdjust sequences menu command is only active if a placed file with
animation sequences is selected while editing an animation. It is used to determine
when animations in the placed file are to start.

If the menu command is not checked, a start point can be set for the entire placed
file. This is useful when a complex animation that has been saved in a file is to be
used in another. The start point is set via the TimelineTimeline dialog box.

If the menu command is checked, a start point can be set for each individual
sequence in the placed file. This method is most suited for objects with several
sequences, for example disassembly and assembly. If a file like this has been
placed, the sequences can be moved to the relevant start point so that they fit
exactly into the time lapse of the target file.

Each sequence is depicted as a bar with the name of the sequence. The length of
the bar indicates the duration of the sequence. The beginning of the bar
corresponds to the start time, as set in the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box. If repetitions
have been set for a sequence, the period of time occupied by the repetitions is
depicted in gray in the sequence bar.

ActivateActivate SelectedSelected SequencesSequences

You must activate selected sequences before you can add new steps or actions to
them.

NoteNote

You have several setting options for selected sequences that are not activated. See
Sequence Setting Options on page 245.

To activate a one or more sequences:
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1. Select the sequences.

2. Click the arrow button in the TimelineTimeline dialog box to open the pop-up menu.

3. Click Activate selectedActivate selected. All the selected sequences are activated and the
lettering in their TimelineTimeline sequence bars turns red.

You can now add new steps or actions to the active selected sequences.

DeactivateDeactivate SelectedSelected SequencesSequences

To deactivate a one or more active sequences:

1. Select the active sequences.

2. Click the arrow button in the TimelineTimeline dialog box to open the pop-up menu.

3. Click Deactivate selectedDeactivate selected. All the selected active sequences are deactivated.
The lettering in their TimelineTimeline sequence bars turns black.

CurrentCurrent TimeTime

The current time can be any point within an animation. The red timeline indicates
the currently selected time. The time is depicted as a value in the field next to
Current timeCurrent time above the timeline. You can enter a different current time here.
Alternatively, you can move the timeline by clicking on it and dragging it with the
mouse. The time value indicated above changes in tandem with the movement of
the timeline. The timeline is moved in seconds. If you hold down the ALT key and
then move the timeline, the timeline is moved pixel by pixel. The distance in terms
of seconds depends on the scaling that has been set. Once you have clicked the
timeline, you can release the ALT key.

If you hold down the ALT key and then click on a sequence bar, the timeline jumps
to the end of this sequence.

CurrentCurrent TimeTime whenwhen CreatingCreating anan AnimationAnimation

The selected Current timeCurrent time is particularly important when editing an animation. Just
as in a movie, there can only be one scene at any one time. If a scene is inserted,
the other scenes are moved. If scenes are added, there needs to be sufficient free,
unoccupied time to accommodate them.
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If the timeline, as in the figure, is already positioned on an active sequence bar, a
new sequence is not generated when a new action is created. The action is assigned
to an existing step or inserted into the sequence as a new step. The existing
sequence therefore lasts longer.

To enable a new sequence to begin, the timeline has to be at least at the end of a
sequence (in the following figure at 8 seconds, or the end of SEQUENCE_1).
Furthermore, if the timeline is at the end of a sequence, this sequence must not be
active (ActiveActive sequencesequence command)

The following figure depicts the new SEQUENCE_2. It begins at 8 seconds. The
step and its action last for 3 seconds.

If the timeline is at the end of a sequence and the sequence is active, the next
action will be added to the sequence as a new step.
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If the timeline is at the end of a step within an active sequence, a new step is
inserted with the action. If the timeline is positioned within the duration of an
existing step, the action is added on to this step.

These details show that it is not possible to insert an action at a specific point in an
animation without taking careful note of the current time.

When animated actions are appended to a sequence, the sequence lasts longer. If
sufficient time is not available, the action is not executed. The start point of the
subsequent sequence will need to be moved. A sequence can be moved on the
timeline. Clicking on a sequence bar and holding down the mouse button enables
you to move the bar. The resulting change to the start time is automatically updated
next to start afterstart after in the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box.

Clicking on a sequence bar reveals the setting options for the sequence. You can
also specify a different start time here. The sequence bar in the TimelineTimeline dialog box
is moved automatically.

To make a sequence an active sequence, hold down the CTRL key and click on the
relevant sequence bar.

CommandsCommands onon thethe TimelineTimeline ContextContext MenuMenu

Right-click in the TimelineTimeline dialog box to open the TimelineTimeline context menu.

Use the commands on this menu to perform operations on all currently selected
sequences. For example, you can:

• Reverse the order of steps and actions in selected sequences. (See Reversing
Sequences on page 281.)

• Create sequence groups called “collections.” (See Grouping Sequences into
Collections on page 281.)

• Cut, copy, paste, duplicate, or delete currently selected sequences. (See
Arranging Sequences on page 283.)
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Reversing Sequences

Use the Reverse SequencesReverse Sequences command on the TimelineTimeline dialog box context menu to
reverse the order of the steps and pauses in all currently selected animation
sequences.

To reverse sequences:

1. In the Edit AnimationEdit Animation or TimelineTimeline dialog box, select one or more sequences or
collections. (For information about collections, see Grouping Sequences into
Collections on page 281.)

2. In the TimelineTimeline dialog box, right-click to open the context menu and then click
ReverseReverse SequencesSequences.

The steps and pauses in all selected sequences or collections are reversed. If there
are several actions within a step, their order is also reversed.

ExampleExample

Grouping Sequences into Collections

Use the Create collectionCreate collection and Release collectionRelease collection commands on the TimelineTimeline dialog
box context menu to group and ungroup (respectively) all currently selected
animation sequences.

To create and release collections:

1. In the TimelineTimeline or Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box, select two or more sequences.

2. Right-click in the TimelineTimeline dialog box and then click Create collectionCreate collection.

• The collection name, for example, Collection 1Collection 1, appears in the TimelineTimeline

dialog box below the object list.

• The collection duration bar appears below the sequence bars under the
timeline and spans all sequences in the collection.

3. To release collections:

a. In the TimelineTimeline dialog box, click a collection name to release, such as
Collection 1Collection 1, or, CTRL-click multiple collection names to release.
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b. Right-click in the TimelineTimeline dialog box and then click Release collectionRelease collection.

All selected collections are released and their collection names are removed
from the TimelineTimeline dialog box.

NoteNote

Releasing a collection does not delete the sequences it contains.

Collections work like groups in drawing mode:

• Selecting a collection (by clicking its collection name in the TimelineTimeline dialog
box) selects all the sequences it contains.

• When a collection is selected, changing a setting for one sequence it contains
changes that setting for all sequences it contains.

• If you do not want setting change you make to apply to all sequences in the
collection, deselect the collection first, and then select sequences directly.

• Collections are saved in Arbortext IsoDraw 7.2 (and later) ISO files. (They are
not saved in older ISO, or non-ISO, file formats.)

ExampleExample

Create two collections; one with two sequences and another with three.

1. In the TimelineTimeline dialog box, click the SEQUENCE_1SEQUENCE_1 and SEQUENCE_2SEQUENCE_2 bars
below the timeline to select these sequences.

2. Right-click in the TimelineTimeline dialog box to open the context menu, and then click
CreateCreate collectioncollection.
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Collection 1Collection 1 appears below the object list. Its duration bar below timeline spans
the SEQUENCE_1SEQUENCE_1 and SEQUENCE_2SEQUENCE_2 durations.

3. To create another collection containing three sequences, click the
SEQUENCE_3SEQUENCE_3 bar.

4. Right-click in the TimelineTimeline dialog box and then click Create collectionCreate collection.

Collection 2Collection 2 appears below Collection 1Collection 1 in the object list. Its duration bar spans
the SEQUENCE_1SEQUENCE_1, SEQUENCE_2SEQUENCE_2, and SEQUENCE_3SEQUENCE_3 durations.

Arranging Sequences

You can use the Cut sequencesCut sequences, Copy sequencesCopy sequences, Paste to current timePaste to current time, and
Duplicate sequencesDuplicate sequences commands on the TimelineTimeline dialog box context menu to
arrange sequences in your animation. You can also use Delete sequencesDelete sequences

command to remove sequences from your animation.

NoteNote

The commands on the TimelineTimeline dialog box context menu only apply to animation
sequences. You cannot use them to arrange steps, actions and pauses. If you need
to arrange steps, actions, or pauses, use the CutCut, CopyCopy, PastePaste, and DuplicateDuplicate

commands on the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box menu. (These can also be used to
arrange sequences. See Arranging Animation Items on page 252.)
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To arrange sequences in the TimelineTimeline dialog box:

1. Click a sequence bar (below the timeline) to select that sequence, or, CTRL-
click multiple sequence bars to select multiple sequences.

2. Right click in the TimelineTimeline dialog box to open the context menu, and then click:

• Cut sequencesCut sequences to cut the selected sequences. This removes them from the
timeline and from the animation tree in the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box.

• Copy sequencesCopy sequences to copy the selected sequences.

• Paste to current timePaste to current time to paste cut or copied sequences at the Current timeCurrent time

shown in the TimelineTimeline dialog box. After you click, sequence bars for the
pasted sequences appear below the timeline with the suffix “Copy n” added
to the sequence name (where n is the copy number). (Pasted sequences also
appear in the animation tree in the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box after you click
the object name or ID in the TimelineTimeline dialog box to refresh the tree view.)

• Duplicate sequencesDuplicate sequences to copy and paste all currently selected sequences at
the Current timeCurrent time shown in the TimelineTimeline dialog box.

NoteNote

Pasting with either Paste to current timePaste to current time or Duplicate sequencesDuplicate sequences works
when pasted sequences do not overlap other sequences on the timeline. If
you click Paste to current timePaste to current time or Duplicate sequencesDuplicate sequences and no sequence is
pasted, try moving the red timeline or changing the time in the Current timeCurrent time

box.

• Delete sequencesDelete sequences to delete all selected sequences. This removes them from
the timeline and from the animation tree in the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box.
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ExampleExample

To copy two sequences, SEQUENCE_1SEQUENCE_1 and SEQUENCE_2SEQUENCE_2, and paste them at a
later start time.

1. Select the two sequences to copy in reverse order:

NoteNote

Copied sequences are pasted in reverse selection order. For example, the last
sequence you select will be the first sequence pasted. The first sequence you
select will be the last one pasted.

a. Click the SEQUENCE_2SEQUENCE_2 sequence bar

b. CTRL-click the SEQUENCE_1SEQUENCE_1 bar.

2. Specify the start time for the sequences you will paste.

In this example, enter 28 seconds in the Current timeCurrent time box or move the red
timeline to 28 seconds on the timeline. This sets the current time after the end
time for SEQUENCE_2SEQUENCE_2 so the pasted sequences will not overlap.

NoteNote

After pasting, 28 seconds will be the Start afterStart after setting for SEQUENCE_1SEQUENCE_1
CopyCopy.

3. Right click in the TimelineTimeline dialog box, and then click Paste to current timePaste to current time.
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The sequence bars for sequences, SEQUENCE_1 CopySEQUENCE_1 Copy and SEQUENCE_2SEQUENCE_2
CopyCopy, appear below the timeline. SEQUENCE_1 CopySEQUENCE_1 Copy starts at 28 seconds.
Sequence_2 CopySequence_2 Copy starts immediately after Sequence_1 CopySequence_1 Copy.

NoteNote

When you paste multiple sequences, they are pasted with no time gaps between
their end and start times. After pasting, you can drag sequence bars in the
TimelineTimeline dialog box to adjust start times manually, or, you can enter new StartStart
afterafter times for the pasted sequences in the Edit AnimationEdit Animation dialog box.

PreviewingPreviewing anan AnimationAnimation inin ArbortextArbortext IsoDrawIsoDraw
When editing an animation, you can view your changes by closing the EditEdit
AnimationAnimation and TimelineTimeline dialog boxes, saving the file, then choosing ObjectsObjects ▶▶
Show in IsoViewShow in IsoView. If you don’t save the file first, any changes made to the animation
since the last save will not appear in Arbortext IsoView.

If you want to preview changes to an animation without saving the file first, you
can do so in Arbortext IsoDraw if the Edit AnimationEdit Animation and TimelineTimeline dialog boxes are
still open.

NoteNote

For better animation performance when previewing animations in
Arbortext IsoDraw, clear the Use buffered drawingUse buffered drawing check box on the RedrawRedraw page
in the PreferencesPreferences dialog box. (This setting is cleared by default. See Redraw on
page 121.)

ToTo previewpreview anan animationanimation inin ArbortextArbortext IsoDrawIsoDraw withoutwithout savingsaving changeschanges

In the TimelineTimeline dialog box:

1. Select a start time for your test animation run.

You can do this in any of the following ways:

• Enter the start time (in seconds) in the Current timeCurrent time box and then press
ENTER.

• Click and drag the red timeline to the start time. The timeline snaps to the
nearest 1-second increment unless you press and hold the ALT key while
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you click and drag. Using the ALT key lets you position the timeline
anywhere on the scale.

NoteNote

If the Current timeCurrent time is 00, you must click on the time scale before you can
drag the red timeline.

• ALT-click on any sequence bar. The red timeline jumps to the end of
sequence you clicked.

2. Start the animation.

Press and hold the CTRL key, then click on the red timeline (above the time
scale line). The timeline starts advancing.

When the timeline enters a sequence bar, that sequence plays.

• To keep the timeline moving forward after you start it, keep holding down
the CTRL key.

• Release the CTRL key to stop the timeline.

If you release the CTRL key when the timeline is:

○ in one sequence, the timeline stops a the end of that sequence.

○ in two or more sequences, the timeline stops at the end of the sequence
that completes first.

○ not in a sequence, the timeline stops immediately (at the next time
increment).

SpecialSpecial FeaturesFeatures inin 3D3D AnimationAnimation

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

GeneralGeneral

When you import, paste or place 3D data you can create 3D animations in 3D
mode.

The current display mode for the entire drawing in 3D mode is automatically
adopted when the animation is played back using the Show in IsoViewShow in IsoView menu
command. The display mode is not recorded in the animation. You can change the
display mode before initiating play back.

When you have created an animation in 3D mode, it takes with it all 3D
information when it is projected into a 2D illustration.
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NoteNote

Drawings for which you have created an animation in 3D mode can only be
projected into a 2D illustration using the keep 3D datakeep 3D data option (see Working in 3D
Mode on page 671).

As this type of projection allows you to switch back to 3D mode at any time, the
animation can be edited further.

If you select the menu command Show in IsoViewShow in IsoView when the drawing is in 2D
mode, the animation is displayed in the same way as in 3D mode.

You cannot create animations for a 3D drawing when in 2D mode.

CreatingCreating 2D2D AnimationsAnimations forfor 3D3D AnimationsAnimations

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You can create 2D animations for objects and groups outside the 3D drawing in the
2D window. These animations can then be viewed along with the 3D animations
during playback. This applies in both 2D and 3D mode. You can only edit these
2D animations in 2D mode.

SeveralSeveral 3D3D DrawingsDrawings inin OneOne FileFile

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

A 2D Arbortext IsoDraw file can contain imported, placed, and pasted 3D files. To
re-edit the animation, switch separately for each of these files to one set in 3D
mode. During this period, animations on other 3D files on the drawing sheet
cannot be edited. If you play back the animation in 3D mode, all other 2D and 3D
animations are displayed.
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NotesNotes onon EditingEditing AnimationsAnimations
A pen symbol is shown behind the name of every animated object in the object
window. Clicking on this pen symbol opens the dialog boxes for editing the
animation and the animation process is displayed.

If the pen symbol is grayed out, the animation cannot be selected. The animation
can therefore not be edited. This applies when:

• A 3D drawing containing animations is in 2D mode.

• 2D animations exist in a file and an imported, pasted, or placed 3D drawing
(set) from this file is in 3D mode.

• Imported, pasted, or placed 3D drawings with animations are in a file in 2D
mode and an imported, pasted, or placed 3D drawing is in 3D mode.

The figures below show the object window of a file with a 2D element, a placed
3D file, and a pasted 3D file. Animations have been created for all three areas of
the file.

The first figure on the left shows the object window in 2D mode. Only the pen
symbol for the 2D element can be selected. The second figure in the center shows
the object window as it appears when the placed file is in 3D mode. Only the
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animation for object 60623 can be selected. In the third figure, only the two
animations for the DETAIL objects can be selected in the object window. The
pasted file is in 3D mode.
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ViewportsViewports forfor thethe AnimationAnimation
You can create a special viewport to be used in Arbortext IsoView when the
animation is being played back. How this is achieved is described under ViewportsViewports

in Show Attribute Window on page 352.

RemoteRemote StartStart MasterMaster SequencesSequences
All sequences that are set to start on loadon load in the TimelineTimeline dialog box appear as one
“master sequence” if the ISO file containing the animation is placed in another ISO
file.

A placed file can have only one master sequence. Sequences set to remote eventremote event or
disableddisabled in the Edit Animations dialog box cannot be part of a master sequence.

You can change the start time for an on loadon load start master sequence by changing its
start timestart time in the Edit AnimationsEdit Animations dialog box. You can also start the master sequence
in the placed file on demand by setting it to remote eventremote event.
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ShowShow inin IsoViewIsoView

ArbortextArbortext IsoViewIsoView
Arbortext IsoView is part of the Arbortext IsoView intelligent viewer product
range and an integral component of Arbortext IsoDraw. You can play back your
animation in Arbortext IsoView.

ShowShow inin IsoViewIsoView

Arbortext IsoView is launched the first time the Show in IsoViewShow in IsoView menu command
is selected. After a short time, the content of the file that is open appears in the
Arbortext IsoView window:

Playback of the animation begins at the set start point. The sequence with the
earliest start point of all the animated objects in the drawing determines the start
point for the entire animation.

Playback finishes when the final sequence is completed.

If you want to play the animation again, press CTRL+R.
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ViewportsViewports forfor thethe AnimationAnimation

You can create special viewports to be used in Arbortext IsoView when the
animation is being played back. How this is achieved is described under ViewportsViewports

in Show Attribute Window on page 352.

LockLock 3D3D InteractionInteraction
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

When working with files containing 3D data, this menu command allows you to
switch off the Arbortext IsoView functions that enable the 3D object to be rotated
and viewed from all sides.

This is useful when the observer is required to view the object from a specific side,
for example during playback of an animation.

ActivateActivate HotHot SpotsSpots
Selecting this command allows you to activate all the hotspots in the active file. If
the hotspots are active, this is indicated by a tick in front of the menu command.

If the hotspots are not active, you will scarcely notice their existence. You can click
on the area of a hotspot with the arrow cursor without anything happening.

If the hotspots are active, however, they will be highlighted when you click them.
If links have been assigned to the object in question, these will be executed if
possible. In some circumstances, this will mean that another file will be opened.

First enable the Activate hot spotsActivate hot spots option. Then click an object. If it has a link, the
link will be executed. If the link is to a view or an object, Arbortext IsoDraw will
execute the link itself. In all other cases, the Web browser will be invoked in order
to execute the link.
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When an object has been assigned several links, Arbortext IsoDraw is unable to
decide clearly which is to be used. The following dialog box will then appear:

Select the link you want to execute. Then click OKOK. The link will then be run.

SelectSelect DTDDTD
The first time you start Arbortext IsoDraw , Graphical objectGraphical object will be selected for
the type in the object info. This has the standard attributes ID, name, hotspot,
extent and object tip. Further information on these attributes can be found in
Object Info on page 223. Each object type has these standard attributes. The
graphical object also has an attribute of type HyperlinkHyperlink.

This graphical object, together with its attributes, is sufficient in most cases to
create objects on the illustration and assign links to these. In some cases, however,
you may require additional attributes in the form of e.g. a spare parts number or a
designation. For this purpose, you can create a definition file in Arbortext IsoDraw
for defining the required attributes. This definition file is also known as a DTD
(Document Type Definition). This is a term from the world of structured
documents based on the SGML standard (Standardized General Markup
Language). The following pages provide further information about DTD.
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Object types and their attributes can be defined in a DTD. This allows you to save
your own information in your illustrations. This can include information that you
are using for a spare parts catalog or test values in a circuit diagram. You can
invoke this command at any time for selecting the required DTD. The following
dialog box appears:

With the program, several DTDs have been installed which appear in the list:

_DEFAULT_DTD_ This DTD stands for the default setting described above. It
is an integral part of Arbortext IsoDraw and requires no
additional file.

aecma This DTD contains the object definitions of the S1000D
CGM profile. This profile is used in the aviation industry.

catalog This DTD contains an object type part with attributes
which can be used for a spare parts catalog. You can use it
as an example of a DTD which you can design yourself.

grexchange210 This DTD contains the object definitions of the ATA
GREXCHANGE CGM profile. This profile is used in
civil aviation.

grexchange26 This DTD contains the object definitions of the ATA
GREXCHANGE CGM profile. This profile is used in
civil aviation.

grexchange27 This DTD contains the object definitions of the ATA
GREXCHANGE CGM profile. This profile is used in
civil aviation.

grexchange28 This DTD contains the object definitions of the ATA
GREXCHANGE CGM profile. This profile is used in
civil aviation.

grexchange29 This DTD contains the object definitions of the ATA
GREXCHANGE CGM profile. This profile is used in
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civil aviation.
s1000d22 This DTD contains the object definitions of the S1000D

CGM profile. This profile is used in the aviation industry.
webcgm10 This DTD contains the object definitions of the WebCGM

profile. It is used if illustrations are to be saved in
WebCGM format.

webcgm20 This DTD contains the object definitions of the WebCGM
profile. It is used if illustrations are to be saved in
WebCGM format.

Select a DTD and confirm by clicking OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel closes the dialog box
without making any changes.

InstallationInstallation
All DTDs are located in the template folder. You can find out more about
organizing templates by referring to the PreferencesPreferences command in the EditEdit menu.

StructureStructure ofof aa DTDDTD
A DTD is based on strict rules defined in the SGML standard. Arbortext IsoDraw
uses a subset of the possibilities that are available in SGML. The main rules are
described below.

A DTD is saved as a text file with extension .dtd. Arbortext IsoDraw uses the
file name without the extension for the name of the DTD.

The names _DEFAULT_DTD_, grexchange and webcgm are reserved. The
existing DTDs should not be changed, otherwise CGM export may no longer agree
with the relevant standards.

A DTD can also contain annotations which are ignored for interpretation purposes.
An annotation begins with the characters <!– and ends with characters –>. It can
encompass several lines.

Example:

<!-- This is an annotation -->

The following definitions may appear in a DTD

ELEMENT Corresponds to the object type
ATTLIST The list of attributes
ENTITY A type of macro which defines expressions used in other

definitions
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DefinitionDefinition ofof anan ObjectObject TypeType

Each object type which is to appear in the object info of Arbortext IsoDraw must
be defined in the DTD. What is more, a list of attributes must exist for every type.
The following example defines an object type SparePart with standard
attributes:

<!ELEMENT SparePart *>
<!ATTLIST SparePart
%defAttrs;
>

The key elements are:

<!ELEMENT Start of definition
SparePart Object type
*> End of definition (for SGML experts: Arbortext IsoDraw

ignores any structure rules at this point)

The lines which follow define an attribute list as described in the following section.

Only the characters a–z, A–Z, 0–9, $+-_ (without commas) may be used for the
object type.

Each DTD must contain a definition for object type grobject (graphical object).
The minimum required definition is:

<!ELEMENT grobject *>
<!ATTLIST SparePart
%defAttrs;
>

During import, the term grobject is replaced by a designation in the relevant
program language.

DefinitionDefinition ofof AttributesAttributes

Each object is automatically assigned a number of standard attributes which cannot
be changed. These are

ID Unique definition of the object
name Name of the object, need not be unique
region Hotspot attributes
viewcontext The area which is to be displayed if the object is to be

used as the target.
screentip A text which is displayed if the user moves the mouse

pointer over the object.
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Other attributes can also be created. Each attribute consists of three expressions:
the name of the attribute, the type of the attribute and information on whether this
attribute must be used or not:

PartNo %string; #REQUIRED

This line defines an attribute named PartNo of type string. The expression
#REQUIRED indicates that this attribute must be completed by the user. He can do
this by means of the Validate objectsValidate objects function. The following data types have been
predefined for attributes:

%string; A character string
%float; A floating point number
%integer; An integer
ID Unique ID, reserved for attribute ID
uri A hyperlink
%special; Reserved types for specific standard attributes
%defAttrs; Reserved type for all standard attributes

An expression beginning with % and ending with ; is known as an entity
(ENTITY). Entities are defined in the DTD. Arbortext IsoDraw recognizes the
entities integer, float, string, and special, and applies rules in the
object info which correspond to these types. The user is therefore unable to enter
letters if the attribute has been declared as an integer. Further information on
entities can be found in the enclosed DTDs or in the SGML literature.

An attribute list can be created with the specified data types. The minimum form of
such a list is as follows:

<!ATTLIST SparePart
%defAttrs;
>

The elements are as follows

<!ATTLIST Start of attribute list
SparePart Name of associated object type
%defAttrs; This object has the standard attributes
> End of attribute list

An attribute list with additional attributes could take the following form:

<!ATTLIST SparePart
%defAttrs;
PartNo %string; #REQUIRED
<!-- An attribute “PartNo” of type string-->
Quantity %integer; #IMPLIED
<!-- An attribute “Quantity” of type quantity-->
Assembly uri #IMPLIED
<!-- An attribute “Assembly” of type hyperlink-->
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>

The expression #IMPLIED appears if the attribute is not obligatory.

DefiningDefining youryour OwnOwn DTDDTD
It is generally advisable to save non-graphical information outside the illustration,
e.g. in a database or a separate XML file for use on the Internet. It may be useful,
however, to generate a file containing all attributes which is then not dependent on
other files.

It will be adequate in most cases to attach additional attributes to the standard
object type Graphical object. The following example shows how you can derive
your own DTD from one of the existing DTDs.

First, look for the folder containing your DTDs (see Preferences on page 108).
Then copy file grexchange.dtd. Give the copied file the name sample.dtd.
Then open this file with a word processing program. The first lines will look as
follows:

<!— ATA GREXCHANGE 2.6 Model —>

<!-***********************************************
This is the GREXCHANGE DTD. Do not modify or rename
this file! If you want to use this DTD as a
starting point for your own DTD make a copy and
give the copy a different name.
The new name must not contain the words GREXCHANGE
or WebCGM.
**************************************************
**

—>

Change the term ATA GREXCHANGE in the first line to Sample so that this DTD
is not accidentally confused with the GREXCHANGE DTD. Then scroll to the end
of the file where you will find the following definition:

<!ELEMENT grobject (grobject)*>
<!ATTLIST spare part
%defAttrs;
refloc %String; #IMPLIED
>

Delete the following line:

refloc %String; #IMPLIED

It may be the case that other attributes are also listed if the GREXCHANGE
standard was modified. You can also delete these attributes. You now have a DTD
which only contains the minimum definition for the Graphical object. Add your
own attributes as required:
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<!ATTLIST spare part
%defAttrs;
PartNo %string; #IMPLIED
Quantity %integer; #IMPLIED
Assembly uri #IMPLIED
>

You have now defined three additional attributes. Save the file as a pure text file.
Now start Arbortext IsoDraw and select the Select DTDSelect DTD command. If you have
done everything correctly, the sample DTD will appear in the list. Select this DTD
and confirm with OKOK. The new attributes will appear if you now call up the object
info for an element.

ValidateValidate ObjectsObjects
This menu command allows you to check all object information in your
illustration. There are various reasons why such a check can be useful. The most
important of these is that you can verify whether all the required information has
been entered. It also discovers inconsistencies which could otherwise result in
problems in interactive applications.

If you select the menu command, the following dialog box appears:

This allows you to define the test conditions in detail.

IDID andand NameName

These attributes are particularly important, since they are used to identify the
object. Different rules apply for these attributes in different environments. The ID
should, as a general rule, always be unique so that you can identify the object
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unambiguously. If the illustrations are used in a Web environment (HTML or
XML), ID and Name are often transferred as part of an Internet address (URI). In
this case, only specific characters may be used. WebCGM is even more exact in
prescribing which characters may be used in an ID or Name. For this reason, you
can specify here which rules are to be used when examining the ID and Name.

You can check the uniqueness of ID and Name individually. Do this by enabling
the relevant boxes. As a general rule, only the ID should be unique.

ValidateValidate ObjectObject TypesTypes

This setting checks whether object types which do not agree with the set DTD have
been used in the illustration.

ValidateValidate AttributesAttributes

Several checks are performed at this point. The first checks whether the attribute is
allowed with the selected DTD. The value is then checked. If the entry contains
mistakes, it will need to be corrected. A check is also performed to find out
whether the value needs to be entered in accordance with the DTD. If so, a missing
value will be reported.

ValidateValidate LocalLocal LinksLinks

If this box is enabled, link attributes will be examined to determine whether their
target still exists.

Depending on the object info and the DTD selected, dialog boxes will now be
displayed to report any errors which have been found. You then have the
opportunity to correct these errors.

This command enables you to delete attributes from object info which does not
match the definition file (DTD) currently selected. Further information on these
definition files can be found in Select DTD on page 294.

If you open files containing attributes, these attributes will be adopted by
Arbortext IsoDraw . This can be the case with Arbortext IsoDraw, CGM or Adobe
Illustrator files. Since these attributes may have been created without DTD or using
a different DTD, they will not necessarily match the DTD currently set. This
situation can also occur if you change the DTD using command Select DTDSelect DTD.

DeleteDelete UncompliantUncompliant AttributesAttributes
This function examines all object info. If the object info for an element contains an
attribute which has not been defined in the current DTD, it will be deleted.
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First use Select DTDSelect DTD to select the DTD you want to use. Then select the elements
you want to process. Select the Delete uncompliant attributesDelete uncompliant attributes command. The
following dialog box appears:

This indicates how much object info has been changed by this function.

WindowWindow SizeSize
You can use this command to set the window size in Arbortext IsoDraw in order to
create viewports. You can set the window size in this way so that is agrees with the
dimensions of Arbortext IsoView in your interactive application. By way of
example, the size of Arbortext IsoView on an HTML page can be specified in
pixels. If the width is 400 and the height 300 pixels, you can ensure identical ratios
when creating the viewports.

First ensure that the window on Windows computers has not been maximized.
Then select the menu command. The following dialog box appears:

The current size of the window is displayed. Now change the values as you wish.
CancelCancel terminates the dialog box without performing any changes, clicking OKOK

confirms your entry. The window is then changed to the desired size. You can now
create the required viewports using the New viewportNew viewport command.
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55
TextText MenuMenu

Fonts...................................................................................................................... 305
Size........................................................................................................................ 307
Leading .................................................................................................................. 309
Kerning................................................................................................................... 310
Superscript/Subscript............................................................................................... 312
Face....................................................................................................................... 314
Alignment ............................................................................................................... 315
Tabs ....................................................................................................................... 317
Delete Tabs............................................................................................................. 319
Character Fill........................................................................................................... 320
Text Background ..................................................................................................... 322
Convert to Paths...................................................................................................... 326

Most commands in the TextText menu can be selected by keyboard commands. If there
is a key combination command code, it is indicated next to the command text.
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The figure shows which commands in the TextText menu can be selected using a
command code.
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FontsFonts
You can use the FontsFonts command to assign a font to either an entire text element or
to a part of a text element. If you write a new piece of text, the last font selected
will be used.

ChangingChanging thethe EntireEntire TextText ElementElement

Select the element and then select the required font from the submenu. The text for
the element is then displayed in the new font. A tick now appears in front of the
selected font.

If you wish to select a font which does not yet appear in the submenu, use SelectSelect
fontfont. The Select fontSelect font dialog box appears. When clicking on OKOK the selected font
will be applied to the selected text element and will also appear in the submenu. If
you click CancelCancel, your selection will be ignored.
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ChangingChanging aa PartPart ofof aa TextText

Select the TextText tool from the toolbox and click the text element. The flashing
insertion cursor appears. You can now select the relevant section of text (see Text
on page 659). Then choose the required font from the menu. The selected part of
the text will be displayed in the new font. You can select a new font just as you can
for a complete text element using the command Select fontSelect font. If you have used
several fonts in a text element, the font of the character which follows the insertion
cursor appears with a tick in the submenu. If you have selected characters with
different fonts, no tick appears. Select the arrow cursor to conclude the editing of
the text element.

The FontsFonts submenu lists only PostScript™ or TrueType™ fonts. Bitmap fonts
cannot be used.

NoteNote

If documents are exchanged between different computers it may be the case that
fonts used in a document cannot be found. In this case, stop working with
Arbortext IsoDraw , install the required fonts and restart.
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SizeSize
You can use menu command SizeSize to change the size of the individual letters and
characters. The actual size depends on the font used. The size is specified in points,
one point corresponding to approximately 0.351 mm. If you write a new piece of
text, the last font selected will be used.

ChangingChanging thethe EntireEntire TextText ElementElement

Select the element and then select the required size from the submenu. The text for
the element is then displayed in the new size. A tick now appears in front of the
selected font size.

If you wish to select a font size which cannot be selected from the submenu,
choose SizeSize ▶▶ otherother. The following dialog box appears:
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Here, you can enter a value for the size with up to three digits after the decimal
point. Clicking OKOK applies the entered value to the selected text element. The
selected font size appears the next time the dialog box is opened if the text element
is selected. If you click CancelCancel, your entry will be ignored.

ChangingChanging aa PartPart ofof aa TextText

Select the TextText tool from the toolbox and click the text element. The flashing
insertion cursor appears. You can now select the relevant section of text (see Text
on page 659). Then choose the required size from the menu. The selected part of
the text will be displayed in the new size. You can enter your own size just as you
can for a complete text element using the command SizeSize ▶▶ otherother. If you have used
different font sizes in a text element, the font size of the character following the
insertion cursor appears with a tick in the submenu. If you have selected characters
with different font sizes, no tick appears. Select the arrow cursor to conclude the
editing of the text element.
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LeadingLeading
You can use the menu command LeadingLeading to change the leading between the
individual paragraphs of a text element. The leading is measured between two
baselines. The distance is specified in points, one point corresponding to
approximately 0.351 mm. If you write a new piece of text, the last leading selected
will be used.

ChangingChanging thethe EntireEntire TextText ElementElement

Select the element and then choose the required leading from the submenu. The
text for the element is then displayed in the new leading. A tick now appears in
front of the selected leading.

If you wish to select a leading which cannot be selected from the submenu, use the
command LeadingLeading ▶▶ otherother. The following dialog box appears:
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Here, you can enter a value for the leading with up to three digits after the decimal
point. Clicking OKOK applies the entered value to the selected text element. The
selected leading appears the next time the dialog box is opened if the text element
is selected. If you click CancelCancel, your entry will be ignored.

ChangingChanging aa PartPart ofof aa TextText

Select the TextText tool from the toolbox and click the text element. The flashing
insertion cursor appears. You can now select the relevant section of text (see Text
on page 659). Click with the insertion cursor on one of the lines of the paragraph to
which you wish to assign a different leading. Now select the required leading from
the menu. The text will now appear with the new leading. You can enter your own
leading just as you can for a complete text element using the command LeadingLeading ▶▶
otherother. If you have used different leadings in a text element, the leading of the line
where the insertion cursor is positioned appears with a tick in the submenu. If you
have selected lines with different leadings, no tick appears. Select the arrow cursor
to conclude the editing of the text element.

KerningKerning
You can use the menu command KerningKerning to modify the spacing between two or
more characters. The kerning 0 represents equidistant spacing between the
characters appropriate for the font and the font size. Positive values enlarge the
kerning, while negative values lower it. The values are measured in units of 1/1000
of a quad (em). The width of a quad is relative to the current font size. A quad is
10 point for a font size of 10 point. As the units are measured in 1/1000, 100 units
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of a 10 point font size correspond to one point. One point corresponds to
approximately 0.351 mm. If you write a new text, the last kerning selected will be
used.

ChangingChanging thethe EntireEntire TextText ElementElement

Select the element and then choose the required value from the submenu. The text
of the element is then displayed in the new kerning. A tick now appears in front of
the selected kerning.

If you wish to select a kerning which does not appear in the submenu, use the
command KerningKerning ▶▶ otherother. The following dialog box appears:
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Here, you can enter a value for the kerning. You can enter whole-figure numbers
between -300 and +300. Clicking OKOK applies the entered value to the selected text
element. The selected kerning is displayed in the unit (1/1000) the next time the
dialog box is opened if the text element is selected. If you click CancelCancel, your entry
will be ignored.

ChangingChanging aa PartPart ofof aa TextText

Select the TextText tool from the toolbox and click the text element. The flashing
insertion cursor appears. You can now select the relevant section of text (see Text
on page 659). Select the characters to which you wish to assign another kerning
value. Now select the required leading from the menu. The text will now appear
with the new leading. You can enter your own kerning just as you can for a
complete text element using the command KerningKerning ▶▶ otherother. If you have used
different kernings in a text element, the kerning of the character following the
insertion cursor appears with a tick in the submenu. If you have selected characters
with different kernings, no tick appears. Select the arrow cursor to conclude the
editing of the text element.

Superscript/Superscript/SubscriptSubscript
Use menu command Superscript / SubscriptSuperscript / Subscript to alter the spacing of characters in a
text element with reference to the baseline. The values for superscript/subscript
define the distance from the baseline. Positive values move the character vertically
upwards, while negative values move it vertically downwards. The value is
specified in points, one point corresponding to approximately 0.351 mm. If you
write a new piece of text, the last superscript / subscript setting selected is used.
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If you select a text element with the arrow cursor, the command cannot be selected.

ChangingChanging aa PartPart ofof aa TextText

Select the TextText tool from the toolbox and click the text element. The flashing
insertion cursor appears. You can now select the relevant section of text (see Text
on page 659). Select the characters which are to be superscripted or subscripted.
Then select the required spacing from the submenu. The selected text section is
then displayed in the new spacing from the baseline. A tick now appears in front of
the selected spacing.

If you wish to apply a spacing which does not appear in the submenu, use the
Superscript/SubscriptSuperscript/Subscript ▶▶ otherother command. The following dialog box appears:

Here, you can enter a value for the kerning. You can enter values with up to three
digits after the decimal point. Clicking OKOK applies the entered value to the selected
text section. The selected spacing for the superscript or subscript appears the next
time the dialog box is opened if this text section is selected. If you click CancelCancel,
your entry will be ignored.
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FaceFace
You can use the menu command FaceFace to change the appearance of the individual
letters and characters. There are four variants of FaceFace to choose from: NormalNormal,
BoldBold, ItalicItalic, and Bold ItalicBold Italic.

ChangingChanging thethe EntireEntire TextText Element:Element:

Select the element and then choose the required face from the submenu. The text
for the element is then displayed in the new face. A tick now appears in front of the
selected face.

ChangingChanging aa PartPart ofof aa TextText

Select the TextText tool from the toolbox and click the text element. The flashing
insertion cursor appears. You can now select the relevant section of text (see Text
on page 659). Then choose the required face from the menu. The selected part of
the text will be displayed in the new face. If you have used different faces in a text
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element, the face of the character following the insertion cursor appears with a tick
in the submenu. If you have selected characters with differing faces, no tick
appears. Select the arrow cursor to conclude the editing of the text element.

AlignmentAlignment
You can use the menu command AlignmentAlignment to change the alignment of text
elements. An element can be aligned both horizontally and vertically. Text sections
in text elements can be aligned horizontally.

AligningAligning anan EntireEntire TextText ElementElement

Select the element using the arrow cursor and then select the required alignment
from the menu. The text of the element will then be displayed with the new
alignment.
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HorizontalHorizontal AlignmentAlignment

You can align text horizontally using LeftLeft for left-flush, RightRight for right-flush and
CenterCenter for centered.

VerticalVertical AlignmentAlignment

You have four options for aligning text vertically. Each of these four options moves
the entire text element:
UpUp Aligns text so that the ascenders of the

first line end at the height of the
insertion point.

CenterCenter Moves the center of the text to the
insertion point.

BaselineBaseline Moves the baseline of the first line to
the insertion point.

DownDown Aligns text so that the descenders of the
last line end at the height of the
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insertion point.

AligningAligning aa PartPart ofof aa TextText

You can also change the horizontal alignment if you are in the process of editing
the text element. The alignment takes place by paragraph, i.e. up to at least the next
paragraph marker. Select the TextText tool from the toolbox and click the text element.
The flashing insertion cursor appears. You can now select the relevant section of
text (see Text on page 659). Select the required alignment. The selected text is then
displayed with the new horizontal alignment.

TabsTabs
Use the menu command TabsTabs to format text elements with tabs while you are
editing the text. The selected tabs are effective for the selected text, or at least for a
paragraph between two paragraph markers. If you select a text element with the
arrow cursor, you can only set tabs for the entire text element.
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DefiningDefining TabsTabs forfor anan EntireEntire TextText ElementElement

Select the element using the arrow cursor and then select the command DeleteDelete
tabstabs. The following dialog box appears:

In the PositionPosition entry field, you can determine at which location in the text the tab
stop should be positioned. The value is measured from the left-hand edge of the
text element.

In the AlignmentAlignment field, you can select the type of tab. Selecting LeftLeft gives a left-
flush tab. It aligns the selected text left-flush with the tab stop. CenteredCentered centers
the text around the tab stop. RightRight positions the text right-flush in front of the tab
stop. If you wish to align numbers with digits after the decimal point, select
DecimalDecimal. The decimal tab then aligns the digits to the decimal point.

If you click on SetSet, the value for the position appears in the display field. Your
selection is confirmed. DeleteDelete deletes the last selected tab.

Clicking on CancelCancel exits the dialog box. Your entries or modifications are ignored.
Following confirmation with OKOK, the set tabs are applied to the selected text
element.

If you have selected the TextText tool from the toolbox and have clicked on the text
element, a symbol bar appears with tab symbols above the text element. You will
see red symbols for the type of tab in the specified position.
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DefiningDefining TabsTabs forfor aa PartPart ofof aa TextText

Select the TextText tool from the toolbox. Click on the text element. The flashing
insertion cursor appears. You can now select the relevant section of text (see Text
on page 659). If you now select the command TabsTabs, the dialog box appears as
described earlier. The specified tabs are then applied to the selected text section. If
you do not select any text, the specified tabs are applied to the paragraph
containing the insertion cursor. Following confirmation with OKOK in the dialog box,
the symbol bar appears containing the specified tab symbols above the text
element. If you have set different tabs for different paragraphs, the tab symbols
which have been set for the current paragraph are always displayed. If you move
around in the text with the insertion cursor, the display in the symbol bar will
change accordingly.

To subsequently determine the position of a tab, click on the text element with the
TextText tool. The flashing insertion cursor appears. Select the command TabsTabs. All the
tabs are displayed in the TabsTabs dialog box. If the text element contains paragraphs
with differing tabs, the display reflects the position of the insertion cursor. If you
select the entire text, the command TabsTabs cannot be selected.

NoteNote

If you wish to use fixed formatting with tabs and other text attributes for several
text elements, it is expedient to set up a text format. Here, you can define all the
attributes for a text just once. The text format can then be used for each text
element. Text formats can be created in the AttributesAttributes window.

DeleteDelete TabsTabs
Use the command Delete tabsDelete tabs to delete tabs.

DeletingDeleting TabsTabs forfor anan EntireEntire TextText ElementElement

Select the element using the arrow cursor and then select the command DeleteDelete
tabstabs. All the tabs in the entire text element are deleted.

DeletingDeleting TabsTabs forfor aa PartPart ofof aa TextText

Select the TextText tool from the toolbox. Click on the text element. The flashing
insertion cursor appears. You can now select the relevant section of text (see Text
on page 659). Select command Delete tabsDelete tabs. All the tabs in the selected text section
are deleted. If you have set different tabs for different paragraphs, only the tabs for
the selected text section are ever deleted. If you do not select any text, the tabs for
the paragraph where the insertion cursor is positioned are deleted.
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CharacterCharacter FillFill
This menu command allows you to change the graphic attributes of a text element.

It also allows you to change the appearance of the letters and characters.

Use the arrow cursor to select the desired text elements and choose menu
command Character fillCharacter fill. You can also choose this command if you are in the
process of editing a text element. The following dialog box appears:

Normal text consists of characters which are filled in black. This status is shown
when the dialog box is being opened. The color selection area also allows you to
give texts a color fill. You can select a color from the color list or set your own
color. The text in the illustration has a gray value of 50%.

NoteNote

Texts are shown on the screen in the selected color.

You wish to apply a new color to other text elements. It is expedient to define the
new color once in the FillsFills window. This color then also appears in the color list for
Character fillCharacter fill. You can then select the color immediately. See Show Fill Window on
page 408 for details.

The fill is removed if you click on the tick in the With fillWith fill box. The tick disappears.
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You can also change the text so that only an outline is printed out. Click the StrokeStroke

button. An input field appears for entering the thickness. The color selection area
allows you to specify the color of the contour.
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Your changes will only be valid if you click OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel exits the dialog
box without any changes being made to the character fill box.

NoteNote

Text characters with contour are displayed on the screen like filled text characters.
The contour is only visible when the text is printed out or when it is converted to
another format.

TextText BackgroundBackground
Use this command to control the background of a text.

Here, you have the option of creating text elements so that they are isolated from
other elements. This improves the legibility of the text. Isolation is performed
using the background of the text element.
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Use the arrow cursor to select the desired text elements and choose menu
command Text backgroundText background. You can also choose this command if you are in the
process of editing a text element. The following dialog box appears:

The dialog box allows you to change the appearance and size of the background.
Upon starting the program, the text elements are generated as shown above, i.e.
with a white, rectangular background. The size of the background depends on the
size of the text. The illustration shows the size of the field against a dark
background.
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If you have selected FillFill and With fillWith fill, you can select a color for the background.
The color selection area gives you two options for doing this. You can select a
color from the color list or set your own color.

NoteNote

You wish to apply a new color to other text elements. It is expedient to define the
new color once in the FillsFills window. This color then also appears in the color list for
Character fillCharacter fill. You can then select the color immediately. See Show Fill Window on
page 408 for details.

The background fill is removed if you click on the tick in the With fillWith fill box. The tick
disappears.

To set an outline for the background, click StrokeStroke and With StrokeWith Stroke. In the entry
field, specify the value for the width of the outline stroke. Just like for the fill, you
can create a color in the color selection area for this contour.

The following element has been created so that the background has an outline of
0.5 mm black and a fill of 40%.
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In the lower half of the dialog box you can specify whether the background is to be
rectangular or circular. If you want to specify the dimensions yourself enter the
width and height - or a diameter in the case of a circle - as shown.
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ConvertConvert toto PathsPaths
This command allows you to convert text elements to Bézier paths.

Select the required text element with the arrow cursor and then choose the ConvertConvert
toto pathspaths command.
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You can now process the converted text element using the Bézier path functions, e.
g. to create a logo.

NoteNote

You can only ever convert an entire text element. It is not possible to convert
individual characters of a text element.

If you convert a text element, you will lose the graphical attribute StrokeStroke from
Character fillCharacter fill and the settings for the Text backgroundText background. The fill for the text element
is retained.
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WindowWindow MenuMenu

Preview .................................................................................................................. 331
Size........................................................................................................................ 334
Redraw................................................................................................................... 335
Arrange All .............................................................................................................. 335
Show Printing Pages ............................................................................................... 335
Show Objects.......................................................................................................... 337
Show Browser Window ............................................................................................ 337
Magnifier................................................................................................................. 341
Navigator ................................................................................................................ 343
Show Palette Window .............................................................................................. 344
Show Layer Window ................................................................................................ 345
Show Attribute Window ............................................................................................ 352
Show Fill Window .................................................................................................... 408
Show Object Window............................................................................................... 427
Show Rulers ........................................................................................................... 438
Show Library ........................................................................................................... 440
Toolbars.................................................................................................................. 447
Projection ............................................................................................................... 453
Display ................................................................................................................... 457
File Display ............................................................................................................. 458

A number of commands in the WindowWindow menu can be selected by means of
keyboard commands. If there is a key combination command code, it is indicated
next to the command text.

The figure shows which commands in the WindowWindow menu can be selected using a
command code.
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The ProjectionProjection and DisplayDisplay commands are only active in 3D mode.
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PreviewPreview
Your drawings can be displayed and edited on the screen in either drawing mode or
preview mode. You can choose between the two different display modes by
selecting the command PreviewPreview in the submenu. A check mark before the entry
indicates that preview mode is activated, otherwise you are in drawing mode.

Elements are shown in simplified form in drawing mode. All pens are displayed in
a uniform thickness along with their set screen color. Threads are sketched only
roughly, while fills and halos are not shown at all.

On account of this simplified form of display, the screen is redrawn much faster in
drawing mode than in preview mode. Detail work is facilitated by the uniform line
thickness of the elements which remains the same for all enlargement factors.

NoteNote

The color of the elements is also influenced by the layer color (see Show Layer
Window on page 345).
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PreviewPreview

In preview mode you see the drawing as it will be printed or exported, thus
providing you with an important monitoring instrument. This allows you at all
times to check the structure of the illustration, the execution of details and the
selected means of representation (e.g. line thickness). It is also advisable to check
the clarity of the drawing, particularly in its original size.

You should check the final status of the illustration in preview mode prior to
printing.

NoteNote

The possibilities offered by Arbortext IsoDraw can easily lead you to work with a
higher enlargement factor than necessary. This can result in you drawing details
which will show up later as no more than a black dot. A small tip for you: Switch
to preview occasionally. If your screen suddenly becomes a mass of black you
should perhaps simplify the illustration a bit.

ShowShow EPSEPS PreviewPreview

With preview selected, you can also choose whether certain elements which are not
so important for the drawing are shown in simplified form. These include EPS
graphics from other programs which you have placed on the drawing. If a check
mark is shown in front of command Show EPS previewShow EPS preview, the graphic will be shown
in coarse form in preview mode (if available). If the EPS file concerned does not
contain a preview, or the command is not checked, a simplified form which is also
used in drawing mode will be displayed.
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If the command is not checked, however, a simplified form which is also used in
drawing mode will be displayed.

ShowShow FillsFills

Element fills are only displayed in preview mode. However, it is possible to switch
the display of fills on and off as required using the Show fillsShow fills command in order to
make it easier to edit objects, for example.

ShowShow ImageImage ElementsElements

Large image elements have a considerable effect on the screen redraw. This
command allows you to determine whether image elements are to be displayed in
the preview. If the command is not checked, however, only a place holder is
displayed instead of image elements.
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HighHigh ImageImage QualityQuality

It is often not necessary to see image elements in full resolution when
concentrating on other sections of the illustration. If this command is checked, all
image elements are displayed in full resolution. If it is not checked, the image
elements are displayed in reduced resolution. This setting also has an effect on the
time required for the screen redraw.

This command can only be selected if menu command Show imagesShow images has also been
selected.

SizeSize
The submenu SizeSize allows you to select the enlargement or reduction factor you
want to use for your drawing on the screen.

The current enlargement factor is indicated by a check mark. It is displayed in the
window bar at the bottom.

When you select ExtentExtent, the enlargement factor is set so that all the elements of the
drawing can be seen in full-screen view.

Full pageFull page means that the drawing fills the entire window area available. If you
select SizeSize ▶▶ otherother a dialog box will appear. There you can enter a value in %.

You can also change the size of the screen section by keyboard command or mouse
(see also Drawing Basics Tutorial).

The SizeSize submenu also appears if you click the display field in the window bar at
the bottom.
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The following keyboard command and mouse combinations also change the
drawing size on the screen.

FunctionFunction KeyboardKeyboard CommandsCommands

Enlarge CTRL+ALT+right-click or rotate the mouse wheel backward

Reduce CTRL+ALT+UPARROW+right-click or rotate the mouse
wheel forward

Original size SHIFT+> or HOME

Full page SHIFT+< or END

RedrawRedraw
The RedrawRedraw command lets you redraw the screen.

In order to redraw the screen as quickly as possible, the entire screen is not
redrawn when the screen contents are changed. It may thus be the case, for
example, that parts of deleted elements which are newly displayed on the screen
during a drawing operation are outside the zone. Parts of the deleted element may
thus remain visible on the screen even though they are no longer present in the
drawing.

When the menu command RedrawRedraw is selected the screen is redrawn and the
drawing displayed in its current status.

ArrangeArrange AllAll
You can use the menu command Arrange allArrange all to organize your screen. If you have
opened several Arbortext IsoDraw files or various working windows such as the
attribute window, this command can be used to sort all the displayed windows.

The file and working windows are positioned one behind the other (separately in
each case). You now have simple access to the file or the working window of your
choice.

ShowShow PrintingPrinting PagesPages
You can use the menu command Show printing pagesShow printing pages to display the size of the
printing pages on your drawing sheet. It is most expedient if you set the screen
display in submenu SizeSize to Full pageFull page before you display the printing pages. You
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can now see the drawing sheet you have created (see Format dialog page in
Preferences on page 108) and the size of the printing pages you have selected via
menu command FileFile ▶▶ Printer SetupPrinter Setup.

NoteNote

Even if, for example, you have selected size A4 for both the drawing and the
printing page, the displayed printing area will be smaller than the drawing sheet.
This is due to the fact that your printer generally does not print along a small
margin of the page, thereby making the actual printing area smaller than the
printing page. You can also influence the size of the printing area with the PrintPrint
overlapoverlap option of the menu command Print SetupPrint Setup.
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ShowShow ObjectsObjects
Using menu command Show objectsShow objects, you can display objects from the current file.
If the command is active, this is shown with a check mark in front of the menu
command. When you select the command, the following dialog box appears:

If you have checked Show objects with hotspotsShow objects with hotspots, all the hotspots in the first
selection color will be highlighted. You can toggle between highlighting the
hotspots with a frame or total highlighting.

If you have checked Show objects without hotspotsShow objects without hotspots, the contour of objects without
hotspot attributes will be displayed in the second selection color.

You can display the two selection options individually or together.

NoteNote

If one of these options is activated, moving over objects with the mouse causes a
special object tip to be displayed containing the object’s ID and name.

ShowShow BrowserBrowser WindowWindow
Using menu command Show browser windowShow browser window, you can show or hide the BrowserBrowser
WindowWindow. When Arbortext IsoDraw is launched, the Browser WindowBrowser Window is hidden if it
was not open during the last session. Selecting the Show browser windowShow browser window

command opens the Browser WindowBrowser Window. It is closed by launching the command again
or by clicking the CloseClose button in the window.
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BrowserBrowser WindowWindow ContentContent
The Browser WindowBrowser Window displays all the folders that you have selected in the BrowserBrowser
WindowWindow dialog page for the PreferencesPreferences menu command.

The names of the selected folders are depicted along with the path to the storage
location. If you selected recurse subdirsrecurse subdirs on the dialog page for preferences, the
entire structure of the selected folder is displayed with all subfolders and all the
files contained therein. The extension on every file name indicates the file format
so that you know immediately how you can use the file.

When the browser window is open, structural changes are automatically updated
within the selected folders. The interval between updates is set under TimeoutTimeout on
the Browser WindowBrowser Window dialog page for the PreferencesPreferences menu command.

NoteNote

You cannot change the name or storage location of a selected folder. If a folder is
renamed or if its storage location is changed, you will have to reselect the folder on
the Browser WindowBrowser Window dialog page for the PreferencesPreferences menu command.

StructureStructure ofof thethe BrowserBrowser WindowWindow
When you select the Show browser windowShow browser window menu command, the Browser WindowBrowser Window

appears as illustrated here:
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You will see two buttons containing symbols just above the list of selected
folders. If you click the left button, all the selected files are pasted into the current
file. If you click the right button, all the selected files are placed.

All folders preceded by a symbol contain further nested subfolders and/or files.
Clicking on the ++ symbol reveals folders and files in the next level down. If you
hold down the CTRL key when clicking the ++ symbol in front of the file name, all
the objects contained within will become immediately visible. One click on the ++

symbol turns it into a -- symbol. Clicking the -- symbol closes the level or the entire
folder structure.

Clicking the arrow in the top right corner of the Browser WindowBrowser Window opens a submenu
with two commands:

RebuildRebuild

If you select this command, the contents of the Browser WindowBrowser Window will be updated.
Only the selected folders will then be visible.

FindFind ObjectsObjects

This command enables you to quickly find a file or folder in the Browser WindowBrowser Window

list. Depending on the setting, you can also select files or folders whose name
contains a particular part of a name.

When you select the command, the following dialog box appears:

FindFind namename

Here you can enter the whole name or part of a name that you want to find.

ExactExact matchmatch

If you click this option, only names that exactly match the name entered are found.
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MatchMatch casecase

If this option is selected, the name search differentiates between upper case and
lower case letters. If the data was entered in lower case letters, as in the dialog box
above, only those names that contain the entry in lower case letters will be found.

SelectSelect allall

Use this option if you want to find several names that have part of the same name
in common. It finds all names that share a part of their name with the name entered
under FindFind namename.

Clicking on CancelCancel exits the dialog box. The command is not executed.

After confirming with OKOK, the names are shown selected in the Browser WindowBrowser Window.

WorkingWorking withwith thethe BrowserBrowser WindowWindow
You can paste or place files listed the Browser WindowBrowser Window as follows:

1. Click PastePaste or PlacePlace at the top of the Browser WindowBrowser Window.

2. Select a file in the Browser WindowBrowser Window list.

3. Drag the selected file into the current working window.

ImportImport DialogsDialogs whenwhen PastingPasting andand PlacingPlacing FilesFiles

Import dialogs on the relevant format are not displayed when pasting or placing a
file. The same settings are always adopted as were used the last time the file format
was imported.

FilesFiles withwith LayersLayers

If Arbortext IsoDraw or DXF/DWG files containing layers are being pasted or
placed, these layers are converted into objects. The structure in the ObjectsObjects

window changes. The figure on the left shows the ObjectsObjects window for the opened
file, the figure on the right shows the ObjectsObjects window once the file has been
pasted. After being pasted, the entire file contents are positioned on the standard
layer of the file test_layers with the layers as objects.
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PastingPasting andand PlacingPlacing inin aa WorkingWorking WindowWindow

You can drag as many files as you wish onto the same working window. In certain
circumstances, you can also use a combination of pasting and placing.

NoteNote

If you have pasted a 3D file, it is opened in 3D mode, as usual.

Files with 2D elements cannot be pasted in 3D mode.

When files have been pasted in 3D mode, only 3D files can be additionally pasted.

To be able to combine a pasted file with other files in a working window, you must
convert the pasted file in 3D mode by projecting it into a 2D file (camera button).
Once in 2D mode, as many additional 3D files as you wish can be pasted or 2D
files placed in the working window. Naturally, you can also use the tools and
functions in 2D mode as normal.

MagnifierMagnifier
When you select this command, the MagnifierMagnifier window appears. This tool is useful
for taking a closer look at components or sections of a large drawing; for example,
if you want to search for a particular part on a spare parts diagram with many parts
or check an item number.

By placing the cursor in the corresponding position, you can view an enlargement
of the required section of the drawing in the MagnifierMagnifier window.
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When the command has been selected, the area around the current cursor position
is shown enlarged in the MagnifierMagnifier window.

When you move the cursor over the drawing, you will see the new section of the
drawing around the new cursor position in the MagnifierMagnifier window.

The enlargement factor for the display is set by means of the sliders along the sides
of the window. The enlargement depends on how big the drawing appears on the
drawing sheet.

The window can be changed in size. To do this, position the cursor on a corner
point or a side of the window and, holding down the mouse button, move the
mouse. The size of the window and depicted section are both altered.

The MagnifierMagnifier window can be disabled by re-selecting the command or by clicking
the window’s CloseClose button.

3D3D ModeMode

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

In 3D mode, the display in the MagnifierMagnifier window does not depend on the position
of the cursor. All currently selected objects or elements are displayed enlarged in
the magnifier window.
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If you have selected the command, the currently selected objects or elements are
displayed in the MagnifierMagnifier window.

As soon as you alter your selection, the display in the magnifier window changes
to match it.

If you click in the window with the cursor and hold down the mouse button, you
can rotate the display freely around its center point. This function is very useful,
for example, for viewing the shape and orientation of parts in any projection. Parts
obscured by others can also be viewed in any orientation. Any changes you make
in the magnifier window do not affect the drawing in 3D mode. The drawing
remains unchanged.

The display mode matches the drawing’s setting in 3D mode. If changes are made
at various points in time while editing the drawing, these are adopted in the
magnifier window.

The window can be changed in size. To do this, position the cursor on a corner
point/side of the window and, holding down the mouse button, move the mouse.
The size of the window and display size are both altered.

The magnifier window can be disabled by re-selecting the command or by clicking
the window’s CloseClose icon.

NavigatorNavigator
Selecting this command opens the NavigatorNavigator window. The red frame on the
reduced overall view of the drawing shows which drawing area is currently visible
on the drawing sheet. If you are currently working on a detail of the drawing, you
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can change to another area of the drawing rapidly without changing the display
scale and without losing sight of the overview. You simply need to move the frame
in the NavigatorNavigator window.

When you select the command, the red frame appears in the window over the
section of the drawing shown on the drawing sheet.

If you want to see another section of the drawing on the drawing sheet, you must
move the frame.

To do this, position the cursor on the red frame. The cursor changes to a hand. You
can now freely move the frame to a new position by holding down the mouse
button.

When you change the enlargement of the drawing sheet, the frame position in the
NavigatorNavigator window changes accordingly.

You can change the size of the window.

The NavigatorNavigator window can be disabled by re-selecting the command or by clicking
the window’s CloseClose button.

ShowShow PalettePalette WindowWindow
Use menu command Show palette windowShow palette window to display or deactivate the Toolbox.

The toolbox is displayed when Arbortext IsoDraw is first started. You can
deactivate the toolbox by choosing the Show palette windowShow palette window menu command. The
check mark in front of the menu command and the toolbox itself will disappear.
Reselecting the command will display the toolbox again.
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Clicking the CloseClose button in the title bar of the toolbox allows you to blend it out,
too.

Descriptions on how to use the individual tools are provided in the Palette Window
Tools sections.

When closing Arbortext IsoDraw, the positions of any palette windows which are
open are saved. These windows will be opened again at the same point the next
time Arbortext IsoDraw is started.

ShowShow LayerLayer WindowWindow
Using the LayersLayers submenu, you can display or deactivate the LayersLayers window. The
LayersLayers window is first hidden after Arbortext IsoDraw is started. You can open the
LayersLayers window by selecting the Show layer windowShow layer window command. Selecting this
command again or clicking in the CloseClose button of the window closes the LayersLayers

window.

The LayersLayers window shows the layers of the current file. Clicking the arrow at the
top right opens a pop-up menu showing the commands of the LayersLayers menu. The
window can be moved anywhere within the working area and changed in size.
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You can picture the individual layers of an illustration as overhead transparencies
laid on top of each other, each layer can be handled separately. Each element of
your illustration belongs to a layer. Since the layers can have different attributes, e.
g. visibility, you can control groups of elements by means of layers.

NoteNote

It is quite possible to create simpler illustrations on just one layer. For complex
drawings it is advisable to simplify editing the elements by splitting them up over
several layers. Working with layers in this way makes it possible, for example, to
create auxiliary constructions or notes on separate layers, which can then be either
removed or deactivated when the illustration is printed out or exported.

The LayersLayers window helps you organize the work with layers.

LayersLayers ofof thethe IllustrationIllustration

Arbortext IsoDraw automatically creates the Standard layer and
Background layers in a new file. It is not possible to delete or rename these
layers. In addition, you can create as many further layers as you want.
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ActiveActive LayerLayer

The standard layer is marked initially with a red dot in front of the name,
identifying it as the active layer. The active layer is assigned all the elements which
you create. You select another layer as the active layer by clicking the empty field
in front of the name of the layer you want to activate.

IdentifyingIdentifying EmptyEmpty LayersLayers

The LayersLayers window also allows you to see whether a layer is empty, i.e. whether it
contains elements or not. If it is empty, the name is shown italicized and inset as
with Layer 3 and Layer 4.

NoteNote

You can use the Delete layerDelete layer command while holding down the SHIFT key to
delete all empty layers in one stroke.

NamingNaming

You can also change the names of the layers you have created. Double clicking the
name of a layer opens a dialog box in which you can enter the new name. This
window also lets you set a screen color for the layer.

NoteNote

No two layers within a file are allowed to have the same name. The names
Standard layer and Background cannot be changed.
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Clicking the color box opens the ColorsColors dialog box. Select a color from this
window. Confirm your selection in the LayersLayers dialog box with OKOK. You can control
the use of the color with the layer settings.

LayerLayer AttributesAttributes

Each layer has five different attributes which you can activate or deactivate
separately. This is done by clicking one of the symbols on the right of the layer's
name.

If you want to change the attributes of all layers at the same time, click one of the
symbol keys in the symbol bar at the top. The Background layer and the
attributes visible and locked for the standard layer will not be changed,
however.

As mentioned in the last section, you can assign an identifying color to a
given layer. This color is used to identify the elements belonging to the layer in
question. This is done by drawing all the elements on the layer in this screen color
when the color is active.

If the color is not active, the elements will be drawn in the colors defined by pens
and fills.

NoteNote

The identifying color does not affect the printout. The printout is always based on
the colors defined for pens and/or fills.

A layer can be visible or not . If it is visible, its elements are displayed on
the screen.

NoteNote

Even if the layer is visible, locked elements which have been concealed with the
HideHide command (in the ElementElement menu) are not displayed.

A layer can be locked or unlocked . If it is locked, you cannot select the
elements of this layer.

NoteNote

Elements which have been locked with the LockLock command (in the ElementElement menu)
are not affected by this setting.

A layer can be printable or not . If it is printable, its elements will be
printed out. This variant is useful e.g. for auxiliary constructions or notes.
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A layer can be exportable or not . If it is exportable, its elements will be
exported. This variant, too, is useful for elements which you need in the
Arbortext IsoDraw illustration but not for further editing in the DTP program.

NoteNote

The active layer is always visible and not locked. The relevant symbols are not
accessible.

When you create a new file, the background layer is identified as being not
printable and not exportable. This presetting is designed to prevent image elements
which are used as templates from being either printed or exported.

SequenceSequence ofof LayersLayers

The sequence of the layers on an illustration plays an important role. Layers which
are at the front hide parts of layers located at the back.

You can change the sequence of layers in the LayersLayers window. First select the
elements you want to change. Then drag it with the mouse to the point in the list
where you want to paste it. As soon as you release the mouse button, the layer will
be pasted into its new position.

NoteNote

The background layer is always at the bottom. It cannot be moved.

BackgroundBackground DisplayDisplay

It is possible to use preference values to control the display of image elements on
the background layer, e.g. if a photo is to be used for tracing. Double clicking the
name of the background layer opens the relevant dialog box.

NoteNote

A detailed description of the dialog can be found in Preferences on page 108.
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SelectingSelecting LayersLayers

When you select elements, the corresponding layer is also selected in the LayersLayers

window. If you have selected several elements on various different layers, no layer
will be selected.

NoteNote

The commands in the pop-up menu for editing layers almost always affect the
selected layer. Before you execute one of these commands, you should check
whether the required layer has been selected.

You can use the commands from this pop-up menu to edit the layers in different
ways.

If you open a new window in Arbortext IsoDraw, the Standard layer and
Background layers are created automatically. These layers are protected and
cannot be deleted. Should you wish to create additional layers, you can do this
with the New layerNew layer command from the submenu. A new layer is created and will
appear in the layer window. The new layer is assigned the name Layer and a
consecutive number, e.g. Layer 3. This layer automatically becomes the active
layer, i.e. all elements which you now generate will be assigned to this layer.

You can create as many layers as you want.

You can use the commands Cut layerCut layer, Copy layerCopy layer, Paste layerPaste layer, and Duplicate layerDuplicate layer

to edit the layer selected in the LayersLayers window together with all the elements
assigned to this layer.

The Cut layerCut layer command, for example, allows you to remove the layer and all the
elements on this layer from the illustration. If you now paste this layer into another
illustration using the Paste layerPaste layer command, the elements included on this layer will
also be pasted to the new illustration.

You can copy a layer to another file using drag and drop. To do this, click on the
name of the layer and drag it to another file window. Now release the mouse
button. The layer will now be copied to the target file.
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When copying layers, you may find that there is already a layer with the same
name in the target file. If this happens with one of the standard layers, the content
of the layer to be copied will be pasted into the existing layer. Otherwise, the
following dialog box appears:

Here, you can select how the layer is to be used. Clicking ReplaceReplace causes the
existing layers to be replaced with the pasted ones. Clicking RenameRename causes the
pasted layers to be renamed. PastePaste causes the elements of the layers to be added to
the existing layers. Clicking CancelCancel terminates the procedure without any changes
being made. Use the for all concerned layersfor all concerned layers box to specify whether your selection
is to apply to all layers that you are in the process of copying. This only applies for
situations where several layers are being pasted at the same time, for example
when loading layers from a file. The Delete layerDelete layer command lets you delete a layer
together with all its elements.

Drawings imported from CAD systems in particular often show a great number of
layers. Many of them are empty and can be deleted in order to give the drawing
greater clarity.

You can do this by holding down the SHIFT key and selecting the Delete layerDelete layer

command. The following dialog box appears:

Clicking YesYes deletes all empty layers in the active file. Clicking NoNo aborts the
procedure. The command Selection to active layerSelection to active layer assigns all selected elements to
the active layer. The command Text to active layerText to active layer allows you to assign all text
elements in the active file to the active layer. If you want to manage all texts on one
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layer in order to be able to hide them or edit them separately, for example, you
should first create a new layer. This new layer automatically becomes the active
layer and you now only need to select the Text to active layerText to active layer command.

NoteNote

This does not include text elements which have been locked, assigned to a locked
layer or masked in another element.

The Image element to templateImage element to template command assigns selected image elements, i.e.
pixel data, to the Background layer. The image elements are displayed in the
screen color selected for displaying the background.

ShowShow AttributeAttribute WindowWindow
Using menu command Show attribute windowShow attribute window, you can show or deactivate the
attribute window. When Arbortext IsoDraw is started, the attribute window always
appears in the top right hand corner of the working window. Calling up command
Show attribute windowShow attribute window or clicking the CloseClose button in the window closes the
attribute window. Reselecting the command will display the attribute window
again. The attribute window can be moved at will over the working area and its
size can be changed.

The attribute window gives you access to a wide range of important element
attributes. In the attribute window’s symbol bar, you will see a total of eight
symbol keys representing various attributes. Click one of these keys to show the
required attributes list in the window. These attributes are pens, linestyles, halos,
grids, text formats, viewports, callout styles, and the window for placed files.

If you wish to view several lists at once, you can also tear off the individual
toolboxes. To do this, click one of the keys and, holding down the mouse button,
drag the window to the required position. Then release the mouse button.
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PensPens WindowWindow
The PensPens window is one of the eight windows which you can select in the attribute
window.

The PensPens window shows the pens available for the current file and the command
No pen which is used for elements without contours. Located in front of the pen
name is a box which indicates the screen or printing color (depending on whether
you are in drawing or preview mode).

You can also tear off the window, move it anywhere in the working area and
change its size. Clicking the CloseClose button closes the PensPens window.

Clicking on the arrow in the top right-hand corner opens a pop-up menu containing
further commands for editing pens.

If elements are selected, a check mark appears in front of the color box for the pens
used with these elements. This allows you to easily identify the pen type used for
an element. Pens which are not used are shown indented and in italics.

The current pen is indicated by a highlighted background. If you wish to use
another pen, you can do this by clicking the name of the pen you require. The
display changes and all the selected elements and elements which are drawn
afterwards are drawn with the new pen. Elements which were not selected remain
unaffected by changing to the new current pen.

Double-clicking on the name of a pen opens the Edit penEdit pen dialog box. This window
contains the settings for the current pen. You can either change the settings or
create a new pen. In doing this, the pen you have selected also becomes the current
pen. You can also select the dialog box using the Edit penEdit pen command in the pop-up
menu. A description of how to do this can be found in the following section.
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EditingEditing PensPens
The contours of elements drawn with Arbortext IsoDraw are determined by four
attributes. Line thickness, line style and color control the appearance of the contour
itself, while halo defines how the element is isolated from the background. These
contour attributes are combined into penspens which can be assigned to the elements.

You can use pens to organize line thicknesses and other attributes. Each drawn
element can be assigned one or more pens. This assignment can be changed
subsequently at any time. You can also change the attributes of pens at any time
and the elements affected will be displayed automatically with the new attributes.
This is of particular advantage if the line thicknesses need to be changed at a later
date. In such case, you only need to change the pens and do not have to edit the
elements themselves.

Arbortext IsoDraw provides 4 standard pens which cannot be deleted and whose
names cannot be changed. ThickThick, mediummedium, thinthin and center linecenter line. Their attributes can
be modified, however, in dialog box Edit penEdit pen.

NoteNote

The procedure for making general changes and extensions to the standard
preferences for pens is described under Preferences on page 108.

CommandsCommands forfor EditingEditing PensPens

To edit a pen, click on the arrow in the right-hand corner of the window and select
one of the commands from the pop-up menu. When you select a command, a
dialog box appears. The dialog boxes for New penNew pen and Edit penEdit pen are structured in
the same way.

The only difference is that, for the New penNew pen window, an entry box appears for the
name, whereas for the Edit penEdit pen window, the name of the current pen is already
entered. The following description applies for both dialog boxes.

The Edit penEdit pen dialog box also appears if you double-click on the name in Show
Attribute Window on page 352.
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EditEdit PenPen

To edit a pen, select the command Edit penEdit pen. The following dialog box opens:

The displayed values refer to the current pencurrent pen. You can page through the list of

pens, however, using the two arrow buttons .

This dialog box allows you to edit the attributes of all the pens which have been
defined for the active illustration. You can also create new pens or delete existing
ones.

Your changes will only be valid if you click OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel quits the dialog
box without changing the pen list.

NoteNote

If you delete a pen, the elements using this pen will be assigned a substitute pen.
This change cannot be undone even by canceling the dialog box.

ModifyingModifying PenPen AttributesAttributes

Each pen must have a unique namename. The names of the four standard pens cannot be
overwritten.

You can define the thicknessthickness of the pen in the next entry field. The scaling factor
set under Printer SetupPrinter Setup and the resulting thickness of the pen in the print appear on
the right of the entry field.

NoteNote

All elements are displayed in the same line thickness in drawing mode. The
different line thicknesses assigned to the pens are only displayed in preview mode.

Each pen is also assigned a stylestyle. You can select this from the pop-up menu which
shows all the available styles. The StylesStyles window section explains how you can
create your own styles.
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The situation is similar for assigning a HaloHalo. The halos which are available are
listed in the underlying pop-up menu along with the No haloNo halo function. The Halos
Window on page 370 section explains how you can create your own halos.

The next entry field allows you to specify the switch penswitch pen. This pen is used when
you double-click drawn elements. A line drawn with the ThickThick pen, for example,
will be assigned the ThinThin pen after a double-click.

By making an appropriate choice of switch pens, you can also produce chain
reactions: Pen 1 switches to pen 2, pen 2 switches to pen 3 and pen 3 to pen 1.
Assigning the same pen prevents the pen changing in response to a double-click.

Each pen can be assigned a customized screen colorscreen color. The screen color is only
displayed in drawing mode and has no effect on the printed result. Clicking on the
colored area calls up the ColorColor dialog box. In this window, you can select one of
the primary colors available, or define your own color using the color spectrum.
Confirm your selection with OKOK.

The printing colorprinting color is defined in the color selection area. Here, you have the option
of selecting one of the defined colors from the list or mixing your own CMYK or
RGB color. Using the color list and setting a CMYK or RGB color are described in
Show Fill Window on page 408.

CreatingCreating aa NewNew PenPen

You can create a new pen by clicking the NewNew button. This pen will initially have
the attributes of the last pen displayed. Assign the text format a unique name. If a
pen with that name already exists, the following warning window appears:

Confirm with OKOK and change the name. You can now change the settings as
required.

If you have clicked NewNew by mistake or want to abort the creation process, you can
delete the pen as described below.
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You can also create a new pen by selecting the New penNew pen command from the pop-up
menu.

DeletingDeleting aa PenPen

You can delete the pen currently displayed by clicking the DeleteDelete button.

NoteNote

Standard pens cannot be deleted.

The pen will be deleted immediately if it is not being used in the illustration.
Otherwise, a substitute pen must first be defined for assigning to the affected
elements:

If the style and halo of the new substitute pen match those of the pen you want to
delete, the pen will be deleted by clicking OKOK. All elements using the deleted pen
will then be assigned the substitute pen.
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If, however, the substitute pen has a different style or halo to the pen being deleted,
you can choose whether and, if so, how these attributes are to be changed. The
following dialog box appears. (The window shown here applies for styles; the
window for halos is similar.)

In this case, the pen www which is using the style DashedDashed is deleted. The substitute
pen, on the other hand, uses the SolidSolid style.

If you choose the first option, all elements using the www pen and DashedDashed style
will be changed to the substitute pen and the SolidSolid style.

The second option assigns the SolidSolid style to all elements using the www pen, even
if they do not use the DashedDashed style.

The third option assigns the substitute pen to all elements using the www pen
without changing the style.

If the halo of the pen you want to delete also differs from that of the substitute pen,
an appropriate dialog box will appear at this point.
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The selection options for deleting pens are many and varied and must be executed
directly in order to avoid conflicts. Once the new attributes have been assigned, the
assignment cannot be undone. Consequently, the program will ask you for final
confirmation:

Click NoNo if you do not want to make the changes. Click YesYes to assign the new
attributes with immediate effect. While you can still cancel the Edit penEdit pen dialog box
afterwards, the assignments will be retained.

SelectingSelecting PensPens

You select a pen by clicking the name of a pen in the PensPens window. The current
pen is indicated by a highlighted background.

Your selection has three effects:

• It changes selected elements

• It changes the selected pen into the current pen

• It changes the style and halo of the pen to the current style and halo.

This allows you to change existing elements. Select the elements you want to
assign a different pen to. Then select the required pen.

The current pencurrent pen, on the other hand, functions as a preference for those elements
you still have to draw. Lines, polylines and Bézier paths which are drawn
afterwards will be drawn using the current pen.

All other elements will always be displayed in the line combination Thick/ThinThick/Thin.

No penNo pen is used to generate elements without contours. In drawing mode, their
contours are displayed in the second element color set under PreferencesPreferences.
Elements without contours and fills cannot be seen in preview mode.
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OptionsOptions

You can use command OptionsOptions from the pop-up menu to determine the appearance
of line endsline ends and line cornersline corners. The two OverprintOverprint options also allow you to display
hidden elements or element groups in the printout.

LineLine EndsEnds andand LineLine CornersCorners

First select the elements you want to change. Then choose menu command
OptionsOptions. The following dialog box will appear:

Click the buttons next to the required options for the ends and corners. Then
confirm with OKOK. The illustration shows 3 lines of the same length with different
line ends.
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The line cornersline corners are only significant for Bézier paths with corner points. The top
option is the miter cornermiter corner. If you select this option the contour lines will be
combined to produce a sharp end.

In order to limit the miter corner for sharp angles, you can enter a value in the mitermiter
limitlimit field which is equal to or greater than 1. The greater the value the longer the
tip can be. A standard value of 4 is set.

The left-hand illustration shows a path with a miter limit of 1, while the illustration
on the right shows the same path with a miter limit of 10.

The center option for the line corners generates a rounded cornerrounded corner, the lower option
a flattenedflattened cornercorner.
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Neither of these options is affected by the miter limit.

NoteNote

The various line ends are displayed on the screen when you work in preview mode.
The line corners can only be seen in the printout.

You can also change the form of the line ends and line corners of an individual
element at another location. Select the element in question and call up the ElementElement
infoinfo command from the ElementElement menu.

A dialog box appears which, among other things, includes an OptionsOptions button. If
you click this button, the same dialog window will appear as after direct selection
of menu command OptionsOptions (see Element Info on page 155).

OverprintOverprint

Elements or element groups which are hidden by areas of the drawing lying above
them are generally not printed. This is also desirable in most instances. Often you
may want the colors of contours or fills to mix in the printout, however. This
method of printing can give rise to special effects, e.g. transparency effects.
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Select the elements to OverprintOverprint and choose the OptionsOptions command. In the dialog
box which then appears check the StrokeStroke and/or FillFill boxes. You can use this option
for all element types including for text converted to paths.

StylesStyles WindowWindow
The StylesStyles window is one of the eight windows which you can select in the
attribute window.

The StylesStyles window shows all the styles which are available for the current file.
You can also tear off the window, move it anywhere in the working area and
change its size. Clicking the CloseClose button closes the StylesStyles window.
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Clicking on the arrow in the top right-hand corner opens a pop-up menu containing
further commands for editing styles.

If elements are selected, a check mark appears in front of the styles used with these
elements. This allows you to easily identify the style used for an element. Styles
which are not used are shown indented and in italics.

NoteNote

Below the name of the style, the style is displayed graphically. You can deactivate
this display using menu command PreferencesPreferences, so that only the name is displayed.

The current style is indicated by a highlighted background. If you want to use
another style, click the name of the style you require. The display changes, and all
selected and elements drawn subsequently will be assigned the new style. Elements
which were not selected remain unaffected by changing to the new current style.

Double-clicking a style opens the dialog box Edit styleEdit style. This window displays the
settings for the current style. You can change the settings or create a new style. The
selected style will automatically become the new style. You can also select the
dialog box using the Edit styleEdit style command in the pop-up menu. See the next section
for style editing instructions.
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EditingEditing StylesStyles
Alongside the line thickness and color defined by the pen, the StyleStyle is a key
attribute of a contour. The StyleStyle determines the external form and the scheme used
to display a contour.

Arbortext IsoDraw provides a number of standard styles which cannot be deleted
and whose names cannot be changed. Their attributes can be modified, however, in
dialog box EditEdit stylestyle.

NoteNote

The procedure for making general changes and extensions to the standard
preferences for styles is described under Preferences on page 108.

CommandsCommands forfor EditingEditing StylesStyles

To edit a style, click the arrow in the top right-hand corner of the window and
select one of the two commands from the pop-up menu. When you select a
command, a dialog box appears. The dialog boxes for New styleNew style and Edit styleEdit style are
structured in the same way. The only difference is that, for the New styleNew style window,
an entry box appears for the name, whereas for the Edit styleEdit style window, the name of
the current style is already entered. The following description applies for both
dialog boxes.

The Edit styleEdit style dialog box also appears if you double-click on the name in the style
window.
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EditEdit StyleStyle

To edit a style, select the command Edit styleEdit style. The LinestyleLinestyle dialog box opens:

The displayed values refer to the current style. The ExampleExample field shows you how
your style will look. You can page through the list of styles using the two arrow

buttons .

This dialog box allows you to edit the attributes of all the styles which have been
defined for the active illustration. You can also create new styles or delete existing
ones.

Your changes will only be valid if you click OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel quits the dialog
box without changing the style list.

NoteNote

If you delete a style, the elements or pens using this style will be assigned a
substitute style. This change cannot be undone even by canceling the dialog box.

ModifyingModifying StyleStyle AttributesAttributes

Each style must have a unique NameName. The names of the seven standard styles
cannot be overwritten.

The two fields below this are pop-up menus which you can use to select a form for
the ends of the lines. As well as the normal line end, various arrow and dot
shapes are also available for selection.
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If you choose the form with arrow, four different widths are available which derive
their names from the angle of the arrow tip. Three lengths are provided for the
arrow tip, each of these being a multiple of the line thickness. All these options can
be used for all three major isometric planes.

The diameter of the dot is derived from a multiple of the line thickness. The StartStart

and EndEnd lists under Options for endsOptions for ends allow you to select dot diameters which are
from two to ten times the line thickness.

NoteNote

The forms for the start and end of lines without arrows or dots is governed by the
setting under OptionsOptions in the pop-up menu of the StylesStyles window.

The next step is to define the PatternPattern for the style. There are three types of patterns:
Solid, Dashed, and Dotted. You choose the type from the list under PatternPattern.

If you select Dashed or Dotted, additional entry fields appear.

If you select Dashed, you can enter up to six values for the pattern. The value of
the first field determines the length of the first line segment. The second field
defines the length of the first gap. The remaining fields then specify additional
lengths and gaps alternately.

NoteNote

These values must always be entered in pairs, e.g. 5 in the first field and 5 in the
second or 20 in the first field, 5 in the second, 4 in the third and 5 in the fourth.

Finally, you also need to enter a minimum end length for the line. This signifies
that there must be a line segment of at least this end length at both ends of the line
even if this changes the pattern.
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If you choose Dotted from the list, different fields will appear:

The diameter of the dots is governed by the line thickness of the pen selected for
the drawing. If the AutoAuto box is checked, the dot spacing is set to twice the line
thickness. If this box is not checked, you can enter a fixed value instead.

NoteNote

The dotted pattern of the lines is only visible in preview mode above a specific
enlargement factor, dotted patterns below this factor are merely intimated.

CreatingCreating aa NewNew StyleStyle

You can create a new style by clicking the NewNew button. This style will initially have
the attributes of the last style displayed. Assign the text format a unique name. If a
style with that name already exists, the following warning window appears:
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Confirm with OKOK and change the name. You can now change the settings as
required.

If you have clicked NewNew by mistake or want to abort the creation process, you can
delete the style as described below.

You can also create a new style by selecting the New styleNew style command from the pop-
up menu.

DeletingDeleting aa StyleStyle

You can delete the style currently displayed by clicking the DeleteDelete button.

NoteNote

Standard styles cannot be deleted.

The style will be deleted immediately if it is not being used in the illustration or by
a pen. Otherwise, a substitute style must first be defined for assigning to the
affected elements:
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The new style must be assigned directly in order to avoid conflicts. This
assignment cannot be undone. Consequently, the program will ask you for final
confirmation if you click OKOK:

Click NoNo if you do not want to make the changes. Click YesYes to assign the new style
with immediate effect. While you can still cancel the Edit styleEdit style dialog box
afterwards, the assignments will be retained.

SelectingSelecting StylesStyles
You can select a style by clicking the name of a style in the StylesStyles window. The
current style is then indicated by a highlighted background.

Your selection has two effects:

• It changes selected elements

• It changes the selected style into the current style

This allows you to change existing elements. Select the elements you want to
assign a different style to. Then select the required style.

The current style, on the other hand, functions as a preference for those elements
you still have to draw.

NoteNote

The Element infoElement info menu command tells you which styles are assigned to an
element.

HalosHalos WindowWindow
The HalosHalos window is one of the eight windows which you can select in the
attribute window.

The HalosHalos window shows all the halos which are available for the current file plus
the NoNo halohalo command.
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You can also tear off the window, move it anywhere in the working area and
change its size. Clicking the CloseClose button closes the HalosHalos window.

Clicking on the arrow in the top right-hand corner opens a pop-up menu containing
further commands for editing halos.

If elements are selected, a check mark appears to the left of the halos used with
these elements. This allows you to easily identify the halo used for an element.
halos which are not used are shown indented and in italics.

The current halo is indicated by a highlighted background. If you wish to use
another halo, you can do this by clicking the name of the halo you require. The
display changes, and all selected and elements drawn subsequently will be
assigned the new halo. Elements which were not selected remain unaffected by
changing to the new current halo.

Double-clicking a halo opens the Edit haloEdit halo dialog box. This window contains the
settings for the current halo. You can change the settings or create a new halo. The
selected halo automatically becomes the current halo. You can also select the
dialog box using the Edit haloEdit halo command in the pop-up menu. See the next section
for halo editing instructions.

EditingEditing HalosHalos
HalosHalos are employed first and foremost when lines or entire elements need to be
isolated from underlying areas. A halo is an additional, thicker contour which lies
below the element contour specified by the pen.

Arbortext IsoDraw provides 4 standard halos which cannot be deleted and whose
names cannot be changed. Their attributes can be modified, however, in dialog box
EditEdit halohalo.
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NoteNote

The procedure for making general changes and extensions to the standard
preferences for halos is described under Preferences on page 108.

Halos are only displayed in preview mode (menu command PreviewPreview).

CommandsCommands forfor EditingEditing HalosHalos

To edit a halo, click the arrow in the top right-hand corner of the window and
select one of the two commands from the pop-up menu. When you select a
command, a dialog box appears. The dialog boxes for New haloNew halo and Edit haloEdit halo are
structured in the same way. The only difference is that, for the New haloNew halo window,
an entry box appears for the name, whereas for the Edit haloEdit halo window, the name of
the current halo is already entered. The following description applies for both
dialog boxes.

The Edit haloEdit halo dialog box also appears if you double-click on the name in the HalosHalos

window.

EditEdit HaloHalo

To edit a halo, select the command Edit haloEdit halo. The following dialog box opens:
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The displayed values refer to the current halo. The ExampleExample field shows you how
your halo will look. You can page through the list of halos using the two arrow

buttons .

This dialog box allows you to edit the attributes of all the halos which have been
defined for the active illustration. You can also create new halos or delete existing
ones.

Your changes will only be valid if you click OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel quits the dialog
box without changing the halo list.

NoteNote

If you delete a halo, the elements or pens using this halo will be assigned a
substitute halo. This change cannot be undone even by canceling the dialog box.

ModifyingModifying HaloHalo AttributesAttributes

Each halo must have a unique NameName. The names of the standard halos cannot be
overwritten.

The options in the StartStart and EndEnd fields allow you to define how the halo is to flow
around the ends of the line. As a rule, the long halo option is selected so that the
line is fully isolated.
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Where lines are touching, the halos may overlap. The shorter versions are intended
for just such situations.

The thickness of the halo generally depends on the line thickness of the pen used.
This is important since it ensures that the halo also becomes thicker when the line
thicknesses change. Arbortext IsoDraw is therefore provided with two settings
which achieve this effect. The Automatic widthAutomatic width applies a factor which is specified
in the preferences (menu command EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences). The second option allows
you to enter a factor for this one halo only. Finally, you can enter a fixed width for
the halo as either a multiple of the pen width (x width of penx width of pen) or a number of
millimeters (mm)mm).

NoteNote

halos are only used in combination with pens, i.e. an element without a contour is
displayed without a halo.

The color of the halo is defined in the ColorColor selection area. Here, you have the
option of selecting one of the defined colors from the list or mixing your own
CMYK color. Using the Color List and setting a free CMYK color are
described in Show Fill Window on page 408.
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CreatingCreating aa NewNew HaloHalo

You can create a new halo by clicking the NewNew button. This halo will initially have
the attributes of the last halo displayed. Assign the halo a unique name and change
the settings as you wish. If a halo with that name already exists, the following
warning window appears:

Confirm with OKOK and change the name. You can now change the settings as
required.

If you have clicked NewNew by mistake or want to abort the creation process, you can
delete the halo as described below.

You can also create a new halo by clicking the command New haloNew halo from the pop-
up menu.

DeletingDeleting aa HaloHalo

You can delete the halo currently displayed by clicking the DeleteDelete button.

NoteNote

Standard halos cannot be deleted.
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The halo will be deleted immediately if it is not being used in the illustration or by
a pen. Otherwise, a substitute halo must first be defined for assigning to the
affected elements:

The new halo must be assigned directly in order to avoid conflicts. This
assignment cannot be undone. Consequently, the program will ask you for final
confirmation if you click OKOK:

Click NoNo if you do not want to make the changes. Click YesYes to assign the new halo
with immediate effect. While you can still cancel the Edit haloEdit halo dialog box
afterwards, the assignments will be retained.

SelectingSelecting HalosHalos

You can select a halo by clicking the name of a halo in the HalosHalos window. In the
HalosHalos window, the current halo is indicated by a highlighted background.

Your selection has two effects:
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• it changes selected elements

• it changes the selected halo into the current halo

This allows you to change existing elements. Select the elements you want to
assign a different halo to. Then select the required halo.

The current halo, on the other hand, functions as a preference for those elements
you still have to draw.

GridsGrids WindowWindow
The GridsGrids window is one of the eight windows which you can select in the
attribute window.

The GridsGrids window shows the background grids available for the current file. You
can also tear off the window, move it anywhere in the working area and change its
size. Clicking the CloseClose button closes the GridsGrids window. Clicking on the arrow in
the top right-hand corner opens a pop-up menu containing further commands for
editing grids. The two standard grids, Isometric and Plane view—and all the
grids you have defined yourself—are displayed in the GridsGrids window. The current
grid is indicated by a highlighted background. If you have selected the check box
Show gridShow grid in the preferences (see Preferences on page 108), the current grid is
shown in the background of the drawing area. If you wish to use another grid, you
can do this by clicking the name of the grid you require. The display changes and
all the elements which are drawn afterwards are aligned to the new grid. Existing
elements are not affected by changing grids.

Double-clicking on the name of a grid opens the Edit gridEdit grid dialog box. This window
contains the settings for the current grid. You can either change the settings or
create a new grid. In doing this, the grid you have selected also becomes the
current grid. You can also select the dialog box using the Edit gridEdit grid command in the
pop-up menu. Grid editing instructions are provided in the next section.

EditingEditing GridsGrids
Each parallel perspective grid is defined by three major axes: the X, Y and Z axes.
The Yaxis is always vertical and therefore does not have to be displayed. It is
predefined for all grids. The orientation of the X and Yaxes can, however, be
changed.
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To do this, you only have to define at what angle to the horizontal these axes are to
be positioned in the grid. These angles are marked as a and b in the diagram.

These grid settings are identified by a name which is displayed in the list of the
GridsGrids window. Once this is done, you can use the grid. Arbortext IsoDraw
automatically calculates the correct ellipse value and orientation angle for this grid.
In addition, while drawing is in progress, dimensions are displayed with the correct
perspective foreshortening along the major axes.

CommandsCommands forfor EditingEditing GridsGrids

To edit a grid, click on the arrow in the right-hand corner of the window and select
one of the two commands from the pop-up menu. When you select a command, a
dialog box appears. The dialog boxes for New gridNew grid and Edit gridEdit grid are structured in
the same way. The only difference is that, for the New gridNew grid window, an entry box
appears for the name, whereas for the Edit gridEdit grid window, the name of the current
grid is already entered.

The Edit gridEdit grid dialog box also appears if you double-click on the name in the GridsGrids

window.
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EditEdit GridGrid

To edit a grid, select the command Edit gridEdit grid. The following dialog box opens:

The current values of the grid are displayed in this window. It is possible to change
these values, to add new grids and also to delete existing grids.

NameName

Each grid must have an unambiguous name. It is not possible to change the names
of the Isometric and Plane view standard grids.

AngleAngle

Enter the angles you require for the major axes. Use the cube to check whether the
result is correct.

PagingPaging

Clicking one of the two arrow buttons allows you to page through the list
of available grids.
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NewNew

Selecting NewNew creates a new grid. As default values, the new grid receives the
angles of the last grid to be displayed and a name which is made up from the
rounded angle values (e.g. 30 – 30). You may of course change these preferences.
If a grid with that name already exists, the following warning window appears:

Confirm with OKOK and change the name. You can now change the settings as
required.

DeleteDelete

Clicking DeleteDelete removes a grid. Deleting a grid cannot be undone. Consequently,
the program will ask you for confirmation:

Click CancelCancel if you do not want to make the changes. Click OKOK to delete the grid
with immediate effect. The standard grids Isometric and Plane view cannot
be deleted.
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QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

As long as the dialog box is displayed, all changes made to existing grids including
the new creation or deletion of grids are not yet saved. These changes only take
effect after you have quit the dialog box by clicking OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel undoes
all the changes you have made.

NewNew GridGrid

This command allows you to create a New gridNew grid for the current file. If you select this
command, the following dialog box will appear:

NameName

The suggested NameName is composed from the angles of the two major axes. It is
possible to change this name.

AngleAngle

The angles of the current grid are specified as default values here. Enter the angles
you require for the major axes and use the cube to check whether the result is
correct.

NewNew

Clicking NewNew allows you to create further grids.
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QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

Click OKOK to confirm newly created grids, click CancelCancel to quit the dialog box
without creating new grids.

You can also create a new grid by drawing two lines. These lines define the two
major axes of the new grid, the X and Y axes.

Select the two lines and then call up the New gridNew grid command. The familiar dialog
box appears:
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Arbortext IsoDraw automatically calculates the angles of the two major axes. The
name it suggests for the new grid is made up of rounded values of these two
angles.

Clicking OKOK creates the new grid which then appears in the list in the GridsGrids

window. Clicking its name makes it become the active grid.

NoteNote

This method provides you with a quick and convenient way of creating new
perspective grids when tracing scanned drawings, for example. Drag two lines in
the direction of the relevant major axes, select them and create a new grid.

FormatsFormats WindowWindow forfor TextText
The FormatsFormats window is one of the eight windows which you can select in the
attribute window.
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The FormatsFormats window shows the text formats available for the current file.

You can also tear off the window, move it anywhere in the working area and
change its size. Clicking the CloseClose button closes the FormatsFormats window.

Clicking on the arrow in the top right-hand corner opens a pop-up menu containing
further commands for editing text formats.

The FormatsFormats window shows the standard text format Normal and any text formats
you have defined yourself. The current text format is indicated by a highlighted
background. If you wish to use another format, you can do this by clicking the
name of the format you require. The text display changes and all text elements
which are entered afterwards appear in the new text format.

Double-clicking on the name of a format opens the Edit formatEdit format dialog box. This
window contains the settings for the current format. You can change these settings
or create a new text format. The selected format automatically becomes the current
format. You can also select the dialog box using the Edit formatEdit format command in the
pop-up menu. See the next section for text format editing instructions.

EditingEditing TextText FormatsFormats
Texts such as lettering, tables, and numbering in Arbortext IsoDraw are generated
as text elements. A text element can consist of a single character, a number or
quantities of text. This text can be changed in various ways by commands in the
TextText menu. A text format contains the key attributes that can be set in the TextText

menu. These include the font, font size, font face and tabs.

It is useful in many instances to use fixed text formats. Where new text is entered,
the attributes of the active text format are applied to this text. A text format is
applied for at least one paragraph between two paragraph signs. If a text element is
selected using the arrow cursor, the format is applied to the entire text element. The
commands in the TextText menu can be used to change texts which have been assigned
formats. If you wish to subsequently change the text format, these changes will be
retained.
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NoteNote

The procedure for making general changes and extensions to the standard
preferences for text formats is described in Preferences on page 108.

CommandsCommands forfor EditingEditing FormatsFormats

To edit a format, click the arrow in the top right-hand corner of the window and
select one of the two commands from the pop-up menu. When you select a
command, a dialog box appears. The dialog boxes for New formatNew format and Edit formatEdit format

are structured in the same way. The only difference is that, for the New formatNew format

window, an entry box appears for the name, whereas for the Edit formatEdit format window,
the name of the current format is already entered. The following description
applies for both dialog boxes.

The Edit formatEdit format dialog box also appears if you double-click on the name in the
FormatsFormats window.

EditEdit FormatFormat

To edit a format, select the command Edit formatEdit format. The following dialog box opens:

The displayed values refer to the current format. You can page through the list of

text formats, however, using the two arrow buttons .

This dialog box allows you to edit the attributes of all the formats which have been
defined for the active file. You can also create new formats or delete existing ones.

Your changes will only be valid if you click OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel quits the dialog
box without changing the text format list.
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NoteNote

If you delete a format, the text elements using this format will be assigned a
substitute format. This change cannot be undone even by canceling the dialog box.

ModifyingModifying FormatFormat AttributesAttributes

NameName

Each text format must have an unambiguous name. The name of the standard
format Normal cannot be changed.

FontFont

Enter the required font here. All the available fonts will be displayed.

Size,Size, Face,Face, LeadingLeading

You can select the required value for each attribute from the pop-up menu.

TabsTabs

If you click the TabsTabs button, the following dialog box appears:

In PositionPosition, enter the location where the tab stop is to be positioned, and select the
type of tab in AlignmentAlignment. If you click SetSet, the tab is confirmed and the position
appears in the box on the right. DeleteDelete deletes the last selected tab.

Clicking on CancelCancel exits the dialog box. Your entries or modifications are ignored.
Confirming with OKOK applies the set tabs to the text format.
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NoteNote

A full description of font attributes and tabs can be found in the sections on the
TextText menu.

CreatingCreating aa NewNew TextText FormatFormat

Click the NewNew button to create a new text format. This format initially adopts the
attributes of the last format displayed. Assign the text format a unique name. If a
text format with that name already exists, the following warning window appears:

Confirm with OKOK and change the name. You can now change the settings as
required.

If you have clicked NewNew by mistake or want to abort the creation process, you can
delete the text format as described below.

You can also create a new format by selecting the New formatNew format command from the
pop-up menu.

DeletingDeleting aa TextText FormatFormat

You can delete the format currently displayed by clicking the DeleteDelete button.

NoteNote

The standard format Normal cannot be deleted.
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The text format will be deleted immediately if it is not being used for text
elements. Otherwise, a substitute format must first be defined for assigning to the
affected text elements:

The new format must be assigned immediately to prevent conflicts. This
assignment cannot be undone. Consequently, the program will ask you for final
confirmation if you click OKOK:

Click NoNo if you do not want to make the changes. Click YesYes to assign the new
format with immediate effect. While you can still cancel the Text formatText format dialog box
afterwards, the assignment of the new format will be retained.

NoteNote

Font attributes that have been used subsequently on text elements that used the
deleted text format are retained. If you have subsequently put a word in italics, for
example, the substitute format will not affect this.
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SelectingSelecting FormatsFormats

You can select a format by clicking on the name of a format in the FormatsFormats

window. The current format is indicated by a highlighted background.

Your selection has two effects:

• it changes selected text elements

• it changes the selected format to the current format.

This allows you to change existing text elements. Use the arrow cursor or the text
tool to select the text elements to which you want to assign a different text format.
Then select the required text format.

The currentcurrent format, on the other hand, functions as a preference for those text
elements you still have to write.

ViewportsViewports WindowWindow
The ViewportsViewports window is one of the eight windows which you can select in the
attribute window.

The ViewportsViewports window shows the viewports available for the current file.

You can also tear off the window, move it anywhere in the working area and
change its size. Clicking the CloseClose button closes the ViewportsViewports window. Clicking
on the arrow in the top right-hand corner opens a pop-up menu containing further
commands for editing viewports.

The current viewport is indicated by a highlighted background.

Double clicking on the name of a viewport opens up the Edit viewportEdit viewport dialog box.
This window displays the attributes for the current viewport. You can change all
the attributes. You can also select the dialog box using the Edit viewportEdit viewport command
in the pop-up menu. A description of how to do this can be found in the following
section.
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EditingEditing ViewportsViewports
A file opened in Arbortext IsoDraw will be displayed in a window. In most cases
you will only be able to see a section of the illustration, particularly if you enlarge
the illustration or move it around in the window.

All the information required to display a particular section of a file in a window is
combined into a viewport. You can give a name to a particular viewport in order to
be able to restore this status later with ease.

Viewports are particularly useful if you frequently change position on large
illustrations. Arbortext IsoDraw lets you create a separate viewport for every
important section, allowing you to switch backwards and forwards between these
sections with a click of the mouse.

Viewports can also be used for interactive illustrations. Here, viewports are linked
with hotspots which allow you to jump from one illustration to another (see the
section on the Objects Menu on page 219).

The commands in the pop-up menu allow you to create new viewports and modify
or delete existing ones. Every viewport is assigned a name which appears in the
ViewportsViewports window.

CommandsCommands forfor EditingEditing ViewportsViewports

To edit a viewport, click on the arrow in the right-hand corner of the window and
select a command from the pop-up menu. When you select the New viewportNew viewport or
Edit viewportEdit viewport command, a dialog box appears. The dialog boxes for New viewportNew viewport

and Edit viewportEdit viewport are structured in the same way. The only difference is that, for the
New viewportNew viewport window, an entry box appears for the name, whereas for the EditEdit
viewportviewport window, the name of the current viewport is already entered.

The Edit viewportEdit viewport dialog box also appears if you double-click on the name in the
ViewportsViewports window.

NewNew ViewportViewport

First open a file. Move and enlarge the displayed illustration in the window as
required. Once you have specified the section you want to define as a viewport,
call up the NewNew viewportviewport command.
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The following dialog box appears:

This shows the values of the active file. If the values are as you want, you can
generate the viewport straightaway. Enter a unique name for this file in the NameName

box. Then click OKOK to generate the viewport. Clicking CancelCancel closes the dialog
box without making any changes.

NoteNote

If you subsequently want to use the illustration in standard environments (e.g.
SGML, XML, HTML, CGM), only the characters a–z, A–Z, 0–9 and $ - _ +
may be used.

The other boxes let you check the individual values and adjust them precisely as
necessary.
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ViewportViewport PositionPosition

These values define the viewport on the illustration. The distance is measured
between the origin of the drawing sheet and the corners of the ViewportsViewports window.
The definitions of LeftLeft, RightRight, TopTop and BottomBottom can be seen in the following figure.
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LayersLayers

Aviewport also stores the names of the existing layers and their current settings, e.
g. the visibility. If the viewport is selected afterwards, the affected layers will be
reset to the state in which they were saved. Layers which are added after the
viewport has been created are not changed by the viewport. In the LayersLayers box is a
list of layers in the file that are checked by this viewport.

DeleteDelete

If you do not wish a certain layer to be affected by this viewport, select it in the list
and click DeleteDelete. The layer is removed from the list, and therefore from the
viewport. The layer is not deleted from the file.

UpdateUpdate

If you have inadvertently deleted the wrong layer, you can restore the complete list
by clicking UpdateUpdate.

NoteNote

The use of layers with viewports is described with an example in section Using
Layers with Viewports on page 394.

EditEdit ViewportViewport

To edit a viewport, select command Edit viewportEdit viewport. The following dialog box opens:

This window displays the attributes for the current viewport. You can change the
values for the viewport’s extent as well as the choice of layers. Your changes will
only be valid if you click OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel quits the dialog box without
changing the viewport list.
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ViewportViewport PositionPosition

In the entry fields next to LeftLeft, RightRight, TopTop and BottomBottom, you can change the extent
and position of the viewport. If you want to see a smaller section of the illustration,
i.e. you want to zoom in, the values for LeftLeft and TopTop become larger while the
values for RightRight and BottomBottom become smaller (see also figure in New Viewport on
page 390). If you wish to see a larger section, enter smaller values for LeftLeft and TopTop,
and larger ones for RightRight and BottomBottom.

LayersLayers

The list shows the layers that are influenced by the viewport. This list does not
necessarily have to agree with the current list of layers in the file or their settings,
since you may have added layers or changed layer attributes.

DeleteDelete

If you do not wish a certain layer to be affected by this viewport, select it in the list
and click DeleteDelete. The layer is removed from the list, and therefore from the
viewport. The layer is not deleted from the file.

UpdateUpdate

If you want to update the list of layers, click this button. All the layers and their
current settings will then be adopted from the file.

UsingUsing LayersLayers withwith ViewportsViewports

It is often necessary to deactivate individual layers so that only certain information
is displayed. An example of this is when several languages are to be used in a file.
For each language, a separate layer is created where the text elements in the
relevant language are located. You can then toggle between the individual
language versions by making each language layer visible and all the others
invisible. This can be done very conveniently with the aid of viewports.

Let’s assume that your file contains two layers with text elements - a German
layer for German text and an English layer for English text. The illustration
itself lies on the standard layer. Imagine you now want to generate two viewports
that will enable you to toggle between the two language versions.
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In the LayersLayers window, set the English layer to invisibleinvisible and the German layer to
visiblevisible.

Select command New viewportNew viewport. In the dialog box, enter the name German for the
new viewport. The list shows all the current layers. Select in sequence the
Standard layer and the Background layer, and delete them from the list.
Click OKOK.

In the LayersLayers window, set the English layer to invisibleinvisible and the German layer to
visiblevisible.
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Select command New viewportNew viewport. In the dialog box, enter the name English for the
new viewport. The list shows all the current layers. Select in sequence the
Standard layer and the Background layer, and delete them from the list.
Click OKOK.

You have now created two viewports that will appear in the attribute window
ViewportsViewports.

DeleteDelete ViewportViewport

Select the viewport you wish to delete and select command Delete viewportDelete viewport using
the right-hand arrow from the pop-up menu. The selected viewport is deleted. You
cannot undo the command.

ViewportViewport forfor AnimationsAnimations

With any file that contains animations, you can specify a viewport to be
automatically used when playing back the animation in Arbortext IsoView. This
viewport must be saved under the name IsoViewExtent. Arbortext IsoView
will only recognize the viewport if it has this name.
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The option of selecting a specific viewport for animations is very useful if, for
example, only a small section of a drawing is animated. You can specify a viewport
that zooms in on this animated section. Even if the drawing needs greater space
due to the movement of objects that takes place within the animation, you can
specify the appropriate viewport for this.

CalloutsCallouts WindowWindow
The CalloutsCallouts window is one of the eight windows which you can select in the
attribute window.

The CalloutsCallouts window shows the callout styles available for the current file.

You can also tear off the window, move it anywhere in the working area and
change its size. Clicking the CloseClose button closes the CalloutsCallouts window.

Clicking on the arrow in the top right-hand corner opens a pop-up menu containing
further commands for editing callout styles.

The CalloutsCallouts window shows the standard style Normal and any styles you have
defined yourself. The current callout style is indicated by a highlighted
background. If you want to use another style, click the name of the style you
require. All callouts created after that use the new style.

Double-clicking on the name of a callout style opens the Edit callout styleEdit callout style dialog
box. This window displays the settings for the current style. You can change the
settings or create a new style. The selected style will automatically become the new
style. You can also select the dialog box using the Edit callout styleEdit callout style command in
the pop-up menu. A description of how to do this can be found in the following
section.

EditingEditing CalloutCallout StylesStyles
Callouts are used primarily for defining element positions. They are created using
the callout tool from the toolbox.

Each callout is assigned a style. The style is used to define the attributes for the
individual elements of a callout.
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The attributes of a style can be changed in the Edit callout styleEdit callout style dialog box.

CommandsCommands forfor EditingEditing CalloutCallout StylesStyles

To edit a style, click on the arrow in the top right-hand corner of the window and
select one of the first two commands from the pop-up menu. When you select a
command, a dialog box appears. The dialog boxes for New callout styleNew callout style and EditEdit
callout stylecallout style are structured in the same way. The only difference is that, for the NewNew
callout stylecallout style window, an entry box appears for the name, whereas for the EditEdit
callout stylecallout style window, the name of the current style is already entered. The
following description applies for both dialog boxes.

The Edit callout styleEdit callout style dialog box also appears if you double-click on the name in
the CalloutsCallouts window.

EditEdit CalloutCallout StyleStyle

To edit a callout style, select the Edit callout styleEdit callout style command in the pop-up menu.
The following dialog box opens:

The displayed values refer to the current callout style. You can page through the

list of style names, however, using the two arrow buttons .
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A callout element consists of three individual elements:

• Leader line

• Text element—includes the consecutive number or letter and additional text
entries

• Frame—around the whole text element

You can edit the attributes of all elements in this dialog box. You can also create
new callout styles or delete existing ones.

Your changes will only be valid if you click OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel quits the dialog
box without changing the style list. A new style can only be used for newly created
callout elements.

ModifyingModifying CalloutCallout StyleStyle AttributesAttributes

NameName

Each style must have a unique name. The name of the standard style NormalNormal

cannot be overwritten.

TextText OptionsOptions

You can use these options to change various attributes for the text entry.

AttributesAttributes

If you select attributesattributes, the following dialog box appears:
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All the available text formats are shown in the pop-up menu under Text formatText format.
Using the options available here, which will be familiar to you from text elements,
you can select the fontfont, enter the font sizefont size and set the faceface. This overwrites the
preferences of the selected text format.

Clicking on Character fillCharacter fill opens another dialog box.

In this dialog box you can change the graphic attributes for the callout text entries.
As with normal text, you can fill the black-filled characters with color by selecting
FillFill. If you want to highlight the outline of the characters, you can set the thickness
of the outline and its color by selecting StrokeStroke. You can find a detailed description
of character fill in Character Fill on page 320.

Selecting CancelCancel returns you to the dialog box for the text attributes without
performing any changes. Clicking OKOK adopts the settings.

SchemeScheme

Under SchemeScheme you can select the type of part number. If you set No scheme,
only the non-varying entries under PrefixPrefix and PostfixPostfix appear in the text entry for
the callout. If Numerical is set, the callouts are numbered from 1 upwards. If
Alpha, upper case and Alpha, lower case are set, letters are given for
the part numbers instead of numbers.

UpdateUpdate

Under UpdateUpdate you can define whether the callouts are to be updated or not
following the deletion or addition of new callouts. If update is set, all changes to a
style are applied to all callouts formatted using this style. If none is set, only the
newly generated callouts are created with the changed settings.

PositionPosition

Under PositionPosition you have two possible settings. If you set centered, the text
entry is centered relative to the end of the leader line. With aligned, the text
entry is at a fixed distance (next to, under or above) the leader line.
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DistanceDistance

The distance can only be adjusted when aligned is selected under PositionPosition.
When adjusting the distance, you are specifying the distance between the leader
line and the outer edge of the nearest text entry. This setting only works when no
frame is selected under the Shape optionsShape options option. When text entries have a frame,
the leader line runs to the edge of the frame.

Prefix,Prefix, PostfixPostfix

With prefixprefix and postfixpostfix, you can also place a non-varying entry in front of or
behind the ongoing numbering scheme for the callouts. You can use numbers,
letters or other characters for this. For instance, you can use this method to add an
assembly name to the callout numbers used for drawings or, using the prefixed
word ViewportViewport, to assign a designation to various viewports with a callout in the
drawing.

LineLine OptionsOptions forfor CalloutCallout LeaderLeader LineLine

The settings under line optionsline options relate to the leader line of the callout element.
When you click this button, the following dialog box appears:

Here you can select the pen, style and halo for the leader line.
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ShapeShape OptionsOptions forfor CalloutCallout FrameFrame

The attributes for the frame element around the text entry are defined under shapeshape
optionsoptions. When you select Shape optionsShape options, the following dialog box appears:

You can define the shape of the frame under Shape optionsShape options. You can select
between a range of different geometrical shapes. If you set none, all other settings
cease to apply.

When you have set a frame shape, fields appear which match the size of the frame.
Enter the desired value.

NoteNote

Ensure that the frame size is not smaller than the extent of the text entries.

If the box next to no fillno fill is not checked, then the frame element can be filled. You
have the option of selecting one of the defined colors from the list or mixing your
own CMYK or RGB color. Using the color list and setting a CMYK or RGB color
are described in Show Fill Window on page 408.

The settings under BorderBorder define the border of the frame around the text element.
When you select BorderBorder, the following dialog box appears:
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Here you can select the pen, style and halo for the border. If you select no pen,
the border of the frame is invisible.

UseUse thesethese CalloutsCallouts asas HotspotsHotspots

When this box is selected, hotspots are created for the callouts with this style. The
entry for the numbering scheme is automatically created as the object name. For
example, a 3 is generated for the name of a callout with the consecutive number 3.

When the numbering of the callouts is updated, the names of the hotspots are also
adapted.

CreatingCreating aa NewNew StyleStyle

Clicking on the NewNew button creates a new callout style. This style will initially
have the attributes of the last style displayed. Assign the text format a unique
name. If a style with that name already exists, the following warning window
appears:

Confirm with OKOK and change the name. You can now change the settings of the
new style as required and confirm these with OKOK when you have finished.

If you have clicked NewNew by mistake or want to abort the creation process, you can
delete the styles as described below.

You can also create a new style by selecting the New callout styleNew callout style from the CalloutsCallouts

window submenu.

DeletingDeleting aa StyleStyle

You can delete the style currently displayed by clicking the DeleteDelete button.

NoteNote

The standard style Normal cannot be deleted.
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The callout style is deleted immediately provided it is not being used for callouts.
Otherwise, a substitute style must first be defined for assigning to the affected
callout elements:

The new style must be assigned directly in order to avoid conflicts. This
assignment cannot be undone. Consequently, the program will ask you for final
confirmation if you click OK:

Click NoNo if you do not want to make the changes. Click YesYes to assign the new style
with immediate effect. Although you can still cancel the Edit callout styleEdit callout style dialog
box afterwards, the assignments will be retained.

NoteNote

Attributes that have been changed subsequently in element info with the deleted
callout style are retained. For example, if you have subsequently assigned another
prefix to a callout, the substitute style will not affect this change.
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SelectingSelecting StyleStyle

You can select a style by clicking the name of a style in the CalloutsCallouts window. The
current style is then indicated by a highlighted background.

Your selection has the following effects:

• It changes the selected style into the current style

The current style functions as a preference for those callouts you still have to
create.

RenumberRenumber CalloutsCallouts
Selecting this command updates the numbering. If you have deleted one or more
callouts, gaps will have appeared in the ascending numbering. The update closes
these gaps. For instance, if you have created eight callouts with the numbers 1 to 8
and then deleted callout 5, the subsequent callouts (6, 7, 8) will be moved down
one number; i.e., to 5, 6, 7.

FindFind CalloutCallout
You can use this command to e.g. select or find callouts according to the setting
when there are a lot of callout numbers.

When you select this command from the pop-up menu, the following dialog box
appears:

FindFind calloutcallout

Here you can enter the name of the callout or callouts you want to find.

ExactExact matchmatch

If you click this option, the program finds only callouts that exactly match the
name entered.
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MatchMatch casecase

If this option is selected, the search differentiates between upper case and lower
case letters. If the entry is an upper case letter, as in the dialog box above, only
callouts with an A will be found.

SelectSelect allall

Use this option if you want to find several callouts that share part of the same
name. It finds all callouts that share a part of their name with the name entered
under FindFind calloutcallout.

Clicking on CancelCancel exits the dialog box. The command is not executed.

After confirming with OKOK, the callouts are shown selected. The area with the
selected callouts is then zoomed so that it fills the window.

PlacedPlaced FilesFiles WindowWindow
The Placed FilesPlaced Files window is one of the eight windows that you can select in the
attribute window.

The window shows the files that have been placed in the current file.

You can also tear off the window, move it anywhere in the working area and
change its size. Clicking the CloseClose button closes the window.

Clicking on the arrow at the top right or double-clicking an entry allows you to
select the command for editing a placed file.

The Placed FilesPlaced Files window displays the names of all files. As well as containing the
name, each entry shows the path to the file’s storage location and the file format.
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Double-clicking on the name of an entry opens the Placed FilePlaced File dialog box. If you
select the desired entry and click on the arrow at the top right to select the EditEdit

command, the dialog box appears as depicted in the figure:

On opening the dialog you will see information on the file name, format and size,
the date the file was last updated and the status of the original file. You cannot
select the OKOK button. Clicking CancelCancel exits the dialog box without any changes
being made. If you have changed any settings, you can only confirm these with
OKOK. The CancelCancel button is no longer active.

NoteNote

Applies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.

In the case of 3D files, it is not possible to break the link to the source file in 3D
mode. The Break linkBreak link button is unavailable.

The setting options in this dialog box are described in Place on page 42.
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ShowShow FillFill WindowWindow
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The Show fill windowShow fill window command allows you to show or deactivate the FillsFills window.
When Arbortext IsoDraw is started, the FillsFills window is hidden. Calling up
command Show fill windowShow fill window in the WindowWindow menu opens the FillsFills window.

When Arbortext IsoDraw is started, the FillsFills window displays No fill. In the
FillsFills window, you will see four buttons you can use to switch between the various
fill types:

NoNo fillfill Existing fills will be removed
ColorColor Elements will be filled with a color
HatchingHatching Elements will be filled with a hatching
PatternPattern Elements will be filled with a bitmap

pattern

The figure above shows the FillsFills window with the ColorColor button selected and the
pop-up menu open for editing a color.
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You can also tear off the window, move it anywhere in the working area and
change its size. Clicking the CloseClose button closes the FillsFills window. Clicking on the
arrow in the top right-hand corner opens a pop-up menu containing further
commands for editing colors.

The display field on the left shows the selected fill. If fill type No fillNo fill has been

selected, you will see this symbol .

FillFill TypeType —— NoNo FillFill
If the first button has been selected, the window content appears for fill type No fillNo fill.
All elements shown below that can be filled will be shown without fill. If you have
selected elements with a fill before you click the No fillNo fill key, the fill will be
removed.

FillFill TypeType —— ColorColor
Arbortext IsoDraw allows you to design elements in color. The process of coloring
an element area is known as filling, and element contours can be assigned a
contour color. Newly created colors appear in the color list and can therefore also
be used for element contours.

If the second button, ColorColor, is selected, the window content appears for the created
colors. Unused colors are shown indented and in italics.
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You can now select a color from the Color list, change one that has already
been created or create a new one, change the current color using the tone slider or
create your own CMYK or RGB color.

The selected color becomes the current color. The display field shows you how the
color looks. All elements drawn subsequently that can be filled are filled with the
selected color. If, before selecting a color, you have selected elements that can be
filled, their fill will be changed to the current color.

If elements with fills are selected, a check mark appears to the left of the color
boxes for the colors used with these fills. This allows you to easily identify the
color used for a fill.

If you subsequently wish to fill an existing element with the current color, you can
do this without selecting the element. Position the arrow cursor over the color
display field. With your arrow over the element you wish to fill, release the mouse
button. The element will be filled.

You can copy all the colors from the Color list into the list of another file in a
similar way using drag and drop. Click a color from the list and drag this color to
the window of the target file. The color now appears in the other file's list.
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NoteNote

The procedure for making general changes and extensions to the standard
preferences for colors is described under Preferences on page 108.

About Colors inAbout Colors in Arbortext IsoDrawArbortext IsoDraw

Arbortext IsoDraw creates colors based on the CMYK model which is also the
process employed in the field of four-color printing. This model generates different
colors by overprinting the four primary colors; cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y),
and black (K), in varying proportions. To allow the primary colors to be printed in
separate printing runs, the color drawing must first be broken down into four
individual color separations (one for each primary color). This process is known as
color separation. Color mixes derived from the four primary colors which can later
be split into individual process color separations are known as CMYK process
colors.

You can also create your colors using the RGB color system. The RGB color
system is used to depict colors on the screen. RGB colors are created by combining
the three primary colors—red (R), green (G), and blue (B). Arbortext IsoDraw can
convert a color created in the RGB color system to a CMYK process color or
custom color.

You should use the RGB color system particularly when you want to use your
color illustrations for online documentation. If you need high print quality, then it
is essential to choose CMYK process colors.

In addition to creating colors with the CMYK model or using the RGB color
system, Arbortext IsoDraw also allows you to define custom colors based on the
CMYK model. Custom colors (also known as full-tone colors, special colors, spot
colors, and real colors) are available as standardized, ready-mixed printing inks at
the printers. They are used if, for example, the printed result contains fewer than
four different colors. This reduces printing cost by reducing the number of color
separations and printing runs. There are also some colors which cannot be
produced effectively from the four process colors. A separate color separation is
created for each custom color during the separation process.

NoteNote

The question of whether you should use CMYK process colors or custom colors is
only really important if you are planning to reproduce the drawing later using color
printing.

ToneTone is another option for defining color in Arbortext IsoDraw. Tones are not
colors in their own right but merely modifications of intensity (0-100%) of colors
that have already been defined.
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Because colors are depicted on the monitor using the RGB color system, the screen
representation of the colors created using the CMYK model will usually vary
somewhat from the subsequent printed result.

Arbortext IsoDraw supports color printers. Color separation is not possible directly
in Arbortext IsoDraw; instead, you must export the drawing in EPS format and
then integrate it into, for example, a layout program with separation functions, or
output it with a special separation program.

You can still print out the drawing if you have used the RGB model for your
colors. The colors are converted to CMYK colors by the printer. However, the
printed colors are likely to differ from those in the screen representation.

SelectingSelecting ColorsColors

Basically, Arbortext IsoDraw distinguishes between named colors and unnamed
colors. These are defined as follows:

NamedNamed colorscolors
are displayed in the ColorsColors menu. Elements and contours are merely assigned a
reference to these entries, so that any change to a named color automatically
has the effect of changing all the elements concerned.

UnnamedUnnamed colorscolors
are customized color mixes and tones which are assigned directly to an
element.

You can choose a color in the FillsFills window by selecting Color list, Free
CMYK color, or Free RGB color from the list below the symbol bar.

ColorColor ListList

If you select the color list, the list of all available colors appears. The colors
White and Black are the standard colors used in Arbortext IsoDraw. You cannot
delete these colors or change their names. The other standard colors created in
Arbortext IsoDraw can be edited and deleted. For CMYK colors, a colored
rectangle appears behind the entry and for RGB colors a three-colored circle. For
custom colors, a circle appears in the rectangle instead.
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Click the required color. The current color is indicated by a highlighted
background and appears in the display field.

FreeFree CMYKCMYK ColorColor

When you select Free CMYK color, the slider for the color components CC

(cyan), MM (magenta), YY (yellow), and KK (black) appears instead of the color list.
Create your required color mix. Alternatively, you can enter percentage values
directly into the entry fields. This color becomes the current color, but is not stored
as a defined color. If you want to use this color again afterwards, you will need to
set it again. In this situation, you are advised to use the command New color and
create the color this way.
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FreeFree RGBRGB ColorColor

When you select Free RGB color, the sliders for the color components RR (red),
GG (green), and BB (blue) appear instead of the color list. Create your required color
mix. Alternatively, you can enter percentage values directly into the entry fields.
This color becomes the current color, but is not stored as a defined color. If you
want to use this color again afterwards, you will need to set it again. In this
situation, you are advised to use the command and create the color this way.

SettingSetting thethe ToneTone

Tones are employed to produce graduated versions of CMYK process colors, RGB
colors or custom colors which have already been defined. The slider below the
pop-up color selection menu is set to 100%% of the color selected from the color
list. If you wish to change the tone, use the slider or the entry field to adjust the
tone. This new tone is not stored in the created color. If you want to use the
selected color with the modified tone again, you will need to set it again. In this
situation, you are advised to use the command New color and create a new color
with the tone of the initial color.
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EditingEditing ColorsColors

The dialog box for New colorNew color and Edit colorEdit color is used for setting the color definitions:

CMYK process color, RGB color, Custom color, or Tone.

CMYK process colors, RGB colors and custom colors are generated using the
same process on the basis of the CMYK color model. Which preference you select
here depends on how the documents with your drawing are to be used. For
conventional color printing processes, you should use CMYK process colors or
custom colors as required. If you only want a printout on a color printer, this
setting is unimportant. If the documents are primarily for online publication, it is
best to create the colors using the RGB method. (See About Colors in
Arbortext IsoDraw on page 411.)

Create the required color mix for the CMYK color components; CC (cyan), MM
(magenta), YY (yellow), and KK (black), or, the RGB color components; RR (red), GG
(green), and BB (blue) using the sliders or the entry fields.

Tones are employed to produce graduated versions of colors which have already
been defined.

CommandsCommands forfor EditingEditing ColorsColors

To edit a color, click on the arrow in the top right-hand corner of the FillsFills window
and select one of the two commands from the pop-up menu. When you select a
command, a dialog box appears. The dialog boxes for New colorNew color and Edit colorEdit color are
structured in the same way. The only difference is that, for the New colorNew color window,
an entry box appears for the name, whereas for the Edit colorEdit color window, the name of
the current color is already entered. The following description applies for both
dialog boxes.

The Edit colorEdit color dialog box also appears if you double-click on the name of a color in
the color list.
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EditEdit ColorColor

To edit a color, select the command Edit colorEdit color. The following dialog box opens:

The displayed values refer to the current colorcurrent color. The color field under the name
shows you what this color looks like. You can page through the list of colors using

the two arrow buttons .

This dialog box allows you to edit the features of all the colors which have been
defined for the active illustration. You can also create new colors or delete existing
ones.

Your changes will only be valid if you click OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel quits the dialog
box without changing the color list.

NoteNote

If you delete a color, the elements, pens or halos using this color will be assigned a
substitute color. This change cannot be undone even by canceling the dialog box.

ModifyingModifying ColorColor AttributesAttributes

The pop-up menu shows whether the color has been created as a CMYK processCMYK process
colorcolor, RGB colorRGB color or custom colorcustom color. You can change the color type and change the
color mix using the slider or the entry fields.
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If you wish to create a tonetone for the selected color, click NewNew and enter a new name
which is related to the initial color. The color attributes of the initial color are
retained. In the pop-up menu, select ToneTone and click on the initial color in the color
list. Use the slider or the entry field to set the tone. If you click on OKOK, the
modified color will appear in the color list.

CreatingCreating aa NewNew ColorColor

To create a new color, click the NewNew button. This color initially adopts the color of
the selected color. Assign the text format a unique name. If a color with that name
already exists, the following warning window appears:

Confirm with OKOK and change the name. You can now change the settings as
required.

If you have clicked NewNew by mistake or want to abort the creation process, you can
delete the color as described below.
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You can also create a new color by selecting the New colorNew color command from the pop-
up menu.

DeletingDeleting aa ColorColor

You can delete the color currently displayed by clicking the DeleteDelete button.

NoteNote

The colors Black and White cannot be deleted.

The color will be deleted immediately if it is not being used in the illustration or by
a pen or halo. Otherwise, a substitute color must first be defined for assigning to
the affected elements:

The new color must be assigned directly in order to avoid conflicts. This
assignment cannot be undone. Consequently, the program will ask you for final
confirmation if you click OKOK:
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Click NoNo if you do not want to make the changes. Click YesYes to assign the new
color with immediate effect. While you can still cancel the Edit colorEdit color dialog box
afterwards, the assignments will be retained.

NamedNamed andand UnnamedUnnamed ColorsColors

You can use the color list to define named colors, i.e. colors which bear a unique
name. This will be particularly helpful in standardizing the use of colors and
simplifying the checking process.

However, you may often define only primary colors and then apply various tonesof
this color to the individual elements. In order that you do not have to define each
tone by name, it is possible to create an Unnamed tone using the tone slider.

A further area of application for unnamed colors are color blends (see Parallel
Paths on page 579). The number of different colors which could be generated in
such applications would be so large that a color list would be ineffective. Since the
actual number of colors is unimportant in color printing, you can create free
CMYK or free RGB colors in these and similar cases. These are customized color
mixes which are intended solely for a given application.

A description of the color list, tones and free colors can be found in Selecting
Colors on page 412

You can apply a number of criteria to ease your task of selecting from this host of
options:

Are your actions restricted by the need to apply standards or other specifications in
using colors, e.g. in the CGM environment.

Your standard preferences should be colors which you want to or are allowed to
use (see Preferences on page 108). Do not use any free CMYK colors, RGB colors
or tones.

Will the illustration be output on a color printer or handled using conventional
color printing techniques?

If you will be using a color printer you can make full use of the possibilities
offered for color design work. The quality and color fidelity depend solely on the
printer you use. This is only the case in conventional color printing processes if
you use four-color printing. In this case, all the colors are separated into their
primary colors (cyan, magenta, yellow and black) so that the actual number of
colors is irrelevant. If, however, you choose to print with custom colors such as
black and a Pantone™- or HKS color, you must ensure that only the defined
custom colors or tones of these colors are used. In this case, you must not use any
named CMYK process colors or free CMYK colors.

Will the illustration be exported to a different format?
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The color information of an Arbortext IsoDraw illustration is closely linked with
the technology of the PostScript™ world. If you export the illustration as an EPS
or Adobe Illustrator™ file, this information will be retained. If you export to other
formats, however, the target system will frequently set restrictions. By way of
example, it is generally not possible to import large quantities of color information
into CAD systems since the latter are not designed for this purpose.

FillFill TypeType ColorColor inin 3D3D ModeMode
When working in 3D mode, there are no restrictions on the selection of a color in
the ShowShow fillfill windowwindow menu.

If you have selected RenderingRendering or Smooth renderingSmooth rendering display mode for your
drawing, the objects or surfaces are depicted with color rendering. You can change
the colors that have been assigned using the FillsFills window. You can use the entire
range of available colors and specify new colors.

To assign a new color, select the object or the area of the drawing to which the new
color is to be applied by using the arrow cursor or the object window. Now click
the button with the color symbol in the FillsFills window. Select the desired color from
the color list, or create your own CMYK or RGB color mix. The selected color is
applied directly to the selected area.

You can use this opportunity to change colors in various ways. For example, you
can apply the same color to parts that belong together in extensive assemblies. If
you rotate your drawing into a different orientation, you can then easily locate the
parts that are in the same color.

The opportunity to export from 3D mode into various formats allows you to color
a drawing in line with your own needs and then export it into the desired format.
Colored drawings exported into VRML can then be edited further with special
rendering software. When exporting into Wavefront, all colors are depicted in a
single shade of gray. If you export the drawing into a raster format, a colored
graphic, e.g. for a product brochure, is available.

FillFill TypeType —— HatchingHatching
Arbortext IsoDraw enables you to fill elements with hatching. The hatchings
available in the current file appear in the hatching list. The hatchings must first be
drawn in a separate file and assigned object info.
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If the third button is selected, the window content for the fill Hatching appears.
The hatching list displays all defined hatchings.

A selected hatching becomes the current hatchingcurrent hatching. The display field shows you
what the hatching looks like.

All elements drawn afterwards that can be filled are filled with the selected
hatching. If, before selecting a hatching, you have selected elements that can be
filled, their fill will be changed to the currentcurrenthatchinghatching.

If elements with fills are selected, a check mark appears to the left of the entries of
the hatchings for which these fills have been used. This allows you to easily
identify the hatchings used for fills.

If you subsequently wish to fill an existing element with the current hatching, you
can do this without selecting the element. Position the arrow cursor over the
hatching display field. Click and hold down your mouse button, then drag it in the
direction of the element. With the arrow over the element you wish to fill, release
the mouse button. The element will be filled with the hatching.

SelectingSelecting HatchingHatching andand ColorColor forfor HatchingHatching
Click the required hatching in the list. The hatching becomes the current hatching.
The current hatching is indicated by a highlighted background and appears in the
display field.
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The hatching initially appears as it has been created in the hatching file. You may,
however, wish to change the colors for the drawn elements or the background. In
this case, Arbortext IsoDraw offers additional settings. By selecting ColorColor or
BackgroundBackground, you can make the individual settings visible.

ColorColor

If this option is selected, the setting for the foreground color is shown. Initially, the
pop-up menu shows as-is. This means that the lines of the hatching are drawn in
the color used in the hatching file. You can change this setting by selecting a color
with the help of the pop-up menu. You can use predefined colors or free CMYK or
RGB colors. More information on selecting colors can be found under Fill typeFill type
ColorColor.

More information on selecting colors can be found under Selecting Colors on page
412.

BackgroundBackground

If this option is selected, the setting for the background is shown. Initially, the pop-
up menu shows as-is. This means that the hatching is drawn just as it has been
stored in the file. If you have changed the foreground color, the line elements will
be drawn in this color. If your hatching does not contain any filled areas, you can
see the illustration's background between the lines. You can now select a color in
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the pop-up menu to cover the background before the hatching is drawn. You can
use predefined colors or free CMYK or RGB colors. More information on
selecting colors can be found under Fill type ColorFill type Color.

NoteNote

If you have selected fill type Hatching, the commands New colorNew color and Edit colorEdit color

are disabled. To edit colors or to create new ones, you must first change to fill type
Color.

OrganizingOrganizing HatchingsHatchings

Arbortext IsoDraw manages all hatchings in the Patterns directory. This is
located in your Preferences folder. More information on organizing
preferences can be found in Preferences on page 108. Hatchings are stored in
Arbortext IsoDraw format. An Arbortext IsoDraw file can contain several hatching
objects.

NoteNote

In the Patterns directory, you will find the files Standardhatchings.iso
and Standardpatterns.iso. These files contain the hatchings and patterns
supplied with the program. They must not be changed.

CreatingCreating NewNew HatchingsHatchings

Create an empty file and store it in directory Patterns under any name you like.
Now open the file Standard hatchings. There you will see a group of
elements for each standard hatching. Copy one of these groups into your empty
file. Now ungroup the group. You will now see a rectangle that has neither contour
nor fill. This rectangle is used to define the limits of the hatching. All other
elements have the hatching. Delete all the elements except the rectangle. Now draw
the elements within the rectangle that have the hatching you want. Remove any
projecting parts of the elements.

NoteNote

Masked elements or image elements must not be used in hatchings.

Now group the hatching elements and the rectangle. Then create object info for
this group (see Object Info on page 223). Use the automatic ID suggested by
Arbortext IsoDraw. For a name, enter a term that can be used to identify the
hatching. This name will subsequently appear in the hatching list.

Save the file and re-launch Arbortext IsoDraw. The hatching list now contains the
hatching you have created.
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FillFill TypeType —— PatternPattern
Arbortext IsoDraw enables you to fill elements with a pattern. The patterns
available in the current file appear in the pattern list. The patterns must first be
drawn in a separate file and assigned object info. For editing colors,
Arbortext IsoDraw distinguishes between two types of pattern. These are either
black/white patterns (1 bit image depth) and patterns with grayscales or colors
(with more than 1 bit image depth). Patterns with image depths of more than 1 bit
cannot be defined in color.

If the fourth button is selected, the window content for the fill PatternPattern appears. The
list of patterns displays all the defined patterns.

A selected pattern becomes the current patterncurrent pattern. The display field shows you what
the pattern looks like.

All elements drawn subsequently that can be filled are filled with the selected
pattern. If, before selecting a pattern, you have selected elements that can be filled,
their fill will be changed to the currentcurrentpatternpattern.

If elements with patterns are selected, a check mark appears to the left of the
entries of the patterns for which these fills have been used. This allows you to
easily identify the patterns used for fills.
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If you subsequently wish to fill an existing element with the current pattern, you
can do this without selecting the element. Position the arrow cursor over the
pattern display field. Click and hold down your mouse button, then drag it in the
direction of the element. When the cursor lies over the element you wish to fill,
release the mouse button. The element will be filled with the pattern.

SelectingSelecting PatternsPatterns andand ColorsColors forfor PatternsPatterns
Click the required pattern in the list. The pattern becomes the current pattern. The
current patterncurrent pattern is indicated by the highlighted background and appears in the
display field.

The pattern initially appears as it has been created in the pattern file. You may,
however, wish to change the colors for the foreground or the background. In this
case, Arbortext IsoDraw offers additional settings. By selecting ColorColor or
BackgroundBackground, you can make the individual settings visible.

NoteNote

This function is only available for bitmap patterns with an image depth of 1 bit.
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ColorColor

If this option is selected, the setting for the foreground color is shown. Initially, the
pop-up menu shows as-is. This means that the black pixels of the pattern are also
drawn in black. You can change this setting by selecting a color with the help of
the pop-up menu. You can use predefined colors or free CMYK or RGB colors.

BackgroundBackground

If this option is selected, the setting for the background is shown. Initially, the pop-
up menu shows as is. This means that the white pixels of the pattern are also drawn
in white. If you have changed the foreground color, the black pixels will be drawn
in this color. You can now use the pop-up menu to select a color that the white
pixels of the pattern are to be drawn with. You can use predefined colors or free
CMYK or RGB colors.

NoteNote

If you have selected fill type Pattern, the commands New colorNew color and Edit colorEdit color

are disabled. To edit colors or to create new ones, you must first change to fill type
ColorColor.
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OrganizingOrganizing PatternsPatterns

Arbortext IsoDraw manages all patterns in the Patterns directory. This is
located in your Preferences folder. More information on organizing
preferences can be found in Preferences on page 108. Patterns are stored in
Arbortext IsoDraw format. An Arbortext IsoDraw file can contain several pattern
objects.

NoteNote

In the Patterns directory, you will find the files Standardhatchings.iso
and Standardpatterns.iso. These files contain the hatchings and patterns
supplied with the program. They must not be changed.

CreatingCreating NewNew PatternsPatterns

Create an empty file and store it in directory Patterns under any name you like.
Now open the file Standardpatterns. There you will see an image element
for each standard pattern. Copy one of these image elements into your empty file.
Now use image editing to change the pattern as you wish.

Then create object info for this image element (see Object Info on page 223). Use
the automatic ID suggested by Arbortext IsoDraw. For a name, enter a term that
can be used to identify the pattern. This name will subsequently appear in the
pattern list.

Save the file and re-launch Arbortext IsoDraw. The pattern list now contains the
patterns you have created.

ShowShow ObjectObject WindowWindow
Using the WindowWindow menu command Show object windowShow object window, you can show or
deactivate the ObjectsObjects window. The ObjectsObjects window is hidden when
Arbortext IsoDraw is started. Choosing WindowWindow ▶▶ Show object windowShow object window opens the
ObjectsObjects window. It is closed again by launching the command again or by clicking
the CloseClose button in the window.

ObjectsObjects andand thethe ObjectsObjects WindowWindow
An object is an element or group of elements to which additional object
information has been assigned for identification purposes. Object information can
be created using the command Object InfoObject Infoon the ObjectsObjects menu.

When 2D or 3D data is imported, pasted or placed (only 2D data) into
Arbortext IsoDraw, the object information contained in the data is also adopted. It
appears in the ObjectsObjects window as soon as the data has been imported.
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After importing or placing 3D data, you can check and change data in 3D mode
using the functions in the ObjectsObjects window. The data is converted to the 2D
window complete with all changes. The object information is carried over.

When a name has been assigned to an object, the IDID and NameName of the object appear
in the ObjectsObjects window.

When you move the mouse pointer over the drawing, an object tip for the object
appears. The tip shows the IDID and the name of the object.
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When objects have not been assigned names, the groups and elements appear in
the ObjectsObjects window with the name Group only. The IDID only appears in the dialog
box of menu command Object InfoObject Info. The same applies for 3D data if the option
CreateCreate objectobject informationinformation forfor assembliesassemblies has not been selected.

StructureStructure ofof thethe ObjectsObjects WindowWindow
Once you have opened the window, you will see the name of the current file
together with a ++ symbol in front of the name.

Clicking the ++ symbol calls up the Standard layer and the Background
layer. Other layers may also be displayed. Clicking the ++ symbol for a particular
layer displays the IDs of the groups and elements. All objects which are preceded
by a ++ symbol contain further nested subgroups or elements.

If you hold down the CTRL key when clicking the ++ symbol in front of the file
name, all the objects contained within will become immediately visible. One click
on the ++ symbol turns it into a -- symbol. Clicking the -- symbol closes the group,
layer or entire object structure.
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Objects can be either groups, imported assemblies or elements. If a group is
identified by a solid cube , it has object info. The cube is dark blue in color.

A light blue cube indicates that the object is a placed object.

If the cube is not solid , the group/assembly does not have object info. It is
unnamed.

An element is always preceded by a solid ellipse symbol. This means that only
elements with object info appear in the ObjectsObjects window.

If you select IDID, you will see the IDs of the objects as you did when opening the
window for the first time. If you click NameName, the names of the objects appear as
specified.

Clicking the arrow at the top right opens a pop-up menu which contains further
commands for editing objects in the ObjectsObjects window.

SelectingSelecting anan ObjectObject

As well as the arrow cursor in the drawing, you can also select an object in the
ObjectsObjects window. This is particularly useful with large assembly units since you can
use the object name to uniquely select the correct object. To select the object, click
its name or ID. The object is selected in the drawing. Holding down the CTRL key
allows you to click and select several objects one after the other. If you want to
select several objects which are positioned one on top of the other, you must first
select the top or bottom object. While holding down the SHIFT key, you can then
select all objects between the object already selected and the object that you click.
If an object is already selected, clicking it will cancel the selection.

CopyingCopying anan ObjectObject intointo anotheranother FileFile

You can copy an object into another file using the CopyCopy and PastePaste menu
commands or, using the drag and drop function, by copying it directly from the
ObjectsObjects window into the file. To do so, click the name of the object, hold down the
mouse button and drag the object to the drawing sheet of the other document. Now
release the mouse button. The object will be copied to the other document. If you
have imported or placed files and are working in 3D mode, when copying, the
drawing also opens in 3D mode in another document. In principle, all 2D, 3D and
object information is also copied, so that you can continue editing the objects in
the same way as in the original file.

ObjectObject SettingsSettings

Each object has a maximum of three setting options that you can select at
will.
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The first symbol shows that an animation has been created for the object. Clicking
on the PenPen symbol calls up the Edit AnimationEdit Animation and TimelineTimeline dialog boxes. The
object’s animation is selected in the dialog boxes. If the pen symbol is grayed out,
the animation cannot be selected. It cannot be edited but can still be played back.
An animation cannot be selected when the drawing is in 3D mode (see also Edit
Animation on page 241).

Clicking the arrow symbol zooms in on the associated object, which then
appears large on the screen. If the object has been selected, the highlighting color
will ensure it stands out from its immediate surroundings. This offers an easy
means of obtaining an overview of the orientation and extent of the object.
Clicking the display tool returns you to the complete drawing.

An object can be either visible or invisible. Clicking the eyeeye symbol makes the

object invisible on the drawing. The eyeeye closes . This enables you to temporarily
hide an object.

If an object is visible in 3D mode, it is converted to the 2D window. Invisible
objects are not converted. This can be useful if you do not need components for
your illustration.

ObjectsObjects andand ObjectObject InfoInfo

For each object, you can call up the Object InfoObject Info command in the ObjectsObjects menu. Do
this by selecting the object you want to call up the object info for. You can also call
up the object info directly by double-clicking the ID or the name of the object.

You can also change the entries in the boxes of the object info dialog box. Once
you have confirmed the change, the entries for NameName and IDID will appear in the
ObjectsObjects window.

NoteNote

Notes on object info in 3D files:

With imported or pasted 3D files, object info can be selected and edited in 3D
mode. If an imported file has been converted into 2D mode, object info can still be
selected and edited.

ShowingShowing ObjectsObjects inin thethe ObjectsObjects WindowWindow

With this menu command, an object selected in the drawing is highlighted in the
ObjectsObjects window. This makes it easy to find the name of an object (see Show
Objects on page 337).
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CommandsCommands inin thethe Pop-Pop-upup MenuMenu
The commands in this pop-up menu can be used to edit objects in a number of
ways.

SelectSelect AllAll

The Select allSelect all command can be used to select all the objects in a particular
drawing.

RemoveRemove SelectionSelection

If you click Remove selectionRemove selection, selection of all selected objects is cancelled.

InvertInvert SelectionSelection

Assume that one or more objects have been selected. If you now select the InvertInvert
selectionselection command, all unselected objects will now be selected and all selected
objects will be unselected. This command is useful if you want to select the
majority of the objects in the window. Select the objects that you do not want to
include in your selection and then use the Invert selectionInvert selection command.

ObjectsObjects Visible,Visible, ObjectsObjects InvisibleInvisible

The Objects visibleObjects visible and Objects invisibleObjects invisible commands have the same functions as the
eye symbol to the right of the object name. The only difference lies in the fact that
these commands allow you to render a whole selection visible or invisible. The
Objects visibleObjects visible command makes all selected objects visible. When working in 3D
mode, visible objects are converted into the 2D window. Selecting the ObjectsObjects
invisibleinvisible command hides the selected objects. Hidden objects in imported, pasted
or placed drawings are not converted into the 2D window.

FindFind ObjectsObjects

This command enables you to find a part quickly in a long object list. Depending
on the setting, you can also select objects whose name contains a particular part of
a name.
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When you select the command, the following dialog box appears:

FindFind namename

Here you can enter the whole name or part of a name that you want to find.

ExactExact matchmatch

If you click this option, only names that exactly match the name entered are found.

MatchMatch casecase

If this option is selected, the name search differentiates between upper case and
lower case letters. If the data was entered in upper case letters, as in the dialog box
above, only those names that contain the entry in upper case letters will be found.

SelectSelect allall

Use this option if you want to find several names that have part of the same name
in common. It finds all names that share a part of their name with the name entered
under FindFind namename.

Clicking on CancelCancel exits the dialog box. The command is not executed.

After confirming with OKOK, the names are shown selected in the ObjectsObjects window.
The objects are also selected in the drawing.

GenerateGenerate CalloutsCallouts forfor ObjectsObjects
NoteNote

The Generate callouts for objectsGenerate callouts for objects command described below cannot be selected
when you are working in 3D mode. After the projection you can select the
command in the ObjectsObjects window and create callouts for the generated 2D
illustration.

You can use this command to automatically create calloutscallouts for the current file. The
setting options allow you to control:
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• Which objects or groups should receive a callout.

• Where the object information that is used to create callouts comes from; objects
in the illustration, a parts list, or a bill of material (BOM).

• Whether or not callouts are linked to objects. (See Callouts Connected to
Objects on page 568.)

The callout style and arrangement of the callouts on the drawing can be set as
required.

If you select this command, the following dialog box will appear:

ObjectObject oror GroupGroup SelectionSelection

With Create calloutsCreate callouts, you can define whether objects and/or groups should receive
a callout. Make this selection in the pop-up menu.
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If your drawing contains only objects, select only for objectsonly for objects.

If unnamed groups also appear in the ObjectsObjects window with the name Group and
you also want to assign callouts to these groups, select option for objects andfor objects and
groupsgroups. If your drawing consists only of groups, select option only for groupsonly for groups. This
applies to older Arbortext IsoDraw drawings, for example, or imported drawings
without object info. Please ensure that all components and/or units that are to
receive a callout are grouped.

If for listfor list is set, the Arbortext IsoDraw file must contain objects. Information about
which objects are to receive a callout is obtained from a previously exported objectobject
listlist of the current file. The list can be edited here before use.

An object list of this type is exported as a tab-delimited file. It must contain the IDs
or names of the objects. If you want to add a customized positioning to the list, you
should export attribute NameName so that the objects can be easily identified. How to
create an object list is described in Preferences on page 108.

To define a positioning for the objects, or to remove objects from the list, open the
list in a suitable program e.g. Microsoft Excel. The selected attributes for the list
appear in columns in the file.

When particular objects are to receive no callout, delete the whole row of entries
for the object from the list.

If you want a customized positioning, enter the numbering in a free column. You
can select any entries for the numbering. The only important thing is to ensure that
the pattern matches the callout style that has been set. If the pattern Numerical is
set, your entries must not contain any letters (see Show Attribute Window on page
352).

Saving the list after editing.

When you select for listfor list, the FileFile button is enabled. Click on this button and search
for the appropriate object list in the following dialog box. Confirm your selection
by clicking OpenOpen.
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The following dialog box appears:

Here you can select the columns in the object list in which the IDs/names or the
callout numbering are entered. Click OKOK to confirm your selection.
Arbortext IsoDraw will now create the callouts in accordance with the preferences
from the object file.

You can also use the following Object or group levelObject or group level option to ensure that only
certain objects or groups are assigned a callout. As with Structure of the ObjectsStructure of the Objects

window described in this section, objects and groups can contain nested
subgroups. The first level contains all objects and groups located on the same level
as the first object or the first group underneath the standard layer.

In the example, these are the objects G4 and G3. The object G2 is located on the
second level and the object G1 on the third.
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Enter the required level in the entry field, in accordance with the entry made
previously.

The pop-up menu allows you to select one of three settings.

When you select all levelsall levels, all objects and groups will receive a callout in
accordance with the setting made under Create calloutCreate callout. The up to this levelup to this level setting
records all objects and groups located on the level entered and the levels above
this. If you only want callouts for objects and groups on one level on the drawing,
select only this levelonly this level. You can use this setting to create callouts successively on
different levels.

If you select Only visible objectsOnly visible objects, a callout is only created for those objects or
groups that are currently visible. Visible objects or groups are designated by the
presence of the eye symbol in the ObjectsObjects window. If objects or groups are
invisible, you will see a closed eye symbol next to them.

CalloutsCallouts

For Callout styleCallout style, select one of the styles offered. All the same styles are displayed
as those in the list in the CalloutsCallouts window.

You can also create the callout entry from the associated ID or name by selecting
Text created fromText created from for objects. This selection is only available if the required callout
style does not use a scheme.

The entry under Gap between extent and calloutsGap between extent and callouts defines at what distance from the
extent of the drawing each of the callouts (text entries) is located. The extent of the
drawing is a theoretical rectangle into which the drawing fits snugly. If you are
creating callouts successively for different levels, you should enter different
distances here because the callouts may lie on top of each other if the same
distance is entered.

Min. gap between calloutsMin. gap between callouts allows you to specify the uniform distance between the
text entries for the callouts. This ensures that even entries of different lengths are
far enough apart.

Sort calloutsSort callouts allows you to set the order in which the callouts are to be assigned for
the objects. If you select no sortingno sorting, the callouts are assigned in accordance with
the list in the ObjectsObjects window. With the settings clockwiseclockwise and counter-clockwisecounter-clockwise,
the callout is numbered continuously in the selected direction. If the callouts are
generated from a list, the sort setting cannot be selected.

If you have assigned a direction, you can still define the position of the first callout
via the start anglestart angle. The starting position for the angle is the 3 o’clock position.
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ObjectsObjects onon IllustrationIllustration

Objects with a callout are defined uniquely. Sometimes, you have even used the
name from the object info for the callout entry. If you use a spare part drawing with
callouts for an electronic spare parts catalog, the callout entry is usually used as a
link to the spare parts list. If object information is no longer needed for this or any
other reasons, you can use the On object with calloutOn object with callout option to remove hotspots and
delete object info.

For objects for which no callouts have been assigned, you can also select RemoveRemove
hotspothotspot and Delete object infoDelete object info under On other objectsOn other objects.

ShowShow RulersRulers
You can use menu command Show rulersShow rulers to show or deactivate the rulers. The
rulers are hidden when Arbortext IsoDraw is started. When you invoke the RulersRulers

command in the WindowWindow menu, the rulers are shown on the left-hand side and at
the top of the window. Invoking the command again hides the rulers again.

Particularly when drawing in a flat view, the rulers provide help with positioning
and defining the extents of elements.

RulerRuler MarkingsMarkings
The ruler markings depend on the enlargement factor set for the drawing area.
When you change the enlargement, the ruler markings are changed accordingly.
The greater the enlargement selected, the more detailed the marking lines and the
dimension values appear.
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The dimensions on the vertical ruler are shown under the longer marking lines. On
the horizontal ruler, they are shown to the right of the marking lines. The
dimensions underneath/to the left of the zero point have a -- in front of the value.

The unit of measurement (mm, inch, point) in which the dimensions are shown
depends on the setting on the DrawingDrawing preferences panel. You can change the unit
of measurement at any time. When the rulers are visible, the dimensions are shown
directly in the unit that has just been set.
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ZeroZero PointPoint ofof thethe RulersRulers
The zero point, i.e. the position at which the zero dimension intersects on the
horizontal and vertical rulers, is located in the bottom left-hand corner of the
drawing sheet.

ShowShow LibraryLibrary
You can use menu command Show libraryShow library to show or deactivate the LibraryLibrary

window. The LibraryLibrary window is hidden when Arbortext IsoDraw is started. Calling
up command Show libraryShow library in the WindowWindow menu opens the LibraryLibrary window. It is
closed again by launching the command again or by clicking the CloseClose button in
the window.

With the functions in the LibraryLibrary window you can take a suitable part from the
library and integrate it into a drawing in the right orientation, all at the touch of a
button. Depending on the list selection, the parts may be adapted to the grid or
used in the required size and orientation.

It is very straightforward to add your own library parts to the library.
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StructureStructure ofof thethe LibraryLibrary WindowWindow
Select command Show libraryShow library. The LibraryLibrary window appears:

When the window opens, the display field at the top is empty. The list with the
names of the library folders, library files and library parts appears at the bottom. A
++ symbol is displayed in front of the folder and file names indicating further
subfolders or files. Clicking on the ++ symbol reveals the names of the subfolders,
files or library parts. The presence of the ++ symbol in front of the name indicates
the presence of other nested files or folders in the hierarchy.

If you hold down the CTRL key when clicking on the ++ symbol in front of a folder
name, all nested folders, files and library parts under that symbol become
immediately open and visible. One click on the ++ symbol turns it into a –– symbol.
Clicking the -- symbol in front of an open folder closes this folder or the whole
substructure of the folder.

At the start of the list is the entry FavoritesFavorites. The names of all the library parts used
are stored here. You can then also select frequently used parts from the favorites
list. If library parts have been included a ++ symbol appears in front of FavoritesFavorites.

The Favorites list is not saved when the program is exited.
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StructureStructure ofof thethe LibraryLibrary ListList

The names of the library parts form the lowest level of the structure. You can easily
recognize this level from its name. The name is an amalgam of the name of the
associated file and entry for the ellipse value. The ellipse value indicates the degree
to which the drawing of the library part is tilted with respect to the imaging plane.
This makes it easy to select the correct viewport to fit your drawing.

Arbortext IsoDraw creates the library parts from the file automatically. The parts
appear in the list as a group of the associated file. If a library drawing contains
circles and/or ellipses for which Arbortext IsoDraw can detect the ellipse value,
then this angle value is appended to the name. Drawings for which
Arbortext IsoDraw has not detected an ellipse value have 90 added to them.

You can obtain further information on how to create library parts in Creating your
own Library Parts on page 446.

The further structure of the files and folders depends on how many similar parts (e.
g. screws) belong under a particular heading.

The cylindrical screws in the list provide a good illustration of a structure. When
you click on the CylindricalScrews folder, a number of files appear. At the
next level you see the library part under each of these files in different viewports.
All these viewports (groups) are grouped representations of a library part from the
associated file. The appropriate viewport can be easily selected by entering the
ellipse value.

The names of the files each begin with their standard name for the screw type
followed by the viewport add-on:

• B for Bottom, which means that the part is shown from below

• T for Top which indicates that the part in the viewport is drawn from above.

Many files with a view from above are also available in the simple version. In this
version, the cylindrical screw is represented in simplified form.
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InsertingInserting aa LibraryLibrary PartPart

InsertingInserting withwith DirectDirect SelectionSelection

If you want to insert a library part with a particular ellipse value into your drawing,
select the name with the required ellipse value. The part is shown in the display
window.

If you now click on InsertInsert, the library part is inserted into the drawing sheet in its
original size. The part is grouped and selected. You can now edit the part so that it
is the right size and orientation on your drawing.

AutomaticallyAutomatically InsertingInserting inin AlignmentAlignment withwith thethe GridGrid

If you select the file in which the viewport is located instead of the viewport
(group) of the library part, the part with the correct ellipse value relative to the
vertical axis of the current grid is inserted.
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AutomaticallyAutomatically InsertingInserting withwith Pre-Pre-specifiedspecified OrientationOrientation andand
SizeSize

With the help of a selected ellipse on your drawing, you can insert a library part
with the correct orientation and size. Select the ellipse relative to which the part is
to be inserted into your drawing. If there is no suitable ellipse in your drawing,
draw an auxiliary ellipse with the required orientation and size.

Then, instead of a library part with an ellipse value, select the superordinate file.
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If you now click on InsertInsert, the library part is inserted into the drawing exactly over
the ellipse. The part is grouped and selected.

You now only need to move the part to the required position.

When the ellipses are drawn for the three perspective major axes, library parts can
be inserted automatically and in succession relative to the planes, in a size that fits
the size of the ellipse.

NoteNote

If no library part with the required ellipse value is available for the current grid,
then, when automatic insertion is used, the first Group (viewport of the part) from
the list is inserted.

The orientation in which a library part is inserted in the selected ellipse depends on
the direction in which the ellipse was dragged from the start point. For a
horizontally dragged ellipse, the orientation angle can be either 0° or 180°. The
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library part is inserted accordingly in two different orientations. You can find more
information on the subject of orientation angles in Ellipse on page 502, Inner
Thread on page 525, and Outer Thread on page 532.

CreatingCreating youryour ownown LibraryLibrary PartsParts
You must save additional files with library parts in the Program folder or the PTC
folder in the Library window folder.

A few rules must be observed when creating library parts to ensure that the parts
can be inserted via the LibraryLibrary window:

Files with library parts must be saved in Arbortext IsoDraw or CGM format.

Every drawing of a library part must be grouped. The drawing will only be
recognized by Arbortext IsoDraw as a Group.

If different orientations relative to the imaging plane have been drawn for a library
part, all these variants should be stored in one file. The variants (groups) appear in
the LibraryLibrary window indented underneath the file that contains them in the list.
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In order for Arbortext IsoDraw to identify each variant, every Group must contain
at least one ellipse and/or circle. The ellipse value must correspond to the
orientation relative to the imaging plane. The dimensions of the ellipse value then
appear in the LibraryLibrary window behind the name.

Library drawings that cannot be identified by Arbortext IsoDraw using the ellipse
value have 90 added behind their name. These parts cannot be inserted
automatically relative to the grid or the selected ellipse by selecting the file. For
this type of library drawing, use direct selection to insert.

When creating library drawings, consider in which orientation you are mostly
going to use the parts. Only if you want to use library parts outside the isometric
axes should you create additional orientation drawings relative to the imaging
plane.

If you have many library parts of one type (e.g. pneumatic parts), you should
create a unique folder hierarchy and unique names for the files. This makes it easy
to find parts in the LibraryLibrary window. It also makes it easy to remove subject folders
from or add them to the Library window folder relating to the program.

NoteNote

Only store the library files that you need for your current work in the Library
window folder. Otherwise, unused library files have to be loaded unnecessarily
when the program is started and managed while it is running.

You can add files to the folder at any time. After restarting Arbortext IsoDraw, all
current files from the folder are included in the LibraryLibrary window list.

ToolbarsToolbars
Selecting menu command ToolbarsToolbars in the WindowWindow menu allows you to make a
toolbar visible in the working window, create a new toolbar or edit an existing
toolbar. A customized toolbar can be compiled in the edit dialog boxes. It can
include menu commands, macros and plugins.

When you have finished compiling the commands for a toolbar, this toolbar
appears in the working window.

You can call up several toolbars at the same time. Each toolbar can be placed in
any position along one of the four window edges.
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EditingEditing ToolbarsToolbars
To edit a toolbar, select command ToolbarsToolbars. When you select the command, the
following dialog box appears:

Here, you can decide whether you want to create a new toolbar or edit an existing
one. Clicking on the DeleteDelete key deletes the toolbar previously selected.

Only when a check mark is placed in front of the name of a toolbar does this
toolbar become visible in the working window. When you click on the check mark,
it disappears. The toolbar it refers to is then no longer visible in the working
window.

CommandsCommands forfor EditingEditing ToolbarsToolbars

The other dialog boxes for options NewNew and EditEdit have a similar structure. There is
just one difference. If you select NewNew, an empty entry field appears for the name in
the subsequent dialog box. If you select EditEdit, the name of the selected toolbar is
entered in the entry field. The description which follows applies to both options.
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CreatingCreating aa NewNew ToolbarToolbar

Click on the NewNew button in the dialog box. A further dialog box appears:

Here you can define which commands, macros or plugins are to be included in the
toolbar.

NameName

Each toolbar must have an unambiguous name.

Above the field where the commands are displayed, you can choose between menu
commands, macros and plugins using the pop-up menu. The menu commands are
defaulted.

When Menu itemsMenu items is selected, the display field will show a comprehensive list of
menu commands with a preceding tool icon. To adopt a command into the toolbar
as a button, click on the command entry. The entry is highlighted. Click on addadd to
adopt the command into the list of buttons on the toolbar.

While compiling a toolbar, you can change between the three command groups
menu commands, macros and plugins at any time.
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When you set MacrosMacros in the pop-up menu, a list of all the loaded macros appears
(see Macros on page 460). No tool icon is displayed in front of macro names. Click
on a macro name from the list to select it for the toolbar. A further dialog box
appears:

This dialog box asks you to select a tool icon for the macro name. Click on the
required tool icon, followed by OKOK. The name appears with the selected tool icon
in the list of buttons on the toolbar.

You can also use your own tool icons. These tool icons must be saved in TIFF or
JPEG formats.

If you have a collection of your own tool icons available, click on the check box
next to Assign a user-defined iconAssign a user-defined icon. When you have selected FileFile, the next dialog
box asks you to find the file with the tool icon. Select the tool icon and exit the
dialog box with OpenOpen. A preview of the tool icon appears next to FileFile.

If you close the dialog box with CancelCancel, the name of the macro will appear without
a tool icon in the list of buttons. The tool icon field appears gray in the finished
toolbar. When a tool icon button is grayed out, you can only identify which
command is assigned to this button via the tooltip. You should therefore assign a
tool icon to every macro command.

When you have loaded plugins, you can use the pluginsplugins option to transfer the menu
commands of these plugins to the buttons list in the same way as the macros.
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For all the entries in the list, you can change the tool icon subsequently or select a
new tool icon. Double-clicking on an entry in the list opens the same dialog box as
described above. Select a new tool icon and click OKOK. When you close the dialog
box with CancelCancel, the entry remains entirely unchanged.

ToolbarToolbar

All the selected commands are shown in a list. You can add new entries at any
time. If you want to remove the entry for a button, select it and click RemoveRemove. The
entry is deleted.

If you want to arrange the buttons in a different way, use the two arrow buttons.
Select the entry you want to move. If you click on the arrow pointing upwards, the
entry will be moved up one position in the list. With the arrow pointing
downwards, the entry is moved down one position. You can click an arrow button
several times in succession. This allows you to move an entry e.g. from further
down in the list to the top of the list.

The order of the entries in the window from top to bottom corresponds to the order
of the buttons on the toolbar from left to right.

The Set startpoint with mouseclickSet startpoint with mouseclick option is only available for macro entries. If you
have created a macro to shorten identical drawing processes, it can be helpful if the
macro is started at a particular position on the drawing. Select the macro entry to
which you would like to assign this option. Click the box next to the option. A
check mark appears. If you click on the button for this entry in the toolbar later on,
a tool icon appears next to the arrow cursor. The macro is run as soon as you click
with the mouse on the required position on the drawing area (see More Macros on
page 465).

If you close the dialog box with CancelCancel, none of your changes will be applied.
Clicking OKOK adopts all changes. In both cases you are returned to the starting
dialog box CustomizeCustomize ToolbarsToolbars.

When you click on OKOK here, the new toolbar appears in the drawing area. An
existing toolbar is displayed with the changes.

ToolbarsToolbars inin thethe WorkingWorking WindowWindow
When you select a toolbar in the Customize ToolbarsCustomize Toolbars dialog box, this toolbar
appears in the working window.
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To allow you to work freely with a full-screen window on the drawing sheet, you
have the option of moving a toolbar to any of the four sides around the edge of the
window. The toolbar snaps into position. To move the toolbar up to the edge, click
outside the buttons on the toolbar. Holding down the mouse button, move the
toolbar to one of the edges. When the gray toolbar frame becomes narrower,
release the mouse button. The toolbar is fitted along the window edge. When the
toolbar is being positioned against the window edge, it appears with a move handle
and the title bar with the name and CloseClose button disappears.

You can also move the toolbar within the edge area and move it back to the
working area at any time. Use the move handle to move the toolbar.

When you have created multiple toolbars, you can enable these toolbars together
and position them anywhere around the edge of the window. You can arrange them
next to or under each other or place them on different sides of the window.
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When you select the ToolbarsToolbars command and deactivate a toolbar (no check mark in
front of the name), the toolbar disappears from the window.

To execute a command via the toolbar, simply click on the button that corresponds
to the command. The command will then be executed.

As well as using the tool icons on the buttons, you can also identify the command
assigned to the buttons using the tooltips.

ProjectionProjection
When the menu command ProjectionProjection is selected, a pop-up menu appears with
projection options. You can use these options in 3D mode to change the orientation
of elements in space. Selecting a projection allows you to define the direction and
distance from which you wish to view the elements.

NoteNote

While working in 2D mode, the command is grayed out and cannot be selected.

You can utilize projections in 3D mode when importing or pasting a 3D file.

If you are working with the Rotational surfacesRotational surfaces and ExtrusionExtrusion tools, you can use
all the projections apart from Perspective viewPerspective view.

The different types of projection are described below. The figures show a simple
object in the described orientation. To simplify matters, the hidden lines are
depicted as in HLRHLR display mode.
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ViewView X,X, ViewView Y,Y, ViewView ZZ

If one of these views is selected in the pop-up menu, the elements will be displayed
from the precise perspective of the axis in question. If the elements have not been
rotated, this will give you the front view, side view and top view.

IsometricIsometric ProjectionProjection Top,Top, IsometricIsometric ProjectionProjection BottomBottom

All elements are displayed in isometric projection. All the dimensions are shown
with perspective reduction. The difference between the two variants lies in the fact
that you are looking onto the elements from above in the first case and from below
in the second.

DimetricDimetric ProjectionsProjections 11 toto 44

The dimetric projections display the elements so that the major axes are imaged at
angles of 7° and 42°. In the case of variants 1 and 2, you are looking onto the
elements from above and in the case of variants 3 and 4 you are looking from
below. The perspective reduction on the axis shown at an angle of 42° is 50%.
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TrimetricTrimetric ProjectionProjection

Trimetric projection is the most general of all parallel projections. It shows the
elements from the perspective of the Z-axis. Rotating the elements allows you to
generate the orientation you want. All dimensions are subject to perspective
reduction.
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PerspectivePerspective

Select the PerspectivesPerspectives projection to display all elements in a central perspective
from the perspective of the Z-axis. Rotating around one of the axes creates a 2-
point perspective, while rotating around two or more axes creates a 3-point
perspective.

The distance from the observer to the object plays an important role with regard to
perspective. Distance has a considerable influence on the perspective distortion of
the elements. If it is small, the distortion is very large, if it is large, the distortion is
small, i.e. parallel lines remain more or less parallel.

The figure on the left shows the object at a distance of 150 mm from the coordinate
system origin, the one on the right shows the same object at a distance of 500 mm.

NoteNote

Select a distance that is somewhat larger, since strong perspective distortions look
unnatural.

If you want to work with PerspectivePerspective projection, you should add the 3D3D
Perspective distancePerspective distance tool to the toolbar. This is the only way to influence distance.
A description of how you can add items to the toolbar can be found in Toolbars on
page 447.

When PerspectivePerspective projection is selected, the 3D Perspective distance3D Perspective distance tool in the
toolbar becomes active. After selecting the tool, enter the distance in the dialog
box.

DeleteDelete TransformationTransformation

This command in the pop-up menu allows you to undo various transformation
operations. All elements are depicted in their original orientation again.
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DisplayDisplay
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

When the menu command DisplayDisplay is selected, a pop-up menu appears with display
options. Each of these options depicts the drawing in a different mode when in 3D
mode. As you can alter the display mode at any point, you should set the mode
which is most suitable for the work you are currently doing.

You can also select the desired display mode using the standard toolbar (3D tools).

NoteNote

While working in 2D mode, the command is grayed out and cannot be selected.

If you are working with the Rotational surfacesRotational surfaces and ExtrusionExtrusion tools and switch to
3D mode, you can use WireframeWireframe and HLRHLR display modes.

WireframeWireframe

The WireframeWireframe option is used to display all the elements in the 3D file. This
display mode is suitable if a drawing only contains a few objects.

HLRHLR

If you select the HLRHLR option, all the elements which are invisible to the observer
because of the particular perspective and orientation will be removed. This
function is very useful while working on a drawing in that it provides an overview
of how the illustration will look later. The display is simpler than that of the
subsequent 2D illustration in order to save time.

RenderingRendering

If the loaded 3D data contains surfaces or solids, all the surfaces that have been
created are depicted with color rendering when the RenderingRendering option is selected.
The light source is set by default.

If colors have been defined in the 3D data, these are adopted. If no colors have
been created, a standard color is used for the contour. You can assign a new color
to selected areas of the drawing via the FillsFills window.
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Selecting this display mode gives you a good overview of individual parts,
especially in the case of extensive assembly units. As it is just as fast to edit the
drawing in this display mode as in WireframeWireframe mode, you should opt for colored
depiction of the drawing.

SmoothSmooth RenderingRendering

Converting your drawing to Smooth renderingSmooth rendering display mode also displays the
drawing with color rendering. However, it has a smoother appearance than in
RenderingRendering mode. The grading of the rendering is smoothed and the transitions
between pixels are softened. The difference is particularly noticeable on curved
surfaces. This smoothing is achieved through interpolation. You can set the degree
of smoothing by adjusting the smoothing angle value in the 3D Options3D Options preferences
dialog box.

The RenderingRendering display mode is normally sufficient for working in 3D mode.
Smooth renderingSmooth rendering is particularly recommended if the drawing is to be exported
from 3D mode into a raster format. When exporting, the information of the
drawing’s current display setting is used.

NoteNote

Both RenderingRendering and Smooth renderingSmooth rendering display modes can only be used with
imported and placed 3D files. When using the tools Rotational surfacesRotational surfaces and
Advanced tools,Advanced tools, ▶▶ Extrusion toolExtrusion tool in 3D mode, neither of these display modes can be
selected.

FileFile DisplayDisplay
All the files which you have opened during a session but have not yet closed are
displayed at the bottom of the WindowWindow menu.

Select the required file in order to bring the relevant window to the front and
activate it.

Pressing CTRL+TAB brings the rearmost window to the front.
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MacrosMacros
A macro is a sequence of commands that can be executed by Arbortext IsoDraw .
Macros are useful if you need to perform frequently recurring processes or if, for
example, you always want to export your drawings with the same preferences in a
particular format.

If you then also record frequently used macros in a symbol bar, this speeds up your
work even more.

If you select command MacrosMacros from the MacrosMacros menu and open the pop-up menu,
you then see the list of commands.

RecordRecord MacroMacro
Selecting this command from the pop-up menu opens the following dialog box:
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NameName

In this entry field, enter the name of the macro that is to be run. Select a unique
name. If the name you have entered already exists, a dialog box appears when you
click OKOK asking you to assign a unique name.

If you are creating a lot of macros, ensure you assign a meaningful name.

FileFile

In the FileFile entry field, specify in which file the macro is to be saved. For this you
can select one of the existing files from the list in the pop-up menu. The macros
supplied with the program are stored in the existing files.

You can also define a new file name. This newly generated file is saved in the PTC
application folder under Documents/Settings. The names of new files
then also appear in the list of existing files in the pop-up menu.

ShowShow inin MacrosMacros MenuMenu

When this option is selected by clicking in the check box, the completed macro
appears with its name in the list of macros under the command MacrosMacros.

Clicking CancelCancel exits the dialog box without starting the macro. If you select OKOK, a
record symbol appears to the right of the cursor.

Actions now executed in Arbortext IsoDraw are recorded in the macro. Menu
commands and tools that are not macro-compatible cannot be selected in macro
recording mode.

To find out which actions in Arbortext IsoDraw are macro-compatible, please refer
to the Arbortext IsoDraw Macro Language Reference.

PausePause Recording/Recording/ResumeResume RecordingRecording
You can pause macro recording after each action. Do this by selecting the PausePause
recordingrecording command from the pop-up menu. The recording symbol next to the
cursor disappears.

During the pause, you can continue working in Arbortext IsoDraw without the
actions being recorded. This allows you to test, for example, whether an action
should be recorded or not.

When you want to resume recording actions in the macro, select the command
Resume recordingResume recording in the pop-up menu. This command appears instead of PausePause
recordingrecording after you have paused. The recording symbol appears next to the cursor
and you can continue the recording.
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StopStop RecordingRecording
When you have recorded all the actions for your macro, stop the macro recording
using this command from the pop-up menu. The recording symbol next to the
cursor disappears.

DebugDebug MacroMacro
Use this command to display the recorded actions of a macro. Each action can be
selected and executed individually. This makes it easy to test whether all actions
have been executed in the required way.

Select the command in the pop-up menu. The following dialog box appears:

All existing macros are shown in the text field. Select the macro you want to test
by clicking on the name. This macro is then selected.

FileFile

The grayed out entry field next to FileFile shows the name of the file in which the
recording of the macro is saved (see also Record Macro on page 460).
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If you select OKOK, a further dialog box appears.

The actions of the macro are shown here line by line. The first line, i.e. the first
action, is automatically selected.

VariablesVariables

This is where you can see the values of variables. Each of the three pop-up menus
on the left contains the names of all the variables. Global variables appear
automatically in the pop-up menu. Local variables are displayed in the menu when
the action is executed.

The fields on the right display the values of the selected variables. This enables
you to check the values of variables. You can also change the displayed values.
You can tell if an entered value is not allowed by the bold type. If a permissible
entry is not made the original value is preserved. When the value of a variable
cannot be changed, its value field is grayed out.

NoteNote

If you have changed the value of a variable, this new value is only applied to the
current running of the macro. If the new value is to be used in the future, you must
change the macro itself.
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RunningRunning

If you select this button directly after opening the dialog box, the macro is run in
its entirety and the dialog box closes automatically. For drawing actions, you will
see the run result on the drawing area. If actions are skipped, only the actions from
the selected line onwards are executed.

SkipSkip

If you select this button, the selection skips to the next line in the window, i.e. to
the next action. The previously selected action is not executed.

NextNext

When you click on this button, only the selected action is executed. The program
then skips to the next line. For drawing actions, you will see the run result on the
drawing area.

CancelCancel

Clicking on CancelCancel exits the dialog box. If you open the dialog box again, the first
line, i.e. the first action, is again selected.

RemovingRemoving ErrorsErrors inin ExistingExisting MacrosMacros

If you discover during macro debugging that the actions are not being performed
as required, you have two means to put this right:

You can record the macro again. If you want to use the same name for the macro,
delete the corresponding macro beforehand.

Or you can change the recorded actions. To do this, open the file in which the
macro is stored. The name of the file in which the recording is located is shown
against a gray background in the starting dialog box Debug macroDebug macro under FileFile.

To change the macro recordings, you must have some knowledge of the macro
language. Information and examples of this are to be found in the online version of
the Arbortext IsoDraw Macro Language Reference.
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DeleteDelete MacroMacro
Selecting this command from the pop-up menu opens the following dialog box:

All existing macros are shown in the text field. Select the macro you want to delete
by clicking on the name. This macro is then selected.

DeleteDelete EmptyEmpty MacroMacro FileFile

When you click the check box next to this option, the file where the macro for
deletion is stored is automatically deleted, provided there are no recordings of
other macros in this file.

When you click on OKOK, the selected macro is deleted and no longer appears in the
macro list in the MacrosMacros menu. This command cannot be undone.

If a deleted macro was recorded in a symbol bar prior to deletion, the symbol
button assigned to it has no function when the macro has been deleted. You should
remove this button from the toolbar (see Toolbars on page 447).

MoreMore MacrosMacros
All existing macros are loaded when the program starts up. This applies both to
macros supplied with the program and to your own macros.

The command more macrosmore macros displays all macros. You can select and start a macro
here.
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StartingStarting aa MacroMacro UsingUsing thethe MoreMore MacrosMacros CommandCommand
Select the more macrosmore macros command in the MacrosMacros menu. The following dialog box
appears:

All existing macros are shown in the text field. Select the macro you want to start
by clicking on the name. This macro is then selected.

Clicking OKOK starts the macro. The specified actions are executed.

FileFile

The grayed out entry field next to FileFile shows the name of the file in which the
recording of the macro is saved (see also Macros on page 460).

SetSet StartpointStartpoint withwith MouseclickMouseclick

When you click the check box next to this option, the macro starts exactly at the
point where the mouse is clicked. This option is suitable for drawing actions.

Clicking OKOK runs the macro. For drawing actions, the run result appears in exactly
the same place as the recording of the actions took place.

RunningRunning thethe MacroMacro withwith aa FreeFree StartStart PointPoint viavia MouseclickMouseclick

If you have selected the option Set startpoint with mouseclickSet startpoint with mouseclick, the recording
symbol appears to the right of the cursor when you exit the dialog box with OKOK.
This means you are in macro run mode.
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When you click with the mouse on the drawing area, the macro is started at this
point.

When you click on the drawing area and drag while holding down the mouse
button, an angle is displayed. The displayed angle skips in the direction of the
mouse to the next major axis of the current grid. The macro is run as soon as the
mouse button is released. The recording result is placed on the drawing sheet at the
angle displayed when the mouse button was released.

If you hold down the mouse button and drag while at the same time holding down
the ALT key, you can freely select the angle.

For macro drawings in flat view in particular, it is possible to change the
orientation of the drawing macro that has been run using the angle that has been
set.

You can also define the angle using a dialog box instead of by moving the mouse
cursor. In this dialog box you can also set a scale for the macro drawing.

You are now in macro run mode again. To call up the dialog box, hold down the
SHIFT key and click with the mouse on the drawing area.

The following dialog box appears:

StartpointStartpoint

The dimensions for the X and Yaxes relative to the current cursor position are
shown here. You can define another startpoint using the entry fields.
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RotatingRotating

Here you can enter the angle – relative to the X and Y axes – around which the
drawing run via the macro is to be rotated relative to the recording orientation on
the drawing sheet.

ScalingScaling

If you want to scale the drawing run via the macro proportionally, enter the
required value in %% in the entry field next to HorizontalHorizontal.

If you want to scale the drawing run via the macro non-proportionally, deselect
Uniform scaleUniform scale. To do this click on the check box beside it. The check mark
disappears and the entry field next to VerticalVertical which was formerly grayed out is
now accessible. You can now enter different %% values in both entry fields.

Clicking on CancelCancel exits the dialog box without running the macro. You are now
once again in Set startpoint with mouseclickSet startpoint with mouseclick run mode for the selected macro.

Selecting OKOK runs the macro in accordance with the settings in the dialog box.

You can run a macro at different positions on the drawing sheet as often as you like
in succession using a mouse click, the angle option or the dialog box. As long as
the recording symbol is displayed, this means that run mode is activated.

To exit run mode, press the ESC key.

StartingStarting aa MacroMacro fromfrom thethe SelectionSelection ListList
If you have selected the option Show in macros menuShow in macros menu in the dialog box that appears
when you select the Record macroRecord macro command (see Macros on page 460), the macro
is included after recording in the list of macro names under the MacrosMacros menu
command.

Select the name for the required macro. The macro is run. For drawing actions, the
run result appears in exactly the same place as the recording of the actions took
place.
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RunningRunning thethe MacroMacro withwith aa FreeFree StartStart PointPoint viavia MouseclickMouseclick

When starting macros from the selection list, you also have the option of defining
the startpoint with a mouse click.

If you hold down the SHIFT key and then select the name of the macro from the
list, the cursor appears with the recording symbol. You are now in the SetSet
startpointstartpoint withwith mouseclickmouseclick run mode.

All other options for starting a macro (start with mouseclick, start with mouseclick
and define angle, set a macro using the dialog box) can be applied in the same way
as the method used for selecting the macro using the more macrosmore macros command.

To exit run mode, press the ESC key.

Starting a macro via the toolbar

To run a macro, click on the symbol button. The macro is run. For drawing actions,
the run result appears in exactly the same place as the recording of the actions took
place.

NoteNote

You can also start the macro – including the associated options (define angle and
set via dialog box) – by clicking with the mouse on the symbol buttons, provided
you have selected this option in the toolbar.
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The tool at the top of the toolbox is the Arrow cursorArrow cursor. The Arrow cursorArrow cursor helps you
select elements or manipulate them in various ways. There are two variations of
this tool: the Arrow cursorArrow cursor for manipulating individual elements and the ArrowArrow
cursorcursor for selecting an element directly from a group (both supporting the same
manipulation features). Both of these can also be used in 3D mode.
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Also included is a MarkerMarker tool. The red markers are intended as a memory aid.
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ArrowArrow CursorCursor ToolTool
When you select the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool and point inside the drawing window,

the pointer becomes an arrowarrow cursor.

NoteNote

If another tool is already selected, you can switch the pointer to an arrowarrow cursor
temporarily by pressing the CTRL key. The previous tool is reactivated when you
release the CTRL key.

SelectingSelecting

If you want to edit elements, you must select them first. You do this by clicking the
element with the arrowarrow cursor. Selected elements are displayed with their element
points. When you select the element, various dimensions will appear in the
dimensions bar depending on the element type. You can change these values
directly in this bar.

If an illustration contains elements with filled areas, you can click anywhere within
the area to select the element. If you want to use this selection option, choose EditEdit
▶▶ PreferencesPreferences, then click the GridGrid symbol in the left panel to open the GridGrid

preferences panel. On the GridGrid preferences panel, select Click on fill selects objectClick on fill selects object.

You can select several elements by clicking them one after the other while holding
down the SHIFT key. Clicking a selected element while holding down the SHIFT
key has the effect of canceling the selection. When selecting several elements of
the same type, the dimensions bar will only display those dimensions that are the
same for all selected elements. You can change these values directly in this bar.

If you want to select several elements simultaneously, you can also use the
selection rectangle. Position the arrowarrow cursor on the drawing sheet outside the
elements. Holding down the mouse button, you can now drag a dashed rectangle.
All the elements inside this rectangle will be selected as soon as you release the
mouse button. This does not apply to elements which are locked or located on
locked layers.
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A further way to select elements is to use the lassolasso cursor. Select the Arrow cursorArrow cursor

tool, point inside the drawing window, then hold down ALT and click the mouse

button. The pointer changes to a lassolasso cursor. You can now lasso the objects
you want to select. In principle, the lassolasso cursor functions exactly like the selection
rectangle. However, it allows you to freely define the limits within which elements
are to be selected. The lassolasso cursor is thus useful for selecting a number of
elements which lie close to other elements which are not to be selected.

Elements can be deselected if you click the arrowarrow cursor on an empty part of the
drawing area or if you select another element by clicking it.

The selection rectangle/lasso selects only those elements that lie completely within
the rectangle/lasso. If you also want to select elements that are only partially inside
the rectangle/lasso, press the CTRL key while dragging and hold it down.

MoveMove

Selected elements can be moved with the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool. Move on page 103
explains how this is done.

ModificationModification

Clicking and dragging element points with the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool allows you to
influence the orientation and extent of elements. Descriptions of the various
options which you can use to make changes can be found in the sections dealing
with the relevant elements.

MovingMoving thethe DrawingDrawing

In addition to the scroll bar, there is one further way of moving the drawing in the
working window: the handhand cursor.
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Press the SPACEBAR. The pointer changes into a move handmove hand cursor. Now drag
inside the drawing area in the direction in which you want to move the drawing,
then release the mouse button. The drawing is moved to the new position. When
you release the SPACEBAR, the tool last selected will be reactivated.

If you move the drawing in this way, it looks at first as though nothing is
happening. The screen is not redrawn until you release the mouse button.

However, if you wish to see the drawing being moved, use the hand cursor to click
the drawing and wait a moment before moving the mouse. The drawing is then
moved directly together with the mouse.

TheThe ArrowArrow CursorCursor inin 3D3D ModeMode
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

SelectingSelecting

After selecting the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool in the toolbar, the pointer becomes an
arrow cursor.

When working with certain tools from the toolbar, it is possible to switch to the
arrow cursor temporarily by pressing the CTRL key. The previous tool is restored
when you release the key.

You can use the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool to select individual assemblies or all assemblies
(objects). Do this by clicking the arrowarrow cursor on the part you want to select.

You can also select several parts by holding down the SHIFT key and clicking the
various parts one after the other.

If your imported 3D data contains assemblies with subassemblies (assembly unit
consists of several components), you have a further selection option. If you hold
down the CTRL key when clicking a subassembly that has already been selected,
the superordinate assembly will be selected.

If you want to select several elements simultaneously, you can also use the
selection rectangle. Position the arrow cursor outside the assemblies on the
drawing sheet. Holding down the mouse button, you can now drag a dashed
rectangle. All assemblies located completely inside the rectangle will be selected as
soon as you release the mouse button.

A further way to select elements is to use the lasso. Position the arrow cursor
where you want to select assemblies. Press the ALT key and then the mouse
button. The pointer becomes a lasso cursor. You can now lasso the assemblies you
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want to select. The lasso is useful for selecting a number of parts that lie close to
other assemblies, which are not to be selected. In order for selection to take place,
the desired assemblies must be completely lassoed.

You can edit selected objects using the active tools and commands available in the
menus.

NoteNote

If you have imported a file using the Create object information for assembliesCreate object information for assemblies

option, assemblies can be selected more easily in the object window (see
description in Show Object Window on page 427).

Assemblies can be deselected if you click the arrowarrow cursor on an empty part of the
window or if you select another element by clicking it.

NoteNote

Surface elements from files without structured import cannot be selected using the
Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool. Use the Direct selection arrow cursorDirect selection arrow cursor tool for these elements.

DirectDirect SelectionSelection ArrowArrow CursorCursor
After selecting the Direct selection arrow cursorDirect selection arrow cursor tool from the toolbox, the

pointer changes to a direct selection arrowdirect selection arrow cursor. (The plus sign (+)

distinguishes it from the normal arrowarrow cursor.)

SelectingSelecting

If you want to edit elements within groups of elements, you must select them first.
You do this by clicking the element in question with the direct selection arrow
cursor. Selected elements are displayed with their element points. Unlike selections
made with the normal arrow cursor, the elements appear only as an empty
rectangle. When you select the element, various dimensions will appear in the
dimensions bar depending on the element type. You can change these values
directly in this bar.

If an element group contains elements with filled areas, you can click anywhere
within an area to select the element. If you want to use this selection option, choose
EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences, then click the GridGrid symbol in the left panel to open the GridGrid

preferences dialog page. On the GridGrid preferences panel, select Click on fill selectsClick on fill selects
objectobject.
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You can select several elements by clicking them one after the other while holding
down the SHIFT key. Clicking a selected element while holding down the SHIFT
key has the effect of canceling the selection. When selecting several elements of
the same type, the dimensions bar will only display those dimensions that are the
same for all selected elements. You can change these values directly in this bar.

Elements can be deselected if you click the direct selection arrowdirect selection arrow cursor on an
empty part of the drawing area or if you select another element by clicking it.

NoteNote

Individual elements can only be selected if the element group containing the
element has not been selected.

If you click a selected element while holding down the CTRL key, this selects the
group containing this element. You can therefore work easily with nested groups.

MoveMove

Selected elements can be moved with the Direct selection arrow cursorDirect selection arrow cursor tool. Move
on page 103 explains how this is done.

ModificationModification

Clicking and dragging element points with the Direct selection arrow cursorDirect selection arrow cursor tool
allows you to influence the orientation and extent of elements. Descriptions of the
various options which you can use to make changes can be found in the sections
dealing with the relevant elements.
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TheThe DirectDirect SelectionSelection ArrowArrow CursorCursor inin 3D3D
modemode
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You use the Direct selection arrow cursorDirect selection arrow cursor tool in the same way as the ArrowArrow
cursorcursor tool. However, unlike with the Arrow cursorArrow cursor, you can use the DirectionDirection
Selection Arrow cursorSelection Arrow cursor to select objects or surfaces within an object. When you are
working with a file without structured import you can select surfaces using this
cursor.

SelectingSelecting

The Direct selection arrow cursorDirect selection arrow cursor tool has the same selection functions as the ArrowArrow
cursorcursor tool.

You can select several parts by clicking them one after the other while holding
down the SHIFT key.

If you hold down the CTRL key, you can select – instead of the surface of an
object – the next highest unit, i.e. the object.

If you want to select several surfaces you can also use the selection rectangle or the
lasso, as with the ArrowArrow cursorcursor tool.

NoteNote

Smaller 3D object surfaces that form a larger 3D object surface are not individually
selectable—even though you can see their borders. This is because the smaller
surfaces are merged into the larger surface before the 3D object is rendered.

MarkerMarker
NoteNote

The MarkerMarker tool is grayed out in 3D mode and therefore inactive.

DescriptionDescription
The red markers are intended as a memory aid. They are easy to spot and allow
you to easily relocate positions in the drawing which e.g. may need to be modified
again.

Markers are stored with the drawing. They are ignored for printout and export.
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GenerationGeneration
In order to draw a marker, select the MarkerMarker tool from the toolbox; the pointer

becomes a markermarker cursor.

Click the point in the drawing area where the marker’s arrow tip is to be located.
Then drag the marker as you would a line.

Markers cannot be changed with menu commands. However, they can be moved,
changed in length and transformed like a line.
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This section describes each geometric element in Arbortext IsoDraw and shows
you how to do the following:

• Draw geometric elements using the element drawing tools in the palette
window.

• Adjust preference settings that affect how elements can be drawn

• Select one or more elements—or one or more parts of an element.

• Modify geometric elements interactively or through menu commands and
dialog box settings

• Split up or join geometric elements
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LineLine
There are two different line drawing tools: the LineLine tool and the PolylinePolyline tool.

The line is the simplest of all elements. It is defined by the start and end points and
the connection between these points. The position of these points defines both the
length and the orientation of the line.

The polyline, however, consists of several interconnected line segments. If the start
and end points of the polyline meet, this is referred to as a closed polyline,
otherwise it is known as an open polyline.

GenerationGeneration
To draw a line, select the LineLine tool from the toolbox; the pointer becomes a

drawingdrawing cursor.
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Click the drawing area and, while holding down the mouse button, drag the
resulting line to the required end point. The line is generated as soon as you release
the mouse button.

In order to draw a polyline, select the PolylinePolyline tool from the toolbox. Use the

drawingdrawing cursor to click the drawing area and, holding down the mouse button,
drag the resulting line to the required end point of the first segment. Now release
the mouse button. Now click the drawing area. You will see that the end point of
the first segment changes into the start point of the next segment. Drag the line
across the screen and then release the mouse button. You can also add on further
segments, if required.

You can terminate the generation of a polyline automatically by linking the last
segment generated to the start point. This will leave you with a closed polyline. To
terminate creation of an open polyline, click the toolbox.

You can also terminate the drawing process by pressing the CTRL key which
activates the arrowarrow cursor, and then by clicking the drawing area.
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GridGrid AlignmentAlignment

The orientation of the lines depends on whether or not the Grid alignmentGrid alignment function

is active when the lines are generated. If the Grid alignmentGrid alignment function is active ,
lines can only be drawn in the direction of the major axes of the current grid or in
the horizontal plane.

Without Grid alignmentGrid alignment it is possible to draw lines in any orientation. This
setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the ALT key while dragging
the line.

GridGrid SnapSnap andand ElementElement SnapSnap

The start and end points of lines and segments of a polyline can be attracted by
neighboring grid or element points. Whether or not they are attracted depends on

the current setting for Grid SnapGrid Snap and Element SnapElement Snap .

The Grid SnapGrid Snap setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the CTRL key
while dragging.

ShowShow DynamicDynamic DimensionsDimensions onon thethe ElementElement

If the Show dynamic dimensionsShow dynamic dimensions option has been activated, length information
is displayed for the relevant line segment while the line is being dragged. If the line
is located on one of the major axes of the current grid or in the horizontal plane,
the length of the line will be displayed. If this is not the case, two dimensions will
be displayed – namely, the lengths along the two major axes involved.
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DisplayingDisplaying DimensionsDimensions inin thethe DimensionsDimensions BarBar

The dimensions bar shows a maximum of three dimensions when a line is dragged.
The first field shows the length of the line without perspective foreshorteningperspective foreshortening. The
second field shows the actual lengthactual length of the line, i.e. the true length. The third field
indicates the orientation angleorientation angle of the line relative to the horizontal.

If a line has been selected, you can change every dimension directly in these fields.
Confirm your entry with the ENTER key. If you do not confirm your entry,
Arbortext IsoView will confirm it automatically after a few seconds. Use the TAB
key to move from one field to another.

In the case of a polyline, the bar will show the dimensions of the last segment
drawn. Use ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info to obtain the dimensions of the other segments.

SelectingSelecting
You select lines and polylines by clicking their contours with the arrowarrow cursor.

With polylines, you also have the option of selecting individual line segments.
Hold down the ALT key, while clicking the relevant segment.
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ModifyingModifying withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor ToolTool
You can use the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool to move lines and polylines anywhere within
your drawing; you do this by clicking a line segment (not the element points) and
by dragging the entire element to a new position while holding down the mouse
button.

If you hold down the SHIFT key during this process, the direction in which you
can move the element is restricted to the major axes of the current grid and the
horizontal axis.

When grid snap or element snap is switched on, the element points snap to the
nearest element or grid points.
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You can change the length and orientation of individual segments by clicking an
element point and then moving it to a new position. If you do this while working
with polylines, both line segments adjacent to the point which is moved will
change.

In the same way as when you generate lines, the settings for Grid SnapGrid Snap, ElementElement
SnapSnap, and Grid AlignmentGrid Alignment are also applied when you perform these changes.

It is possible to retain the direction of a line by holding down the SHIFT key while
you move the point to a new position.

FormForm
The form of a line is defined by its contour. Polylines can also have a fill.

The contour is defined by the pen, style and halo and by the options for the corner/
end forms. These are all to be found in the AttributesAttributes window.

Each time you draw a new line or polyline, it will automatically receive the
attributes currently assigned in the AttributesAttributes window.

You can change these attributes subsequently in a number of ways. To do this,
select the elements or segments you want to change. Now click the button for the
required attribute, e.g. a pen, in the AttributesAttributes window. The window of the required
attribute appears. You can now change the attribute.

Double clicking an element or a selected segment changes the pen. The new pen is
the switch pen of the old pen (see the Edit penEdit pen dialog in Show Attribute Window
on page 352).
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NoteNote

When you use the PensPens window in the AttributesAttributes window to assign a pen, the style
and halo are applied in the form they have been defined for the new pen. Whereas
if you use the double-click method to change a pen the old style and halo settings
are retained.

When you draw a new polyline, it automatically receives the set fill. The fill can be
either a color or a pattern. Fill settings can be changed or redefined in the FillsFills

window. In the case of open polylines, the area to be filled is bounded by the linear
connection between the open ends. You can close an open polyline by choosing
ElementElement ▶▶ PathsPaths ▶▶ Join polylinesJoin polylines.

You can change the fill of a polyline either with or without selection via the FillsFills

window.

ElementElement InfoInfo LineLine
The Element infoElement info command allows you to change the length and orientation angle
of any particular line. Select a line and choose ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info.

NoteNote

The ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info command can only be executed for a single element.

You can perform changes by making entries in the respective fields. These changes
will be displayed roughly in the preview box at the upper right.
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LengthLength

You can enter the length of the line in this field. The value displayed corresponds
to the length which you can verify in the printout.

NoteNote

The dimensions displayed while you are drawing correspond to the
unforeshortened values along the major axes.

AngleAngle

The angle determines the orientation of the line on the drawing sheet. It also
specifies its inclination to the horizontal axis and is measured in a counter-
clockwise direction.

If you have changed either the length or the angle of a line, you must also specify
the points to be affected by the change.

Clicking the button next to the blue square or red square moves the

point shown in the same color on the line. Clicking the middle button moves
both end points by the same amounts.

QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

You can confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Clicking the CancelCancel button quits the
dialog box without applying any changes you have made.
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ElementElement InfoInfo PolylinePolyline

In addition to the entries you can specify for a line, it is also possible to perform
further settings for a polyline.

Since a polyline consists of several line segments, it is possible to enter the LengthLength

and AngleAngle for each line segment separately. The current line segment is already
selected in the display field and you can switch to the next or last segment by

clicking the Next segmentNext segment and Last segmentLast segment buttons respectively. The
changes you make are applied to the particular line segment you have selected.

ConvertingConverting thethe ElementElement
To convert polylines, use any of the following commands:

ElementElement ▶▶ PathsPaths ▶▶ Join polylinesJoin polylines to convert an open polyline into a closed one.

ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into Bézier partsinto Bézier parts to convert lines and polylines into a Bézier
path.
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ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into elementsinto elements to convert a polyline into individual, simple
lines which are initially grouped together. You can edit the lines individually once
they have been ungrouped by executing ElementElement ▶▶ UngroupUngroup.

NoteNote

A polyline is automatically converted into individual elements when you delete
individual segments. Two polylines, two lines, or one line and one polyline appear
depending on the length of the polyline and the segment that has been deleted.

RectangleRectangle
A rectanglerectangle is composed of four corner points, the connections between these
points, and the center.

In most cases, you will be drawing perspective rectangles. A perspective rectangle
is a parallelogram located in one of the three major planes of the current grid. In
isometric representations, for example, two angles of 60° and 120° are generated in
each case.
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In addition to drawing perspective rectangles and rectangles with four 90° angles,
you can also draw rectangles with rounded corners. These rounded rectangles are
composed of lines and ellipse segments, i.e. they consist of several elements. They
can be edited later as a number of individual elements, whereas the rectangle is
treated as a single element.

GenerationGeneration
To draw a rectangle, select the RectangleRectangle tool from the toolbox. The pointer

becomes a drawingdrawing cursor.
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Use the drawingdrawing cursor to click on the drawing area and, while still holding down
the mouse button, drag the outline of the resulting rectangle across the screen.
Release the mouse button when the rectangle meets your requirements.

The start point is the point from which you started dragging the rectangle. The end
point is the point at which you released the mouse button. The start point and end
point lie diagonally opposite each other.

Unlike the RectangleRectangle tool, the tool for Rounded RectanglesRounded Rectangles generates several
individual elements: These elements include four lines and four ellipse segments
which form a rectangle with rounded corners.

When dragging rounded rectangles, the tool behaves like the variant without
rounding. The individual elements are generated upon releasing the mouse button.
These individual elements can be edited in the same way as described for lines and
ellipses.

You can set the radius for the corners using the Corner radiusCorner radius tool, last symbol
in the pop-up menu for rectangles. The following dialog box will appear when this
tool is selected:

Enter the required corner radius which will be used from this point onwards. Then
click OKOK to confirm your entry or CancelCancel to close the dialog box without applying
any changes you have made.

NoteNote

Set the corner radius prior to generating a rounded rectangle. This is quicker than
having to change the individual elements later.
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GridGrid AlignmentAlignment

The orientation of the rectangle depends on whether or not the grid alignmentgrid alignment

function has been activated when the rectangle is generated. If the grid alignmentgrid alignment

function has been activated , you can only generate perspective rectangles. The
orientation of the sides is then governed by the grid which is currently set.

Without grid alignmentgrid alignment , a rectangle with four 90° angles is produced.

This setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the ALT key while
dragging.

The orientation and, consequently, the shape of a perspective rectangle depend on
the direction in which you drag the rectangle from the start point. The rectangle is
forced onto one of the three major planes of the current grid depending on the
direction in which it is dragged.

NoteNote

Should you have any difficulties in determining the orientation of a perspective
rectangle, try the following technique. Click the drawing area with the RectangleRectangle

tool and, holding down the mouse button, move the cursor in a circular pattern.
You will now see how the orientation and the shape of the displayed rectangle
change.

GridGrid SnapSnap andand ElementElement SnapSnap

The start and end points of a rectangle can be attracted by neighboring grid and
element points. Whether or not they are attracted depends on the current setting of

Grid SnapGrid Snap and Element SnapElement Snap .

The Grid SnapGrid Snap setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the CTRL key
while dragging.
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ShowShow DimensionsDimensions onon thethe ElementElement

If the Show dimensionsShow dimensions option has been activated, length information relating
to the pairs of parallel sides is displayed when the rectangle is dragged. In the case
of perspective rectangles, the lengths are shown along the two major axes
involved. The width and height are displayed for rectangles with four 90° angles.

DisplayingDisplaying DimensionsDimensions inin thethe DimensionsDimensions BarBar

The dimensions bar shows a maximum of four dimensions when a rectangle is
dragged. The first two fields show the width and height of the rectangle without
perspective foreshorteningperspective foreshortening. The third and fourth fields show the actual dimensions
of the rectangle, i.e. the true lengthstrue lengths. If a rectangle has been selected, you can
change every dimension directly in these fields. Confirm your entry with the
ENTER key. If you do not confirm your entry, Arbortext IsoDraw will confirm it
automatically after a few seconds. Use the TAB key to move from one field to
another.

SelectingSelecting
You select a rectangle by clicking the arrowarrow cursor on its contour or center.
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You can also select the sides of the rectangle individually. Hold down the ALT key,
while clicking the relevant side.

ModifyingModifying withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor
You can use the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool to move a rectangle anywhere within your
drawing by clicking on its contour (not the corner points) or its center point and by
moving it to a new position while holding down the mouse button.

By holding down the SHIFT key during this operation, you can restrict the
direction in which the polygon is moved to the major axes of the current grid and
the horizontal axis.

If grid snap or element snap has been activated, the element points snap to the
nearest points.

You can change the size or orientation of a rectangle by clicking on a corner point
and dragging it to a new position while holding down the mouse button.

In the same way you generate a rectangle, the settings for grid snap, element snap,
and grid alignment are also applied when you perform changes. Depending on the
setting of the grid alignment, it is possible e.g. to produce a rectangle with four 90×
angles from a perspective rectangle!

It is possible to retain the width or height of a rectangle by holding down the
SHIFT key while you move a corner point to a new position. The width or height
changes depending on the direction in which you drag the rectangle.

FormForm
The form of a rectangle is determined by its contour and fill.
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The contour is defined by the pen, style and halo and by the options for the corner/
end forms. These are all to be found in the AttributesAttributes window. The fill can be either
a color or a pattern. Fill settings can be changed or redefined in the FillsFills window.

If you draw a new rectangle, it is automatically assigned an equal mixture of the
ThickThick and ThinThin standard pens. The ThickThick pen is used from the start point (in
counter-clockwise direction) up to the end point, while the ThinThin pen is used from
the end point back to the start point. In a perspective illustration, this form of
representation involving two inner edges and two outer edges is appropriate in
most applications. Consequently, the automatic assignment of ThickThick and ThinThin is not
governed by the pen you have already selected.

Double clicking a rectangle or a side you have selected changes the pen. The new
pen is the switch pen of the old pen (see the Edit penEdit pen dialog in Show Attribute
Window on page 352. This feature allows you, for example, to reverse the
distribution of inner and outer edges, i.e. of ThickThick and ThinThin, with ease.

NoteNote

When you use the PensPens window in the AttributesAttributes window to assign a pen, the style
and halo are applied in the form they have been defined for the new pen. Whereas
if you use the double-click method to change a pen the old style and halo settings
are retained.

If a halo has been set, it is only applied to the half of the rectangle drawn with the
ThickThick pen. The style, the corner/end forms and the fill are generated automatically
from the current attributes selected in the AttributesAttributes and FillsFills windows.

You can change the attributes subsequently in various ways. To do this, select the
elements or sides you want to change. Now click the button for the required
attribute, e.g. a pen, in the AttributesAttributes window. The window of the required attribute
appears. You can now change the attribute.

NoteNote

If you assign a pen to the rectangle you have selected, this pen will be applied
uniformly on all the sides. The different line thicknesses set initially will be lost as
a result.

The fill of a rectangle can also be changed without having to select the elements
(see Show Fill Window on page 408).
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ElementElement InfoInfo
The Element infoElement info dialog box enables you to change the width and height of any
particular rectangle. Select a rectangle and choose ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info.

NoteNote

The ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info command can only be executed for a single element.

You can perform changes by making entries in both fields. These changes will be
displayed roughly in the preview box at the upper right.

The current side is already selected in the display field and you can switch to the

next or last segment by clicking the Next segmentNext segment and Last segmentLast segment

buttons respectively. The changes you make are always applied to the selected
side.

WidthWidth andand HeightHeight

In a flat view there are exact rules governing how the width and height are to be
measured. In perspective representations, however, such a clear-cut assignment is
not possible. Consequently, when the Element infoElement info dialog box is called up, the side
whose length is referred to as the width is always selected. The height is measured
on one of the sides abutting this initial segment.

The values displayed correspond to the lengths which you can verify in the
printout.
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NoteNote

The dimensions displayed while you are drawing correspond to the
unforeshortened values along the major axes.

WidthWidth

You can enter the width of the rectangle in this field. You then specify which
points are to be affected by the change.

Clicking the button next to the blue square or red square moves the
point shown in the same color on the line (rectangle line). Clicking the middle

button moves both end points by the same amounts.

The points of the rectangle lying opposite each other are also moved accordingly.

HeightHeight

You can enter the height of the rectangle in this field. You then specify which
points are to be affected by the change.

Clicking the button next to the blue square or red square moves the
point shown in the same color on the line (rectangle line). Clicking the middle

button moves both end points by the same amounts.

The points of the rectangle lying opposite each other are also moved accordingly.

QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

You can confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Clicking the CancelCancel button quits the
dialog box without applying any changes you have made.

ConvertingConverting thethe ElementElement

Choose ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into elementsinto elements to convert rectangles into individual
lines. These lines are initially grouped together after being converted. You can edit
the lines individually once they have been ungrouped by executing ElementElement ▶▶
UngroupUngroup.

NoteNote

A rectangle is automatically converted into lines or polylines if you delete
individual sides.
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You can use the ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into Bézier partsinto Bézier parts command to convert a
rectangle into a Bézier path.

NoteNote

Once a rectangle has been converted into individual lines or a Bézier path, it is not
possible to convert these back into the former rectangle.

EllipseEllipse
An ellipse consists of six points, the arc segments and the center point.
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Points 1 and 4 represent the vertices of the ellipse. The distance between them is
the diameter. The minor axis runs through the center point at right angles to the
diameter. Points 2, 3, 5 and 6 mark the intersection points between the ellipse and
the major axes of the perspective plane on which the ellipse is located.

In a perspective illustration, the ellipse represents the projection of a circle onto an
imaging plane (drawing plane). Its appearance is determined by the ellipse value
and the orientation angle. These two values define the perspective plane of the
ellipse.
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The ellipse value indicates the degree to which the original circle is tilted with
respect to the imaging plane. A circle in a technical drawing has an ellipse value of
90°. If the circle is tilted backwards, the ellipse value reduces: The form changes
into that of an ellipse. The ellipse value can be reduced down to 0°: All that
remains is a line.

The ellipse now has to be rotated so that it lies on the correct axis. This is
controlled by the orientation angle. The orientation angle indicates the inclination
of the ellipse diameter relative to the horizontal axis. An angle of 0° or 180° means
that the ellipse is horizontal. This is so if it is lying on the flat top surface of a cube,
for example.

NoteNote

Circles always have an orientation angle of 0°.
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GenerationGeneration
To draw an ellipse, select the EllipseEllipse tool from the toolbox. The pointer

becomes a drawingdrawing cursor.

You draw an ellipse by clicking the drawing area with the drawing cursor and,
holding down the mouse button, dragging out the resulting outline of an ellipse.
The ellipse is finished when you release the mouse button.
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Each ellipse is generated with the current ellipse value. This value can be set using
the Ellipse valueEllipse value pop-up menu in the toolbox. When the program is opened, this
menu is defaulted to StandardStandard ellipseellipse.

The default EllipseEllipse tool described above allows you to generate ellipses by

dragging them from the center point. The second EllipseEllipse tool enables you to
create an ellipse by dragging it from one vertex to the other.

GridGrid AlignmentAlignment

The orientation of an ellipse depends on whether or not Grid alignmentGrid alignment is switched

on when the ellipse is generated. If the Grid alignmentGrid alignment function is active , the
ellipse is forced into one of the three major planes of the current grid depending on
the direction the ellipse is dragged in.

The ellipse can be rotated freely if Grid alignmentGrid alignment is off .

This setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the ALT key while
dragging an ellipse.
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The orientation and ellipse value of an ellipse depend on the direction in which you
drag the ellipse from the start point. Different ellipses will be generated depending
on the direction you select.

NoteNote

Should you have any difficulties in defining the orientation and ellipse value of an
ellipse, try the following technique. Drag an ellipse and, with holding down the
mouse button, describe a circle at some distance from the start point. Notice how
the ellipse changes form.

GridGrid SnapSnap andand ElementElement SnapSnap

You can generate an ellipse by dragging from either the center point or a vertex
(depending on the tool you select). The start and end points can be attracted by
neighboring grid or element points. Whether or not they are attracted depends on

the current setting of Grid SnapGrid Snap and Element SnapElement Snap .

The Grid SnapGrid Snap setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the CTRL key
while dragging.

You can also drag an ellipse along a major axis. If you press the CAPS LOCK key
while you are dragging the ellipse, this produces a different end point. Instead of a
vertex, the magnetic grid or the element magnet attracts one of the ellipse's vertices
with the major axes.
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ShowShow DimensionsDimensions onon thethe ElementElement

If the Show Dynamic DimensionsShow Dynamic Dimensions option is active, the diameter of the ellipse
will be displayed as it is being dragged.

DisplayingDisplaying DimensionsDimensions inin thethe DimensionsDimensions BarBar

The dimensions bar shows a maximum of four dimensions when an ellipse is
dragged. The first field shows the diameterdiameter of the ellipse between the vertices. This
corresponds to the dimension of the associated circle diameter. The second field
shows the ellipse valueellipse value of the ellipse. The third field indicates the orientation angleorientation angle

of the ellipse relative to the horizontal.

If an ellipse has been selected, you can change every dimension directly in these
fields. Confirm your entry with the ENTER key. If you do not confirm your entry,
Arbortext IsoDraw will confirm it automatically after a few seconds. Use the TAB
key to move from one field to another.
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SelectingSelecting
Select an ellipse by clicking on its contour or center point with the arrowarrow cursor.

You can also select individual ellipse segments. Simply hold down the ALT key,
while clicking the relevant segment. This allows you, for instance, to delete the
part or to change its line style. The ellipse is retained as an element.

ModifyingModifying withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor
You can use the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool to move the ellipse to any part of the drawing
area by clicking the contour or center point of the ellipse and moving the ellipse to
a new position while holding down the mouse button. If you hold down the SHIFT
key during this process, the direction in which you can move the element is
restricted to the major axes of the current grid and the horizontal axis.
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If you also hold down the ALT key while moving the ellipse, you will only be able
to move the ellipse in the direction of the diameter or the minor axis.

When grid snap or element snap is switched on, the element points snap to the
nearest element or grid points.

You can change the size or orientation of an ellipse by clicking on one of the six
contour points and moving it, while holding down the mouse button, to a new
position. The ellipse will be redrawn. In the same way as when you draw an ellipse
from scratch, the settings for grid snap, element snap, and grid alignment also
apply when you make changes.

NoteNote

When changing the ellipse with the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool, the ellipse value currently
set will be applied (even if you originally created the ellipse with a different ellipse
value).

You can retain the orientation and ellipse value if you change the size of the
ellipse. Do this by holding down the SHIFT key and ALT key while dragging the
ellipse.

You can change the ellipse value of an ellipse.

To change the ellipse, hold down the SHIFT key, click the right mouse button on
the contour and drag the ellipse into the desired form.

As soon as you release the mouse button, the set ellipse value will be applied to the
ellipse.

FormForm
The form of an ellipse is determined by its contour and fill.
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The contour is defined by the pen, style and halo and by the options for the corner/
end forms. These are all to be found in the AttributesAttributes window. The fill can be either
a color or a pattern. Fill settings can be changed or redefined in the FillsFills window.

If you draw a new ellipse, it is automatically assigned an equal mixture of the ThickThick

and ThinThin standard pens. 0° to 180° (counter-clockwise) being ThickThick and 180° to
360° being ThinThin. The 0° point is the vertex at which you dragged the ellipse. In a
perspective illustration, automatic assignment of thick and thin lines to inner and
outer edges is generally appropriate. It is therefore performed irrespective of the
preset pen.

The ellipse in the example opposite has been dragged to the right. It has an
orientation angle of 0° and its top half is drawn thick.

In this case, the ellipse has been dragged to the left. The orientation angle is thus
180° and the bottom half is drawn with the ThickThick pen.
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If a halo has been set, it is only applied to the half of the ellipse drawn with the
ThickThick pen.

The style, the corner/end forms and the fill are generated automatically from the
attributes selected in the AttributesAttributes and FillsFills windows at the time the ellipse is
generated.

You can change these attributes subsequently in a number of ways. Select the
ellipses or ellipse segments you want to change. Now click the button for the
required attribute, e.g. a pen, in the AttributesAttributes window. The window of the required
attribute appears. You can now change the attribute.

NoteNote

If you assign a pen to a selected ellipse, the pen is applied uniformly to all
segments of this ellipse. The different line thicknesses set initially will be lost as a
result.

The fill of an ellipse can also be changed without having to select the elements (see
Show Fill Window on page 408).

You can change the pens by double clicking an ellipse or a selected segment. The
new pens are the switch pens of the old pens (see the Edit penEdit pen dialog in Show
Attribute Window on page 352. This feature allows you, for example, to reverse
the distribution of inner and outer edges, i.e. of Thick and Thin, with ease.

NoteNote

When you use the PensPens window in the AttributesAttributes window to assign a pen, the style
and halo are applied in the form they have been defined for the new pen. Whereas
if you use the double-click method to change a pen the old style and halo settings
are retained.

NoteNote

The form of the transitions between different line thicknesses on ellipses is
influenced by the setting in the AttributesAttributes preferences panel (see Preferences on
page 108).
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ElementElement InfoInfo
The Element infoElement info dialog box allows you to change the diameter, value and angle of
an ellipse or to convert it into a thread. Select an ellipse, then choose ElementElement ▶▶
ElementElement infoinfo.

NoteNote

The ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info command can only be executed for a single element.

You can perform changes by making entries in the respective fields or by making
selections from the pop-up menus. These changes will be displayed roughly in the
preview box at the upper right.

DiameterDiameter

You can use this field to enter the diameter of the ellipse, i.e. the distance
between the two vertices 1 and 4 (see Ellipse on page 502).

If you are working with No isometric foreshortening (see Preferences on page
108), element info also gives the diameter between vertices 2 and 5 and vertices 3

and 6 (see Ellipse on page 502). In this case, set the ellipse diameter here .

AngleAngle

The ellipse value can be defined either by entering a value or by making a selection
from the pop-up menu.
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OrientationOrientation

The orientation angle can also be defined by entering a value or by making a
selection from the pop-up menu.

Nearest axisNearest axis rotates the ellipse to the nearest axis, while X axisX axis, Y axisY axis and Z axisZ axis

rotate it to the relevant axis. The angles of these axes depend on the grid which is
currently set. The command + 180° rotates the ellipse by 180°. The value
obtained from the selection in the pop-up menu is displayed in the entry field.

ConversionConversion toto aa ThreadThread

The pop-up menu at the top of the dialog box allows you to convert the ellipse to
either an inner or an outer thread and to edit it without exiting the dialog box. The
Element infoElement info dialog box changes accordingly (see Inner Thread on page 525 and
Outer Thread on page 532).

Note that threads cannot be assigned fills, for example. Assigning contour
attributes to threads is also restricted compared with ellipses. Consequently, any
attribute you have assigned to an ellipse cannot be applied upon conversion to a
thread.

When converting ellipses to threads, any missing segments of the ellipse are added.

QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

You can confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Clicking the CancelCancel button quits the
dialog box without applying any changes you have made.

ConvertingConverting thethe ElementElement
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To convert ellipses to Bézier paths, choose ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into Bézier partsinto Bézier parts.
If you have deleted individual segments of the ellipse, the ellipse may be converted
into several Bézier paths.

NoteNote

A Bézier path cannot be converted back into an ellipse afterwards.

BézierBézier PathPath
You can use Bézier paths (also known as Bézier curves) to represent irregular
shapes.

They consist of at least two Bézier points and the path segments, which always
interlink two points.
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A Bézier path can be either open or closed. An open path has two separate end
points, while these end points coincide in the case of a closed path.

Each Bézier point can have up to two handles, the length and direction of which
determine the curve of the segments. Their end points are called handle points.

Bézier points can be either curve point” or corner points” Curve points have two
handles which lie on a common line and thus form a uniform transition between
two adjacent segments. In the case of corner points, the handles can be positioned
at any angle to each other or can be dispensed with. This produces a kink in the
curve profile. Corner points without handles are connected by a straight line.
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GenerationGeneration
To draw a Bézier path, select the BézierBézier tool from the toolbox. The pointer

becomes a BézierBézier cursor.

Click the drawing area with the drawing cursor and, holding down the mouse
button, drag the cursor in the required direction. This generates the first Bézier
point complete with a handle. Release the mouse button and click again, this time
slightly further away. Here, too, drag a handle out of the point holding down the
mouse button. You have now created a Bézier path with two points, each of which
has a handle.

By dragging the cursor while holding down the mouse button, you will have
generated curve points with handles. For as long as you hold down the mouse
button, you can change the position of a handle point and thus the shape of the
curve. Add a further point in the same way. Let us now suppose you wanted the
path to make a sharp turn at the last point. To do this, you need to convert the
curve point into a corner point. Press the ALT key and click briefly on the last
Bézier point

The last handle disappears. Now click the next point of the path briefly but without
dragging it. This point, too, then turns into a corner point.
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In order to generate a handle for the rest of the path, click the last point again and
drag out a handle. Then continue drawing the path at will.

While you are working on a Bézier path, you can perform changes to parts that
have already been drawn:

• To insert an additional point, press the SHIFT key and click the location on the
path where you want to position the point.

• To delete an existing point press the SHIFT key and quickly click the point you
want to delete.

• To move a Bézier point or a handle point, press the CTRL key in order to
switch briefly to the arrowarrow cursor. Then click the required point and move it to
its new position.

It is possible to terminate creation of a Bézier path automatically if you link the last
Bézier point with the start point. This produces a closed Bézier path.

To terminate creation of an open Bézier path, click either the toolbox or the menu
bar.

A further way of creating Bézier paths is the FreehandFreehand tool. This you can use to
draw contours which Arbortext IsoDraw converts automatically to Bézier paths.

Select the FreehandFreehand tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes a Bézier
cursor.
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Use the cursor to click the drawing area at the point you want the path to begin.
Draw the required path by moving the cursor while holding down the mouse
button. As you drag the cursor, a dotted line traces your path. When you release the
mouse button, Arbortext IsoDraw automatically uses what you have drawn to
generate a Bézier path with appropriate points and handles.

GridGrid AlignmentAlignment

The orientation of the handles depends on whether or not grid alignment is active

when the Bézier path is being generated. If the Grid alignmentGrid alignment function is active
, the handles are forced into one of the major axes of the current grid or into the
horizontal axis.

If Grid alignmentGrid alignment is switched off , you can define the orientation of the handles
freely.

This setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the ALT key while
dragging the handle.

Both Bézier points and handle points can be attracted by neighboring grid points or
element points. Whether or not they are attracted depends on the current setting of

Grid SnapGrid Snap and Element SnapElement Snap .

GridGrid SnapSnap andand ElementElement SnapSnap

When you are setting Bézier points or dragging handles, you can temporarily
reverse the Grid SnapGrid Snap setting by holding down the CTRL key.

ShowShow DynamicDynamic DimensionsDimensions onon thethe ElementElement

Bézier paths cannot be assigned to a perspective plane directly. Consequently, no
dimensions are displayed.
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DisplayingDisplaying DimensionsDimensions inin thethe DimensionsDimensions BarBar

The Dimensions bar shows no dimensions. This is because Bézier paths cannot be
assigned directly to a perspective plane and the positions of the handles cannot be
defined easily using dimensions.

SelectingSelecting
You can select a Bézier path by clicking on its contour with the arrowarrow cursor.
Individual path segments can be selected by holding down the ALT key while you
click the segment in question. You can thus change e.g. the line style of a path
segment or delete the selected segment.

To connect Bézier paths you can select Bézier points. To do so, click on the points
in question. The points are then displayed in the previously-specified 2nd selection
color.

ModifyingModifying withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor
You can move a Bézier path to any point on the drawing area using the ArrowArrow
cursorcursor tool. Do this by clicking the contour of the path and moving it to the new
position while holding down the mouse button. If you hold down the SHIFT key
during this process, the direction in which you can move the element is restricted
to the major axes of the current grid and the horizontal axis.

The extent of a Bézier path can be changed in a number of ways. Firstly, you can
move a Bézier point. Click it with the arrowarrow cursor and move it while holding
down the mouse button. Secondly, you can change the curve profile by moving the
handles. Do this by clicking a handle point and moving it to a new position while
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holding down the mouse button. In the same way as when you generate the points,
the settings for grid snap, element snap, and grid alignment are also applied to any
changes you make.

SwitchingSwitching betweenbetween CornerCorner PointPoint andand CurveCurve PointPoint

You can convert a corner point into a curve point and vice versa. Do this by
selecting the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool from the toolbox. Then double-click on the relevant
point while holding down the ALT key. After a curve point has been converted into
a corner point, the orientation of each of the adjacent handles can be set separately.
When converting a corner point to a curve point, the orientation of the handles
does not change initially. Only when you move one of the handle points does the
other handle snap in the direction of the handle you have moved.

NoteNote

Even during the generation stage, you are able to convert a curve point to a corner
point. See Generation on page 517 for instructions.

DeletingDeleting HandlesHandles

You can delete an already drawn handle. Select the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool from the
toolbox. Then double-click on the relevant handle point while holding down the
ALT key. The related Bézier point will be converted automatically to the corner
point.

AddAdd MissingMissing HandlesHandles

You can add missing handles to a Bézier point. Select the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool from
the toolbox. Holding down the ALT key, click the Bézier point and drag out the
handle.

ExtendingExtending aa BézierBézier PathPath
A Bézier path can be extended in a variety of ways. It must have been selected
first, however.
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You can add an additional Bézier point by clicking the path with the BézierBézier tool
while holding down the SHIFT key. The new point is inserted at the point where
you clicked. The curve profile will not be affected.

NoteNote

This function has two uses. If you click the contour but not a Bézier point, a point
will be added. If you click a Bézier point, however, the point will be deleted.

You can extend an open Bézier path. To do so, briefly click one of the path’s two
end points with the BézierBézier tool while holding down the SHIFT key. You can then
add further Bézier points by clicking.

Bézier paths can be connected to other Bézier paths and also to lines, rectangles,
polygons and ellipses. Refer to Paths on page 165.

DeletingDeleting BézierBézier PointsPoints

To delete Bézier points, select the Delete Bézier pointsDelete Bézier points tool from the toolbox.

The pointer becomes a BézierBézier cursor.
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You can use this tool to delete either individual Bézier points or several Bézier
points simultaneously. An individual Bézier point is removed if you click it with
the BézierBézier cursor. You can remove several points simultaneously if you click the
mouse button and drag a selection rectangle while holding down the mouse button.
When you release the mouse button, all Bézier points inside the selection rectangle
will be deleted. It is unimportant whether the rectangle encloses the points of only
one element or several elements.

You can also delete Bézier points in another way. Do this by selecting the BézierBézier

tool from the toolbox and, holding down the SHIFT key, click the point you want
to delete. This option is very useful if you want to delete points during the drawing
process without interrupting the active path.

FormForm
The form of a Bézier path is determined by its contour and fill.

The contour is defined by the pen, style and halo and by the options for the corner/
end forms. These are all to be found in the AttributesAttributes window. The fill can be either
a color or a pattern. Fill settings can be changed or redefined in the FillsFills window.

If you draw a new Bézier path, this will automatically be assigned the attributes
selected in the AttributesAttributes and FillsFills windows at the time it is drawn.

You can change these attributes subsequently in a number of ways. Select the
Bézier paths or segments you want to change. Now click the button for the
required attribute, e.g. a pen, in the AttributesAttributes window. The window of the required
attribute appears. You can now change the attribute.

Double-click a Bézier path or a selected segment to change the pen. The new pen
is the switch pen of the old pen (see the Edit penEdit pen dialog in Show Attribute Window
on page 352).
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NoteNote

When you use the PensPens window in the AttributesAttributes window to assign a pen, the style
and halo are applied in the form they have been defined for the new pen. Whereas
if you use the double-click method to change a pen the old style and halo settings
are retained.

ElementElement InfoInfo
In element info, you can modify the point types for a Bézier path and the
assignment of handles for the Bézier points. Select an image element, then choose
ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info.

NoteNote

The ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info command can only be executed for a single element.

You can perform changes by clicking the appropriate buttons. These changes will
be displayed roughly in the preview box at the upper right.

The settings are performed separately for each Bézier point. The current Bézier
point is selected in the preview box and can be changed by clicking the Next pointNext point

or Last pointLast point buttons. The current path segment lies behind the current
Bézier point.

PointPoint TypeType

You can define whether the Bézier point selected in the preview box is to be a
curve point or a corner point. Click the relevant button for this purpose.
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HandlesHandles

This field allows you to specify the number of handles for the selected Bézier
point. You can switch With handleWith handle on or off by clicking the appropriate button.

NoteNote

Since curve points always need to have two handles, you can only perform this
handle setting for corner points.

QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

You can confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Clicking the CancelCancel button quits the
dialog box without applying any changes you have made.

NoteNote

Changing from a corner point to a curve point and deleting/adding handles can
generally be performed directly using the BézierBézier tool so that you do not need to
open this dialog box.

ConvertingConverting thethe ElementElement

The ElementElement ▶▶ PathsPaths ▶▶ Join BéziersJoin Béziers command allows you to convert an open
Bézier path into a closed one.

The ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into polylinesinto polylines command allows you to convert Bézier
paths into polylines. Handles are ignored during the conversion, i.e. curve points
are treated as corner points without handles.

InnerInner ThreadThread
The inner thread is an ellipse filled with thread turns. The thread turns are
represented by ellipse segments. There is also one special point: the thread point.

The thread point marks the end of the thread turns, i.e. it defines the depth of the
thread bore. It lies on the short axis passing through the center point. The thread
turns are created parallel to the outer ellipse with equidistant spacing.
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As with the ellipse, the inner thread represents in part the projection of a circle onto
the imaging plane. The circle in this case forms the edge of the threaded bore. As
with the ellipse, the ellipse value and orientation angle which are currently set
determine the display.
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DifferencesDifferences toto thethe EllipseEllipse
The greatest difference between drawing an inner thread and drawing an ellipse
lies in the nature of the perspective presentation. Three different inner threads
(holes) can be presented on the three perspective major axes.

Although the outline is the same, an inner thread with an orientation of 0° differs
significantly from one with an orientation of 180°.
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Six different orientations are therefore possible in theory, however in the vast
majority of cases, only three are required for perspective illustration. These are
pictured in the top row of the figure.

Since the inner thread shares most of the characteristics of an ellipse, the following
sections only set out those areas where differences exist to the ellipse.

GenerationGeneration
To draw an inner thread, select one of the two Inner threadInner thread tools, or , from

the toolbox. The pointer becomes a drawingdrawing cursor.

An inner thread is drawn in the same way as an ellipse. The direction in which you
drag the ellipse when generating it determines the orientation angle and thus the
direction of the thread turns.

A newly generated inner thread is always filled completely with thread turns. The
spacing between the turns is assigned automatically. (See the thread specifications
under in Preferences on page 108.)
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The depth and spacing of the thread turns can be changed subsequently.

SelectingSelecting
You can select an inner thread by clicking the area enclosed by the edge of the
thread. Individual segments cannot be selected.

ModifyingModifying withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor
The thread point is not magnetic, i.e. it is not attracted by other points when
moved.

ThreadThread TurnsTurns
An inner thread is filled completely with turns when it is generated. The thread
depth can be lessened by reducing the number of turns shown. You can do this by
moving the thread point the required amount with the arrowarrow cursor. When you
move the thread point, you will see an auxiliary ellipse which represents the
rearmost thread turn. You can adjust the depth at any time.

When you move the thread point with the mouse, the depth is rounded off to give
you an integral number of turns. If you want a different depth, you can enter this
directly in the ElementElement infoinfo dialog box.

If you use the arrowarrow cursor to change the diameter of an inner thread that is not
filled completely with turns, the thread depth will be retained.

FormForm
The form of an inner thread is determined by its contour. It cannot be assigned a
fill.

If you draw a new inner thread, its threaded bore - like an ellipse - is shown with
standard pens ThickThick and ThinThin. The thread turns are drawn with the ThinThin pen. If the
thread is not continuous, the last turn of the thread is drawn with the ThickThick pen.
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In drawing mode, Arbortext IsoDraw displays the thread turns in schematic form
only in order to accelerate the screen redraw process. In preview mode and in print
the thread turns naturally appear in their correct form.

NoteNote

The ThickThick and ThinThin pens and the spacing of the thread turns are assigned
automatically. If other attributes are required, these can be converted on the
ThreadsThreads preferences panel. (See Preferences on page 108) If a special attribute is to
be applied in an individual case, the thread must first be converted into individual
elements (see Convert on page 160).

ElementElement InfoInfo
In element info, you can change the diameter, value, angle and the settings of the
inner thread yourself, or convert it into an ellipse or an outer thread. Select an inner
thread, then choose ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info.

NoteNote

The ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info command can only be executed for a single element.

You can perform changes by making entries in the respective fields or by making
selections from the pop-up menus. These changes will be displayed roughly in the
preview box at the upper right.

The entry fields for diameter, ellipse value and angle are the same as those for the
ellipse (refer to Ellipse on page 502).
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DepthDepth

You can use this field to set the depth of the thread turns. If the threaded bore is
filled completely with thread turns, the FullFull box is checked. If you deselect this box
by clicking it, you can enter a value of your choice for the thread depth. Entries
which are either too large or too small are corrected accordingly. You can restore
the FullFull option by clicking the empty box.

DistanceDistance

This field can be used to enter the distance between the thread turns. If the AutoAuto

box is selected, the distance is set using the ThreadsThreads preferences (see Preferences
on page 108). If you clear AutoAuto, you can enter a value of your choice for DistanceDistance.

ConversionConversion

The pop-up menu at the top of the dialog box allows you to convert the inner
thread into either an outer thread or an ellipse and to edit it as necessary without
quitting the dialog box. The Element infoElement info dialog box changes accordingly (see
Ellipse on page 502 and Outer Thread on page 532).

QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

You can confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Clicking the CancelCancel button quits the
dialog box without applying any changes you have made.

ConvertingConverting thethe ElementElement
An inner thread can be converted into individual elements or Bézier parts using the
corresponding ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert menu command.

The conversion to individual elements generates an ellipse from the threaded bore
and ellipse segments from the individual thread turns. These elements are initially
grouped together after being converted. You can ungroup them by means of the
ElementElement ▶▶ UngroupUngroup command. All individual parts can then be edited separately.

The ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into Bézier partsinto Bézier parts command converts the threaded bore
and thread turns into individual Bézier curves.
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NoteNote

The elements or Bézier parts cannot be converted back to an inner thread
afterwards.

OuterOuter ThreadThread
The outer thread consists of an ellipse and the thread turns. There is also one
special point: the thread point.

The thread point marks the end of the thread turns, i.e. it defines the depth of the
thread. It lies on the short axis passing through the center point. The thread turns
are created parallel to the outer ellipse with equidistant spacing.

As with the ellipse, the outer thread represents in part the projection of a circle onto
the imaging plane. The circle in this case forms the edge of the thread. As with the
ellipse, the ellipse value and orientation angle which are currently set determine the
display.
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DifferencesDifferences toto thethe EllipseEllipse
The greatest difference between drawing an outer thread and drawing an ellipse
lies in the nature of the perspective presentation. Three different outer threads can
be represented on the three perspective major axes.

Although the outline is the same, an outer thread with an orientation of 0° differs
significantly from one with an orientation of 180°.
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Six different orientations are therefore possible in theory, however in the vast
majority of cases, only three are required for perspective illustration. These are
pictured in the top row of the figure.

Since the outer thread shares most of the characteristics of an ellipse, the following
sections only set out those areas where differences exist to the ellipse.

GenerationGeneration
To draw an outer thread, select one of the two Outer threadOuter thread tools, or ,

from the toolbox. The pointer becomes a drawingdrawing cursor.

An outer thread is drawn in the same way as an ellipse. The direction in which you
drag the ellipse when generating it determines the orientation angle and thus the
direction of the thread turns.
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Located on the ellipse is a thread point. By dragging the thread point over the
screen with the arrowarrow cursor you can define the length of the thread. This length is
always a whole multiple of the thread spacing. The spacing between the turns is
assigned automatically (see the thread specifications in the ThreadsThreads preferences
dialog page in Preferences on page 108).

The depth and spacing of the thread turns can be changed subsequently.

SelectingSelecting
You can select an outer thread by clicking the area enclosed by the edge of the
thread. Individual segments cannot be selected.

ModifyingModifying withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor
The thread point is not magnetic, i.e. it is not attracted by other points when
moved.

The length of an outer thread can be changed subsequently in two different ways.
Click the thread point with the arrowarrow cursor and move it while holding down the
mouse button. Alternatively, move the ellipse representing the edge of the thread
while holding down the CTRL key.
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When you move the thread point with the mouse, the depth is rounded off to give
you an integral number of turns. If you want a different depth, you can enter this
directly in the ElementElement infoinfo dialog box.

If you use the arrowarrow cursor to change the diameter of an outer thread, the thread
depth will be retained.

FormForm
The form of an outer thread is determined by its contour. It cannot be assigned a
fill.

An outer thread consists of several individual elements which need to be
represented in different ways depending on the orientation and alignment. In
principle: The outer edges are always drawn with the ThickThick pen and the inner
thread turns with the ThinThin pen.

In drawing mode, Arbortext IsoDraw displays the thread turns in schematic form
only in order to accelerate the screen redraw process. In preview mode and in print
the thread turns naturally appear in their correct form.

The thread edge changes in appearance if you change the thread length. Depending
on the given situation, half of the thread edge is not shown.

NoteNote

The ThickThick and ThinThin pens and the spacing of the thread turns are assigned
automatically. If other attributes are required, these can be converted using the
ThreadsThreads preferences panel. (See Preferences on page 108) If a special attribute is to
be applied in an individual case, the thread must first be converted into individual
elements (see Convert on page 160).
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ElementElement InfoInfo
In element info, you can change the diameter, value, angle and the settings of the
outer thread yourself, or convert it into an ellipse or an inner thread. Select an outer
thread, then choose ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info.

NoteNote

The ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info command can only be executed for a single element.

You can perform changes by making entries in the respective fields or by making
selections from the pop-up menus. These changes will be displayed roughly in the
preview box at the upper right.

The entry fields for diameter, ellipse value and angle are the same as those for the
ellipse (refer to Ellipse on page 502).

DepthDepth

You can use this field to set the length of the thread. You can enter positive or
negative values to reflect the direction in which the thread has been dragged and/or
the direction you want to change it to.

DistanceDistance

This field can be used to enter the distance between the thread turns. If the AutoAuto

box is selected, the distance is set using the ThreadsThreads preferences (see Preferences
on page 108). If you clear AutoAuto, you can enter a value of your choice for DistanceDistance.
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ConversionConversion

The pop-up menu at the top of the dialog box allows you to convert the outer
thread into either an inner thread or an ellipse and to edit it as necessary without
quitting the dialog box. The Element infoElement info dialog box changes accordingly (see
Ellipse on page 502 and Outer Thread on page 532).

QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

You can confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Clicking the CancelCancel button quits the
dialog box without applying any changes you have made.

ConvertingConverting thethe ElementElement

An outer thread can be converted into individual elements or Bézier parts using the
corresponding ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert menu command.

The conversion to individual elements generates an ellipse from the thread edge
and ellipse segments from the individual thread turns. These elements are initially
grouped together after being converted. You can ungroup them by means of the
ElementElement ▶▶ UngroupUngroup command. All individual parts can then be edited separately.

The ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into Bézier partsinto Bézier parts command converts the thread edge and
thread turns into individual Bézier curves.

NoteNote

The elements or Bézier parts cannot be converted back to an outer thread
afterwards.
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PolygonPolygon
A polygon is composed of several corner points, the connections between these,
and the center point. You can set the number of corner points.

GenerationGeneration
In order to draw a polygon, select one of the two PolygonPolygon tools, or , from

the toolbox. The pointer becomes a drawingdrawing cursor.

Use the drawingdrawing cursor to click the drawing area and, holding down the mouse
button, drag the resulting circumscribed circle of the polygon across the screen.
Release the mouse button when the resulting polygon is as you want it.
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A polygon behaves like an ellipse while being drawn. For this reason, the same
rules for drawing ellipses also apply when drawing polygons.

To set the number of corner points or sides, select the SelectionSelection tool. A dialog
box appears for you to enter the required number of sides.

GridGrid AlignmentAlignment

The orientation of the polygon depends on whether or not the grid alignment is

active when the polygon is generated. If the grid alignmentgrid alignment function is active ,
the polygon is forced into one of the three major planes of the current grid
depending on the direction it is dragged in.

Without grid alignmentgrid alignment , the polygon can be turned freely.

This setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the ALT key while
dragging.

The orientation and shape of a polygon depend on the direction you drag the
polygon in from the start point. Different polygons are generated depending on the
direction in which you drag them.

NoteNote

Should you have difficulties in determining the orientation of a polygon, try the
following technique. Click the drawing area with the PolygonPolygon tool and, holding
down the mouse button, move the cursor in a circular pattern. You will see how the
orientation and the shape of the displayed circumscribed circle change.
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GridGrid SnapSnap andand ElementElement SnapSnap

You generate a polygon by dragging it either from the center point or from a
vertex, depending on the tool you choose. The start and end points can be attracted
by neighboring grid or element points. Whether or not they are attracted depends

on the current setting of Grid SnapGrid Snap and Element SnapElement Snap .

The Grid SnapGrid Snap setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the CTRL key
while dragging.

ShowShow DynamicDynamic DimensionsDimensions onon thethe ElementElement

If the Show Dynamic DimensionsShow Dynamic Dimensions option has been activated, the diameter of the
circumscribed circle is displayed while the polygon is dragged.

DisplayingDisplaying DimensionsDimensions inin thethe DimensionsDimensions BarBar

When the polygon is dragged, the dimensions bar shows three dimensions relating
to the circumscribed circle. The dimensions indicate the diameterdiameter, ellipse valueellipse value and
orientationorientation angleangle of an ellipse (in this order).

When you release the mouse button, the display fields show a maximum of three
dimensions for the last polygon segment drawn. These dimensions indicate the
length, true lengthtrue length and orientation angleorientation angle of a line (in this order).
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If the polygon has been selected, you can change every dimension directly in these
fields. The fact that changes to dimensions only affect the last segment should be
borne in mind when making changes. Confirm your entry with the ENTER key. If
you do not confirm your entry, Arbortext IsoDraw will confirm it automatically
after a few seconds. Use the TAB key to move from one field to another.

Use the Element infoElement info dialog box to change the dimensions of the other polygon
segments.

SelectingSelecting
You select a polygon by clicking the arrowarrow cursor on its contour or center point.

Alternatively, you can select individual sides of the polygon. Hold down the ALT
key, while clicking the relevant side.

ModifyingModifying withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor
You can use the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool to move a polygon anywhere within your
drawing by clicking on its contour (not the corner points) or its center point and by
moving it to a new position while holding down the mouse button.

By holding down the SHIFT key during this operation, you can restrict the
direction in which the polygon is moved to the major axes of the current grid and
the horizontal axis.

If grid snap or element snap has been activated, the element points snap to the
nearest points.
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You can change the length and orientation of individual segments by clicking an
element point and then moving it to a new position. The two neighboring segments
of the point which is moved will change in the process.

In the same way as when you generate polygons, the settings for grid snap, element
snap, and grid alignment are also applied when you perform these changes.

It is possible to retain the direction of a line segment by holding down the SHIFT
key while you move the point to a new position.

FormForm
The form of a polygon is determined by its contour and fill.

The contour is defined by the pen, style and halo and by the options for the corner/
end forms. These are all to be found in the AttributesAttributes window. The fill can be either
a color or a pattern. Fill settings can be changed or redefined in the FillsFills window.

If you draw a new polygon, it is automatically assigned an equal mixture of the
ThickThick and ThinThin standard pens. The ThickThick pen is used from the start point (in
counter-clockwise direction) up to the end point, while the ThinThin pen is used from
the end point back to the start point. In a perspective illustration, this form of
representation involving two inner and two outer edges is appropriate in most
applications. Consequently, the automatic assignment of ThickThick and ThinThin is not
governed by the pen you have already selected.

If a halo has been set, it is only used on the half of the polygon which has been
drawn with the ThickThick pen. The style, the corner/end forms and the fill are generated
automatically from the current attributes selected in the AttributesAttributes and FillsFills

windows.
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You can change these attributes subsequently in a number of ways. To do this,
select the segments or the sides you want to change. Now click the button for the
required attribute, e.g. a pen, in the AttributesAttributes window. The window of the required
attribute appears. You can now change the attribute.

NoteNote

If you assign a pen to a polygon you have selected, this pen will be applied
uniformly to all the sides. The different line thicknesses set initially will be lost as
a result.

The fill of a polygon can also be changed without having to select the elements
(see Show Fill Window on page 408).

Double clicking a polygon or a side you have selected changes the pen. The new
pen is the switch pen of the old pen (see the Edit penEdit pen dialog in Show Attribute
Window on page 352). This feature allows you, for example, to reverse the
distribution of inner and outer edges, i.e. of ThickThick and ThinThin, with ease.

NoteNote

When you use the PensPens window in the AttributesAttributes window to assign a pen, the style
and halo are applied in the form they have been defined for the new pen. Whereas
if you use the double-click method to change a pen the old style and halo settings
are retained.
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ElementElement InfoInfo
In element info, you can change the length and angle of the sides of a polygon.
Select a polygon, then choose ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info.

NoteNote

The ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info command can only be executed for a single element.

You can perform changes by making entries in the respective fields. These changes
will be displayed roughly in the preview box at the upper right.

The current side is already selected in the display field and you can switch to the

next or last segment by clicking the Next segmentNext segment and Last segmentLast segment

buttons respectively. The changes you make are always applied to the selected
side.

LengthLength andand AngleAngle

As with a polyline, you can also change the length and angle of individual sides of
polygons. The method for doing this is the same in both cases.

Since, however, the orientation of the sides almost always leads to awkward
angles, this is not the best way to change a polygon. The display function for the
angles and lengths is, however, useful if you want to use these dimensions for
other purposes.

The values displayed correspond to the lengths which you can verify in the
printout.
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NoteNote

The dimensions displayed while you are drawing correspond to the
unforeshortened values along the major axes.

QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

You can confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Clicking the CancelCancel button quits the
dialog box without applying any changes you have made.

ConvertingConverting thethe ElementElement

You can use ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into elementsinto elements to convert polygons into individual
lines. These lines are initially grouped together after being converted. You can edit
the lines individually once they have been ungrouped by executing ElementElement ▶▶
UngroupUngroup.

NoteNote

A polygon is automatically converted into lines or polylines if you delete
individual sides.

You can use the ElementElement ▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into Bézier partsinto Bézier parts command to convert a
polygon into a Bézier path.

NoteNote

The single lines or the Bézier path cannot be converted back into the former
polygon.
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Using the four DimensionDimension tools, you can easily add a dimension to an illustration in
the same way as to a technical drawing. The leader lines, dimension arrows and the
dimension itself are generated automatically.

Dimensioning is primarily required for drawings in a flat view. Along with the
option of overwriting the defaulted dimension in the dialog box, there are also
further options for using the tools. Setting dimensions and text information can be
added to illustrations for e.g. operating instructions very easily indeed.
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Depending on what you want to add a dimension to, the following four dimension
tools are available to you: Dimension, linearDimension, linear, Dimension, angleDimension, angle, Dimension, radiusDimension, radius,
and Dimension,Dimension, diameterdiameter.
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Dimension,Dimension, LinearLinear
You can use this tool to add a dimension to the distance between two freely
selectable points. In the simplest case, a dimension can be generated between the
start and end points of a line. Because you can freely select the starting points for
the dimension, you can define any dimension on the line connecting the start and
end points of an element. A dimension that includes multiple elements can also be
generated.

The alignment of the leader lines depends on the grid currently set. These leader
lines are always dragged parallel to the major axes. The text element is also
oriented in accordance with the current grid. The two examples that follow show
the difference in the alignment in relation to the grid used.

Select the Dimension, linearDimension, linear tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes an

arrow(1)arrow(1) cursor. This means that you should now select the position for the
start point of the dimension. Click on the required point on the element. When you

have hit the element, the pointer becomes an arrow(2)arrow(2) cursor, thereby
requesting you to select the position for the end point of the dimension. Select the
point by clicking it and holding down the mouse button.

The example shows the steps involved in defining a dimension:

Now, when you move the mouse, you can see the leader lines, the dimension
arrows and the dimension itself. Drag the leader lines until they are at the required
distance from the elements of the drawing.
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When you release the mouse button, the following dialog box will appear:

The dimension, as determined by Arbortext IsoDraw, is shown in the entry field.
Clicking on OKOK confirms the preference. If you want to enter another dimension or
some text, click in the entry field and enter your data. Then confirm with OKOK. If
you click on CancelCancel, the dimension generation process will be aborted.

When you exit the dialog box with OKOK, the dimension appears on the drawing. All
the elements associated with the dimension (leader lines, dimension arrows and the
text element) are grouped. If you want to edit individual elements later, you must
first ungroup the elements using ElementElement ▶▶ UngroupUngroup.

The direction in which the leader lines are dragged depends on the order in which
you select the two dimension points.

When you select the dimension points with the arrow(1)arrow(1) cursor, then the arrow(2)arrow(2)

cursor—from left to right/from bottom to top—the leader lines are dragged
downwards/to the right. When selecting from right to left/top to bottom, the leader
lines point upwards/to the left.
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If you hold down the SHIFT key while dragging the leader lines, their direction is
reversed.

If a dimension is to relate to element points, the cursor must contact the element
points. Element points have a magnetic effect thanks to the magnetic radius. The
element points are always contacted when you click inside the magnetic radius.
The magnetic radius is set on the GridGrid preferences panel under EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences.
(See Preferences on page 108.)

The appearance of the leader lines, dimension arrows and dimension (text element)
depends on the preferences that have been set. With the menu command EditEdit ▶▶
PreferencesPreferences, you can set the pen attributes and the different distances for the leader
lines and dimension arrows on the DimensionsDimensions preferences panel. You can select
the font, set the number of decimal places and define the vertical distance to the
dimension arrows. This vertical distance determines whether one or two dimension
arrows are generated.

Dimension,Dimension, AngleAngle
This tool can be used to add dimensions to the angle between two elements. On a
technical drawing, it is often necessary to add dimensions to a chamfer on the work
piece. In this case, you must draw a leader line as a second element before adding
dimensions.

The generated dimension arrows depend on the grid which is currently set. In one
view, the dimension arrows are generated from a circle. If there is a perspective
grid in the background, the dimension arrows are created from the ellipse in one of
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the three major planes. Moving the mouse makes the auxiliary ellipse jump to the
next major plane. The orientation of the text is adapted to match the orientation of
the ellipse.

If you hold down the ALT key when the auxiliary ellipse appears, the latter can be
freely rotated, as with an EllipseEllipse element. The orientation of the displayed
dimension changes with the orientation of the ellipse. You can use this function for
optimum alignment of the dimension arrows relative to the reference elements
when adding dimensions to a perspective drawing.

Select the Dimension, angleDimension, angle tool from the toolbox. The pointer changes to an

arrow(1)arrow(1) cursor. This indicates that you should now select the first element of
the angle. Click on the first element for the angle. When you have hit the element,

the pointer changes to an arrow(2)arrow(2) cursor, thereby requesting you to select the
second angle element. Select the element by clicking it and hold down the mouse
button.

The example shows the steps involved in defining an angle dimension. The leader
lines have already been drawn:

When you move the mouse, you will see the outline of an auxiliary circle with the
dimension arrows and the angle dimension. Drag the circle to the required
orientation for the dimension arrows.
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When you release the mouse button, the following dialog box will appear:

The dimension, as determined by Arbortext IsoDraw, is shown in the entry field.
Clicking on OKOK confirms the preference. If you want to enter another dimension or
some text, click in the entry field and enter your data. Then confirm with OKOK. If
you click on CancelCancel, generation of the angle dimension will be aborted. This
vertical distance determines whether one or two dimension arrows are generated.

When you exit the dialog box with OKOK, the angle dimension appears on the
drawing. All the elements associated with the dimension (dimension arrows and
the text element) are grouped. If you want to edit individual elements later, you
must first ungroup the elements using ElementElement ▶▶ UngroupUngroup.

The angle dimension between the elements clicked on in succession (sides of the
angle) is always generated. When the circle or ellipse appears with the dimension
arrows after clicking on the elements and you hold down the SHIFT key, the
explementary angle is generated.

without SHIFT key with SHIFT key
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The appearance of the dimension arrows and the dimension (text element) depends
on the preferences that have been set previously. With the menu command EditEdit ▶▶
PreferencesPreferences, you can set the pen attributes for the dimension arrows on the
DimensionsDimensions preferences panel. You can select the font, set the number of decimal
places and define the vertical distance to the dimension arrows.

Dimension,Dimension, RadiusRadius
You can use this tool to add dimensions to a circle, ellipse or any segment with a
radius.

The generated dimension arrow points to the element from outside. When the
dimension arrow appears, it is located in one of the three major axes of the grid.
With a movement of the mouse, the dimension arrow jumps to the next axis. The
orientation of the text is shown in accordance with the set grid and the orientation
of the dimension arrow.

If you hold down the ALT key when the dimension arrow appears, the latter can be
freely rotated around the contour of the element. The orientation of the text
element depends on the orientation of the dimension arrow. You can use this
function for optimum alignment of the dimension arrow relative to the reference
element.
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Select the Dimension, radiusDimension, radius tool from the toolbox. Click on any point on the
element that you want to add a dimension to. Hold down the mouse button.

In this example, a dimension is added to a rounded edge:

If you now move the mouse, the dimension arrow appears along with the
dimension. Drag the dimension arrow until it reaches the required length and find
the best position for the dimension by freely rotating it.

When you release the mouse button, the following dialog box will appear:

The dimension, as determined by Arbortext IsoDraw, is shown in the entry field.
Clicking on OKOK confirms the preference. If you want to enter another dimension or
some text, click in the entry field and enter your data. Then confirm with OKOK. If
you click on CancelCancel, dimension generation will be aborted.
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When you exit the dialog box with OKOK, the dimension appears on the drawing. The
elements relating to the dimension (dimension arrows and the text element) are
grouped. If you want to edit individual elements later, you must first ungroup the
elements using menu command ElementElement ▶▶ UngroupUngroup.

The appearance of the dimension arrows and the dimension (text element) depends
on the preferences set previously. With menu command EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences, you
can set the pen attributes for the dimension arrows in the DimensionsDimensions preferences
panel. You can select the font, set the number of decimal places and define the
vertical distance to the dimension arrows.

Dimension,Dimension, DiameterDiameter
You can use this tool to add dimensions to a circle, ellipse or any segment of these
elements with a diameter.

The generated dimension can lie inside the element with the dimension arrows or
outside the element with additional leader lines as with the Dimension, linearDimension, linear tool.
The leader lines are dragged parallel to the grid axes. When the dimension arrows/
leader lines appear, they are located in one of the three major axes of the grid. With
a movement of the mouse, they jump to the next axis. The orientation of the text is
shown in accordance with the orientation of the circle/ellipse which dimensions are
being added to.
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If you hold down the ALT key when the dimension arrows/leader lines appear, the
dimension arrow can be freely rotated within the contour of the element. The
leader lines outside the element can also be freely rotated around the contour. The
orientation of the displayed dimension changes with the orientation of the
dimension arrows/leader lines. You can use this function for optimum alignment of
the dimension position relative to the reference element.

Select the Dimension, diameterDimension, diameter tool from the toolbox. Click on any point on
the element that you want to add a dimension to. Hold down the mouse button.

In this example, a dimension is added to a bore:

Move the mouse. When the cursor is inside the element, you will see the
dimension arrows along with the dimension. When you move the cursor outside
the element, the leader lines also appear. Move the cursor to the position where the
chosen dimension is required and find the optimum dimension position by freely
rotating the dimension.

When you release the mouse button, the following dialog box will appear:

The dimension, as determined by Arbortext IsoDraw, is shown in the entry field.
Clicking on OKOK confirms the preference. If you want to enter another dimension or
some text, click in the entry field and enter your data. Then confirm with OKOK. If
you click on CancelCancel, dimension generation will be aborted.
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When you exit the dialog box with OKOK, the dimension appears on the drawing. The
elements relating to the dimension (leader lines, dimension arrows and the text
element) are grouped. If you want to edit individual elements later, you must first
ungroup the elements using menu command ElementElement ▶▶ UngroupUngroup.

The appearance of the leader lines, the dimension arrows and the dimension (text
element) depends on the preferences set previously. With menu command EditEdit ▶▶
PreferencesPreferences, you can set the pen attributes and the different distances for the leader
lines and dimension arrows in the DimensionsDimensions preferences panel. You can select
the font, set the number of decimal places and define the vertical distance to the
dimension arrows. This vertical distance determines whether one or two dimension
arrows are generated.
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Use the Callout tools in the Palette Window Toolbox to manually create or
renumber callouts, or to connect callouts to objects in your drawing.
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AboutAbout CalloutCallout ToolsTools

• Use the CalloutCallout tool to create new Callout elements. (See Creating a
Callout on page 561.)

• Use the Renumber calloutsRenumber callouts tool to manually renumber automatically-
numbered callouts. (See Changing the Numbering for Callouts Manually on
page 566.)

• Use the Connected calloutConnected callout tool to connect Callout objects to other objects
in the drawing. (See Callouts Connected to Objects on page 568.)

AboutAbout CalloutCallout ObjectsObjects andand ConnectedConnected CalloutsCallouts

Callouts you create manually with the CalloutCallout tool are Callout elements. A
Callout element must be converted to a Callout object before you can connect it to

a drawing object using the Connected calloutConnected callout tool.

To convert a Callout element to a Callout object, add object information to it, the
same as you would if you were converting a graphical element to an graphical
object. (See Object Info on page 223.)

NoteNote

Automatically-created callouts are created as Callout objects that are connected to
drawing objects.

AboutAbout CalloutCallout StylingStyling

You can change the text and graphical attributes of selected callouts in the CalloutCallout

element info dialog box. (See Callout Element Info on page 565.) In addition, if
you select a connected Callout object, you can view its Connected ObjectsConnected Objects

properties in the CalloutCallout element info dialog box as well.

You can use the CalloutsCallouts window in the attribute window to apply a predefined
callout style (a named set of callout text and graphical attributes) to selected
callouts. You can also create and edit callout styles in the Edit callout styleEdit callout style dialog
box available from the CalloutsCallouts window menu. (See Show Attribute Window on
page 352).
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CreatingCreating aa CalloutCallout
A Callout element consists of a group of three individual elements – the text
element, the frame around the text element, and the leader line.

Select the CalloutCallout tool from the toolbox. Click on the point on the drawing
area at which the callout element is to be placed or the point where it is to start.
When you release the mouse button after clicking, the text element appears with
the frame. If, instead of this, you click with the drawing cursor on the drawing area
and drag the line as it becomes visible, you will create a callout element with
leader line. Different callout styles are required for each of the two examples (see
Show Attribute Window on page 352).

GridGrid AlignmentAlignment

The orientation of a callout element with leader line depends on whether or not
grid alignment is switched on when the element is created. If the Grid alignmentGrid alignment

function is active , the callout element is forced into one of the three major
planes of the current grid depending on the direction it is dragged in.

Without Grid alignmentGrid alignment , the callout element can be rotated freely.

This setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the ALT key while
dragging.

GridGrid SnapSnap andand ElementElement SnapSnap

Start points of leader lines can be attracted by neighboring grid or element points.

Whether or not they are attracted depends on the current setting of Grid snapGrid snap

and Element snapElement snap .

The Grid snapGrid snap setting can be temporarily reversed by holding down the CTRL key
while dragging.
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ShowShow DynamicDynamic DimensionsDimensions onon thethe ElementElement

If the Show Dynamic DimensionsShow Dynamic Dimensions option has been activated, length information
is displayed for callout leader lines as they are being dragged. If the line is located
on one of the major axes of the current grid or in the horizontal plane, the length of
the line will be displayed. If this is not the case, two dimensions will be displayed
– namely, the lengths along the two major axes involved.

DisplayingDisplaying DimensionsDimensions inin thethe DimensionsDimensions BarBar

The dimensions bar shows a maximum of three dimensions when a leader line is
dragged. The first field shows the length of the leader line without perspective
foreshortening. No dimension will be displayed if the leader line lies outside the
major axes of a parallel perspective. The second field shows the actual length of
the leader line, i.e. the true lengthtrue length. The third field indicates the orientation angleorientation angle of
the leader line relative to the horizontal.

SelectingSelecting aa CalloutCallout
You select a Callout element by clicking its contour with the arrowarrow cursor. If there
is no leader line, the text element is selected. If there is a leader line, the leader line
is selected.
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ModifiyingModifiying CalloutsCallouts
You can change the leader line later. Click on the text element with the selected
CalloutCallout tool. If you hold down the mouse button, you can extend the leader line.
You can add segments as often as you like. This option enables you to create multi-
section leader lines.

If you have created a callout element without a leader line, you can add a leader
line later by clicking on the text element.

ModifyingModifying CalloutsCallouts withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor
MovingMoving CalloutsCallouts

You can move a Callout element anywhere in your drawing with the Arrow cursorArrow cursor

tool by first selecting the element and then moving it to a new position while
holding down the mouse button.

If you hold down the SHIFT key during this process, the direction in which you
can move the element is restricted to the major axes of the current grid and the
horizontal axis.

When grid snap or element snap is switched on, the element points snap to the
nearest element or grid points.

ChangingChanging LeaderLeader LineLine LengthLength andand OrientationOrientation

You can change the length and orientation of a leader line by clicking on one of the
red element points and moving it, while holding down the mouse button, to a new
position.

In the same way as when you generate callouts with a leader line, the settings for
grid snap, element snap, and grid alignment are also applied to any changes you
make.
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It is possible to retain the direction of a leader line by holding down the SHIFT key
while you move the end point of the leader line to a new position.

DeletingDeleting CalloutsCallouts
When you delete a callout, the following message window appears:

Here you are asked if you want to reassign the callout entry that has been rendered
redundant by the deletion of the callout. If you click NoNo, the remaining callouts
stay unchanged. If you click YesYes, the numbering of all callouts with this calloutcallout
stylestyle is updated. The entry for the deleted callout is reassigned.

FormForm
The form of a callout element is determined by the style that has been assigned.
You can change styles and define new styles in the CalloutCallout window. This can
influence the three individual elements (reference line, text element and text
frame).

When you create a new callout element, this element is automatically assigned the
style selected at this time in the CalloutCallout window.
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CalloutCallout ElementElement InfoInfo
You can change the style of a callout by selecting it, then choosing ElementElement ▶▶
Element InfoElement Info . This opens the CalloutCallout window. You can overwrite the style options
shown in the CalloutCallout window.

NoteNote

The ElementElement ▶▶ Element infoElement info command can only be executed for a single element.

You can perform changes by making selections or entries in the respective fields.
These changes will be displayed roughly in the display window at the upper right.
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QuittingQuitting thethe DialogDialog BoxBox

You can confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Clicking the CancelCancel button quits the
dialog box without applying any changes you have made.

ConvertingConverting thethe CalloutCallout ElementElement

Callout elements can be converted into their individual elements using the ElementElement
▶▶ ConvertConvert ▶▶ into elementsinto elements command.

At first, the individual elements are grouped together. You can edit the elements
individually once they have been ungrouped by executing the ElementElement ▶▶ UngroupUngroup

command.

NoteNote

If a callout element is ungrouped into individual elements, the callout functionality
is lost.

ChangingChanging thethe NumberingNumbering forfor CalloutsCallouts
ManuallyManually
The Renumber calloutsRenumber callouts tool allows you to manually change the automaticautomatic
numberingnumberingschemescheme within the set scheme (numbers, letters). You can set individual
number entries to a value outside the current numbering scheme.

If you want to change individual entries, select the Renumber calloutsRenumber callouts tool from
the toolbox.

Click on the text element where you want to change the numbering. A small red 1
appears on the text element. If you hold down the SHIFT key and click on the next
element, a red 2 appears on the element. When you click on the next element, a red
3 appears on it. You can thus define the numbering for all callouts with the same
callout style as required. The current numbering, the elements selected with the
tool and the new numbering are shown underneath from left to right.
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If you hold down the ALT key while clicking a text element, the same red number
appears as for the previous element. Callouts that have the same red selection
numbers will subsequently have the same entry.

If you then click on the free drawing area, the following dialog box appears:

If you click NoNo, the numbering is not updated. If you select YesYes, the numbering is
updated in accordance with the sequence you have chosen.

ChangingChanging EntriesEntries withwith thethe ArrowArrow CursorCursor
For each callout, you can change the numerical entry as required within the defined
scheme. Identical entries are also possible.

Select the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool. Select a callout.

The entries can be incremented or decremented using the specified key
combinations. This applies for both numerical and the letter-based patterns.

KeyKey CombinationsCombinations
When you press the key combination CTRL+UPARROW, the numbering will be
incremented by one. The combination CTRL+DOWN ARROW decrements it by
one.

If you also hold down the SHIFT key, the change will be plus or minus five
respectively.

Number increments by one; CTRL+UPARROW

Number decrements by one: CTRL+DOWN ARROW

Number increments by five: CTRL+SHIFT+UPARROW

Number decrements by five: CTRL+SHIFT+DOWN ARROW

When you have changed callout entries in this way, you can then continue to apply
the numbering functions as described, using the Renumber calloutsRenumber callouts tool.
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CalloutsCallouts ConnectedConnected toto ObjectsObjects
Callouts can be connected to the objects they point to and vice-versa. The
connection between callouts and objects is both logical, based on an internal
object/callout link list, and graphical, based on the anchor point of the callout
leader line.

Connected callouts and connected objects look like regular callouts and objects,
but they behave differently. For example, if you:

• Drag a connected object, the leader lines of all callouts connected to the object
move with it. (See Moving Objects with Connected Callouts on page 569.)

• Cut or copy connected objects or callouts, then paste them, their object/callout
links will be broken. To link them, reapply the object/callout connection
procedure. (See Editing Objects with Connected Callouts on page 570.)

• Right-click a connected callout, and then click Select connected objectsSelect connected objects from
the context menu—you select all objects that are connected to that callout.

You can create connected callouts manually by drawing, or, generate them
automatically from an object list.

• To create connected callouts manually, use the Connected calloutConnected callout tool to:

○ Draw connected callouts for selected objects.

○ Connect an unconnected Callout object to an object in the drawing.

(See Drawing Connected Callouts on page 571.)

• To create connected callouts automatically, use the Generate callouts forGenerate callouts for
objectsobjects command in the ObjectsObjects window menu with Link callouts to objectsLink callouts to objects

selected. This command can generate connected callouts for:

○ All objects in the illustration.

○ All objects in a list you import into (PlacePlace in) the illustration.

(See Generating Connected Callouts Automatically on page 573 and Generate
Callouts for Objects on page 433.)

A connected callout and the object it is connected to must be on the same layer. If
you connect a callout to an object on a different layer, the callout is moved to the
object’s layer after they are connected.
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MovingMoving ObjectsObjects withwith ConnectedConnected CalloutsCallouts
The leader lines of connected callouts can move with the objects they are
connected to when you drag the objects. The move behavior depends on whether
or not your object selection includes the connected callout’s “reference object.”
The reference object is the first object you selected when you created the
connected callout.

NoteNote

You can select multiple objects to connect to when you create a connected callout.
However, the existing callout’s leader line will only attach to the reference object.
So, if you want the leader line to move with a particular object, be sure to select
that object first.

Connected callout-to-object move behaviors are described below for the one-to-
one, one-to-many, and many-to-many cases. These behaviors describe how
connected callouts leader lines move when you drag objects connected to them.
You can, of course, select both connected callouts and objects and then drag them,
just as you would unconnected callouts and objects.

MovingMoving oneone objectobject connectedconnected toto oneone calloutcallout

When you drag one object that only has one connected callout, the anchor point of
the callout leader line moves with the object while its callout text frame remains
stationary.

MovingMoving multiplemultiple objectsobjects connectedconnected toto oneone calloutcallout

When you drag a selection of objects, some or all of which are connected to a
callout, and the selection:

• Includes the connected callout’s reference object: the anchor point of the
callout leader line moves with the reference object while its callout text frame
remains stationary.

• Does not include the reference object: the anchor point of the callout leader
remains stationary (as does the callout text frame).

MovingMoving multiplemultiple objectsobjects connectedconnected toto multiplemultiple calloutscallouts

When you drag a selection of objects, some or all of which are connected to one or
more callouts, and the selection:
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• Includes one or more reference objects for the connected callouts: the anchor
points of the callout leader lines move with their reference objects while their
callout text frames remain stationary.

• Does not include any reference objects: the anchor points of all callout leaders
remain stationary (as do the callout text frames).

EditingEditing ObjectsObjects withwith ConnectedConnected CalloutsCallouts
You can edit an object with connected callouts and get the same results as if the
object did not have connected callouts. However, some editing actions will also
affect the object’s connected callouts.

TransformingTransforming ObjectsObjects withwith ConnectedConnected CalloutsCallouts

If you transform (e.g., rotate or scale) an object with connected callouts, the callout
leader line anchor points remain fixed.

NoteNote

If you drag or MoveMove an object with connected callouts, the callout leader lines
move with the object. (See Moving Objects with Connected Callouts on page 569.)

PastingPasting ObjectsObjects withwith ConnectedConnected CalloutsCallouts

If you cut or copy connected objects or callouts, then paste them, their object/
callout links will be broken. To link them, reapply the object/callout connection
procedure:

1. Click the Connected calloutConnected callout tool.

2. Click the object(s).

3. Click the callout text.

ChangingChanging LayersLayers forfor ObjectsObjects withwith ConnectedConnected CalloutsCallouts

Objects and their connected callouts can be on different layers. This enables you
to, for example, create a layer for callouts that you can make visible or invisible.

To move connected objects or callouts to a different layer without breaking their
object/callout links, use the Selection to active layerSelection to active layer command on the LayerLayer menu
in the AttributesAttributes window.
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DrawingDrawing ConnectedConnected CalloutsCallouts

To draw connected callouts for selected objects, use the Connected calloutConnected callout

tool. (See Callout on page 559.)

NoteNote

The first object you select when creating a connected callout is the “reference
object” for that callout. (See Moving Objects with Connected Callouts on page
569.)

1. Open a file with one or more objects.

NoteNote

Drawing elements must have object information assigned before you can
connect callouts to them.

2. Select the Connected calloutConnected callout tool. If no objects are selected, the pointer

becomes an object selection arrow .

3. Select the object or objects you want to connect the callout to. You can:

• Click an object in the drawing area.

• Click an object ID or object name in the ObjectsObjects window tree.

• SHIFT-click to add objects to the current selection.

• CTRL-click a selected object to select its parent object.

• (For objects directly below the current layer only): Use the Arrow cursorArrow cursor

tool to drag a selection rectangle or ALT-drag to lasso objects in a
selection area.

4. After you select objects, the pointer becomes an isometric symbol.

If you want to change your selection:

a. Press ESC; the pointer changes back to an object selection arrow .

b. Select objects again as described in Step 3.

5. While the pointer is an isometric symbol, draw the connected callout:

a. Click to set the callout leader line’s anchor point location.

b. Drag to set the length and direction of the leader line.
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c. Release the mouse button to set the callout text frame location. Releasing
without dragging creates a callout text frame with no leader line.

NoteNote

You can select multiple objects to connect to before you draw the
connected callout. However, the new callout’s leader line will only attach to
the reference object. So, if you want the leader line to move with a
particular object, be sure to select that object first. (See Moving Objects
with Connected Callouts on page 569.)

6. When you finish creating a connected callout, the pointer becomes an object

selection arrow again. To create another connected callout, repeat this
procedure starting at Step 3 above.

ConnectingConnecting ExistingExisting CalloutsCallouts toto ObjectsObjects
To connect existing (connected or unconnected) callouts to graphical objects, use

the Connected calloutConnected callout tool. (See Callout on page 559.)

NoteNote

The first object you select when creating a connected callout is the “reference
object” for that callout. (See Moving Objects with Connected Callouts on page
569.)

1. Open a file with one or more objects and existing (connected or unconnected)
callouts.

NoteNote

Existing callouts and drawing elements must both have object information
assigned before you can connect them.

2. Select the Connected calloutConnected callout tool. If no objects are selected, the pointer

becomes an object selection arrow .

3. Select the object or objects you want to connect the existing callout to. You
can:

• Click an object in the drawing area.

• Click an object ID or object name in the ObjectsObjects window tree.

• SHIFT-click to add objects to the current selection.
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• CTRL-click a selected object to select its parent object.

• (For objects directly below the current layer only): Use the Arrow cursorArrow cursor

tool to drag a selection rectangle or ALT-drag to lasso objects in a
selection area.

4. After you select objects, the pointer becomes an isometric symbol.

If you want to change your selection:

a. Press ESC; the pointer changes back to an object selection arrow .

b. Select objects again as described in Step 3.

5. While the pointer is an isometric symbol, click inside the text frame of an
existing (connected or unconnected) callout. This connects all selected objects
to that existing callout. (No new callout is created.)

NoteNote

You can select multiple objects to connect to before you click the existing
callout’s text frame. However, the existing callout’s leader line will only attach
to the reference object. So, if you want the leader line to move with a particular
object, be sure to select that object first. (See Moving Objects with Connected
Callouts on page 569.)

6. When you finish creating a connected callout, the pointer becomes an object

selection arrow again. To create another connected callout, repeat this
procedure starting at Step 3 above.

GeneratingGenerating ConnectedConnected CalloutsCallouts AutomaticallyAutomatically
You can generate connected callouts automatically for all graphical objects in:

• The illustration.

• An object list in an XML file.

• A BOM (bill of material) in a placed XML file.

Assign object information to elements before you attempt generate connected
callouts for them. You can only generate callouts for objects in a placed XML-
BOM file that is structurally valid.

1. Open an illustration that contains objects you want to generate connected
callouts for.

2. In the WindowWindow menu, click Show object windowShow object window.
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3. In the ObjectsObjects dialog box, click the arrow button to open the menu and then
click Generate callouts for objectsGenerate callouts for objects.

4. In the Create calloutsCreate callouts dialog box under Object or group selectionObject or group selection in the CreateCreate
calloutscallouts list, click only for objectsonly for objects, for listfor list, or for BOMfor BOM.

5. If you selected for listfor list or for BOMfor BOM, click the FileFile button to the right of the CreateCreate
calloutscallouts list to select either:

• A callout file in the Select a callout fileSelect a callout file dialog box

• An XML BOM file in the Select a BOM fileSelect a BOM file dialog box

Click OKOK to select the file and close the dialog box.

6. In the Create calloutsCreate callouts dialog box under Object or group selectionObject or group selection, select the
LinkLink calloutscallouts toto objectsobjects check box.

7. (Optional if you selected only for objectsonly for objects or for listfor list in the Create calloutsCreate callouts list):
Select the Only visible objectsOnly visible objects check box to generate connected callouts for
visible objects only.

8. Change any other callout or object settings as needed in the Create calloutsCreate callouts

dialog box (see Generate Callouts for Objects on page 433) and then click OKOK.
Arbortext IsoDraw generates connected callouts for all specified objects.
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1212
BucketBucket

The BucketBucket tool lets you fill areas which are bordered by elements or parts of
elements.
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Arbortext IsoDraw can assign fills to elements such as ellipses, rectangles, Bézier
paths or polygons. However, you will often need to fill an area which is bordered
by more than a single element. In this case, you will need to generate an element
which follows the precise contour of this area. This element, known as a Bézier
path, can then be given the required fill.

No elements have been selected. Select the color or pattern you want for your fill

from the FillsFills window. Select the BucketBucket tool. The pointer becomes a bucketbucket

cursor. Click the area you want to fill.

A Bézier path is generated which encloses the area. It lies in front of all other
elements and has the fill you selected from the menu. You can change this fill
subsequently in the same way that you can change any other element. Place this
element in the background so that you can see the contour of the original elements.
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This tool will help your work significantly when generating fills. You may find,
however, that some fills are not generated as you intended. In these cases, check
that there are no gaps between the individual elements.

NoteNote

If you are unable to generate the fill, you can use the Join BéziersJoin Béziers or Join PolylinesJoin Polylines

functions from the ElementElement menu to generate the path.
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Single Parallel Path ................................................................................................. 581
Double Parallel Path ................................................................................................ 582
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The Parallel pathsParallel paths functions will help you generate paths at a specified distance
from the original elements. You can choose between a Single parallel pathSingle parallel path and a
Double parallel pathDouble parallel path. The tool at the bottom of this menu is the BlendBlend tool.

NoteNote

Parallels can be generated for lines, rectangles, ellipses, Bèzier paths and polygons.
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SingleSingle ParallelParallel PathPath
This tool lets you generate parallels for selected elements.

Select the element(s) you want to generate parallels for. Select the Single parallelSingle parallel

pathpath tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes an arrow tip . Click one
of the selected elements with the mouse button. Hold down the mouse button and
move the mouse away from the element you have clicked on. When you move the
mouse you will be able to see how the parallel path will look. When you release
the mouse button, Arbortext IsoDraw will generate the path.

If you want to maintain a specific distance (offset), hold down the SHIFT key
while you click the original element. The following dialog box appears:

Enter a value for the offset. If you want to generate parallels on both sides of the
original elements, select generate parallels on both sidesgenerate parallels on both sides. Confirm with OKOK.

Parallels will be generated on one or both sides of the original elements depending
on your inputs.
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DoubleDouble ParallelParallel PathPath
This tool allows you to generate parallels on both sides of selected elements.

Select the element(s) you want to generate parallels for. Select the Double parallelDouble parallel

pathpath tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes an arrow tip . Click one
of the selected elements with the mouse button. Hold down the mouse button and
move the mouse away from the element you have clicked on. When you move the
mouse you will be able to see how the parallel paths will look. When you release
the mouse button, Arbortext IsoDraw will generate the paths. At the same time the
original elements will be deleted. This provides you with a very easy way of
drawing a cable beginning from a center line.

If you want to maintain a specific distance (offset) or want to retain the original
elements, hold the SHIFT key down while you click the element. The same dialog
box used for single parallel paths will appear:

Enter a value for the offset. If you want to generate parallels on both sides of the
original elements, select generate parallels on both sidesgenerate parallels on both sides. Confirm with OKOK.
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Parallels will be generated on one or both sides of the original elements depending
on your inputs.

BlendBlend ToolTool
You can use the BlendBlend tool to generate elements between two Bèzier paths, the
form and fill of these elements being blended from one path to another.

To do this, select the BlendBlend tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes an

arrow(1)arrow(1) cursor. Click the end point of one path. The pointer changes to an

arrow(2)arrow(2) cursor. Now click the end point of the second path.

The following dialog box appears:
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Use this window to enter the number of intermediate steps you want to generate.
Confirm with OKOK to generate the elements.

In this case, only the form of the elements changes. If the paths have fills, you can
generate interesting graphical effects.

Draw two circles as shown in the illustration and convert them into Bèzier paths.
Select both paths and choose No penNo pen from the PensPens window in order to remove the
contour. Now set the fill for the large circle to black in the FillsFills window. Select
white for the small path.

Select the BlendBlend tool from the toolbox and click the marked points one after the
other. Enter 100 for the number.
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The ProjectionProjection tools will help you project elements into another perspective plane
or onto solids.

NoteNote

Image elements and placed files containing image elements cannot be transformed
using this function.
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PlanePlane ProjectionProjection
The Plane projectionPlane projection tool allows you to drag selected elements onto another
perspective plane.

This function allows you to use existing parts in another perspective. This can be
useful, for example, if you want to change a technical view into a perspective view.
Furthermore, you can project elements from one perspective into another.

PerspectivePerspective PlanesPlanes

A perspective plane is an area of any orientation which is located in free space. It is
obtained when, for example, you move a rectangle into a perspective orientation
using transformations such as moving, rotation, reflection and distortion.

Unlike 3D programs, Arbortext IsoDraw does not require you to perform
calculations and the like in order to locate a plane. In
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess you define a plane with the ellipse. Every ellipse
can define the plane it is located in by means of the ellipse value and orientation
angle.

NoteNote

A thread also contains all the information relating to the plane it is located in. The
term ellipse will be used in the following sections, even if the statements are also
valid for threads.

When using the Plane projectionPlane projection tool, it is important you are able to see the planes
you are working with. The left-hand illustration shows you a plane in a flat view
which is to be projected into a perspective plane. The right-hand illustration shows
two planes between which elements can be projected.
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StartingStarting andand TargetTarget PlanesPlanes

If you want to drag elements from one plane to another, Arbortext IsoDraw needs
to know the planes involved. The starting plane defines the plane the elements are
located in, while the target plane defines the plane which the elements are to be
projected into. Both planes are defined by ellipses:

The starting plane is defined by the ellipse you click with the cursor in order to
drag all the selected elements into the new plane. If you click a different element
instead, the starting plane will be assumed to be a flat view.

The target plane is defined by the ellipse you touch with the cursor while you are
dragging the selected elements over the drawing. If you release the mouse button
while this ellipse is selected, the elements will be dragged into this plane. If there is
no ellipse due to the fact that you have released the mouse button over an empty
part of the drawing, Arbortext IsoDraw assumes that you want to drag all the
selected elements from a plane into a flat view.

Three different projections result:

• If only the target plane exists, the elements are dragged from a flat view into a
plane.

• If only the starting plane exists, the elements are dragged from a plane into a
flat view.

• If both the starting plane and target plane exist, the elements are dragged from
one plane to a new one.

NoteNote

If the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool is activated, you can switch to the Plane projectionPlane projection tool by
pressing the CTRL key. You can release the CTRL key again as soon as you have
started dragging.

ProjectionProjection fromfrom aa ViewView intointo aa PlanePlane

Select the elements you want to drag into the plane. Select the Plane projectionPlane projection

tool. The pointer becomes a move handmove hand .
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Now click one of the selected elements and drag it over the drawing area. The

move handmove hand becomes a fistfist . Each ellipse you touch with the cursor during the
dragging operation will be selected. If you release the mouse button while an
ellipse is selected, all the dragged elements will be projected into this plane.

ProjectionProjection fromfrom aa PlanePlane intointo aa ViewView

Select the elements you want to drag into a view. Select the Plane projectionPlane projection

tool. The pointer becomes a move handmove hand .

Now click one of the selected ellipses and drag it to an empty space on the drawing

area. The move handmove hand becomes a fistfist . As soon as you release the mouse button,
the dragged elements will be projected out of their current plane into a flat view.

ProjectionProjection fromfrom OneOne PlanePlane intointo AnotherAnother

Select the elements you want to drag from one plane into another. Select the PlanePlane

projectionprojection tool. The pointer becomes a move handmove hand .
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Now click one of the selected ellipses and drag it over the drawing area. The movemove

handhand becomes a fistfist . Each ellipse you touch with the cursor during the
dragging operation will be selected. If you release the mouse button while an
ellipse is selected, all the dragged elements will be projected out of their current
plane into the target plane.

AA FewFew TipsTips

The Plane projectionPlane projection tool can greatly simplify the task of working with
perspectives. For example, it is often easier to perform changes in a flat view rather
than in perspective. Do so by dragging the elements out of their perspective plane
into a flat view. Augment or edit them here and then drag them back to the starting
plane.

If you move elements back and forth between two planes, they may often not be
positioned at the correct angle on the target plane. You should then use the

Perspective rotationPerspective rotation tool to move the elements to the required orientation.

If you hold down the ALT key while dragging the elements, the latter will be
scaled so that the diameter of the starting ellipse corresponds to that of the target
ellipse.

ProjectionProjection ToolsTools andand SolidsSolids
Since Arbortext IsoDraw is not a 3D program when working in 2D mode, there are
no real solids such as cylinders. These are not needed, however, in order to be able
to use the tools. You simply require an ellipse to describe the cylinder. The same
applies for the torus or the sphere. In all cases, a single ellipse is all you need to
define the required solid.
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In the case of a cylinder, the ellipse is viewed as if it were a straight section
through the cylinder. Its diameter then corresponds to the diameter of the cylinder,
while its ellipse value and orientation angle correspond to the cylinder's base
ellipse.

With a torus, the ellipse forms a ring around the torus. The ellipse diameter
corresponds to the largest diameter of the torus.
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With a sphere, the ellipse is regarded as the . The diameter of the ellipse
corresponds to that of the circle.

WrappingWrapping AroundAround aa CylinderCylinder
This tool lets you take elements located in a plane and wrap these around the
surface of a cylinder. This is an easy way to depict labels on bottles, for example.

Select the elements you want to wrap around the cylinder. Select the WrappingWrapping

around a cylinderaround a cylinder tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes a move handmove hand

.

Now click one of the selected elements and drag it over the drawing area. The

pointer becomes a fistfist . Each ellipse you touch with the cursor during the
dragging operation will be selected. If you release the mouse button while an
ellipse is selected, all the dragged elements will be wrapped around this .
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The elements have not yet been projected finally, you still have the opportunity to
adapt the projection. Two arrows and a rectangle now appear on the illustration.
You can use the arrows to rotate the elements in the ellipse plane. Do this by
clicking one of the arrows and moving the mouse. You will see the elements being
rotated.

Once you have found a suitable position, move the mouse outside the range of the

arrows. The pointer becomes a cameracamera . Click an empty part of the drawing
area. The following dialog box appears:
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Clicking CancelCancel lets you quit this dialog box and continue editing the projection.
Clicking OKOK terminates the projection process. The elements are then projected
into their final positions. If you click CopyCopy instead, however, all the elements will
be copied and projected. The dialog box then closes and you can continue with
another projection.

EnteringEntering ValuesValues

You can control the projection using either the mouse or keyed-in values. When
you see the arrows, hold down the SHIFT key and click the drawing area. The
following dialog box appears:

You can change various values in this window. If the ShowShow box is checked, each
change will be applied immediately so that you can check the effect of the change.
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The diameter corresponds to the diameter of the ellipse which represents the
cylinder. The rotation of the original ensures that all elements are rotated before
being projected. If you enter a vertical offset (Offset verOffset ver), the elements are moved
either upwards or downwards. The horizontal rotation (Rotation horRotation hor) specifies the
number of degrees by which the elements have been rotated in the ellipse plane.

Clicking OKOK applies the new values. Click CancelCancel if you wish to use the settings
which were in use before the dialog box was opened.

In the example below, the following values have been entered:

Diameter:Diameter: 100 mm
RotationRotation ofof original:original: 45°
OffsetOffset ver:ver: 50 mm
RotationRotation hor:hor: 300°

WrappingWrapping AroundAround aa SphereSphere
This tool lets you take elements located in a plane and wrap these around the
surface of a sphere. This is an easy way to depict a number on a billiard ball, for
example.

Select the elements you want to wrap around the sphere. Select the WrappingWrapping

around a spherearound a sphere tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes a move handmove hand

.
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Now click one of the selected elements and drag it over the drawing area. The

move handmove hand becomes a fistfist . Each ellipse you touch with the cursor during the
dragging operation will be selected. If you release the mouse button while an
ellipse is selected, all the dragged elements will be wrapped around this sphere.

The elements have not yet been projected finally, you still have the opportunity to
adapt the projection. Four arrows and two rectangles now appear on the
illustration. You can use the arrows to rotate the elements in the ellipse plane or
perpendicular to the ellipse plane. Do this by clicking one of the horizontal or
vertical arrows and moving the mouse. You will see the elements being rotated.
After clicking the small rectangle you can use the mouse to move the elements
vertically over the surface of the sphere.
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Once you have found a suitable position, move the mouse outside the range of the

arrows or the small rectangle. The pointer becomes a cameracamera . Click an empty
part of the drawing area. The following dialog box appears:

Clicking CancelCancel lets you quit this dialog box and continue editing the projection.
Clicking OKOK terminates the projection process. The elements are then projected
into their final positions. If you click CopyCopy instead, however, all the elements will
be copied and projected. The dialog box then closes and you can continue with
another projection.
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EnteringEntering ValuesValues

You can control the projection using either the mouse or keyed-in values. When
you see the arrows, hold down the SHIFT key and click the drawing area. The
following dialog box appears:

You can change various values in this window. If the ShowShow box is checked, each
change will be applied immediately so that you can check the effect of the change.

The diameter corresponds to the diameter of the ellipse which represents the
sphere. The rotation of the original ensures that all elements are rotated before
being projected. If you enter a vertical offset (Offset verOffset ver), the elements are moved
either upwards or downwards on the surface of the sphere. The horizontal rotation
(Rotation horRotation hor) specifies the number of degrees by which the elements have been
rotated in the ellipse plane. Vertical rotation (Rotation verRotation ver) specifies the number of
degrees by which the elements have been rotated perpendicular to the ellipse plane.

Clicking OKOK applies the new values. Click CancelCancel if you wish to use the settings
which were in use before the dialog box was opened.

In the example below, the following values have been entered:

Diameter:Diameter: 100 mm
RotationRotation ofof original:original: 30 °
OffsetOffset ver:ver: 10 mm
RotationRotation hor:hor: 300 °
RotationRotation ver:ver: 10°
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WrappingWrapping AroundAround aa TorusTorus
This tool lets you take elements located in a plane and wrap these around the
surface of a torus. This is an easy way to depict writing on a tire, for example.

Select the elements you want to wrap around the torus. Select the Wrapping aroundWrapping around

a torusa torus tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes a move handmove hand .

Now click one of the selected elements and drag it over the drawing area. The

move handmove hand becomes a fistfist . Each ellipse you touch with the cursor during the
dragging operation will be selected. If you release the mouse button while an
ellipse is selected, all the dragged elements will be wrapped around this .

The elements have not yet been projected finally, you still have the opportunity to
adapt the projection. Two arrows and two rectangles now appear on the illustration.
You can use the arrows to rotate the elements in the ellipse plane. Do this by
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clicking one of the arrows and moving the mouse. You will see the elements being
rotated. After clicking the small rectangle you can use the mouse to move the
elements vertically over the surface of the torus.

Once you have found a suitable position, move the mouse outside the range of the

arrows or the small rectangle. The pointer becomes a cameracamera . Click an empty
part of the drawing area. The following dialog box appears:

Clicking CancelCancel lets you quit this dialog box and continue editing the projection.
Clicking OKOK terminates the projection process. The elements are then projected
into their final positions. If you click CopyCopy instead, however, all the elements will
be copied and projected. The dialog box then closes and you can continue with
another projection.
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EnteringEntering ValuesValues

You can control the projection using either the mouse or keyed-in values. When
you see the arrows, hold down the SHIFT key and click the drawing area. The
following dialog box appears:

You can change various values in this window. If the ShowShow box is checked, each
change will be applied immediately so that you can check the effect of the change.

The diameter corresponds to the diameter of the ellipse which represents the torus.
The rotation of the original ensures that all elements are rotated before being
projected. If you enter a vertical offset (Offset verOffset ver), the elements are moved either
upwards or downwards on the surface of the torus. The horizontal rotation
(Rotation horRotation hor) specifies the number of degrees by which the elements have been
rotated in the ellipse plane.

Clicking OKOK applies the new values. Click if you wish to use the settings which
were in use before the dialog box was opened.

In the example below, the following values have been entered:

Diameter:Diameter: 100 mm
DiameterDiameter Torus:Torus: 34 mm
RotationRotation ofof original:original: 20°
OffsetOffset ver:ver: 10 mm
RotationRotation hor:hor: 260°
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PenetratingPenetrating aa CylinderCylinder
This tool lets you create penetration curves on a cylinder. All elements plane may
be used for the cylinder's penetration. This is an easy way to depict branch T’s, for
example.

Select the elements which are to penetrate the cylinder. Select the Penetrating aPenetrating a

cylindercylinder tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes a move handmove hand .

Now click one of the selected elements and drag it over the drawing area. The

move handmove hand becomes a fistfist . Each ellipse you touch with the cursor during the
dragging operation will be selected. If you release the mouse button while an
ellipse is selected, all the dragged elements will be imaged onto this cylinder to
represent the edges of the penetration curves.
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The elements’ penetration curves have not yet been defined finally, you still have
the opportunity to change the position of the elements. Four arrows and two
rectangles now appear on the illustration. The horizontal arrows let you change the
elements' positions in the ellipse plane. Do this by clicking one of the arrows and
moving the mouse. You will now see the penetration curves on the cylinder being
rotated.

The vertical arrows allow you to change the penetration direction relative to the
cylinder. Do this by clicking one of the arrows and moving the mouse. You will
see how the central axis of the elements is rotated and the penetration curves move
up or down.
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It is still possible to change the horizontal position. Do this by clicking the small
rectangle and moving the mouse. You will see how the central axis of the elements
with the penetration curves is moved outwards away from the center of the
cylinder.

Once you have found a suitable position, move the mouse outside the range of the
arrows or the small rectangle.

The pointer becomes a cameracamera . Click an empty part of the drawing area. The
following dialog box appears:
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Clicking CancelCancel lets you quit this dialog box and continue editing the penetration.
Clicking OKOK terminates penetration generation. The final penetration curves are
then created. If you click CopyCopy instead, however, all the elements will be copied
and the penetration curves created.

The dialog box then closes and you can set about generating another penetration.
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EnteringEntering ValuesValues

You can control the penetration using either the mouse or keyed-in values. When
you see the arrows, hold down the SHIFT key and click the drawing area. The
following dialog box appears:

You can change various values in this window. If the ShowShow box is checked, each
change will be applied immediately so that you can check the effect of the change.

The diameter corresponds to the diameter of the ellipse which represents the
cylinder. The rotation of the original results in all the elements firstly being rotated.
If you enter a horizontal offset (Offset horOffset hor), the elements are moved horizontally in
the ellipse plane. If you enter a vertical offset (Offset verOffset ver), the elements are moved
either upwards or downwards. The horizontal rotation (Rotation horRotation hor) specifies the
number of degrees by which the elements have been rotated in the ellipse plane.
Vertical rotation (Rotation verRotation ver) specifies the number of degrees by which the
penetration axis has been rotated out of the ellipse plane.

Clicking OKOK applies the new values. Click CancelCancel if you wish to use the settings
which were in use before the dialog box was opened.

In the example below, the following values have been entered:

Diameter:Diameter: 100 mm
RotationRotation ofof original:original: 0 °
OffsetOffset hor:hor: -10 mm
OffsetOffset ver:ver: 0 mm
RotationRotation hor:hor: 300°
RotationRotation ver:ver: 30°
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PenetratingPenetrating aa SphereSphere
This tool lets you create penetration curves on a sphere. All elements lying in one
plane may be used for the penetration of the sphere. This is an easy way to depict
composite parts with a spherical structure (e.g. knob with bar).

Select the elements which are to penetrate the sphere. Select the Penetrating aPenetrating a

spheresphere tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes a move handmove hand .

Now click one of the selected elements and drag it over the drawing area. The

move handmove hand becomes a fistfist . Each ellipse you touch with the cursor during the
dragging operation will be selected. If you release the mouse button while an
ellipse is selected, all the dragged elements will be imaged onto this sphere to
represent the edges of the penetration curves.
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The elements' penetration curves have not yet been defined finally, you still have
the opportunity to change the position of the elements. Four arrows and two
rectangles now appear on the illustration. The horizontal arrows let you change the
elements' positions in the ellipse plane. Do this by clicking one of the arrows and
moving the mouse. You will now see the penetration curves on the sphere being
rotated.

The vertical arrows allow you to change the angle of the penetration curves on the
sphere. Do this by clicking one of the arrows and moving the mouse. You will see
how the central axis of the elements is rotated and the penetration curves move up
or down.

It is still possible to change the horizontal and vertical position. Do this by clicking
the small rectangle and moving the mouse. You will see how the central axis of the
elements with the penetration curves is moved outwards away from the center of
the sphere.
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Once you have found a suitable position, move the mouse outside the range of the
arrows or the small rectangle.

The pointer becomes a cameracamera . Click an empty part of the drawing area. The
following dialog box appears:

Clicking CancelCancel lets you quit this dialog box and continue editing the penetration.
Clicking OKOK terminates penetration generation. The final penetration curves are
then created. If you click CopyCopy instead, however, all the elements will be copied
and the penetration curves created.

The dialog box then closes and you can set about generating another penetration.
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EnteringEntering ValuesValues

You can control the penetration using either the mouse or keyed-in values. When
you see the arrows, hold down the SHIFT key and click the drawing area. The
following dialog box appears:

You can change various values in this window. If the ShowShow box is checked, each
change will be applied immediately so that you can check the effect of the change.

The diameter corresponds to the diameter of the ellipse which represents the
sphere. The rotation of the original results in all the elements firstly being rotated.
If you enter a horizontal offset (Offset horOffset hor), the elements are moved horizontally in
the ellipse plane. If you enter a vertical offset (Offset verOffset ver), the elements are moved
either upwards or downwards. The horizontal rotation (Rotation horRotation hor) specifies the
number of degrees by which the elements have been rotated in the ellipse plane.
Vertical rotation (Rotation verRotation ver) specifies the number of degrees by which the
penetration axis has been rotated out of the ellipse plane.
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Clicking OKOK applies the new values. Click CancelCancel if you wish to use the settings
which were in use before the dialog box was opened.

In the example below, the following values have been entered:

Diameter:Diameter: 100 mm
RotationRotation ofof original:original: 0 °
OffsetOffset hor:hor: -25 mm
OffsetOffset ver:ver: 20 mm
RotationRotation hor:hor: 300°
RotationRotation ver:ver: 315°
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Using the Rotational surfacesRotational surfaces function, you can easily generate a body in any
perspective from the cross-sectional view of a rotational surface.
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AboutAbout RotationalRotational SurfacesSurfaces
A body has rotational symmetry if circles are obtained at any conceivable cross-
section perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. An example of this is shown in the
diagram on the left. If, as the diagram shows, the body has other attributes such as
bores or cutouts at its circumference (see diagram), you should ignore these. As a
basis, you will require a lengthways cross-section of the body (see middle picture).
The outline of half the lengthways section is sufficient to allow you to work with
the Rotational surfacesRotational surfaces function. You can draw this cross-sectional view in
Arbortext IsoDraw or adopt it from CAD data, for example. Apart from the outline
lines, no other elements should be displayed. If the body has a bore in the axis of
symmetry (as shown in the diagram on the left), draw an auxiliary line at the radial
distance of the bore as the theoretical center line. The finished template for the
displayed body is shown in the diagram on the right.

GenerationGeneration
You have drawn the template as described on the previous page.

Now draw an ellipse. The orientation and ellipse value of this basic ellipse should
be selected so that they agree with the desired perspective of the rotational body.
This concludes the preparatory work.

Select all the elements in the cross-sectional drawing. Select the RotationalRotational

surfacessurfaces tool. The pointer becomes a move handmove hand .
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Now select any element from the list and drag this onto the ellipse. As soon as you
touch the ellipse while dragging with the cursor, the ellipse is selected. If you
release the mouse button while the ellipse is selected, the cross-section will be
projected into the perspective as a body segment. The pointer becomes a cameracamera

.

Two green points will appear on the ellipse which mark the start and end angles of
the body segment. The orientations of the start and end angles are then aligned to
the direction in which you have dragged the basic ellipse. If you move the cursor

over a green point, it becomes an arrowarrow cursor. Click the green point. When
you drag the mouse, the green point moves over the ellipse and the associated
elements are dragged around the ellipse. If you continue dragging until the two
green points lie on top of each other, you will then see the full rotational body.

If you hold down the SHIFT key and click the free drawing area with your mouse,
the following dialog box appears:
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This window allows you to change various settings. If the ShowShow box is checked,
each change will be applied immediately so that you can check the effect of the
change.

Checking the complete surfacecomplete surface box causes the full rotational body to be displayed.

The changes made to the Start angleStart angle and End angleEnd angle values determine the size of
the body segment. The position of the segment depends on the value you have
entered for the angle.

The body will initially be displayed hollow. If you check closed cutsclosed cuts, the cross-
sectional areas of the body will be closed and the interlying lines will disappear.

The entries will be applied if you click OKOK. Click CancelCancel if you wish to use the
settings which were in use before the dialog box was opened.

NoteNote

Using the green points or the dialog box, you can change the values as before.
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ChangingChanging thethe PerspectivePerspective
The basic ellipse gives you a number of other options for changing the perspective
of a body.

ChangingChanging thethe EllipseEllipse ValueValue
To change the ellipse value, hold down the SHIFT key and click with the right-
hand mouse button on the ellipse. The perspective of the rotational body will
change to the new ellipse value for the basic ellipse.

This function can be repeated as many times as you like.

ChangingChanging thethe OrientationOrientation ofof thethe EllipseEllipse
Select the ellipse. If you hold the mouse over one of the element points on the
ellipse, the pointer becomes an arrowarrow cursor. Click the selection point and hold
down the mouse button. If you move the mouse, the ellipse will rotate to a different
orientation. If you release the mouse button, the body will appear in the
corresponding perspective.

This function can be repeated as many times as you like.
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ChangingChanging thethe PerspectivePerspective inin 3D3D ModeMode
As long as projection has not been concluded, it is possible to switch to 3D mode
and use the tools and menu commands that are available in 3D mode. Descriptions
of the 3D-mode functions can be found in 3D Transformation on page 193.

Choose the menu command ElementElement ▶▶ 3D transformation3D transformation. The rotational body
appears in 3D mode on the three axes of the coordinate system.

If you have completed the change and wish to go back to using the RotationalRotational

surfacessurfaces function, press the Convert to 2D illustrationConvert to 2D illustration button.

NoteNote

You can then continue to perform any changes and also return to 3D mode.
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QuittingQuitting thethe ProjectionProjection
Click an empty part of the drawing area. The ProjectionProjection dialog box appears:

If you select Find elliptical arcsFind elliptical arcs, all Bézier paths with an elliptical form appear as
segments of an ellipse.

NoteNote

If you want to add to a drawing of a rotational body, you should select the FindFind
elliptical arcselliptical arcs option. Working with elliptical elements is easier and more precise.

Clicking NoNo lets you quit this dialog box and continue editing the projection.

Clicking YesYes terminates the projection process. The elements are then projected
into their final positions. You can now delete the basic ellipse.
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MoveMove
In principle, you can move all elements in Arbortext IsoDraw. In order to move an

element, select it first with the arrowarrow cursor. Then use the cursor to click
anywhere on the contour of the element (outside the selection points on the
contour) or on its center point and drag it to the required position. The same
procedure applies if you have selected several elements and/or groups.

If you begin to move elements immediately after depressing the mouse button, the
only element displayed on the screen will be the one you have clicked. This is
designed to save time during the screen redrawing process. If, however, you want
to see more accurately what you are moving, wait a short while after depressing the

mouse button. The pointer becomes a movemove cursor. If you now move the
mouse, you will see all the elements on the screen you want to move.

When moving with the mouse, the elements are attracted by neighboring element
points or the grid snap points, depending on the current setting. This may affect the
direction you want to move the elements in. You can reverse the current setting of
the grid snap function temporarily by holding down the CTRL key while you
move the element.

NoteNote

The various features encountered when moving the different elements are
described in the sections relating to the particular element types.

You also have a second option when moving ellipses and threads. You will often
find that you need to move a ellipse along its own minor axis or the diameter. By
holding down both the SHIFT key and ALT key while moving the ellipse, you will
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only be able to move the ellipse in these directions. You can also use this option if
you want to drag the ellipse with the double arrow while holding down the CAPS
LOCK key.

MovingMoving withwith ConnectingConnecting LinesLines
When the CAPS LOCK key is held down, the arrowarrow cursor becomes a doubledouble

arrowarrow cursor. If you now click on one or more selected elements, you can drag
the selected elements to form a perspective representation. Those elements you
originally selected remain in their places and you merely move a copy of them.
During this process, a line is drawn from each element point of the elements you
originally selected to the corresponding element point in the copy.

NoteNote

It is not possible to drag threads and markers using this method.
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MovingMoving viavia DialogDialog BoxBox
The MoveMove dialog box provides you with an alternative way of moving objects. This
dialog box appears when you choose EditEdit ▶▶ MoveMove.

This dialog box offers you several options for entering exact values when moving
elements. You can enter absolute dimensions in the horizontalhorizontal and verticalvertical fields,
for example. This moves the selected elements by exactly the values you have
specified. Alternatively, you can also enter an angle and a distance in the respective
fields. This specifies how far and in which direction the selected object is to be
moved.

The arrow graphic shows you the direction the elements are moved in. Clicking the
arrow allows you to specify the angle with the mouse. This causes the arrow to
snap to the major axes. In the same way as when you drag a line, you can also
deactivate the grid alignment function by holding down the ALT key.

You can use the three buttons X axisX axis, Y axisY axis and Z axisZ axis to turn the arrow in the
direction of the major axes.

If you move elements along the major axes, it is possible to have the dimensions
shortened by the correct amount using perspective foreshortening. To do this,
select the corresponding check box. The entries in the other fields will change
immediately.

For example, in order to move elements 50 mm along the X axis, you should
proceed as follows. Click the X axisX axis button or turn the arrow so that it points in the
direction of the X axis. Now enter a distancedistance of 50 mm. The values in the
horizontalhorizontal and verticalvertical fields are calculated so that they match.

Now select the With foreshorteningWith foreshortening check box. The values in the horizontalhorizontal and
verticalvertical fields are calculated so that they match. This setting can be used to move
the elements in perspective as required by the current grid.

Under OptionsOptions you can select ElementsElements and PatternsPatterns. If the ElementsElements box is
checked, only the elements selected are moved. If the PatternsPatterns box is also checked,
existing patterns will also be moved. If you want to move patterns with reference
to elements, check only the PatternsPatterns box.

Confirm your entries by clicking OKOK. Or exit the dialog box without moving the
elements by clicking CancelCancel.
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Instead of concluding your entry with OKOK, you can also initiate the MoveMove command
by clicking the CopyCopy button. The selection will remain unchanged. Instead a copy
of the selection will be generated which is moved on the basis of your instructions.

Selecting the Connecting linesConnecting lines check box also generates a copy of the selected
object which is moved according to your specifications, irrespective of whether
you click OKOK or CopyCopy. In addition, connecting lines are drawn between the element
points of the original elements and those of the newly generated elements.

This procedure corresponds to moving with connecting lines which has already
been described earlier in this section.
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MovingMoving viavia KeyboardKeyboard
A further option for moving objects involves using the keyboard. Select the objects
to be moved, hold down the CTRL key, and press one of the keys on the numerical
keypad. You can then move the selected object in 2 mm steps in the horizontal and
vertical directions or the directions allowed by the respective grid (refer to diagram
below).

The step increment is automatically set to 5 mm when you start the program. You
can change the default value of this distance by pressing the CTRL key and the 5
on the numerical keypad. The following dialog box will appear:

Enter the required value and confirm it with OKOK.
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MovingMoving inin 3D3D ModeMode

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw FoundationArbortext IsoDraw Foundation only.only.

You can use the arrow cursor to move the loaded 3D drawing. First select the
direction you wish to move them in. You can either move them on the X-Z plane
or along the Y-axis. Either click on the Y-axis or on the X or Z-axis for the plane.
The free axis is highlighted. If you have selected the X-Z plane, you can move the
drawing in the direction of either the X or Z axis. Holding down the ALT key
allows you to move the selected assemblies freely.

Click the contour of the drawing with the arrow cursor. Hold down the mouse
button and move the mouse. The drawing migrates on the axis as you move the
mouse. The distance is displayed in the window bar at the bottom. The drawing
will appear in its new position when you release the mouse button.

MovingMoving inin 3D3D ModeMode withwith
ArbortextArbortext IsoDrawIsoDraw CADprocessCADprocess

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

All objects (assemblies) in the drawing can be moved with the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool.
First select the direction you wish to move them in. You can either move them on
the X-Z plane or along the Y-axis. Either click on the Y-axis or on the X or Z-axis
for the plane. The free axis is highlighted. If you have selected the X-Z plane, you
can move all the assemblies in either X or Z-direction. Holding down the ALT key
allows you to move the selected assemblies freely.

NoteNote

3D transformations, such as 3D Move3D Move, only apply to visible 3D objects by default.
If you want 3D transformations to apply to both visible 3D objects and invisible
parts inside of 3D objects, you must enable the
CADprocess_TransformInvisible3DSubObjects preference setting.
See 3D Editing Preferences on page 135 for instructions.)

If you have previously created a free axis with one of the 3D Select axis3D Select axis tools, the
blue free axis appears. Provided no other axis is selected, your selected assemblies
or elements will be moved along this axis.

Use the selection rectangle to select all the assemblies in the drawing. Click the
contour of an assembly. Hold down the mouse button and move the mouse. The
drawing migrates on the axis as you move the mouse. The distance is displayed in
the window bar at the bottom. The drawing will appear in its new position when
you release the mouse button.
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In the same way, you can also move assemblies you have selected. You can select
the required assemblies using the object window or the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool.

Select the assemblies you require. Then click a contour of the selection with the
arrowarrow cursor. Move the selected assemblies to the required position while holding
down the mouse button.

Holding down the SHIFT key when you click on the selection will result in the
following dialog box appearing:

Enter the required values for the relevant axes. If you enter a positive value, the
assemblies will be moved in the direction bearing the axis designation (XX, YY, ZZ). If
you enter a negative value, they will move in the opposite direction. If you have
previously created a free axis (blue) with one of the 3D Select axis3D Select axis tools, you can
enter a value under Move in direction of free axisMove in direction of free axis. The free axis arrow/the line with
the arrow defines the positive direction. If there is no additional axis, no value can
be entered here.

Confirm your entry in the dialog box by clicking OKOK. The selection now appears in
the new position on the axes. Clicking CancelCancel closes the dialog box without
moving the selection.

NoteNote

3D object surface elements from files without structured import cannot be selected
using the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool. Use the Direct selection arrow cursorDirect selection arrow cursor tool for these
elements. However, smaller surface elements that form a larger 3D object surface
are not individually selectable—even though you can see their borders. This is
because the smaller surfaces are merged into the larger surface before the 3D
object is rendered.
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In the example shown, the drawing has been moved in positive direction along the
X-axis.

MovingMoving withwith thethe DirectDirect SelectionSelection ArrowArrow CursorCursor inin 3D3D
modemode
The Direct selection arrow cursorDirect selection arrow cursor tool has the same move functions as the ArrowArrow
cursorcursor tool.

Select the axis on which you want to perform the movement. Use the DirectDirect
selection arrow cursorselection arrow cursor tool to select one or more areas within an object.

Click on a contour of the selected area(s). Move the selected area(s) to the required
position on the axis while holding down the mouse button.

If you hold down the SHIFT key while clicking on the selected area(s), the 3D3D
MoveMove dialog box appears, as with the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool. Enter the values for the
movement and confirm your entry with OKOK.

NoteNote

3D transformations, such as 3D Move3D Move, only apply to visible 3D objects by default.
If you want 3D transformations to apply to both visible 3D objects and invisible
parts inside of 3D objects, you must enable the
CADprocess_TransformInvisible3DSubObjects preference setting.
See 3D Editing Preferences on page 135 for instructions.)
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RotationRotation
It is possible to rotate all elements in Arbortext IsoDraw. To do this, select the

relevant elements with the mouse. Then select the RotationRotation tool and position

the centercenter cursor on the point you want to rotate the selected object around.

Now drag the cursor over the screen while holding down the mouse button. During

this process, the pointer changes to the RotationRotation cursor. You will also be able
to see a line which gives an indication of the rotation angle plus an angle value. A
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dotted rectangle indicates the orientation the objects will be rotated to. Move the
cursor around the rotation point and release the mouse button once you have set
the required angle.

NoteNote

The more you move the cursor away from the center of rotation, the more
accurately you will be able to specify the angle.

You can also rotate your selection by means of the dialog box. Press the SHIFT
key while you specify the rotation point by clicking with the center cursor.

Enter the angle by which you want to rotate the selected object. You can also enter
the value as a mathematical formula. You can use this entry option to assist you if,
for example, you are looking for the distance required to ensure a uniform
distribution of holes around the circumference or for the teeth of a gear wheel.
Information on how to enter values can be found in the Drawing Basics Tutorial.

Example:

If you want to determine the angle of rotation for a circle of 8 holes, enter the
formula "360/8".

Under OptionsOptions you can select ElementsElements and PatternsPatterns. If the ElementsElements box is
checked, only the elements selected are rotated. If the PatternsPatterns box is also checked,
existing patterns will also be rotated. If you want to rotate patterns with reference
to elements, check only the PatternsPatterns box.
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NoteNote

Bitmap patterns and placed files containing bitmap patterns cannot be rotated.

You can conclude your entry with OKOK or by clicking the CopyCopy button. In the latter
case, the selection remains unchanged. Instead a copy of the selection is generated
and is rotated in accordance with your specifications.

NoteNote

When rotating a circle, the orientation angle is not changed. The original points of
the element - insofar as these are still present - also remain unchanged. All the
points of the element - including those resulting from intersections - are merely
moved around the circumference.

RotationRotation inin 3D3D ModeMode

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw FoundationArbortext IsoDraw Foundation only.only.

Clicking the RotationRotation tool allows you to rotate the drawing you have loaded
around one of the three axes of the coordinate system. Using the arrow cursor,
click on one of the X, Yor Z axes. The axis will be selected.

Now click the drawing area. Move the mouse in a circle around the coordinate
system origin. While moving the mouse, you can see how the orientation of the
drawing changes. During this rotation, the angle of rotation is displayed in the
window bar at the bottom.

Once you have activated the rotation tool, you can switch to the arrow cursor
temporarily by pressing the CTRL key.

If you now want to rotate the drawing around another axis, click the axis in
question and repeat the procedure for rotation described above.

Holding down the SHIFT key when you click on the drawing area will result in the
following dialog box appearing:

The entry field shows which axis (XX, YY, ZZ) is currently selected (Y axisY axis in the dialog
box shown). Enter the required number of degrees and confirm by clicking OKOK.
Clicking CancelCancel closes the dialog box without rotation occurring.
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RotationRotation inin 3D3D ModeMode withwith
ArbortextArbortext IsoDrawIsoDraw CADprocessCADprocess

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Clicking the RotationRotation tool allows you to rotate all the assemblies in a drawing
around one of the three axes of the coordinate system or around a free axis. When
working with the X, Yor Z axes, click your mouse on the desired axis. The axis
will be selected. A free axis stays active for as long as it is visible.

Now click the drawing area. Move the mouse in a circle around the coordinate
system origin. While moving the mouse, you can see how the orientation of the
drawing changes. During this rotation, the angle of rotation is displayed in the
window bar at the bottom.

You can also rotate a selection of assemblies in the same way. You can select the
required assemblies using the object window or the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool. Once you
have activated the RotationRotation tool, you can switch to the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool
temporarily by pressing the CTRL key.

If you now want to rotate the selection around another axis, click the axis in
question or define an axis using one of the 3D axis selectors and repeat the rotation
procedure described above.

Holding down the SHIFT key when you click on the drawing area or click the
selection will result in the following dialog box appearing:

The entry field shows which axis (XX, YY, ZZ or freefree) is currently selected (Y axisY axis in
the dialog box shown). Enter the required number of degrees and confirm by
clicking OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel closes the dialog box without rotation occurring.

NoteNote

3D transformations, such as RotationRotation, only apply to visible 3D objects by default.
If you want 3D transformations to apply to both visible 3D objects and invisible
parts inside of 3D objects, you must enable the
CADprocess_TransformInvisible3DSubObjects preference setting.
See 3D Editing Preferences on page 135 for instructions.)
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PerspectivePerspective RotationRotation
Besides rotating elements in a flat view, you can also rotate them in perspective
planes. You can use this function, for example, to generate perspective
representations of hole circles.

Select the tool for Perspective rotationPerspective rotation from the toolbox. The pointer becomes

the centercenter cursor.

For perspective rotation, you must specify a plane in which the elements you want
to rotate are located. As when projecting elements onto perspective planes, an
ellipse is also used for performing this task.

Holding down the SHIFT key, click the edge of an ellipse lying in the perspective
plane in which you want to rotate elements. The same dialog box appears you
already met in the section on rotation. Enter the required angle in degrees and
confirm your entry by clicking CopyCopy. A copy of the elements is generated and
rotated by the corresponding amount.

The perspective rotation also allows you to use all the options you already know
from normal rotation, i.e. it is possible to rotate elements by clicking and dragging
with the mouse.

NoteNote

Image elements and placed files containing image elements cannot be rotated in
perspective.
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ReflectionReflection
All elements in Arbortext IsoDraw can be reflected. To do this, select the relevant

elements with the mouse. Then select the ReflectionReflection tool and position the

centercenter cursor on the point where the center of reflection is to lie.

Now drag the cursor over the screen while holding down the mouse button. The

cursor will change to the ReflectionReflection tool. You will also be able to see a line
which gives an indication of the angle in which the reflection axis is located plus
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an angle value. A dotted rectangle indicates the orientation the object will be
reflected in. Move the cursor around the center of reflection and release the mouse
button once you have set the required angle.

NoteNote

The more you move the cursor away from the center of reflection, the more
accurately you will be able to specify the angle.

You can also reflect your selection by means of the dialog box. Press the SHIFT
key while you specify the point of reflection by clicking with the center cursor.
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Three reflection axes are available for immediate selection by clicking the
appropriate button.

Under OptionsOptions you can select ElementsElements and PatternsPatterns. If the ElementsElements box is
checked, only the elements selected are reflected. If the PatternsPatterns box is also
checked, existing patterns will also be reflected. If you want to reflect patterns with
reference to elements, check only the PatternsPatterns box.

NoteNote

Bitmap patterns and placed files containing bitmap patterns cannot be reflected.

You can conclude your entry with OKOK or by clicking the CopyCopy button. In the latter
case, the selection remains unchanged. Instead a copy of the selection is generated
and is reflected in accordance with your specifications.

ReflectionReflection inin 3D3D ModeMode

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw FoundationArbortext IsoDraw Foundation only.only.

The ReflectionReflection tool can be used to reflect the drawing that has been loaded
along a selected coordinate system axis. Click on the reflection tool and then on
one of the X, Yor Z axes with the cursor. The drawing is reflected along the
selected axis.

Once you have activated the ReflectionReflection tool, you can switch to the arrowarrow cursor
temporarily by pressing the CTRL key.

If you now want to reflect the assemblies along another axis, click the axis in
question and repeat the reflection procedure described above.
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ReflectionReflection inin 3D3D ModeMode withwith
ArbortextArbortext IsoDrawIsoDraw CADprocessCADprocess

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The ReflectionReflection tool can be used to reflect all assemblies along a selected axis.

Click one of the axes of the coordinate system with the arrowarrow cursor. The axis will
be selected. If a free axis has been created and is visible, this axis will
automatically be used as the reference axis. The free axis must not be clicked.

NoteNote

If you have created a free axis based on a path or directly on an element, the
additionally indicated line with an arrow is used as the reflection axis.

Click on the ReflectionReflection tool, then click with the cursor on the required axis. All
assemblies are reflected along the free axis.

You can also reflect a selection of assemblies in the same way. You can select the
required assemblies using the object window or the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool. Once you
have activated the ReflectionReflection tool, you can switch to the arrowarrow cursor temporarily
by pressing the CTRL key.

If you now want to reflect the assemblies along another axis, click the axis in
question or define an axis using one of the 3D axis selectors and repeat the
reflection procedure described above.

NoteNote

3D transformations, such as ReflectionReflection, only apply to visible 3D objects by default.
If you want 3D transformations to apply to both visible 3D objects and invisible
parts inside of 3D objects, you must enable the
CADprocess_TransformInvisible3DSubObjects preference setting.
See 3D Editing Preferences on page 135 for instructions.)

PerspectivePerspective ReflectionReflection
Besides reflecting elements in a flat view, you can also reflect them in perspective
planes. You can use this function, for example, to generate symmetrical elements in
perspective representations.

Select the Perspective reflectionPerspective reflection tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes a
center cursor.

For the purpose of perspective reflection, you must specify a plane containing the
elements you want to reflect. As when projecting elements onto perspective planes,
an ellipse is also used for performing this task.
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Holding down the SHIFT key, click the edge of an ellipse lying in the perspective
plane in which you want to reflect elements. The same dialog box appears you
have already met in the section on reflection. In exactly the same way as when
reflecting elements in the normal way, you specify the reflection axis in this dialog
box.

NoteNote

If you are uncertain about which reflection axis you should select, or if the
reflection axis does not coincide with one of the major axes, simply draw a line
which runs in the direction of the required axis. You can then consult the element
info dialog box to find out the angle of the line you can specify as the reflection
axis.

Confirm your entries by clicking CopyCopy. A copy of the elements is generated and
reflected accordingly.

The perspective reflection also allows you to use all the options you already know
from normal reflection, i.e. it is possible to reflect elements by clicking and
dragging with the mouse.

NoteNote

Image elements and placed files containing image elements cannot be reflected in
perspective.

ScalingScaling
In Arbortext IsoDraw you can enlarge or reduce elements in size. To do this, select

the relevant elements with the mouse. Then choose the ScaleScale tool. A dotted
rectangle will appear around the selected object.

Position the centercenter cursor at one of the four corners of this rectangle. If you
now move the cursor towards the element while holding down the mouse button,
the rectangle is reduced in size proportionally and a percentage value under 100
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will appear to indicate you are reducing in size. If you move the cursor away from
the selected object, you will enlarge the rectangle proportionally and the displayed
percentage value will rise above 100.

If you drag on a corner of the dotted rectangle and then hold down the CTRL key,
the size of the rectangle changes non-proportionally. The width and height of the
rectangle are enlarged or reduced in accordance with the movement of the mouse.
A percentage value is displayed for the width and the height respectively.
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You can also scale your selection by means of the dialog box. Press the SHIFT key
while you use the center cursor to click the point which is to form the scaling
center.

ScaleScale

When Uniform scaleUniform scale is selected, a tick appears in the box next to it. You can then
simply enter a percentage value in one of the two entry fields next to HorizontalHorizontal or
VerticalVertical. The illustration is then enlarged or reduced proportionally in accordance
with the value entered.

If Uniform scaleUniform scale is not selected, the scaling is performed in accordance with the
values entered in the HorizontalHorizontal and VerticalVertical fields. If the entries have different
values, the selected element is scaled non-proportionally.

Alternatively, you can also enter the value using a mathematical formula. This may
save you having to work out a percentage value. When entering values, observe the
calculation rules. Information on how to enter values can be found in the
Drawing Basics Tutorial.

DimensionsDimensions

In the fields next to horhor (horizontal) or verver (vertical), the corresponding values
appear for the extent of the selection when the percentage values are entered under
ScaleScale. If you want to define an exact extent for the selection, you can enter this
extent here directly in the entry fields. If uniform (proportional) scaling is selected,
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you must enter a value in one field. If non-uniform (non-proportional) scaling is
set, you must enter a value in both fields. The actual values are indicated to the left
of the entry fields.

OptionsOptions

Under OptionsOptions you can select ElementsElements and PatternsPatterns. If the ElementsElements box is
checked, only the elements selected are scaled. If the PatternsPatterns box is also checked,
existing patterns will also be scaled. If you only want to scale the patterns without
changing the elements, check only the PatternsPatterns box.

NoteNote

Bitmap patterns and placed files containing bitmap patterns cannot be scaled.

You can conclude your entry with OKOK or by clicking the CopyCopy button. In the latter
case, the selection remains unchanged. Instead, a copy of the selection is generated
and is scaled in accordance with your specifications.

NoteNote

If you scale image elements, the size will remain unchanged. The pixels will be
scaled instead. Awhite edge is produced when elements are reduced in size,
whereas parts of the pixels are lost when elements are enlarged. The element info
dialog box for image elements provides you with further options for changing the
size of an image element.
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ScalingScaling inin 3D3D ModeMode

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw FoundationArbortext IsoDraw Foundation only.only.

It is sometimes the case that CAD drawings drawn in a 1:1 scale are much too
large to be used, for example, for export as a raster image. In this case, click the

ScalingScaling tool. You can now enlarge or reduce all the elements in the drawing
by clicking the drawing area and moving the mouse. Move the mouse to the center
point of the coordinate cross to reduce the scale. Dragging it towards the edge of
the sheet enlarges the scale. While moving the mouse, you can see how the size
changes. The scaling percentage is displayed in the window bar at the bottom of
the 3D window.

Once you have activated the ScalingScaling tool, you can switch to the arrowarrow cursor
temporarily by pressing the CTRL key.

Scaling is implemented around the center of the drawing.

Holding down the SHIFT key when you click on the drawing area or click the
selection will result in the following dialog box appearing:

When performing scaling operations, it is not important which axis is selected.
Simply enter the required percentage and confirm by clicking OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel

closes the dialog box without scaling the elements.

ScalingScaling inin 3D3D ModeMode withwith
ArbortextArbortext IsoDrawIsoDraw CADprocessCADprocess

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

It is sometimes the case that CAD drawings drawn in a 1:1 scale are much too
large to be used, for example, for export as a raster image. In this case, click the

ScalingScaling tool. You can now enlarge or reduce all the elements in the drawing
by clicking the drawing area and moving the mouse. Move the mouse to the center
point of the coordinate cross to reduce the scale. Dragging it towards the edge of
the sheet enlarges the scale. While moving the mouse, you can see how the size
changes. The scaling percentage is displayed in the window bar at the bottom of
the 3D window.
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If you only want to scale individual assemblies (e.g. duplicated assemblies for an
additional view), you can use the scaling tool in the same way. Select the required
entries. You can select the required assemblies using the object window or the
arrow cursor.

Once you have activated the ScalingScaling tool, you can switch to the arrowarrow cursor
temporarily by pressing the CTRL key.

Individual modules are scaled around the center of the drawing.

Holding down the SHIFT key when you click on the drawing area or click the
selection will result in the following dialog box appearing:

When performing scaling operations, it is not important which axis is selected.
Simply enter the required percentage and confirm by clicking OKOK. Clicking CancelCancel

closes the dialog box without scaling the elements.

NoteNote

Scaling in 3D mode can affect the quality of the projected drawing. For best results
after projection, retain the original size of the 3D data for projection. If your work
requires scaling, return the drawing to its original size prior to projection. You can
then scale the projected drawing without affecting its quality.

NoteNote

3D transformations, such as ScalingScaling, only apply to visible 3D objects by default. If
you want 3D transformations to apply to both visible 3D objects and invisible parts
inside of 3D objects, you must enable the
CADprocess_TransformInvisible3DSubObjects preference setting.
See 3D Editing Preferences on page 135 for instructions.)

ShearingShearing
The ShearingShearing tool allows you to bend and distort elements. To do this, select the

relevant elements with the mouse. Then select the ShearingShearing tool. A dotted
rectangle will appear around the selected object.

Position the centercenter cursor at one of the four corners of the dotted rectangle.
Holding down the mouse button, drag the cursor. The rectangle changes into a
rhombus. Dragging the cursor to the right or left bends the elements in a vertical
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direction. Moving the cursor up or down produces a horizontal bending effect. The
selected elements are bent relative to their common center point. The figures show
a drawing before editing, after horizontal bending and after vertical bending.

If you drag the corner of a dotted rectangle then hold down the CTRL key, the
rectangle changes to a rhombus and the length of its sides change in tandem with
the movement of the cursor. The elements can be distorted as desired.

You can also shear your selection using a dialog box. Hold down the SHIFT key
while you click the selection with the center cursor.

HorHor

If you want to bend horizontally, enter the value for the angle here. The value must
be between 89° and -89°.

VerVer

If you want to bend vertically, enter the value for the angle here. The value must be
between 89° and -89°.

You can also enter the values as a mathematical formula. Information on how to
enter values can be found in the Drawing Basics Tutorial.

Under OptionsOptions you can select ElementsElements and PatternsPatterns.

If the ElementsElements box is checked, only the elements selected are sheared. If the
PatternsPatterns box is also checked, existing patterns will also be sheared. If you want to
shear patterns with reference to elements, check only the PatternsPatterns box.
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NoteNote

Bitmap patterns and placed files containing bitmap patterns cannot be sheared.

You can conclude your entry with OKOK or by clicking the CopyCopy button. In the latter
case, the selection remains unchanged. Instead, a copy of the selection is generated
and is sheared in accordance with your specifications.
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1717
EllipseEllipse ValueValue

Standard Ellipse ...................................................................................................... 649
Changing the Ellipse Value....................................................................................... 649

This toolbox field allows you to specify the current ellipse value. This value
determines the degree to which a circle is to be tilted relative to the observer plane.
A circle in a technical drawing, for example, is tilted by 90° and thus has an ellipse
value of 90°. If it is now tilted slowly backwards, the ellipse value reduces until
only a line remains. The ellipse value is then 0°.
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The current ellipse value is shown as a round figure in the toolbox. If you click this
field, a pop-up menu will appear from which you can select an ellipse value. The
StandardStandard ellipseellipse is set when the program is first started.

Enter the required value in degrees. Click OKOK to confirm your entry or CancelCancel to
close the dialog box without making any changes.

If you want to set the ellipse value to that of an existing ellipse, you must first
select the particular ellipse. Then click the toolbox field displaying the ellipse
value while holding down the ALT key. Once you release the mouse button, the
value specified in the toolbox is set to the ellipse value of the selected ellipse.

Three reflection axes are available for immediate selection by clicking the
appropriate button.
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StandardStandard EllipseEllipse
Three major axes are defined in each parallel perspective. The X axis and Z axis
are represented by the active grid. The Yaxis is always vertical and therefore never
appears in the representation.

Each major axis features exactly one ellipse which represents a circle on this major
axis. The three ellipses on the three axes do not necessarily have to be the same,
they are only identical in isometric perspective.

If you select the Standard ellipseStandard ellipse option, ellipses, threads or polygons are
generated during dragging which lie on one of the major axes.

If you need to draw ellipses lying outside the major axes, you generally cannot use
the Standard ellipseStandard ellipse ellipse value. Instead use ElementElement ▶▶ Find ellipseFind ellipse to generate
the appropriate ellipse.

NoteNote

In most cases, you won't need to know the actual value of the ellipse value. If,
however, you do need to know this value, you can always look it up at any time in
the element info dialog box.

ChangingChanging thethe EllipseEllipse ValueValue
You can change the ellipse value of each ellipse or thread in the element info
dialog box. If you want to change the ellipse value of more than one element, this
can be done using the toolbox. Firstly, select the elements in question and then set
the current ellipse value in the toolbox to the value you require. All the selected
ellipses or threads will be changed accordingly.
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TangentTangent

Fillet ....................................................................................................................... 653
Tangent between an Ellipse and a Point .................................................................... 655
Tangent between Two Ellipses.................................................................................. 655
Chamfer Tool........................................................................................................... 656
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The tangent functions help you to interconnect lines and ellipse segments.
Depending on the given situation, you can use one of the four following variants:
FilletFillet, Tangent between ellipse and pointTangent between ellipse and point, Tangent between two ellipsesTangent between two ellipses or the
ChamferChamfer tool.
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FilletFillet
You can use the FilletFillet function to round a corner between two lines, to connect two
ellipses using an ellipse arc or to connect a line and an ellipse using an ellipse arc.

NoteNote

The following points should be noted with the three fillet variations:

LineLine -- LineLine
The lines must intersect but need not share a common end point. The fillet
ellipse is based on the current ellipse value.

LineLine -- EllipseEllipse
The fillet ellipse is assigned the same ellipse value and orientation angle as the
ellipse.

EllipseEllipse -- EllipseEllipse
Both ellipses must have the same ellipse value and orientation angle as the
ellipses. These values are assigned to the fillet ellipse.

Select the FilletFillet tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes an arrow(1)arrow(1)

cursor. This indicates that you now have to select the first of the two elements (line
or ellipse). Click on an element. When you have hit the element, the pointer

changes to an arrow(2)arrow(2) cursor. This prompts you to select the second element
(line or ellipse). Now click the second line and hold down the mouse button.

An auxiliary ellipse appears between the two elements.

The auxiliary ellipse between two lines can now be controlled with the mouse as
any usual ellipse, the center point is the intersection point of the two lines. In the
picture the imagined ellipse is depicted with a dashed line.
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The line/ellipse and ellipse/ellipse variants angle and size of the auxiliary ellipse
can be controlled with the mouse.

As soon as you release the mouse button, the fillet ellipse will be fitted into
position and cut. The lines will also be cut at the ellipse tangent points. You can
now simply delete the line segments you no longer need.

If you want to define the ellipse more precisely by entering numerical values,
depress the SHIFT key before releasing the mouse button. The Element infoElement info dialog
box for the fillet ellipse then appears. You can change the values here at will. As
soon as you confirm with OKOK the window closes and the fillet is generated.

Arbortext IsoDraw remembers the values of the last fillet it generated. If you wish
to create further fillets with the same ellipse value, orientation angle and diameter
you do not need to re-enter these.

Drag the fillet in the usual way with the mouse. However, before releasing the
mouse button press the SHIFT key and the ALT key. As soon as you now release
the mouse button a fillet will be generated which has the same values as the one
generated earlier.
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TangentTangent betweenbetween anan EllipseEllipse andand aa PointPoint
The Tangent between an ellipse and a pointTangent between an ellipse and a point tool resolves the opposite
situation: the ellipse is available but not the lines. Select the function from the

toolbox. The pointer becomes an arrow (ellipse)arrow (ellipse) cursor. Click the required
ellipse and drag the tangent towards the end point.

NoteNote

The point at which you click the ellipse defines the tangent you will obtain.

TangentTangent betweenbetween TwoTwo EllipsesEllipses
The third variant is the Tangent between two ellipsesTangent between two ellipses tool. Select this tool

from the toolbox. The pointer becomes arrow (ellipse)arrow (ellipse) cursor. Click the first of
the two ellipses and drag the tangent towards the second ellipse.

NoteNote

The points at which you touch the ellipses define the tangents you will obtain.
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ChamferChamfer ToolTool
The ChamferChamfer tool can be used to chamfer a corner between two lines.

NoteNote

The lines must intersect but need not share a common end point. The ellipse value
of the auxiliary ellipse depends on the current grid.

Select the ChamferChamfer tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes an arrow(1)arrow(1)

cursor. This indicates that you now have to select the first of the two lines.
Click on one of the two lines. When you have hit the line, the pointer becomes an

arrow(2)arrow(2) cursor, thereby requesting you to select the second line. Now click
the second line and hold down the mouse button.

An auxiliary ellipse appears with an interlying line.

The auxiliary ellipse between the two line elements can now be checked using the
mouse in the same way as a normal ellipse. The line (chamfer) inside the ellipse
moves according to the orientation of the ellipse. In every orientation of the
auxiliary ellipse, the line always touches the line elements with its end points. The
orientation and size of the auxiliary ellipse determine the orientation and length of
the chamfer.

The chamfer is fitted into position as soon as you release the mouse button. The
lines are also chamfered at the contact points. You can now simply delete the line
segments you no longer need.
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If you want to define the length of the chamfer more precisely, depress the SHIFT
key before releasing the mouse button. The following dialog box appears:

You can change the length of the chamfer as required in this dialog box. The
orientation of the chamfer in relation to the two line elements remains as specified
by the auxiliary ellipse. Your entry only changes the length, i.e. the distance of the
chamfer from the point where the lines intersect.

As soon as you confirm with OKOK the window closes and the chamfer is generated.
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TextText

Text Tool ................................................................................................................. 661
Text with Box Tool.................................................................................................... 661
Vertical Text Entry.................................................................................................... 662
Selecting Text Elements ........................................................................................... 663
Character Fill for Texts ............................................................................................. 665
Changing the Text Element....................................................................................... 665
Special Function for Changing Numbers.................................................................... 666
Notes about Adobe Type Manager™......................................................................... 666

Texts such as lettering, tables, and numbering in Arbortext IsoDraw are generated
as text elements. A text element can consist of a single character, a number or
quantities of text. This text can be changed in various ways by commands in the
TextText menu.

There are two ways of entering text. With the upper TextText tool from the pop-up
menu, you can select the starting position for entering text in the drawing area. The
text you enter continues along the same line until you specify the end of the line.
When selecting the lower TextText tool, you should first drag open a box. The text
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remains within the box when entered. The text is therefore limited by the sides of
the box. You can change the size of the box at will. These options will help you if
you want to utilize a specific space requirement when you start entering text.
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TextText ToolTool
Select the TextText tool from the toolbox. Move the insertioninsertion cursor to the
required point of the drawing and click the mouse. Located behind the flashing
insertion cursor is the paragraph sign. Type in your text.

Your text may well have a different appearance to that shown here because you
have set different text attributes.

You conclude entering your text by clicking the insertion marker outside the new
text element or inside the toolbox. You can also conclude text entry by means of
the ENTER key.

TextText withwith BoxBox ToolTool
Select the Text with boxText with box tool from the toolbox. The pointer becomes a drawingdrawing

cursor. Move the cursor to the point of your drawing where you want the text

to start. Click the mouse. The pointer becomes an arrowarrow cursor. Holding down
the mouse button, drag open a dashed rectangle towards the bottom right. This box
sets the limit for the running text. As soon as you release the mouse button, the

flashing insertioninsertion cursor appears at the top left. Located behind the insertion
cursor is the paragraph sign. Type in your text. Once the running text reaches its
limit, you will see that it jumps automatically to the next line. Your text may well
have a different appearance to that shown here because you have set different text
attributes.
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NoteNote

If you have entered no blanks, tabs or a line end in a particular line, the text will
run beyond the edge of the box frame. Once you leave entry mode, you will see a
small red arrow along the right-hand side of the selected text element. Click the
arrow and drag the box until you can no longer see the arrow. You will now be able
to see all of the text you have entered.

If you enter more text than will fit in the box, the last portion of text you enter will
not be displayed. To display the rest of the text, exit entry mode. You will see a
small red arrow on the selected text element. Click the arrow and drag the box until
you can no longer see the arrow. You will now be able to see all of the text you
have entered.

You conclude entering your text by clicking the insertion marker outside the new
text element or inside the toolbox. You can also conclude text entry by means of
the ENTER key.

VerticalVertical TextText EntryEntry
You can also type in text vertically using both text tools.

If you use the TextText tool, hold down the SHIFT key and click on the required point
in your illustration, you can write from the bottom upwards. Text is positioned to
be read from the right. If you hold down the SHIFT key and ALT key and click the
mouse, your text will be written from the top downwards. The text is positioned to
be read from the left.
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If you select Text with boxText with box tool, the same keyboard commands apply for vertical
entry. When selecting from bottom upwards, the insertion cursor is at the bottom
left of the box and if you select from the top downwards, the insertion cursor is at
the top right of the box.

NoteNote

Your may at any time rotate the text elements to the desired angle.

SelectingSelecting TextText ElementsElements
When you create a new text element it naturally contains no text. When using the
TextText tool, the insertion cursor flashes at the point where you have clicked. When
using TextText tool with box, it flashes at the top left-hand corner. The insertion cursor
and paragraph sign will follow any entries you now make. The insertion cursor
always flashes in front of the position where the next character will be entered.

The attributes of the newly entered text will be based on the settings in the TextText

menu or the active text format. These settings will include the font, the font size
and the font face. If you now change one of these settings, e.g. select a different
font, text entered after this will be governed by the new attribute. Text entered
before the new setting will remain unchanged.

In the case of tabs, the change of setting will always affect the complete paragraph
between two paragraph signs, i.e. the text already entered. The same also applies
for text formats.

However, should you wish to change the attributes of a text element subsequently
or to delete it, you must select it first. To do this, move the insertion cursor in front
of the first character or behind the last one you want to select. Now press the
mouse button and move the insertion cursor over the text to be selected. The text is
now highlighted in the selection color. You can also make selections using the
arrow keys while holding down the SHIFT key. If you want to select a word,
double-click it with the mouse.
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You can also select the entire text. You do this by choosing EditEdit ▶▶ Select allSelect all, or, by
double-clicking a text element with the arrowarrow cursor.

All commands you give now relate directly to the selected text element. Key in a
number of characters, for example: the selected text will be overwritten. Or press
the DELETE key to delete the selection. If you now select a different font, only the
selected text will be changed. The font size and face will also apply for the
selection only.

Changes to tabs or text formats always apply to the entire paragraph between two
paragraph signs, i.e. they may also be applied to text which has not been selected.

NoteNote

Leading, alignment and character fill can be changed at any time, even if no text
has been selected. These attributes always apply to the entire text element.

WorkingWorking withwith TabsTabs andand TextText FormatsFormats

TabsTabs

To set tabs, choose TextText ▶▶ TabsTabs. The tabs which are set apply to the selected text
and apply for at least one paragraph between two paragraph signs. This is also the
case if the flashing insertion cursor is located at any point in the text.

Select a paragraph and set a tab. You will then see a red symbol for the tab type in
the selected position above the text element. Click the required point in the text and
press the TABTAB key. The following text jumps to the tab stop. An arrow appears in
the text between the preceding text and the tab stop.
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If you have created different tabs for different paragraphs in the text element, the
symbols or the positions of these symbols will change in the tab bar, depending on
the position of the insertion cursor.

Once you have concluded your entry, neither the tab bar nor the arrows for tab
increments remain visible.

TextText FormatsFormats

It is useful in many instances to use fixed text formats. Arbortext IsoDraw allows
you to do this in the AttributesAttributes window. The text format contains all the attributes
that can be set in the TextText menu. These include the font, font size, font face and
tabs. Where new text is entered, the attributes of the active text format are applied
to this text. A text format is applied for at least one paragraph between two
paragraph signs. The commands in the TextText menu can be used to change texts
which have been assigned formats. If you then change the text format, these
changes will be retained.

CharacterCharacter FillFill forfor TextsTexts
You can select the graphical attributes for texts using the TextText menu or when
defining a text format. Arbortext IsoDraw also allows you to assign color fills to
text elements or individual characters by means of the FillsFills window.

ChangingChanging thethe TextText ElementElement
A text element in a drawing behaves like most other elements, i.e. it can be edited
by such functions as duplicate, cut, copy, paste, group, delete and by the
transformations. However, these changes always refer to the text element in its
entirety, the text it contains remains unchanged.

NoteNote

One exception to this rule is when scaling text elements. The font size changes by
the appropriate percentage when scaling. All other attributes such as the position of
tabs remain unchanged.

If you wish to edit the text, you can do so by selecting the TextText tool and clicking on
the text element. Change your text as you wish and conclude your changes by
clicking in the toolbox.

This procedure remains the same even if the text element has already been
transformed, e.g. by tilting it into a perspective plane.
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You can change all the attributes of the text from outside. To do so select the text
element with the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool and then choose the required attributes from the
TextText menu. These attributes are then applied to the entire text in the element. The
same function also applies if you assign a different text format.

KeyboardKeyboard CommandsCommands forfor SelectingSelecting TextText ElementsElements
Select characters to the right of the
insertion cursor:

SHIFT+RIGHTARROW

Select all characters from the insertion
cursor to the end of the line:

SHIFT+ CTRL+RIGHTARROW

Select characters to the left of the
insertion cursor:

SHIFT+LEFTARROW

Select all characters from the insertion
cursor to the start of the line:

SHIFT+CTRL+LEFTARROW

Select line from the insertion cursor
downwards:

SHIFT+DOWN ARROW

Select line from the insertion cursor
upwards:

SHIFT+UPARROW

SpecialSpecial FunctionFunction forfor ChangingChanging NumbersNumbers
KeyKey CombinationsCombinations

In order to facilitate work with part numbers it is possible to change the contents of
a text element without having to work with the TextText tool. The prerequisite for this
is that the text contains a number. Select the text element with the Arrow cursorArrow cursor

tool.

Number increments by one CTRL+UPARROW

Number decrements by one: CTRL+DOWN ARROW

Number increments by five: CTRL+SHIFT+UPARROW

Number decrements by five: CTRL+SHIFT+DOWN ARROW

NotesNotes aboutabout AdobeAdobe TypeType Manager™Manager™
Arbortext IsoDraw requires that the Adobe Type Manager™ is installed. This
software is used to enhance the appearance of fonts on the screen.

The Adobe Type Manager documentation contains information on how to install
fonts. Generally speaking, you should remove True Type fonts from your system if
you have the corresponding Type 1 fonts.
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NoteNote

If you have not installed the ATM or not all PostScript™ fonts are available on
your system, you may encounter problems in displaying your texts on the screen.
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Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.





2020
WorkingWorking inin 3D3D ModeMode

Introduction to 3D Mode ........................................................................................... 672
Tools and Menu Commands in 3D Mode ................................................................... 673

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess enables you to import 3D CAD data and covert it
to 2D objects and elements in your technical illustration. This can save you a great
deal of drawing time and effort when 3D CAD data exists for the subject of your
technical illustration.

Preparing 3D CAD files for import and conversion to 2D is easy. After importing,
you can manipulate 3D objects in Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess to get the view
you want. When you are satisfied, simply project your view onto the 2D drawing
plane with one click—then continue editing in 2D.
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IntroductionIntroduction toto 3D3D ModeMode
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Whenever a file with 3D data in one of the supported formats is opened or placed,
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess operates in 3D mode. There are two distinct
features in 3D mode that enable you to distinguish it from the usual working
window. The first is a three-dimensional coordinate system on the drawing area
and the second is a standard toolbar with a range of tools.

The figure below contains a window with these typical 3D-mode features.

The following description of working in 3D mode relates to structured 3D data for
the IGES, VRML, and Wavefront formats. For AutoCAD DWG and DXF formats,
the files consist of surfaces instead of objects or groups.

The drawing converted from 3D data still contains all 3D information. In order to
process this information, this data must be converted into a 2-dimensional
illustration. To allow you to utilize all the possibilities which 3D data offers, you
can use various tools and menu commands to change data in 3D mode3D mode. Each edit
function can be applied to both the entire drawing and/or selected assemblies. Once
you have edited the drawing, the optimization process represents the last step from
the CAD drawing to the technical illustration. Before they are converted to 2D
illustrations, placed files can be edited in 3D mode in the same way as imported
files.
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SavingSaving ImportedImported FilesFiles asas 3D3D DrawingsDrawings

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

If you have pasted the file using the browser window, (see Show Browser Window
on page 337) the file appears in a window called UntitledUntitled. If you have opened the
file using the Open fileOpen file command, the window has the name of the original file. If a
file with the same name has already been saved in the open file’s folder, the file
will appear in a window called UntitledUntitled. If you select FileFile ▶▶ SaveSave or Save asSave as, you
will save the file together with all the three-dimensional information it contains in
the form of an Arbortext IsoDraw file.

NoteNote

In order to retain the three-dimensional information of a drawing, you must ensure
that you do the following during projection into a 2D illustration:

When clicking the camera button you must hold down the ALT key. If you do not
hold down the ALT key when clicking the camera button, the now two-
dimensional drawing will be saved under the same name as the 3D drawing. As a
result, the three-dimensional information will be lost.

If you reopen this file later, you will be able to create additional 2D illustrations in
3D mode. This provides you with repeated access to the 3D data once a CAD file
has been converted, without having to repeat the structured import process.

In this way, you can still have Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess convert CAD files
automatically without having to dispense with the manipulation options offered by
3D mode. The files are converted and saved as 3D files. Choose FileFile ▶▶ BatchBatch
ProcessProcessto do this (refer to Batch Process on page 67).

ToolsTools andand MenuMenu CommandsCommands inin 3D3D ModeMode
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The 3D mode window looks different from the normal Arbortext IsoDraw window
due to the coordinate cross located in the center of the drawing area. The axes are
labeled X, Y and Z and represent the coordinate system for the loaded assemblies/
elements.

You will also see the special toolbar containing 3D-data editing tools. If you look
closely at the toolbox, you will notice that a number of tools have been dimmed.
While working in 3D mode, these tools are unavailable.
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess also has additional menu commands in the
WindowWindow menu.
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3D3D ToolsTools ToolbarToolbar

This toolbar is used to select tools used when editing 3D data. When default
settings are selected, the toolbar contains all the tools that can be activated only via
the toolbar and the display options.

The tools on the standard toolbarstandard toolbar are described in 3D Tools on page 677.

You can edit the toolbar at any time by choosing WindowWindow ▶▶ ToolbarToolbar. You can delete
3D tools3D tools and add menu commands. You can also create an additional toolbar to suit
your own requirements.

You can find a description of how to create and edit a toolbar in Toolbars on page
447.

MenuMenu CommandsCommands

In principle, all menu commands that are not grayed out can be applied to 3D data.
When working in 3D mode in particular, you will find the ProjectionProjection and DisplayDisplay

commands in the WindowWindow menu and the 3D Options3D Options dialog box under the
PreferencesPreferences command in the EditEdit menu

These menu commands, their settings, and selection options are described in
separate topics. Information on the different functions of certain menu commands
when used in 3D mode can be found in the topics that deal with those commands.

ToolsTools fromfrom thethe ToolboxToolbox

As you can see, most of the tools are grayed out and unavailable in 3D mode. The
arrow cursor and the three transformation tools are available for editing 3D data.
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You can find descriptions on how these tools are used in 3D mode in the topics
devoted to the individual tools, located after the descriptions of their usage outside
3D mode.

NotesNotes onon thethe DescriptionDescription

3D3D ToolsTools ToolbarToolbar

This toolbar is used to select tools used when editing 3D data. When default
settings are selected, the toolbar contains all the tools that can be activated only via
the toolbar and the display options.

The tools on the standard toolbarstandard toolbar are described in Tools and Menu Commands in
3D Mode on page 673.

You can edit the toolbar at any time by choosing WindowWindow ▶▶ ToolbarToolbar. You can delete
3D tools3D tools and add menu commands. You can also create an additional toolbar to suit
your own requirements.

You can find a description of how to create and edit a toolbar in Toolbars on page
447.
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MenuMenu CommandsCommands

In principle, all menu commands that are not grayed out can be applied to 3D data.
When working in 3D mode in particular, you will find the ProjectionProjection and DisplayDisplay

commands in the WindowWindow menu and the 3D Options3D Options dialog box under the
PreferencesPreferences command in the EditEdit menu

These menu commands, their settings, and selection options are described in
separate topics. Information on the different functions of certain menu commands
when used in 3D mode can be found in the topics that deal with those commands.

ToolsTools fromfrom thethe ToolboxToolbox

As you can see, most of the tools are grayed out and unavailable in 3D mode. The
arrow cursor and the three transformation tools are available for editing 3D data.

You can find descriptions on how these tools are used in 3D mode in the topics
devoted to the individual tools, located after the descriptions of their usage outside
3D mode.
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2121
3D3D ToolsTools

Centering Tool ......................................................................................................... 678
Explosion Tool......................................................................................................... 678
3D Perspective Distance Tool ................................................................................... 681
Display Tool ............................................................................................................ 681
3D Move Tool .......................................................................................................... 682
3D Select Axis Tools ................................................................................................ 682
3D Align to Axis Tools .............................................................................................. 688
3D Cutting Tools ...................................................................................................... 691
3D Transparency Tools ............................................................................................ 692
Display Options ....................................................................................................... 694
Convert to 2D Illustration .......................................................................................... 694

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

This section describes each tool on the standard 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar which is only
available in 3D mode. You use these tools to edit 3D data in
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess.

Each tool on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar corresponds to a 3D data editing menu
command. These menu commands are also only available in 3D mode.

NoteNote

You can add and remove 3D data editing tools from the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar using
WindowsWindows ▶▶ ToolbarsToolbars. See Toolbars on page 447 for instructions.
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CenteringCentering ToolTool
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The information contained in the original file also defines the origin of the

coordinate system. Clicking the CenteringCentering tool allows you to align all the
assemblies of the drawing so that the coordinate origin is at the center point of all
assemblies.

You can also use this centering function for selecting individual assemblies. Select
the required assemblies using the ObjectObject window or the arrow cursor.

NoteNote

The CenteringCentering tool takes into account all assemblies in a drawing. However, it is
sometimes the case that the drawing from the CAD program is too large in a scale
of 1:1 or that the distance to the coordinate cross is too large. In this case, some of
the drawing may disappear off the screen. You can bring the entire drawing into
view by using the display tool. If individual elements of the drawing that are not
needed are far outside the drawing area, delete them. Centering brings the entire
drawing closer to the coordinate system. You can also scale the drawing in the
starting dialog box for the import process. However, this can affect the quality of
the 2D illustration after projection.

ExplosionExplosion ToolTool
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The ExplosionThe Explosion tool gives you the means to automatically explode the
components of a larger assembly unit along a specific axis. Individual parts are
spatially separated. Explosion always goes as far as necessary till the parts no
longer overlap. If all the components of an assembly unit lie on a single axis (e.g. a
shaft with bearing, flange and fastening units), you can select the tool for the entire
drawing directly. In the case of assembly units where components are added in a
different direction to the major axis (e.g. gear housing with angled threaded plug),
you must first select all components in one direction (axis).

If components (e.g. a threaded plug) lie outside the major axes, you can create a
suitable axis before exploding using the 3D axis selector. Provided no coordinate
system axis is selected afterwards, the selected parts will be exploded on the free
axis.
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You have used the ObjectObject window or the arrow cursor to select all assemblies on a
given axis and/or all assemblies (drawing with one axis). Click the ExplosionExplosion tool.

The following dialog box appears:

AxesAxes

Here you can select the axis along which you wish to explode the assemblies. The
choice of axis must therefore agree with the axis in the drawing on which the
components are located. If there is no free axis, the Free axisFree axis option remains
grayed out and without function.

DirectionDirection

You can use this setting to specify the direction on the free axis that is to be used to
pull the assemblies apart. If you select individual assemblies, you can explode
them straightaway in the direction in which they were assembled.
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If you select PositivePositive, the assemblies will be exploded in the direction with axis
designation (XX, YY, ZZ). If NegativeNegative is set, they will be exploded in the opposite
direction. If you select BothBoth, the parts will be pulled apart in both axial directions.
The direction in this case depends on the extent and the orientation of the
assemblies.

If the explosion tool is used on a free axis, the arrow on the blue axis defines the
positive direction.

You can also move each assembly along the axis subsequently.

Once you have completed your settings, click OKOK. The selected assemblies are then
exploded in accordance with this setting. Clicking CancelCancel closes the dialog box
without changing the orientation of the assemblies.

In the example, the X axis and direction Negative have been selected.

The following examples show the sequence of operations:

The Bracket assembly unit in assembled form, the bracket with fastenings
exploded in the X axis’ negative direction, and the bracket with fastenings and
cover exploded in the Y axis’ positive direction.
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3D3D PerspectivePerspective DistanceDistance ToolTool
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Choosing WindowWindow ▶▶ PerspectivePerspective ▶▶ ProjectionProjection in 3D mode activates the 3D3D

Perspective DistancePerspective Distance tool, which would otherwise be grayed out. Clicking on
the symbol button opens the following dialog box:

Enter the required Perspective distancePerspective distance. Click OKOK to confirm your entry or CancelCancel

to close the dialog box without making any changes. When the dialog box is
closed the elements are depicted in the new perspective.

NoteNote

You can enter values ranging from 0.1 to 10000. Note that the value for
perspective distance can also be selected so that the observer is located inside the
object. This can result in unwanted projections of elements located behind the
observer.

DisplayDisplay ToolTool
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Imported drawings are frequently very large. To obtain an overview of all the
assemblies, the entire drawing needs to be brought into the field of vision. Clicking

the DisplayDisplay tool displays the entire drawing on the screen.

If you first align the drawing to the coordinate system using the CenteringCentering tool,
you will easily be able to obtain an overview while work is ongoing (e.g. when
selecting an assembly from the ObjectObject window).
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3D3D MoveMove ToolTool
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The 3D Move3D Move tool allows you to rotate the drawing. After selecting the 3D Move3D Move

tool click on the drawing area. If you move your mouse while holding down
the mouse button, you can rotate the drawing around all the axes of the coordinate
system simultaneously. Imagine your hand is lying on a ball that you are rolling
over a table. If you move the mouse in the same way, the elements will be rotated
in the same way as the ball. You do not have to select a specific axis if you want to
rotate freely in space in this way.

You can freely rotate a selection of assemblies in the same way. You can select the
required assemblies using the object window or the arrow cursor. Once you have
activated the 3D Move3D Move tool, you can switch to the arrow cursor temporarily by
pressing the CTRL key.

In the case of individual assemblies, free rotation is around the center of the
selection.

3D3D SelectSelect AxisAxis ToolsTools
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You can use the 3D Select axis3D Select axis buttons on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar to
create “free” axes in 3D mode in addition to the X, Y and Z axes. Free axes are
independent of the coordinate system.

NoteNote

You must have Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess 7.2 or later to create and save
multiple free axes.

Free axes can be created tangent to 3D element contours, relative to paths, or
through the coordinate system origin. The arrowhead on the free axis indicates the
positive direction.

You can only select one free axis at a time. The selected free axis is red by default.
All other free axes are blue.

NoteNote

The 1. color1. color setting on the GridGrid preferences panel sets the selected free axis color.
(See Grid on page 110.)
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You can transform parts relative to the selected free axis, the same as you can
relative to the selected X, Y, or Z axis. For example, you can select a free axis and
then:

• Rotate a part around it using the RotationRotation tool. (See Rotation on page
630.)

• Reflect a part across it using the ReflectionReflection tool. (See Reflection on page
635.)

• Move a part along it using the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool. (See Selecting on page
473.)

• Explode assemblies along it using the ExplosionExplosion tool. (See Explosion Tool
on page 678.)

Free axis transformations such as these are useful if, for example, you want to
prepare 3D objects for a spare parts catalog. If objects are outside the coordinate
system axes, you can create a free axis and then move or explode the parts on this
axis.

ToTo CreateCreate FreeFree AxesAxes

Use the 3D Select axis3D Select axis tool to create a free axis, or multiple free axes. Each
free axis you create is tangent to a 3D element contour at a single point.

1. Click the 3D Select axis3D Select axis button on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.

2. When the pointer becomes a , click a contour on an element in the drawing.
A red free axis appears tangent to the contour at the point on the contour where
you clicked.

3. To create another free axis, click another point on an element contour. A new
free axis appears. The new (red) free axis is selected; the other (blue) free axes
are not.
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The figure below shows free axes created along the outer contour of a part. The
selected free axis is red; the other free axes are blue.

ToTo CreateCreate FreeFree AxesAxes basedbased onon PathsPaths

Use the 3D Select axis (based on a path)3D Select axis (based on a path) tool to create a free axis, or multiple
free axes. Each free axis you create is perpendicular to a closed path (contour) area
on an element.

1. Click the 3D Select axis (based on a path)3D Select axis (based on a path) button on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.

2. When the pointer becomes a , click an element in the drawing.

3. After you click, Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess traces the contour of the area
and tries to find a valid path.

4. If no valid path is found, the No valid path found!No valid path found! message appears. Try
clicking again at a different location.

5. When a valid path is found, a red free axis appears perpendicular to the area of
the path.
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6. To create another free axis, click another point on an element.

7. If a new path is found, a new free axis appears perpendicular to the path. The
new (red) free axis is selected; the other (blue) free axes are not.

The figure below shows free axes based on paths around holes in the part. The
axes are perpendicular the holes. The selected free axis is red; the other free axes
are blue

ToTo CreateCreate FreeFree AxesAxes throughthrough thethe OriginOrigin

Use the 3D Select axis (through the origin)3D Select axis (through the origin) tool to create a free axis, or multiple
free axes. Each free axis you create intersects the origin and is oriented tangent to a
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3D element contour at a single point. The arrowhead on the free axis indicates the
positive direction.

1. Click the 3D Select axis (through the origin)3D Select axis (through the origin) button on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.

2. When the pointer becomes a , click a contour on an element in the drawing.
A red free axis through the origin appears. The axis is oriented tangent to the
contour at the point where you clicked.

3. To create another free axis, click another point on an element contour. A new
free axis through the origin appears. The new (red) free axis is selected; the
other (blue) free axes are not.

The figure below shows free axes through the origin. Each axis is oriented tangent
to a contour on the part. The selected free axis is red; the other free axes are blue.
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ToTo SaveSave FreeFree AxesAxes

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess 7.2 and later only.7.2 and later only.

If you create one or more free axes in 3D mode, you can save them in the ISO file.

NoteNote

You cannot save a free axis in a version 7.1 or earlier ISO file.

1. In 3D mode, create one or more free axes.

2. While still in 3D mode, save the ISO file and close it. All free axes you created
will be saved in the file.

CautionCaution

Save the ISO file in 3D mode only. When you project a 3D view with free axes
into a 2D illustration, all free axes are deleted.

3. Reopen the ISO file you just saved. The file opens in 3D mode and displays the
free axes.

ToTo Select,Select, Reverse,Reverse, oror DeleteDelete aa FreeFree AxisAxis

1. In the Palette Window Toolbox, click the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool.

2. When the pointer becomes a you can select, reverse, or delete free axes
using the methods below:

ActionAction MethodMethod
Select a (non-selected, blue) free axis. Click it. The free axis changes to the

selected-state color (red by default).

Reverse the selected (red) free axis
direction.

Click it (while it is selected). The
arrowhead switches to the opposite
end of the axis. Click it again to
switch it back to the original
direction.

Delete a free axis. SHIFT-click the free axis you want to
delete.

Delete all free axes. CTRL-SHIFT-click any free axis.

Select, reverse, or delete a free axis
that is in front of a 3D graphic.

Press CAPS LOCK first, then use a
method above.
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3D3D AlignAlign toto AxisAxis ToolsTools
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Use the following 3D mode EditEdit menu AlignAlign commands or the corresponding 3D

align to axis tools on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar to align a 3D object to:

• A coordinate (X, Y, or Z) axis; for example, to align the edge of an object with
the X, Y, or Z axis. (See 3D Align to X, Y, or Z Axis on page 688.)

• A free axis; for example, to align a bolt shaft with the hole in a nut. (See 3D
Align to Free Axis on page 690.)

3D3D ModeMode MenuMenu CommandCommand CorrespondingCorresponding 3D3D ToolsTools ToolbarToolbar
ButtonButton

EditEdit ▶▶ AlignAlign ▶▶ X axisX axis
X axisX axis

EditEdit ▶▶ AlignAlign ▶▶ Y axisY axis
Y axisY axis

EditEdit ▶▶ AlignAlign ▶▶ Z axisZ axis
Z axisZ axis

EditEdit ▶▶ AlignAlign ▶▶ Free axisFree axis
Free axisFree axis

3D3D AlignAlign toto X,X, Y,Y, oror ZZ AxisAxis

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

To align a 3D object to the X, Y, or Z axis in 3D mode:

1. Create a free axis or select an existing free axis. (See the topics under 3D Select
Axis Tools on page 682 for descriptions of the various ways to create a free
axis.)

2. Select one or more 3D objects.

3. Click a free axis to make it active (red). You will align the active free axis for
3D object(s) to the X, Y, or Z axis.

4. On the EditEdit menu, click AlignAlign and then click the coordinate axis you want to
align to: X axisX axis, Y axisY axis, or Z axisZ axis, or, click the 3D align X, Y, or Z axis button
on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar:

X axisX axis

Y axisY axis
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Z axisZ axis

5. The selected 3D objects translate and/or rotate to align to the specified
coordinate axis. Only the 3D objects move. The active (red) axis does not.

ExampleExample

To align an edge on a rectangular block parallel to the X axis:

1. Create a free axis on the block edge.

a. Click the 3D Select axis3D Select axis button on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.

b. When the pointer becomes a , click the edge to create a free axis on it.

2. Select the block.

(Optional) Select other 3D objects if you want them to move with the block
during edge alignment.

3. Click the 3D align X axisX axis button on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.

• The block translates and/or rotates to align the free axis edge parallel to the
X axis.

• Other selected 3D objects translate and/or rotate with the block, keeping
their same positions relative to the block.

ExampleExample

To align a pulley wheel so its rotation axis is parallel to the Z axis:

1. Create a free axis along the pulley wheel’s rotation axis:

a. Click the 3D Select axis (based on a path)3D Select axis (based on a path) button on the 3D Tools3D Tools

toolbar.

b. When the pointer becomes a , click on the circular path that defines the
pulley wheel’s outer edge. A free axis is created perpendicular to the wheel
face along the central rotation axis. The free axis is active (red).

2. Select the pulley wheel.

(Optional) Select other 3D objects if you want them to move with the pulley
wheel during alignment.

3. Click the 3D align Z axisZ axis button on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.
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• The pulley wheel translates and/or rotates such that the free axis created
along the rotation axis is parallel to the Z axis.

• Other selected 3D objects translate and/or rotate with the pulley wheel,
keeping their same positions relative to the pulley wheel.

3D3D AlignAlign toto FreeFree AxisAxis

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

To align a 3D object to a free axis in 3D mode:

1. Create free axes. You will need at least two free axes to perform this alignment;
one active (red) axis and one inactive (blue) axis. (See the topics under 3D
Select Axis Tools on page 682 for descriptions of the various ways to create a
free axis.)

2. Select one or more 3D objects.

3. Click a free axis to make it active (red). You will align the red free axis for a
3D object to blue free axis.

4. On the EditEdit menu, click AlignAlign and then click Free axisFree axis, or, click the 3D align

Free axisFree axis button on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.

5. When the pointer becomes a , click an inactive (blue) free axis. This is the
free axis the 3D object(s) will be aligned to.

6. The selected 3D objects translate and/or rotate to align to the specified inactive
(blue) free axis. Only the 3D objects move. The active (red) axis does not.

ExampleExample

To align two 3D objects, such as a bolt to a nut:

1. Create one free axis along the center of the bolt shaft. Create another free axis
through the center of the hole in the nut. To create these two axes:

a. Click the 3D Select axis (based on a path)3D Select axis (based on a path) tool on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.

b. When the pointer becomes a :

• Click the circular edge of the hole in the nut to create a free axis
through the center of the hole.

• Click the circular edge on the end of the bolt shaft to create a free axis
along the center of the shaft.
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c. The free axis along the bolt shaft should be active (red). If not, select the
bolt’s inactive (blue) axis to make it active (red). (To select the free axis,

CTRL-click with the pointer, or click the Arrow cursorArrow cursor tool, and then

click the free axis with the pointer.) Making the bolt’s free axis active
enables the bolt to translate and/or rotate during alignment while the nut
(with the inactive free axis) remains stationary.

2. Select the bolt object (only). (Do not select the nut object or it will move along
with the bolt during alignment.)

3. Click the 3D align Free axisFree axis button on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.

4. When the pointer becomes a , click the inactive (blue) free axis through the
hole in the nut. This specifies the free axis that the bolt shaft free axis will align
to.

• The bolt translates and/or rotates to align its shaft coaxial with the free axis
through the nut hole.

• Other selected 3D objects move with the bolt, keeping their same positions
relative to the bolt.

3D3D CuttingCutting ToolsTools
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The 3D cutting3D cutting tools can be used to cut freely selected areas from selected objects
or surfaces. They can be used to make areas (objects or surfaces) that lie behind
other areas visible. You can use the tools several times in succession. This can
provide a deeper view into a complex assembly.

Two cutting tools are available – one with the selection rectangle symbol and

the other with the lasso symbol.

Select the object or surface from which you want to cut a piece. Once you have
activated a 3D cutting3D cutting tool, you can switch to the arrow cursor temporarily by
pressing the CTRL key.

If you do not hit any selected objects, all objects/surfaces will be selected. The
whole area of the drawing that has been selected with one of the cutting tools will
then be cut.
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3D3D CuttingCutting (with(with SelectionSelection Rectangle)Rectangle) ToolTool

When you use the 3D cutting (with selection rectangle)3D cutting (with selection rectangle) tool, you drag a
rectangle. All selected areas of objects or surfaces inside the selection rectangle are
cut away. The resulting transparent section is rectangular.

As soon as you release the mouse button after dragging the selection rectangle, all
elements of the selected objects or surfaces within this area are cut.

If you want to cancel the result after the cut has been performed, choose EditEdit ▶▶
UndoUndo. The objects or areas are then shown in their original form again.

3D3D CuttingCutting (with(with Lasso)Lasso) ToolTool

If you select the 3D cutting (with lasso)3D cutting (with lasso) tool instead, the cursor becomes a
lasso. In principle, the lasso functions exactly like the selection rectangle. With the
lasso, however, you can freely define the boundary within which the objects or
surfaces are to be cut. The lasso is particularly useful when a broken-out section is
to be shown. As soon as you release the mouse button, all elements of the selected
objects or surfaces within the lassoed area are cut.

In the following example, you can see an excerpt from a drawing where the 3D3D
cutting (with lasso)cutting (with lasso) has not been used (left) and one where it has been used (right).

If you want to cancel the result after the cut has been performed, choose EditEdit ▶▶
UndoUndo. The objects or areas are then shown in their original form again.

3D3D TransparencyTransparency ToolsTools
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

The 3D Transparency3D Transparency tools can be used to make freely selectable areas of selected
objects or surfaces transparent. They can be used to make areas (objects or
surfaces) that lie behind other areas visible too. For example, you can use this tool
to represent covered parts or parts that are functionally important.
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Two transparency tools are available – one with the selection rectangle symbol

and the other with the lasso symbol.

Select the object(s)/surface(s) to be made transparent. Once you have activated a
3D transparency3D transparency tool, you can switch to the arrow cursor temporarily by pressing
the CTRL key.

If you do not hit any selected objects, all objects/surfaces will be selected. The
whole area of the drawing that has been selected with one of the transparency tools
will then be made transparent. In principle, this produces a wire frame of the
selected area of the drawing.

3D3D TransparencyTransparency (with(with SelectionSelection Rectangle)Rectangle) ToolTool

When you use the 3D transparency (with selection rectangle)3D transparency (with selection rectangle) tool, you drag a
rectangle. All selected areas of objects or surfaces inside the selection rectangle are
made transparent. The resulting transparent section is rectangular. As soon as you
release the mouse button after dragging the selection rectangle, all elements that lie
behind the selected objects or surfaces within this area become visible.

3D3D TransparencyTransparency (with(with Lasso)Lasso) ToolTool

If you select the 3D transparency (with lasso)3D transparency (with lasso) tool instead, the cursor becomes
a lasso. In principle, the lasso functions exactly like the selection rectangle. With
the lasso however, you can freely define the boundary within which the objects or
surfaces are to be made transparent. The lasso is particularly useful when a broken-
out section is to be shown. As soon as you release the mouse button, all elements
that lie behind the selected objects or surfaces within the broken-out area become
visible.

In the following example, you can see an excerpt from a drawing where the 3D3D
transparency (with lasso)transparency (with lasso) has not been used (left) and one where it has been used
(right) after projection into a 2D illustration. As you can see in the figure on the
right, the contour lines of the transparent elements are always shaded.
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If you want to cancel the result after the transparency has been performed, select
ElementElement ▶▶ Remove 3D transparencyRemove 3D transparency.

The objects or areas are then shown in their original form again.

DisplayDisplay OptionsOptions
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You can use the four display option tools on the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar, ,
to select the various display modes instead of using WindowWindow ▶▶ DisplayDisplay. The
symbols stand for WireframeWireframe, HLRHLR, RenderingRendering, and Smooth renderingSmooth rendering respectively.
Display on page 457 describes how these display modes differ.

ConvertConvert toto 2D2D IllustrationIllustration
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

Once you have finished your work in 3D mode, you can copy the entire drawing
into a normal two-dimensional Arbortext IsoDraw window. To do this, click the

Convert to 2D illustrationConvert to 2D illustration button. Refer to Projection into an Illustration on page
695 to find out how to proceed next.
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2222
ProjectionProjection intointo anan IllustrationIllustration

3D Projection .......................................................................................................... 696
3D Projection Options – Shaded ............................................................................... 705
3D Projection Options – Remove Hidden Lines .......................................................... 706

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

If you have preprocessed the drawing using the tools and commands described,
you can copy all the objects (assemblies and elements) into a two-dimensional
drawing. The drawing then appears in a normal two-dimensional
Arbortext IsoDraw window.

Do this by clicking the Convert to 2D illustrationConvert to 2D illustration button in the toolbar. The
drawing then appears in a 2D Arbortext IsoDraw window according to the set
preferences and with the same name as the edited 3D file. If the edited 3D file is to
be retained, you must hold down the ALT key when clicking the camera button.
The projected 2D file then appears in a window named UntitledUntitled.

If you have selected the Show options dialog before converting to 2DShow options dialog before converting to 2D option in the
3D Options3D Options preferences dialog, the 3D Projection3D Projection starting dialog box appears.
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3D3D ProjectionProjection
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

This dialog gives you various options for selecting how the current drawing is to
be displayed in the normal Arbortext IsoDraw window.

Clicking OptionsOptions results in another dialog box being displayed, where you can
select further optimization settings.

KeepKeep 3D3D DataData

If you select keep 3D datakeep 3D data, the drawing is depicted in 2D mode using the display
mode that was last selected in 3D mode. You can only edit the drawing to a limited
extent. It is not possible to create animations in 2D mode. As this type of
projection preserves all 3D information, you can change to 3D mode at any time
by choosing ElementElement ▶▶ 3D Transformation3D Transformation. You can then edit the drawing in 3D
mode.

NoteNote

If animations have already been created for objects in 3D mode prior to projection,
only the keep 3D datakeep 3D data projection type can be selected in the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog
box.

ShadedShaded

If you select shadedshaded, the drawing appears in the Arbortext IsoDraw window as a
raster image according to the display type selected in 3D mode. This type of
projection is primarily intended for use with the shadedshaded and Smooth renderingSmooth rendering

display types in 3D mode. The drawing is converted as a raster image containing
all the colors specified in 3D mode. After conversion, the drawing can be changed
using the image editing tools.
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AsAs WireframeWireframe

If you select as wireframeas wireframe, all the elements in the 3D file will be transferred to the
2D illustration. The pens with their attributes from the 3D file are retained. The
settings for optimizing the data in the OptionsOptions dialog box cannot be selected.

The result of your 3D projection therefore corresponds to the original drawing
from the CAD system.

RemoveRemove HiddenHidden LinesLines

If you select remove hidden linesremove hidden lines, the illustration will be displayed in your chosen
perspective and orientation without hidden lines. This means that all elements are
removed, which are invisible to the observer.
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CreateCreate Thick/Thick/ThinThin LinesLines

If you click the create thick/thin linescreate thick/thin lines box, the illustration will show the distribution
of thick and thin lines for outer and inner edges, which is typical for technical
illustration. The pens for thick and thin lines can be assigned in the OptionsOptions dialog
box.

Selecting remove hidden linesremove hidden lines with create thick/thin linescreate thick/thin lines enabled allows you to
create the key attributes of a technical illustration.

CreateCreate SurfaceSurface BordersBorders

When importing 3D data, a large number of individual surface elements are
loaded, particularly with the IGES format. If a file appears in 3D mode, you can
easily recognize the surfaces with their delimiting lines as created in the CAD file.

The delimiting linesdelimiting lines are recognized via hidden line removal and are converted as
inner or outer edges into the 2D illustration. Situations can occur where it is not
clear whether inner edges are to be converted from delimiting lines. This can be the
case, for example, with difficult free-form surfaces or with two surfaces that meet
at an obtuse angle.
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For this reason, inner edges may be missing from the illustration.

If you select the create surface borderscreate surface borders box, the missing inner edges are also
converted from the delimiting lines. These lines are assigned a pen of their own in
the 2D illustration. All lines that have been converted using the Create surfaceCreate surface
bordersborders function can be recognized easily since they are drawn with the BorderBorder

pen. With the exception of screen color, the BorderBorder pen has the same attributes as
the ThinThin pen.

When enlarged, you can clearly see the lines created with the Create surfaceCreate surface
bordersborders function. All lines that appear over and above those when converting
without the Create surface bordersCreate surface borders function are surface borders.
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If you want to delete individual surface borders, you are best working in drawing
mode. As the BorderBorder pen has a different screen color than the ThinThin pen the lines are
easy to see in drawing mode. Change the surface borders that you wish to keep in
the illustration to the required pen. You can delete the remaining borders like this:
Choose EditEdit ▶▶ SelectSelect, then select all the elements that use the BorderBorder pen. Confirm
the selection. You can then delete the elements.

When you import files in which all the individual surfaces have been defined as a
single surface, you will not find any additional lines in the 2D illustration using the
Create surface bordersCreate surface borders function. In these cases, you can use the detailed settings
Smooth surfacesSmooth surfaces and AccuracyAccuracy.

If you make the appropriate setting, additional inner edges are set by
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess. These inner edges are not surface borders.

3D Projection Options – Remove Hidden Lines on page 706and 3D Projection
Options – Shaded on page 705contain important information of the detailed
settings.

Clicking CancelCancel allows you to exit the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog box. Clicking OKOK

copies the 3D data into a normal Arbortext IsoDraw window in the form of a 2D
illustration. All the 3D elements are converted to 2D elements in the background
using the selected settings.
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While the data is copied to the Arbortext IsoDraw window, the OptimizeOptimize window
appears on the screen and shows you how the conversion is progressing. The
Arbortext IsoDraw window containing the illustration then appears as file UntitledUntitled.
It is behind the window containing the file in 3D mode. Select FileFile ▶▶ SaveSave or SaveSave
asas and save the illustration as an Arbortext IsoDraw file. The file is still open in 3D
mode. This allows you to create further views of the drawing in 3D mode. Each
time you click OKOK in the 3D projection3D projection window, a new file window will be created
containing a snapshot of the required situation.

NoteNote

If you only want to create a 2D drawing, hold down the ALT key while clicking
the camera button in the toolbar. The window containing the file in 3D mode is
converted to a normal 2D window when you click OKOK in the 3D Projection3D Projection dialog
box and appears with the name of the initial file. This option is particularly useful
if you have little memory available.

FillFill ContourContour

Select the fill contourfill contour check box under remove hidden linesremove hidden lines to create a closed, filled
Bézier path around the outer contour of the 3D set. To see the filled contour path in
2D mode after 3D projection, turn on PreviewPreview. (From the WindowWindow menu, point to
PreviewPreview and then click PreviewPreview.)

The 3D set contour path is filled with a single color (white by default) and its
outline is invisible. (The outline PenPen attribute is set to No penNo pen.)

To change the contour fill color for the 3D set you are projecting with removeremove
hiddenhidden lineslines selected:

1. Verify that the fill contourfill contour check box under remove hidden linesremove hidden lines is selected.

NoteNote

If the fill contourfill contour check box is cleared, you will not be able to change the color.

2. Click the OptionsOptions button.

3. In the Options - SetOptions - Set dialog box, select a color under Fill contour with colorFill contour with color and
then click OKOK. (See the color selection instructions under Fill contour with colorFill contour with color

in 3D Projection Options – Remove Hidden Lines on page 706.)

You can also change the 3D set contour fill color, and other 3D projection options,
in the 3D Options3D Options preferences panel. Like other 3D Options3D Options preference settings for
3D projections, the scope of this contour fill color setting (specifically, which 3D
set, or 3D sets, it applies to) depends on the state Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess
is in when you change the preference setting. (See Setting Contour Fill Color as a
3D Options Preference for 3D Projections on page 703.)
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Example:Example: 3D3D SetSet ContoursContours withwith DifferentDifferent ColorsColors

The example remove hidden linesremove hidden lines illustration below has 3D set contours that are
filled with different colors. This section describes how it was created.

Three 3D sets were used to create this illustration: One for the blower assembly,
one for the flange (blue), and one for the six flange bolts (red).

The blower assembly 3D set was projected first without a filled contour. Next, the
flange 3D set was projected with a blue-filled contour. Last, the 3D set containing
the six bolts was projected with a red-filled contour.

The detailed steps used to create this example illustration are listed below for
reference. Substitute your assemblies and parts for the blower assembly, flange,
and bolts in these steps to create similar illustrations with color-filled 3D set
contours.

1. OpenOpen (or PlacePlace) the 3D CAD file for the assembly in
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess.

2. Prepare the view for 3D projection. In this example:

a. On the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar, click the Isometric view topIsometric view top button.

b. Right-click the flange and click MoveMove. Move the flange +10 mm in the Z-
axis direction.

c. Select the flange bolts.

d. Right-click one of the selected bolts and click MoveMove. Move the bolts +20
mm in the Z-axis direction.

3. On the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar, click the Convert to 2D illustrationConvert to 2D illustration button.

4. In the 3D Projection - Set3D Projection - Set dialog box, click remove hidden linesremove hidden lines and clear the fillfill
contourcontour check box.
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5. Click OKOK to perform the 3D projection. In 2D mode, the assembly is shown
with hidden lines removed and no filled contours.

6. Next, PlacePlace the flange and project it into 2D with a blue-filled contour:

a. PlacePlace the 3D CAD file and prepare the view as described in Steps 1 and 2
above.

b. Delete all the objects in 3D mode except the flange object.

c. Click the Convert to 2D illustrationConvert to 2D illustration button in the 3D Tools3D Tools toolbar.

d. In the 3D Projection - Set3D Projection - Set dialog box, click remove hidden linesremove hidden lines and select
the fill contourfill contour check box.

e. Click the OptionsOptions button.

f. In the Options - SetOptions - Set dialog box, select a color for the contour fill (blue in
this example) and then click OKOK. (See instructions under Fill contour withFill contour with
colorcolor in 3D Projection Options – Remove Hidden Lines on page 706.)

g. Click OKOK to perform the 3D projection. In 2D mode, the blue flange is
displayed in front of the assembly.

7. To finish, PlacePlace the flange bolts and project them into 2D with their contours
filled with red:

a. Repeats Steps 6(a.) through 6(g.) with these exceptions:

• In Step 6(b.), delete all the objects except the flange bolt objects.

• In Step 6(f.), select red for the contour fill color.

b. In the 3D Projection - Set3D Projection - Set dialog box, click OKOK to perform the 3D
projection. In 2D mode, the red bolts are displayed in front of both the
assembly and the blue flange.

SettingSetting ContourContour FillFill ColorColor asas aa 3D3D OptionsOptions PreferencePreference forfor 3D3D
ProjectionsProjections

You can set the contour fill color (…and other 3D projection settings) on the 3D3D
OptionsOptions preferences panel. Consider setting this preference for one or all 3D sets in
the following cases:

You always use the same contour fill color for:

• Case 1: A particular 3D set you project in multiple illustrations during an
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess application session.

• Case 2: All 3D sets you project in one illustration.

• Case 3: All 3D sets you project in all illustrations.

To make a contour fill color preference setting (…or any other 3D projection
setting) the default in each case above:
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• Case 1: Set the preference in 3D mode with the 3D set active. This makes your
setting the default whenever you project that particular 3D set during the
current Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess application session. If you exit and
then restart the application, the default preference setting no longer applies to
that particular 3D set.

• Case 2: Open the illustration file and set the preference in 2D mode. This
makes your setting the default for all 3D sets you project in that illustration file.
The default setting persists for that illustration file when you close and reopen
it, and when you exit and restart the application.

• Case 3: Close all illustration files and then set the preference. This makes your
setting the default for all 3D sets you project in all illustration files. The default
setting persists for all illustration files when you close and reopen them, and
when you exit and restart the application.

To set the contour fill color preference for one or all 3D sets (depending on the
case above):

1. Select EditEdit ▶▶ PreferencesPreferences and then select 3D Options3D Options…

• Case 1:…in 3D mode with the 3D set active.

• Case 2:…with the illustration file open in 2D mode.

• Case 3:…with all illustration files closed.

2. In the 3D Options3D Options preferences panel, click the 3D Options3D Options button to open the 3D3D
ProjectionProjection dialog box (or 3D Projection - Set3D Projection - Set dialog box for Case 1.)

3. Click remove hidden linesremove hidden lines and select the fill contourfill contour check box, and then click
the OptionsOptions button.

4. In the OptionsOptions dialog box (or Options - SetOptions - Set dialog box for Case 1) under FillFill
contour with colorcontour with color, select the color. (See color selection instructions under FillFill
contour with colorcontour with color in 3D Projection Options – Remove Hidden Lines on page
706.)

5. Click OKOK twice to close the dialog boxes, and then click OKOK to close the
PreferencesPreferences dialog box. The fill color preference setting is applied to the 3D
set or 3D sets (depending on the case above).

AboutAbout EditingEditing 3D3D SetSet ContourContour PathsPaths inin 2D2D ModeMode

In 2D mode, the filled contour path is grouped with the 3D set. Use the DirectDirect

selection arrow cursorselection arrow cursor tool to select the contour path for editing while the 3D
set is grouped. Or, you can ungroup the 3D set and then edit the path shape or fill
color as you would any other filled Bézier path.

CautionCaution

Ungrouping a placed 3D set breaks the link to its source 3D data.
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The contour path is a single path around the outer contours of all objects in the 3D
set. It is not a compound path, however. So, if the 3D set includes objects with
holes (such as the flange in the example above) or multiple, separate objects (such
as the bolts in the example above), the path will have connecting lines between
distinctly separate parts of the contour. If you make the contour outline visible by
applying a different PenPen attribute, you may have to edit the path to remove these
connecting lines.

3D3D ProjectionProjection OptionsOptions –– ShadedShaded
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

If you have selected shadedshaded for the 3D Projection3D Projection, you can select various criteria in
the shaded - Setshaded - Set dialog box that can be used to save the raster image in
Arbortext IsoDraw format. Click OptionsOptions in the 3D Projection - Set3D Projection - Set dialog box. The
shadedshaded -- SetSet dialog box appears as depicted below:

ResolutionResolution

Enter the required resolution here. The resolution defines how many pixels are
present per inch (dpi = dots per inch). The higher the resolution, the better the
quality. This however, also rapidly increases the size of the file at the same time.

ImageImage DepthDepth

Select here whether the drawing is to be converted into black/white or one of the
color modes. The image depth (bit depth) option essentially allows you to control
how many different colors the Arbortext IsoDraw file can contain. A line-art
drawing can only contain black or white pixels. Color images are limited to 256
colors (8 bits) or any of the settings up to and including 16.7 million colors.
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LayerLayer

Specify here whether object information is to be taken over during conversion. The
LayerLayer that is to be entered here refers to the layers where objects within the file
structure are located. Assemblies (objects) can contain subassemblies etc. Every
icon in front of an object indicates a layer.

If 1 is entered next to LayerLayer, all object information is discarded. All the objects are
located on one layer. If you wish to preserve object information including all layers
from the 3D-mode file, you must count the layers in the object window and enter
the total next to LayerLayer.

NoteNote

Once the file has been converted with a sufficient number of layers, each object in
the raster image can be individually selected and edited.

3D3D ProjectionProjection OptionsOptions –– RemoveRemove HiddenHidden
LinesLines
Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

In the 3D Projection - Set3D Projection - Set dialog box, select remove hidden linesremove hidden lines if you want to
display your current 3D view in 2D mode with hidden lines removed (HLR).
Select check boxes below remove hidden linesremove hidden lines to add optional HLR effects.

With remove hidden linesremove hidden lines selected, you can view and change HLR illustration
settings in the Options - SetOptions - Set dialog box:

• Thin line thresholdThin line threshold – The rendering threshold for inner edges (…determines
how many or how few inner edges are displayed).

• PensPens – The Pen attribute settings used for thick and thin lines.

• Fill contour with colorFill contour with color – The color used to fill the 3D set contour (white by
default).

• OptimizeOptimize – The graphical elements that edge lines and contours are converted
into and saved as.

• Advanced SettingsAdvanced Settings – Optimize illustration rendering speed.

To open the Options - SetOptions - Set dialog box:
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1. In the 3D Projection - Set3D Projection - Set dialog box and click remove hidden linesremove hidden lines.

2. (Optional) Select HLR illustration effect check boxes below remove hiddenremove hidden
lineslines; create thick/thin linescreate thick/thin lines, create surface borderscreate surface borders, and fill contourfill contour.

3. Click OptionsOptions. The Options - SetOptions - Set dialog appears:
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NoteNote

Color picking tools under Fill contour with colorFill contour with color are only available when the fillfill
contourcontour check box is selected.
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ThinThin LineLine ThresholdThreshold

This is where you can specify at which transitions between the triangular surfaces
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess is to set thin lines, or inner edges.

NoteNote

If you are importing IGES files, the number of possible inner edges is also
determined by tessellation accuracy settings. (See 3D Options on page 126 for
more on tessellation accuracy.)

Inner edges can always be inserted where two adjacent triangles share an edge. The
orientation angle (w) between both triangular surfaces (D1, D2) is used as the basis
for calculating whether or not an inner edge is to be inserted.

This means that the larger the angle at which the triangles contact, the smaller the
orientation angle between the triangular surfaces. By setting the threshold for this
angle, you are deciding whether an inner edge appears. The finer your setting, the
smaller the angles between triangular surfaces that will be used for calculating
inner edges.

The following three examples will illustrate the effect of various threshold settings.

The example on the left shows the result at the finest setting possible. Inner edges
have been inserted at all possible triangular edges. A good result has been achieved
in the center example, where the threshold has been set at 20. Unwanted inner
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edges are not shown. Only the inner edge at the chamfer has been inserted. The
example on the right depicts a very coarse setting. Too few or no inner edges have
been inserted.

The value in the input field has no unit and is used as a preference for internal
matching with the angle (w). You can enter values between 1 and 100. You can
enter the value directly or use the slider.

NoteNote

When working with IGES files in particular, the triangles are created by
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess. Specifying tessellation settings also determines
the number of triangles that are created (see dialog page Projection optionsProjection options in
Preferences on page 108). This in turn affects the result of the inner edges that are
applied. If you want to convert a 3D drawing containing a complex surface, use the
default setting (50) for both the Tessellation AccuracyTessellation Accuracy and Thin line thresholdThin line threshold

functions. Look at the result of the projection. If the result is not accurate enough
or if there are excessive numbers of inner edges on the surfaces, modify the thin
line settings. If you also want to change tessellation accuracy you must re-import
the 3D data after adjusting the settings. If you have only changed thin line
threshold settings, create a new version of the 2D projection. To accelerate this
procedure, select as linesas lines under OptimizeOptimize. To ensure a compact file, select asas
Bézier pathsBézier paths for the elements in the final version.

Particularly when working with large amounts of data, you can see the results of
your thin line threshold settings in the current drawing in 3D mode before initiating
the conversion process. This allows you to see a preview of the converted drawing
without needing to delay the conversion process. The drawing must be depicted in
HLRHLR display mode to do this. To view the preview, select the PreferencesPreferences menu
command, then the 3D Options3D Options dialog page. Change the Thin line thresholdThin line threshold on this
dialog page. To make the new setting visible on the drawing, close the 3D Options3D Options

dialog page by clicking OKOK.

PensPens

This allows you to select the penspens to be used for outer and inner edges. Select the
pen for the outer edges in the for thick linesfor thick lines pop-up menu. Select the pen for the
inner edges in the for thin linesfor thin lines pop-up menu. All pens for the current file are
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displayed. Before the conversion, you can also create additional pens. These pens
will also be displayed in the pop-up menus. The process for creating a new pen and
the points you need to remember when doing so are described in Show Attribute
Window on page 352.

FillFill ContourContour withwith ColorColor

If you selected the fill contourfill contour check box, you can change the color used to fill the
3D set contour under Fill contour with colorFill contour with color. (The fill color is white by default.)

To change the contour fill color, click a different color in the lower Color listColor list. The
lower Color listColor list shows all available colors in the current file. The color box next to
the upper Color listColor list shows the currently selected color.

To change the tone of (or, the amount of white in) the currently selected color, drag
the ToneTone slider.

To change the contour fill color to a CYMK or RGB color you define:

1. Click Free CYMK colorFree CYMK color or Free RGB colorFree RGB color in the upper Color listColor list.

2. Adjust the CYMK or RGB color sliders until the color box shows the color you
want. You can also enter percentage values for CYMK or RGB colors directly.

When you click OKOK to close the Options - SetOptions - Set dialog box, the color in the color box
is the applied 3D contour fill color.

(For more information on creating and editing colors in Arbortext IsoDraw, see Fill
Type— Color on page 409.)

OptimizeOptimize

There are three ways for selecting how elements from the 3D data are to be defined
as elements in the 2D illustration.

If you select as linesas lines, the 2D illustration will only contain lines in the form of
unconnected elements. If you select as polylinesas polylines, several lines which follow on
from each other are grouped together into polylines. Selecting as Bézier pathsas Bézier paths

converts those elements of the 3D data, which follow on from each other into a
Bézier path. Conversion to Bézier paths gives you the best results in terms of
contour accuracy for the illustration. What is more, the number of elements is far
lower than for line elements, what facilitates subsequent operation and also reduces
storage requirements.

If you click the Generate ellipses box, the elements that together make up an
ellipse form are converted into an ellipse or an ellipse segment. The ellipses
generated in this way optimize the 2D illustration and are easier to use
subsequently. For example, you can use the center point of an ellipse to easily
change the orientation of a centerline.
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You should only use the as linesas lines setting if you want to try out different settings for
surface smoothness and accuracy. You should then return to the as polylinesas polylines or asas
Bézier pathsBézier paths setting. You should only select the Generate ellipsesGenerate ellipses option if the
drawing contains numerous convertible elements.

AdvancedAdvanced SettingsSettings

If you click the Optimize for speedOptimize for speed button, simplified calculations are carried out in
some cases during conversion. This accelerates the conversion process. There is no
generally valid rule for calculating the time this saves. This depends on the
imported data format and the file content. Experience shows that the time saved
increases in line with number of elements that change to inner edges in the 2D
illustration.

Optimize for speedOptimize for speed generally involves no loss of quality in the 2D illustration. If
errors occur during the conversion process, you will be able to see this in the
illustration. If this happens, switch off the function and repeat the conversion.

If you want to process a large number of files in the same format, select OptimizeOptimize
for speedfor speed for the first set of files. Examine the 2D illustrations. If the conversion is
successful, leave the function switched on.

FactoryFactory SettingsSettings

If you click the Factory settingsFactory settings button in the OptionsOptions dialog box, the settings in
this window will be set to the selections recommended by the manufacturer.
Experience has shown that these factory settings will deliver excellent Technical
Illustrations for most 3D data.

Clicking CancelCancel exits the OptionsOptions dialog box. All changes are rejected. Clicking
OKOK applies the current setting status to the projection. The settings are applied until
the next change is made.
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2323
FurtherFurther ProcessingProcessing inin

Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess

Applies toApplies to Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocessArbortext IsoDraw CADprocess only.only.

You have performed a transformation for the imported or placed drawing in 3D3D
modemode. The resulting projection has been saved as an Arbortext IsoDraw file.

You can now process the illustration in a number of ways using the tools in
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess. You can draw new elements, enter text, create
callouts, and change the elements of imported data.

You can naturally also export the finished Arbortext IsoDraw file. You can find
further information on this in Export on page 38 and Preferences on page 108 as
well as in the Arbortext IsoDraw Data Exchange Reference.
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IndexIndex

1. Color, 112
2-point perspective, 456
2. Color, 113
2. Selection color, 520
2D illustration, 128
3-point perspective, 456
3D align
Free axis tool, 690
to free axis, 690
to X, Y, or Z axis, 688
two 3D Objects, 690
X, Y, and Z axis tool, 688

3D align to axis tools, 688
3D axis selector, 197
3D cutting (with lasso) tool, 692
3D cutting (with selection
rectangle) tool, 692
3D data, 51, 128
3D display mode for animations,
287
3D Editing preferences, 135
3D information, 54, 672
3D mode, 54, 5859, 182, 195, 672
aligning objects
to free axis, 690
to X, Y, or Z axis, 688

aligning to an axis, 688
3D Move tool, 682
3D Options preferences, 126
3D Options, 3D Editing
preferences, 135
3D projection, 55
remove hidden lines
fill contour, 701

3D Select axis
through the origin, 685

3D Select axis tool, 682
based on a path, 684
delete free axis, 687
on contour, 683
reverse free axis, 687
save, 687
select free axis, 687

3D set, 135
fill contour, 701

3D Set (for placing), 52
3D tools, 674675
3D Tools, 677

AA

Action, new during animations,
273
Active layer, 347
Add handle, 521
Adobe Type Manager™, 666
align
3D objects, 688
to free axis, 690
to X, Y, or Z axis, 688

Alignment, 315
Alignment options, 106
Alignment position, 106
Angle, 492
Angle dimension, 552
animation
master sequence, 291
remote start, 291

Animation actions, 244
animation sequences
collections, grouping into, 281
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cut, copy, paste, duplicate, or
delete, 283
reversing, 281

Animation sequences, 244
Animation steps, 244
Animation timeline, 244
Any perspective, 180, 614
Arbortext IsoDraw, 66
Arbortext IsoDraw CADprocess,
713
Arbortext IsoDraw documents, 18
Arbortext IsoDraw file, 713
Arbortext IsoDraw files, 19
Arbortext IsoDraw format, 38
Arbortext IsoDraw preferences,
109
Arbortext IsoDraw window, 50
Arbortext IsoDraw window, 54
Arbortext IsoDraw window, 51
Arbortext IsoDraw window, 46
Arbortext IsoDraw window, 46
Area, printable, 75
arranging animation sequences,
283
Arrow cursor, 165, 167, 190, 201,
205, 310, 312, 314, 320, 323,
326, 473, 477, 535, 622623
Attributes, 58
Auto, 531, 537
Automatic save, 142
Auxiliary circle, 552
Auxiliary ellipse, 656
axis
based on a path, 684
free, 683
through the origin, 685

BB

Background, 123, 126
Background display, 349
Base offset, 119
Baseline, 312, 316

Basic ellipse, 615
Batch process
convert files, 67
print files, 67
wizard, 67

Bézier curve, 165167, 515
Bézier curves, 167
Bézier part, 160
Bézier path, 134, 361, 515, 711
Bézier path, change extent, 520
Bézier path, closed, 166167, 518
Bézier path, open, 518, 522
Bézier point, 113, 515
Bézier point, additional, 522
Bézier point, current, 524
Bézier tool, 517
Black, 411, 413, 415
Black/white illustrations, 200
Blend tool, 583
Blue, 411, 414415
Bold, 314
Bold italic, 314
BOM, generating connected
callouts for, 573
Border, 402
bounding box, for 3D set, 135
Box, 659
breaking object/callout links, 570
Brightness, 211
Brightness/Contrast, 211
Browser window, 337
Bucket tool, 208, 575

CC

CAD data, 162
Callout
connect (to object), 559
create, 559
element, 559
renumber, 559
tools, 559

Callout element, 399
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connected to object(s), 568
connect existing, 572
drawing, 571
editing, 570
generating, 573
moving, 569
reconnecting, 570

creating, 561
Element info dialog box, 156
frame, 399, 561
leader line, 399, 561563
changing, 563

modifying, 563
moving, 563
selecting, 562
text element, 399, 561

Callout entry, 564
Callout style, 437, 564
Callout style, current, 398
Callout style, delete, 404
Callout style, new, 403
Callout tool, 561
Callout window, 564
Callouts
connected to objects, 433
Object info field, 228

Callouts window, 397, 405
Callouts, find, 405
Camera, 593, 597, 600, 604, 609,
616
Camera button, 55, 183, 198, 619,
694695
Center cursor, 630, 635, 639, 641,
644645
Center on line, 103
centering tool, 196
Centering tool, 678
Central perspective, 456
CGM
as native file format, 30

Chamfer, 656
Chamfer tool, 652, 656

Clipboard, 84, 87, 90, 92
Close box, 28
Close button, 345
CMYK color, free, 419
CMYK model, 411
CMYK process color, 415416
collections, of animation
sequences, 281
Color, 111, 116, 374
Color blends, 419
Color field, 111
Color images, 200
Color, current, 410, 412, 416
Color, named, 412, 419
Color, unnamed, 412
Colors, 126
Command groups, 449
connect callouts to objects, 559,
568
connected callout
Element info, 157

Connected callout tool, 568
connected callouts, 433
connect existing, 572
drawing, 571
editing, 570
generating for BOM, 573
generating for lists, 573
generating for objects only, 573
moving, 569
reference object, 569

connected object
in Callout element info, 157

connecting callouts to objects, 570
Contour, 202, 489, 498, 510, 523,
543, 576
contour fill color, for 3D set, 711
contour, fill color for 3D
projection, 701
Contrast, 212213
Conversion, 19, 21, 45, 52, 135,
712
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Convert curve point to corner
point, 521
Convert into Bézier parts, 161
Convert into elements, 160
Convert into polylines, 161
convert to 2D illustration button,
694
Convert to 2D illustration button,
619
Coordinate system, 195, 673
Copy, 192
Copy layer, 350
Copy sequences, 283
copying
objects with connected callouts,
570

Corner point, 361, 516517, 521
Corner, flattened, 361
Corner, rounded, 361
Corner/end forms, 512, 543
Create callouts, 434
Create collection, 281
Create thick/thin lines, 698
Creating an action in animations,
273
Crop, 214
Cross-sectional view, 614
Current pen, 359
current selection, 102
Current time, 278
Current time for animations
timeline, 244
Cursor, 549, 552, 581583, 630,
635, 653, 656
Cursor info, 111
Curve point, 516517, 521
Custom color, 411, 415416
Cut layer, 350
Cut sequences, 283
Cyan, 411, 413, 415

DD

Database, 221
Definition file, 294
Delete callout, 564
Delete handle, 521
Delete layer, 351
Delete point, 518
Delete sequences, 283
Delete tool, 522
Deletion point, 93, 113
Deletion point, free, 94
Delimiting lines, 698
Diameter, 513, 654
Diameter range, 114
Dimension, 549, 556558
Dimension arrow, 552, 556558
Dimension arrows, 549
Dimension arrows and leader lines
, 119120
Dimension points, 550
Dimension tools, 547
Dimension, angle, 548, 552
Dimension, diameter, 548, 557
Dimension, linear, 548549
Dimension, radius, 548, 555
Dimensions, 111, 119
Dimensions bar, 479, 487, 497,
508, 520, 541, 562
Dimensions, absolute, 624
Direct selection arrow cursor, 478
Direct selection cursor, 239
Direction, 678
disable animation, 246
Display tool, 681
Distance, 111, 114, 456
Distance, for 3D perspective, 681
Distribution direction, 107
Distribution options, 107
Dither, 204
Dither/threshold, 203
Dot spacing, 368
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Double click, 489, 499, 512, 523,
544
Draw objects in background, 121
Draw objects individually, 121
drawing, 113
connected callouts and objects,
571

Drawing, 113
Drawing area, 114
drawing cursor, 661
Drawing mode, 331
drawing preferences, 113
Drawing unit, 113
Drawing, overall view, 343
Drawings in a flat view, 547
DTD, 301
Duplicate sequences, 283
Dynamic dimensions, 111

EE

Edit halo, 371
Edit menu, 3D mode
Align, 688
Free axis, 690
X, Y, or Z axis, 688

Edit pen, 354, 378, 385, 415
Effects, 205
element
information about, 155

Element, 160, 622
element info, 155, 649
connected callout, 157

Element info, 47, 59, 490, 565
Element info dialog box, 155
Callout element, 156
Group element, 157
Text element, 158

Element point, 112, 475, 478
Element points, 112
element snap, 112, 486, 496, 507,
541, 561

Element snap, 207
elements, 483
Elements, snap, 112
ellipse, 649
Ellipse, 502, 531, 538
Ellipse tool, 505, 528, 534
ellipse value, 541, 647
Ellipse value, 504, 508, 510, 513,
654
Ellipse value, current, 506
ellipses, 649
End, 373
End angle, 616
End arrow, 120
End length, 367
Enlargement factor, 342
EPS format, 412
exact extent, 641
Explementary angle, 553
Exploding assemblies, 678
Explosion tool, 678
Export, 38, 713
Export formats, 40
Extend offset, 119
Extension, 38
extent
in Element info dialog box, 155

Extent tool, 196
Extent, exact, 40
Extrusion tool, 183

FF

Face, 314, 384, 400, 663, 665
Favorites list, 441
File format, 1920
File formats
as native format, 30
CGM, 30
ISO, 30
older ISO formats, 30
packed ISOZ, 32

File menu
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different name or location, 30
older ISO format, 31
packed ISOZ format, 32
Save as, 3032

File, active, 108
File, current, 117118
Fill, 202, 409, 490, 498, 510, 512,
523, 543, 576
fill contour, 701
Fill contour with color, 711
Fill, none, 402
Fillet, 652653
Find contours, 212
Find Equal animation items,
253254
Find Similar animation items, 253,
255
Fist, 589, 592, 596, 599, 602, 607
Font, 305, 307, 400, 663
Font size, 384
Foreign formats, 40
Form of transition, 117
Format, 113
Format, free, 113
Formats window, 383
frame, callout, 399
frame, Callout, 561
free axis
based on a path, 684
create, 683684
multiple axes, 683

delete, 687
reverse, 687
save, 687
multiple axes, 687

select, 687
through the origin, 685

Free axis 3D align tool, 688, 690
Free-form contours, 128
Free-form surfaces, 698
Freehand tool, 518
Full, 531

GG

generating connected callouts
for BOM, 573
for lists, 573
for objects only, 573

Generating ellipses, 134, 711
Gradual transition, 117
Grayscale images, 200
Green, 411, 414
grid alignment, 110, 486
Grid alignment, 207
Grid in front, 110
Grid lines, 111
grid snap, 111, 486, 496, 507,
541, 561
Grid window, 378
Grid, current, 493, 554, 624
Grid, parallel perspective, 377
Grid, perspective, 551
Grids, 110111
Grids window, 377
Group, 187, 446, 473
Group element
Element info dialog box, 157

grouping animation sequences,
281

HH

halo, 116, 119, 331, 356357, 371,
401, 418, 499, 512, 543
halo, current, 373, 377
halo, name, 373
halos window, 376
Halos window, 370
Hand, 476
Hand cursor, 476
Handle, 516, 525
Handle point, 161
Hatching, current, 421
Height, 113
Hidden lines, 453
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High image quality, 334
HLR, 457
Horizontal, 624
Hot spot, 390
Hotspot, 22, 222, 225226

II

ID, 224
Identification, 221
Identifying color, 348
Identifying empty layers, 347
IGES, 21, 52, 62, 672
IGES files, 128
Image editing, 198, 205
Image element, 84
Image element to template, 352
Image elements, 198, 216
Image type, 200, 203
Import layers, 35
Importing, 20, 51
Inch, 113
Inner edges, 128, 699, 712
Inner thread, 514, 525, 538
Insert point, 518
Inserting pauses into animations,
260
Insertion cursor, 661, 663
Interactive catalogs, 220
Interactive documents, 221
Intersection points, 93, 112
Invert, 210
Invert selection, 432
ISO
latest format, 31
native file format, 30
older ISO formats, 31

ISOZ
packed file format, 32

Italic, 314

KK

Kerning, 310

LL

Lasso, 206, 476477
Layer attributes, 348
Layer window, 352, 408
Layer, active, 158, 347
Layer, exportable, 349
Layer, locked, 348
Layer, printable, 348
Layer, selection, 350
Layer, visible, 348
Layers, 36, 350
Layers of the illustration, 346
Layers window, 345
layers, changing
objects with connected callouts,
570

leader line
length, 563
orientation, 563

Leader line, 557558
leader line, callout, 399, 563
leader line, Callout, 561
Leader lines, 120, 549
Leading, 309
Length, 489, 491492, 543
Lengths, 119
Library folders, 441
Library parts, 441, 447
Library window, 440
Line, 95, 484
Line corner, 360361
Line end, 360
Line end with arrow, 367
Line options, 401
line tool, 207
Line tool, 484
Line-art template, 123
Lines, 96, 134, 166, 711
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Link2Source™, 46, 50, 54
links, breaking
objects with connected callouts,
570

list, generating connected callouts
for, 573

MM

Macro, 460
Macro actions, 464
Macro commands, 125
Macro recording, 461
Macro run mode, 466
macros, 125
Macros, 449
macros preferences, 125
Magenta, 411, 413, 415
Magnetic radius, 112
Magnifier window, 341
Major axes, 377
Marker, 473, 480
Marker tool, 473, 481
Marker, red, 480
Mask, 189
mask cursor, 189
master animation sequence, 291
Menu commands, 449
Minimum length, 119
Minor axis, 503, 622
Miter corner, 361
Miter limit, 361
Modification, 476, 479
Modifications of intensity, 411
Move, 201, 476, 479, 488, 498,
509, 520, 529, 535, 542
Move Bézier point, 518
Move cursor, 622
Move hand, 588589, 592, 595,
599, 602, 607, 615, 619
Move hand tool, 197
Move handle point, 518

moving
connected callouts, 569
objects with connected callouts,
569

Moving the drawing, 476
Moving with connecting lines,
625

NN

Naming, 347
native file format
ISO or CGM, 30

Navigator window, 343
New, 17
New grid, 381
New layer, 350
New window, 17
No isometric foreshortening, 110,
513
Non-uniform, 640
Normal, 314
Numbering, 405
Numbering scheme, automatic,
566

OO

object
changing layers, 570
connected to callout(s), 568
cut/copy/paste, 570
moving, 569
reference for connected callout,
569
transforming, 570
with connected callouts, 570
with connected to callout(s),
569

Object group, 239
object info
connected objects, 157

Object info, 22, 223, 301, 430
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Callouts field, 228
Object information, 239, 300, 427
Object list, 147, 435
object list, generating connected
callouts for, 573
Object tip, 228, 428
Object type, 294
Object types, 224
Object window, 24, 427
Objects, 230
Objects invisible, 432
Objects visible, 432
objects, generating connected
callouts for, 573
Offset hor, 606, 610
Offset ver, 594, 598, 601, 606,
610
Offsets, 119
Open, 18
Optimization function, 162
Optimize, 701
orientation
in Element info dialog box, 155

Orientation, 113, 489, 498, 510,
543
orientation angle, 541
Orientation angle, 487, 504, 514,
562, 654
Outer contour, 169
Outer edges, 128, 698
Outer thread, 514, 531532
Overprint, 362
Overview, 457

PP

packed ISOZ file format, 32
Pallette Window Toolbox
Callout tools, 559

panel, preferences, 108
Paragraph sign, 661
Parallel path, double, 580, 582

Parallel path, single, 580
Parallel paths, 580
Part numbers, 666
Password, 144, 148
Paste layer, 350
Paste to current time, 283
Paste transparent, 214
pasting
objects with connected callouts,
570

Path, 66
Path segment, 515
Path segment, current, 524
Pattern, 367
Pattern, current, 424425
Pattern, dashed, 367
Pattern, dotted, 367
Pattern, solid, 367
Pen, 116, 331, 365, 369, 374, 376,
401, 418, 499
Pen attributes, 355
Pen window, 359, 370
Pen, border, 699
Pen, center line, 354
Pen, current, 355, 359, 389
Pen, medium, 354
Pen, names, 355
Pen, thick, 354
Pen, thickness, 355
Pen, thin, 354
Penetrating a cylinder, 602
Penetration curve, 603, 608
Pens, 58, 119, 134, 354, 710
Pens window, 353, 389
Perspective foreshortening, 624
Perspective major axes, 527, 533
Perspective rotation, 634
Photograph, 124
Pipette, 208
Pixel color, 209
Pixel color, active, 206, 208209
Pixel data, 206
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Pixel palette, 199, 206
Pixel pen, 206
Pixels, 85, 112
Placed drawing, 50, 59
Placed files window, 48, 61
Placed Files window, 406
Placed illustration, 58
Placing, 42, 45, 51, 53
Plane projection, 587
Plane, perspective, 586
Planes, perspective, 587
plugins, 450
Point, 113, 307, 367, 502
Point type, 524
Polygon, 539
Polygon tool, 539
polygons, 649
Polyline, 160, 484485
Polyline, closed, 484485
Polyline, open, 485
Polylines, 134, 711
Position, 400
Positive image, 210
Postfix, 401
PostScript™ font, 667
preferences, 113114, 121, 125,
144
thick/thin, 115

Preferences, 44
Preferences panel, 148
Preferences panel, locked, 149
preferences, 3D Options, 126
Preferences, dialog box, 108
preferences, file format, 145
Prefix, 401
Preview, 142
Preview mode, 331332
Primary colors, 411
Print, 76
Print options for ellipses, 116
Print overlap, 72, 75
Printer Setup, 75

Printing color, 356
Printing pages, 335
program preferences, 121
Program preferences, 111, 117118
Program version, new, 144
Program’s clipboard, 83
Projection, 453, 593, 596, 599
Projection of a circle, 503, 526,
532
Projection tools, 180, 586
Projection, dimetric, 454
Projection, isometric, 454
Projection, trimetric, 455

RR

Raster data, 200, 206
Raster formats, export, 42
Rectangle, 493
Rectangle tool, 494
Rectangle, perspective, 493
Rectangle, rounded, 495
Red, 411, 414415
redraw, 121
Redraw, 119
redraw preferences, 121
reference object, for connected
callout, 569
Refining selection, 102
Reflection, 209, 635
Reflection tool, 635, 637638
Reflection, perspective, 638
Release collection, 281
Release mask, 190
remote start animation, 291
Remote-operated animation, 245
remove hidden lines
fill contour, 701

Remove selection, 432
Rendering, 457
renumber callouts, 559
Resolution, 200
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Reverse Sequences, 281
Revert, 32
RGB color, 415416
RGB color system, 411
RGB color, free, 419
Rotate, 208
Rotation ho\, 606
Rotation hor, 594, 598, 601, 610
Rotation point, 631
Rotation tool, 630, 632633
Rotation tool, perspective, 590
Rotation ver, 598, 606, 610
Rotation, perspective, 634
Rotational surfaces, 615, 619
Rulers, 438

SS

Save, 29
Save as
dialog box, 30
different file location, 30
different file name, 30
different file name or location,
30
older ISO format, 31
packed ISOZ format, 32

Save, for the first time, 29
Scale, 114, 209
Scaling tool, 639, 643
Scheme, 400
Screen color, 356
Screen representation, 335, 411
Search, 97
Search, options, 98
Search, refining, 102
searching for animation items,
253255
security, 144
security preferences, 144
Select, 97
Select all, 432
Select and start a macro, 465

Select elements dialog box, 97
Select elements dialog box, search
options, 98
selecting animation items
Find Equal, 253
Find Similar, 253, 255

Selection rectangle, 189, 206, 475,
477
Selection to active layer, 351
Selection tool, 206
Selection, refining, 102
Sequence bar, active, 279
Sequence of layers, 349
Sequence, new, 257
sequences in animations
collections, grouping into, 281
cut, copy, paste, duplicate, or
delete, 283
reversing, 281

Set (for placing), 52
Setting values for attributes in
animations, current, 269
Setting values for transformations
in animations, current, 262
Shape, 402
Shape options, 402
Sharpen, 213
Shearing tool, 644
Show bounding box, 135
Show dimensions, 111, 562
Show EPS preview, 332
Show fills, 333
Show grid, 110
Size, 200, 400, 498, 510, 663, 665
Smooth rendering, 458
Smoothing, 458
Smoothing angle, 458
Special point, 113
Split into parts, 96
Splitting cursor, 95
Standard, 111113
Standard grid, 377, 384
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Standard layer, 347
Standard style, 397
Standard toolbar, 674675
Start, 373
Start angle, 616
Start arrow, 120
Start point, 495
Starting plane, 588
Step increment, 626
Step, new with animations, 260
Storage location, 66
Structure, 24
Structure display, 2526
Structured import, 673
Structures, 27
Style, 116, 355, 357, 365, 401,
499, 512
Style window, 363
Style, current, 359, 366, 370, 405
Style, names, 366
Styles, 119
Subscript, 312
Superscript, 312
Surface borders, 699
Surface elements, 22
Switch pen, 356, 544
Switch pens, 512

TT

Tab bar, 665
Tab-delimited text file, 147
Tabs, 317, 319, 663
Tangent, 652
Tangent between an ellipse and a
point, 652, 655
Tangent between two ellipses, 655
Target plane, 588
Technical drawing, 551
technical illustration, 671
Technical illustration, 135, 712
Template, 19

Template files, 17
Tessellation accuracy, 58
Text, 8485, 113
Text attributes, 119
Text background, 322
Text contour, 321
Text element, 384, 659, 664665
Element info dialog box, 158

Text element (dimension), 120
text element, callout, 399
text element, Callout, 561
Text format, 118, 384, 400
Text format, current, 385
Text formats, 665
Text tool, 661662, 665
Text with box tool, 661, 663
thick/thin preferences, 115
Thickness, 374
Thin line threshold, 58
thread, 649
Thread depth, 529
Thread point, 525, 535
Thread turns, 525, 532
threads, 114, 649
threads preferences, 114
three-dimensional information,
673
Threshold 50%, 204
TIFF preview, 46
Timeline, 275
Tone, 411, 414415, 417, 419
Tone, unnamed, 419
Tool icons, own, 450
Toolbar, 447, 452, 460, 673
toolbars
3D Tools, 677

Toolbox, 306, 308, 310, 312314,
317319, 344, 673
Tools, 713
Transform invisible parts, 135
Transformation, 192
transforming
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objects with connected callouts,
570

Transparency tool with lasso, 693
Transparency tool with selection
rectangle, 693
Tree structure, 26
true length, 541
True Type font, 666

UU

Undo, steps for, 141
Uniform, 639
Update, 49, 400
Updated version, 51
URI (Unique Resource Identifier),
233

VV

Vertex, 503, 506
Vertical, 624
Vertical offset, 119
Viewport, 390
Viewport, special for animation,
291
Viewports, 229, 302, 454
Viewports window, 389
VRML, 21, 52, 62, 672
VRML, export, 41

WW

Wavefront, 21, 52, 62, 672
Wavefront, export, 41
Width, automatic, 374
Width, fixed, 374
Window bar, 110112
Window size, 302
Wireframe, 457
Wrapping around a cylinder, 592
Wrapping around a sphere, 595
Wrapping around a torus, 599

Write layers, 36

XX

X axis, 624, 649
X axis 3D align tool, 688
XML file, 147
XML format, 24, 28

YY

Yaxis, 624, 649
Y axis 3D align tool, 688
Yellow, 411, 413, 415

ZZ

Z axis, 624, 649
Z axis 3D align tool, 688
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